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Heading toward the Final Stretch
Seigo Kuzumaki
SIP-adus Program Director
Three years have passed since the second phase of SIP was commenced in April 2018, and we are going up
toward the final stretch to achieve the SIP challenge, which encompasses the range stretching from research
and development to social and business implementation.
The achievements of our seven-year activities since the first phase of SIP were resulted from the industry-academia-government collaboration accelerated through the vision and roadmap shared among stakeholders and consensus made in the related industries.
For realization of Society 5.0, we in the second phase of SIP are working on “creation and distribution
of traffic environment information” as well as “establishing a communication portal of geographical data”
linked to the high precision 3D map so as to create a database and promote its exploitation, and also started
to “building a safety assessment evaluation environment in virtual space” and “making a validation method
of cybersecurity” based on our belief that safety is the first for the implementation of automated driving. We
defined these four activities as the most crucial to push forward toward social and business implementation
on this stage.
The spread of COVID-19 since early 2020 substantially affected the SIP activities, such as suspension
of the field operational tests in Tokyo waterfront area, among others, while its impact on the program was
minimized by running straight to the year of 2020, which is our milestone defined since the beginning of the
first phase of SIP, with the world’s first level 3 vehicles and several models with DMP’s high precision 3D map
launched on the market under the related regulations amended as scheduled. I can tell that this was achieved
with the industry-academia-government and cross-ministerial collaboration, which is our asset, and that
this is the fruits of the efforts by each and every stakeholder involved in automated driving development.
Allow me to express my heartfelt gratitude.
With the growing shared awareness that the realization of an automated driving society requires both
competition and cooperation, our initiatives related to the international cooperation and the fostering of
public acceptance are also being advanced in unison. Entering into the final stretch, we are going to gain the
momentum to boost our activities to contribute to solve social issues as much as we can, in reducing traffic
accidents and mitigating driver shortage and others, with automated driving technologies.
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Solving Social Issues through Automated Driving
to Realize Society 5.0
Takafumi Kakudo
Deputy Director General for Science, Technology and Innovation, Cabinet Office
Through the Council for Science, Technology and Innovation, the Cabinet Office has promoted the
Cross-Ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program (SIP) and other initiatives targeting the realization of Society 5.0, which means creating new value via the advanced fusion of the cyber and physical spaces,
achieving economic growth, and solving social issues. Automated driving recognizes the big data consisting
of the vast amount of information collected from roadside and on-board sensors in cyberspace, uses AI to
process that data and make decisions, and controls the driving of vehicles in the real world. It is therefore
viewed as an embodiment of Society 5.0.
We have pursued automated driving initiatives in accordance with the Public-Private ITS Initiative/Roadmaps established in 2014 by the IT Strategic Headquarters. The designation of the Future Investment Strategy 2018, in that same year, as a flagship project to drive innovation for Society 5.0 provides another example
of how automated driving has proven a crucial pillar of the growth strategy.
Under the leadership of the Program Director and Sub Program Directors, I believe that the SIP research
and development initiatives on automated driving have linked the relevant government agencies, industry,
and academia and diligently produced results in sectors and disciplines that must be treated as cooperative
areas. These include the concept of dynamic maps, as well as the generation and distribution of the static and
dynamic geographic data required for automated driving and driver assistance systems, safety assurance,
security, and communication.
Although technological advances are undeniably important to achieving automated driving, it is also necessary to establish systems and rules to manage the new technologies appropriately, as well as to foster public
acceptance by not only those who will use automated driving, but also society as a whole, and to cooperate
on an international level.
At the same time, the 6th Science, Technology, and Innovation Basic Plan formulated in March of this
year seeks to capitalize on the convergence of knowledge by integrating know-how from the humanities and
social sciences in the pursuit of solutions to social issues.
During the second phase of SIP, we will continue to use the framework of industry–academia-government
collaboration we have already built as a basis to channel our achievements into the social implementation of
automated driving, as well as foster public acceptance and strengthen initiatives designed to intensify international cooperation.
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Aiming to Maximize the Outcomes
Kiyoshi Imai
Executive Director, New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization
It is the mission of the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) as a
management agency to maximize the outcomes of the second phase SIP-adus program and bring them to a
successful conclusion.
Our activities are based on three pillars in accordance with the SIP operational guidelines. The first is the
management of the program itself, including tasks such as calling for applications of researchers who can
lead projects, contract execution, fund management, and progress management. NEDO also conducts technical peer-review evaluations and research activities from an expert perspective, drawing upon our knowledge and networks that have been cultivated through the past national project management experience.
The second pillar is to offer environment where a variety of stakeholders from industry, government, and
academia can work together as a team to solve problems and improve the efficiency of business operations.
Working closely with the Cabinet Office, we have promoted the project through the management of working
groups, task forces, and other entities under the Steering Committee, invitations for applications of participants in field operational tests in the Tokyo waterfront area, and assessments of the impact of COVID-19
on their research activities, while fully utilizing online solutions to avoid a lack of communication in the
program especially since the onset of the pandemic. The third pillar is to provide support for communications and public affairs. We will actively promote communication through our website and SNS and organize
various events, by offering information and worldwide activities to establish international cooperation and
standards, which will realize greater public awareness to the program and achieve earlier implementation of
research and development results in society.
Looking back at our activities, we have faced various difficulties, especially since the spread of COVID-19,
including the suspension of the field operational tests in the Tokyo waterfront area. We would like to express
my respect to many stakeholders who have devoted themselves to sharing various ideas amid working style
never experienced before and who always remain engaged in activities to find solutions.
With less than two years left in the second phase SIP, we are now in the final stretch of the program. With
the goal of achieving the future prosperity for society, we will diligently pursue our activities in collaboration
with SIP members. We would like to express our gratitude for your continued understanding and support
for the SIP-adus program.
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Preface
SIP-adus Interim Report Editorial Committee
September 2021
The SIP-adus (Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program (SIP) Automated Driving for
Universal Services) program, started from 2018 as part of SIP, has advanced various projects aiming at wider
implementation of automated driving systems from expressways to prefectural and municipal roads, as well
as of their technologies for logistics and transportation services.
Passing the halfway mark of the 2nd phase in FY 2020, this report summarizes and compiles the research
and development results halfway through SIP-adus activities and to ensure that these and other results
reported during the activities of the past three years are available for the latter half of this program as well as
after its completion. The English edition also serves to globally share these results, which will be utilized as
basis for discussions through the process of establishing standards and institutional frameworks.
This report includes the background of each theme and project with their raison d’être and overall perspectives, for which the leaders of the projects introduce details of the technical aspects through reference
papers and other information to support professional use by readers. We expect our readership, who is interested in automated driving systems and possesses the relevant technical background, to obtain a more profound understanding about the SIP-adus program and its activities with the support of this report.
We would like to express our profound gratitude to the stakeholders who devoted their time to contribute
to the report despite their busy schedule, and hope that this report provides an opportunity to become familiar with SIP-adus’s activities and achievements, as well as to help to enhance understanding of automated
driving systems for our readers, who will ultimately define the success of our objectives based on the report.

Members of the Editorial Committee
(Titles as of their taking office (April 1, 2021))

Program Director (PD)
Fellow, Advanced R&D and Engineering Company, TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION

Seigo Kuzumaki

Sub PDs
Visiting Professor, National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS) and
Principal Fellow, Center for Research and Development Strategy, Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST-CRDS)

Tateo Arimoto

Senior Engineer, Technical Affairs and Product Safety Group, Regulation and
Homologation Department, Customer Performance and CAE/Test Engineering
Division, NISSAN MOTOR CORPORATION

Ryota Shirato

Executive Chief Engineer, Innovative Research Excellence, Honda R&D Co., Ltd.

Yoichi Sugimoto

Experts
President & CEO, ITS Japan

Hajime Amano

Director of the institute, Institute for ACV Standardization/
Director, Automotive Research Department, National Traffic Safety and Environment Laboratory, National Agency for Automobile and Land Transport
Technology

Terunao Kawai

Researcher, Advanced Mobility Group, Smart Region Division, Mitsubishi
Research Institute

Yurie Toyama
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SIP–Automated Driving
for Universal Services
Mid-Term Results Report
Comments
Under the direction of the Council for Science, Technology and Innovation, which acts as a control center, the Cross-Ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program (SIP) of the Cabinet Office, a national
project to realize innovation through cross-agency as well as industry–government–academia cooperation,
embarked on its second phase in 2018, with 2020 marking the third year milestone of that phase. This
document constitutes the Mid-Term Results Report summarizing the initiatives of SIP–Automated Driving
for Universal Services, one of the 12 topics covered by the program. The composition and contents of the
various chapters are described below.

1

Chapter

Second Phase of SIP-Automated Driving for Universal Services

In the 5th Science and Technology Basic Plan, the government of
Japan espoused Society 5.0 (the realization of a super-smart society,
Fig. 1), and assigned the Strategic Innovation Promotion Program
(SIP) a central role in that realization.
The Society 5.0 concept is defined as a human-centered society
that achieves both economic growth and the resolution of social
issues through systems that achieve a high level of fusion between
the cyber (virtual) and physical (real) worlds. In that context, automated driving is expected to both spur economic growth by redefining the data industry through, notably, high precision 3D maps
and expanding the industry for sensors and other devices, while at
the same time helping to solve the social issue of ensuring safe and
secure means of transport. This makes automated driving a cruNew society “Society 5.0”
Hunting &
gathering

Data linkage
High degree of convergence between cyberspace
(virtual space) and physical space (real space)

cial technology in realizing Society 5.0, and it was therefore carried
over from the first to the second phase of SIP as one of the twelve
selected topics.
The specifics of the SIP-adus initiative take advantage of the
characteristics of an industry-government-academia collaboration
project , discussing issues that should be tackled cooperatively by the
industry, and focusing its research efforts on those issues. (Fig. 2)
Chapter 1, Overview of the Second Phase of SIP-Automated
Driving for Universal Services, describes the status of the second
phase of SIP, and the main achievements from the first phase. It
also outlines the goals, deployment milestones, major research
projects, and the framework of the initiatives.

Automated driving

Realizing Society 5.0

Realize a society enabling all citizens to get around
safely and securely

Competitive
area

Strategic Innovation promotion Program

Technological development
Economic
advancement

＋

Resolution of
social problems

Provide necessary products and services when
they are needed independently of region, age,
gender or language.

Building a digital infrastructure
Standardize data formats
Ensuring safety and information security,
and more.

Agriculture

Cooperative
area

Human-centered society in which people
enjoy a high quality of life full of vigor.
Information

Fig. 1: Society 5.0

Industry

International cooperation and
standardization
Fostering public acceptance
Revising regulations and
establishing systems

Fig. 2: Cooperative Area Technologies and Issues
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2

Building and Making Use of Traffic Environment Information

Dynamic maps

(automated driving, driving safety support)
Dynamic data

Link

ITS look-ahead data
(surrounding vehicles, pedestrian
data, traffic signal information, etc.)

Quasi-dynamic data
Traffic accident information, congestion information, traffic regulation
information, roadwork information,
short-range weather information, etc.

Base

Quasi-static data
Information on planned traffic
restrictions, information on
planned roadworks, long-range
weather forecast information, etc.
Static data
= High precision 3D map data
Road surface information, lane
information, 3D structural
objects, etc.

3

Ideal situation

Building a geospatial data
market

Cooperative area

Visualization of traffic environment information and
social utilization

mobility and logistics
services that utilize road
traffic_environment data

Utilization of traffic environment information and
geospatial information in
multiple fields.

Realization of safe and
smooth look-ahead data
Collection and utilization of
commercial probe data

Basic dynamic map concept
Maintenance and building of static data

Infrastructure-vehicle cooperation/
merging support, etc.
Traffic signal information
provision

Large scale FOTs related to
linking high precision 3D
maps and data
Private vehicle commercialization/service
implementation scenario
*CPS：Cyber Physical System

Easing of congestion by
controlling traffic flows

Construction of system
or utilizing dynamic data
(cooperative area)

Establishment of
basic static data

Additional data
Shared (basic) data

Practical adoption of
advanced automated
reduction of high precision
driving through cooperation
3D maps
Realization of advanced with infrastructure

Realization of Society 5.0 concept
(implementing CPS*)
Popularization through cost

Competitive area

Fig. 3: Dynamic Maps

Chapter

points, is designated as high priority information for the realization
of automated driving. Initiatives have therefore focused on building such information (Fig. 4).
The initiatives of the Development of Technology Concerning the
Generation of Traffic Environment Information and Development
of Technology Concerning the Transmission of Traffic Environment
Information projects are summarized in Chapter 2.

SIP Phase 1

Realizing automated driving requires making use of localization
and road traffic environment data such as high precision 3D maps,
traffic regulation, accidents or congestion information, and traffic
signal information.
We refer to the database of traffic environment information necessary for automated driving as dynamic maps. As shown in Fig. 3,
the concept is arranged in four layers.
Building dynamic maps is viewed as a cooperative area, and the
project constitutes a pillar of SIP-adus activities. Using the results
of the field operational tests (FOTs) from the first phase of SIP,
Dynamic Map Platform Co., Ltd. (DMP) was established in 2017,
and has been distributing high precision 3D maps covering the
30,000 km of expressways throughout Japan since 2018.
In the second phase of SIP, dynamic information linked to high
precision 3D maps, which consists of information on traffic signals, regulations, the end of lines of traffic due to congestion, fallen
objects, and vehicles in the main lane near expressway merging

SIP Phase 2

Chapter

FOT in Tokyo waterfront area
related to road traffic_environment data provision

Up to 2018

Automated driving on general roads (L2)
Automated driving on expressways (L2/L3)

Reduction of
accidents using V2X
communication

Real-time provision
of traffic regulation
information

Up to 2022
Up to 2020
Around 2020

Around 2025

Fully automated
driving on
expressways (L4)

Fig. 4: Road Traffic Environment Data Roadmap

Ensuring the Safety of Automated Driving

Safety is the most critical issue in automated driving. Fear and
doubts about automated driving by the system not only have a
major impact on the public acceptance of automated driving, but
also create the possibility that a single instance of an accident could
bring the automated driving development itself to a halt. Consequently, safety must be both ensured and proven.
The SIP-adus project considers field operational tests an important initiative in research and development, and follows a plan-docheck-act (PDCA) cycle to validate safety and effectiveness on-site.
Field operational tests (FOTs) on public roads in the Tokyo
waterfront area were planned for the second phase of SIP. With the
participation of a total of 29 organizations including automakers
and suppliers from Japan and other countries, business ventures,
and universities, we obtained feedback on the effectiveness and
accuracy, as well as formats, of the aforementioned and worked on
defining standards. During the tests, participants also validated the
safety of their own automated vehicles (Fig. 5).
The details and results of the FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area
are presented in Chapter 3, Field Operational Tests in the Tokyo
Waterfront Area.
At the same time, validating safety also requires evaluations
in dangerous environments that simulate accidents. The FOTs on
public roads therefore have to be complemented with validation on
test fields and evaluations in virtual space (simulations). Building
a simulation platform that is highly consistent with actual environmental conditions and capable of evaluating the sensor per-

formance crucial to automated vehicles was considered essential.
Initiatives pursued in the second phase of SIP therefore focus on
building a safety evaluation environment in cyberspace as a crucial
theme (Fig. 6).
Similarly, communication is essential for automated vehicles
that drive while receiving the latest traffic environment information from external sources, and future cyberattacks pose a high risk
of becoming major threats. Consequently, surveys and research on
new cyberattack techniques and countermeasure technologies repTokyo Waterfront City Area
Environment providing traffic signal information from traffic
lights (ITS roadside units).
High precision 3D maps linked with traffic signal information
and more

Haneda Airport Area
Environment providing traffic signal information from traffic
lights (ITS roadside units).
Route with magnetic markers
Temporary bus stops
Bus lane
and more

Metropolitan Expressway that connects
Haneda Airport and the Waterfront City area
Environment providing merging lane assistance information
Environment providing information on ETC gates
Environment providing lane-specific traffic regulation information
and more

Fig. 5: Field Operational Tests in the Tokyo Waterfront Area
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resent another crucial theme actively tackled in the second phase of
SIP. These initiatives are covered in the Realizing a Safe Automated
Driving Society section of Chapter 3.
Ensuring safety must go beyond hardware and systems, and
also encompass safety education for users as well as finding complementary approaches to communicate with other traffic participants. The Realizing a Safe Automated Driving Society section of
Chapter 3 also describes these initiatives.

4

Chapter

5

Virtual assessments
SILS/MILS

Proving Ground

(Software in the Loop/Model in the Loop)

Connection

Connection

HILS

VILS

(Hardware in the Loop)

Camera

Radar

LiDAR

(Vehicle in the Loop)

Build a sensor model that is highly consistent
with actual phenomena.

Source : Kanagawa Institute of technology, MITSUBISHI PRECISION CO.,LTD., DENSO Corporation, Pioneer Smart Sensing Innovations Corporation, Hitachi Automotive Systems, Ltd.

Fig. 6: DIVP Initiatives

A Society with Automated Driving

SIP activities range from basic research to pursuing application
and commercialization as the program seeks to resolve social issues.
In depopulated areas of Japan, public transportation services face
a grim future and are gradually being cancelled. Securing means of
transportation for a population consisting primarily of elderly citizens has become an urgent issue that calls for implementing mobility services relying on automated driving as soon as possible.
In the second phase of SIP, we therefore joined forces with many
regional promoting organizations and local governments to conduct long term FOTs using a customized golf cart using electromagnetic induction lines with a carrying capacity of seven people.
At the Kamikoani Michi-no-Eki (in Kamikoani-mura, Akita),
these tests led to launching a service adapted to local needs at the
end of 2019. The service involves local volunteers working as vehicle crew, and combines a reservation-based on-demand service
with a regular scheduled route (Fig. 7).
These initiatives are presented in Chapter 4, Automated Driving
Services in Regional Communities.
We also believe that encouraging the spread of automated
driving will require fostering a correct understanding of what it
entails, as well as quantifying its various impacts (influences) while
presenting its advantages and disadvantages in clear and specific
terms.

Chapter

Empirical assessments
Public Road

As part of the second phase of SIP, we have therefore conducted
a large-scale annual survey providing a fixed-point observation of
public acceptance, and have also worked on developing methods
to estimate the effectiveness of automated driving at reducing accidents as well as its socioeconomic impacts.
We have also cooperated with the medicine and engineering
fields to validate the effectiveness of advanced driving support for
drivers with visual field deficit as part of efforts aimed at applying
automated driving technology to help vulnerable road users. All
of these topics are covered in the Social Acceptance of Automated
Driving section of Chapter 4.

Fig. 7: Mobility Service in Kamikoani-mura, Akita

Data linkage and Use to Realize Society 5.0

As already noted, commercializing automated driving requires
various forms of geographical data, including high precision 3D
maps and traffic environment information, and SIP-adus has been
carrying out research and development in that area. At the same
time, as outlined in the introduction to this article, the vision for
Society 5.0 is not limited to automated driving and encompasses a
cyber-physical space that includes data from other fields.
In the second phase of SIP, we determined that a portal site
providing catalogs indicating the owner and format of data and
offering opportunities for matching was necessary to promote the
coordination and use of the various forms of geographical data
possessed by the government and corporations, and launched MD
communet™ in the spring of 2021 (Fig. 8). That initiative, along

with an application design contest for the use of data, are presented
in Chapter 5, Promoting Data Linkage.

Business
matching
Automated driving
List/search
catalogs

MaaS

Register
needs/seeds

Communication

Logistics/transportation

Information concerning the
road environment

Support for
matching

Centralize catalog data in the portal site

Fig. 8: MD communet™
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6

Promoting International Cooperation

7

Other Matters

Chapter

As described above, SIP-adus has been working on developing
technology and fostering public acceptance in the cooperative areas
necessary to realize automated driving. At the same time, vehicles
are a worldwide product, and achieving automated driving only in
Japan is not competitive and also makes it unlikely to spread. Consequently, we have diligently pursued international cooperation
to ensure global harmony since the inception of SIP, and actively
worked on international standardization as we strengthened our
relationships with standardization bodies in Japan. The second
phase of SIP, in particular, defines dynamic maps, human factor,

Chapter

The SIP-adus projects cover a wide array of themes, and the
limitations of the paper medium for this Mid-Term Results Report
means that many projects have not been presented. The Other
Major Projects section of Chapter 7, outlines promising and potentially useful research results left out of the main text, and describes
where to obtain the relevant reports.
Due to the need for the ongoing sharing of information and
communication with various stakeholders concerning fostering
public acceptance, and in light of the long-term strategy, we have
also conducted public relation activities such as dialogs with the
general public, test-ride events for journalists, and report conferences as a complement to the research and development initiatives
FY 2018

[I]
Plan and
execute FOTs

FY 2019

FY 2020

Planning and establishing
FOTs in the Tokyo
waterfront area

2020 milestones

Implement FOTs

FOTs in regions and elsewhere
Develop technology to transmit traffic
signal information
Build and use traffic environment information
(make use of vehicle probe data)

Collect, integrate and distribute short and
medium range information

[ II ]
Technological
development

Build a safety assurance environment
in virtual space
New cyberattack methods
and countermeasure
technologies
Geographical data
Build an automated driving
architecture

HMI and education methods adapted to
advanced automated driving
Survey of communication in automated driving
systems

[ III ]
Fostering
public
acceptance

[ IV ]
International
cooperation

Convey information to citizens and
foster understanding
Assess socioeconomic impacts
Advanced driving support for
drivers with visual field loss

SIP-adus WS/Joint research with
institutions outside Japan
Build an IP
strategy

•Started tests, establishment of
technology, and standardization in October 2019.
•Realize level 4 mobility
services in limited areas by
2020.

safety assurance, connected vehicles, socioeconomic impacts,
and service implementation as crucial international cooperation
themes, with their respective leader taking the initiative in promoting those themes. In addition, an international cooperation
coordinator appointed as the face SIP-adus activities in that area,
is actively building a global network centered on Japan–Germany
and Japan–EU cooperation. Chapter 6, International Cooperation
and International Standardization Activities, presents those activities.

described in Chapter 4, Social Acceptance of Automated Driving.
These activities are also briefly presented in Chapter 7.
In closing, SIP-adus defines 2020, the third year of the 5-year
second phase, as a milestone, and our activities to reach that milestone involved not only setting a timeline for commercialization,
but also setting the stage to make the transition to commercialization and practical application over the remaining two years. The
main SIP-adus projects and the overall schedule are presented in
Fig. 9. We will be strengthening collaboration between business
operators in our various projects as well as coordination with projects by other government agencies to maximize the results of our
projects.
FY 2021

FY 2022

Legacy systems/commercialization
Expand examples of mobility services

•Formulate standard specifications for the use of automated
V2I modifications and V2N FOTs
driving technology
•Set milestones for establishing
Validate
and build a framework for
standards and guidelines
full-fledged operation.
concerning traffic environment
data
•Formulate specification proposFOTs
als for international standardization
•Standardization of I/F for the
Build a database for practical application
standard P/F, validation of ADAS
test reproducibility
•Build an IDS evaluation
Define guidelines for IDS evaluation
framework and formulate
evaluation methods
Invite companies
Test
•Implement a portal site, validate
to participate
operation
the effectiveness of circulating
data
•Propose communication
Standardize
methods
•Validate and test educational
Prepare a
Update the
approaches
roadmap
roadmap
•Summarize use cases and issues
•Raise awareness through the
web and social media
•Run successful events
•Measure and evaluate
effectiveness
•Quantitatively estimate the
effects of automated driving
•Formulate guidelines for the
design of driving support
systems
•Strengthen international
cooperation/promote international standardization
•Formulate a standardization/patent strategy

Foster understanding based on the
long-term strategy

Refine in the Business
Promotion WG
Deploy the education
program
Promote ongoing
cooperative activities

2022 end goal
•Assess infrastructure implementation in the Tokyo
waterfront area
•Commercialize merging assistance system on the
Metropolitan Expressway
•Deploy ART to regions (FOTs commercialization)
•Expand examples of mobility service commercialization(5 or more locations)
•Build an environment and framework for traffic
signal information transmission based on the
standard specifications
(gradually start transmission in and after 2024)
•Build an environment and framework for traffic
environment data transmission that makes use of
vehicle probes
(gradually start transmission in and after 2023)
•Establish an organization capable of sustaining the
data P/F
•Start use by third-party evaluation bodies
•Establish IDS evaluation methods and update the
JASPAR guidelines
•Launch a portal site service for the multi-purpose
deployment of geographical data
•Incorporate external HMIs in ISO standards
•Create a driving safety education program and
training materials
•Update the Public-Private ITS Initiatives/Roadmaps
•Establish and build a framework to sustain the
operation of web and social media activities after
the completion of SIP
•Propose an action plan based in the impact
assessments for the Public-Private ITS
Initiative/Roadmaps
•Develop an education system

•Separate goals for international standardization
•Establish an long-term industry–academia cooperative organization

Fig. 9: Main SIP-adus Projects and Overall Schedule
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Overview of the Second Phase of SIP- Automated
Driving for Universal Services

Kotaro Sugiyama and Yasuyuki Koga (Cabinet Office)
The Cross-Ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program (SIP) of the Cabinet Office is a national
project to realize scientific and technical innovation, with the Council for Science,Technology and Innovation
acting as its control center. In the field of automated driving, where results are expected from SIP, initiatives
aimed at reducing traffic accidents and congestion, and securing mobility in sparsely populated regions are
being pursued to realize a society offering safe and secure transportation for all its citizens. With its sights
firmly set on facilitating the realization of Society 5.0, the second phase of SIP-Automated Driving for Universal Services (2018 to 2022) is using the achievements of the first phase (2014 to 2018) as a springboard
to carry out research and development, field operational tests (FOTs), and other activities in cooperative
areas to build a vehicle-infrastructure cooperative driving automation system that will expand the scope
of automated driving commercialization

1

Background and Policy Standing

As interest in automated driving grows in leaps and bounds,
automobile and auto parts manufacturers are actively investing in
research and development. Moreover, the national government is
also encouraging participation in one research and development
project or FOT after another. At the same time, Japan, the U.S.,
and Europe have taken the lead in making tangible progress toward
establishing the necessary legislation and environment.
These efforts have been spurred not only by the need to solve
social issues such as reducing traffic accidents and congestion, and
securing mobility for the elderly and other vulnerable road users,
but also by strong expectations that automated driving will bring
along a social revolution in areas such as new logistics and transportation services or the creation of new business.
The automotive industry is said to have entered a once-in-acentury period of transformation and is being swept by a wave
of innovation exemplified by automated driving, electrification,
connectivity, and sharing. Winning the development race means
more than just maintaining and strengthening the wide-ranging
automotive industry currently playing a central role in Japanese
industry. A ripple effect on the digital infrastructure, sensor, communication, and other industries necessary to automated driving is
anticipated, and expectations for the creation of new industries and
services have been raised, presenting tremendous potential for the
growth of the Japanese economy in the future.
In that context, (then) Prime Minister Abe declared at the
Council on Investments for the Future (March 2018) that “automated driving would be achieved at the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and
Paralympic Games”. Following additional remarks such as “transmitting signal information to vehicles, the establishment of a
field operational test location in Tokyo waterfront area, and other
wide-ranging efforts to deploy various businesses will be further
intensified”, Public-Private ITS Initiative/Roadmaps 2020 (July
2020) stated that Japan would “aim to build and maintain ‘the
world’s safest and smoothest road traffic society’ by 2030 through
the development and deployment of automated driving systems,

and the establishment of a data infrastructure”. In addition, the
Integrated Innovation Strategy 2020 (July 2020) espoused the
establishment of both cross-field and field-specific data linkage
platforms, and the building of an architecture, to prepare a data
linkage platform for Society 5.0.
The SIP initiative targets the realization Society 5.0 espoused in
the 5th Science and Technology Basic Plan (January 2016) that, as
of the 6th Science, Technology, and Innovation Basic Plan (March
2021), seeks to advance research and development and social
implementations, and make use of convergence of knowledge, to
solve various social issues and aim for a robust and sustainable
society that guarantees its citizen safety and security and ensures
the well-being for each and every person in various forms.

2

Trends Outside Japan

In other countries, efforts to commercialization automated
driving are moving away from the inordinate expectation of realizing the fully automated driving, level 5 of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)-define automated driving levels (SAE
levels) and shifting toward more realistic initiatives, and engaging
in deeper discussions concerning safety, reliability, and ethical
issues. As automated driving FOTs are conducted throughout the
world, there are growing discussions on formulating a common
evaluation method and creating a common data format to enable
the sharing of information. The rapid global spread of COVID-19
since early 2020 has had a tremendous impact on both the global
and local flow of goods and people. Research and development and
other activities related to automated driving have also been partially delayed, but are nevertheless still actively pursued.
In the U.S., the White House and Department of Transportation (USDOT) jointly released Ensuring American Leadership in
Automated Vehicle Technologies: Automated Vehicles 4.0 (AV 4.0)
report in January 2020. AV 4.0 establishes Federal principles for
the development and integration of automated vehicles, consisting
of three core focus areas: Prioritize safety and security, promote
innovation, and ensure a consistent regulatory approach. Although
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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AV 4.0 was released before the transition to the new administration,
the Automated Vehicles Comprehensive Plan, which builds on the
principles stated in AV 4.0, has been released. The plan defines the
three goals of promoting collaboration and transparency, modernizing the regulatory environment, and preparing the transportation
system to achieve USDOT’s vision for automated driving systems.
In Europe as well, various countries are promoting research
projects on automated driving, including PEGASUS and VIVALDI
in Germany, and DRIVEN and HumanDrive in the U.K. In the
context of the European Commission Horizon 2020 program, the
EU is promoting many research projects concerning connected
and automated driving. Horizon Europe, the program succeeding
Horizon 2020, was agreed upon in December 2020, sets Climate,
Energy and Mobility as one of the six clusters under the pillar for
solving social issues.

3

Initiatives in the First SIP Phase and Achievements to Date

In Japan, the first phase of SIP-Automated Driving for Universal
Services led the way in research and development in the cooperative areas of automated driving through industry-academia-government collaboration, as well as cross-ministerial, collaboration,
setting milestones such as the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic
Games.
Large-scale FOTs initiated in fiscal 2017 have produced results
such as validating the effectiveness of dynamic maps, advancing
the formulation of integrated specifications, and establishing a
baseline structure for maps. Using those results, Dynamic Map
Platform Co., Ltd. started the commercial distribution of high-precision 3D maps for all 30,000 kilometers of the highways in Japan
at the end of fiscal 2018.
On the regulatory front, the Charter for Improvement of Legal
System and Environment for Automated Driving Systems (April
2018, IT Strategic Headquarters of the Cabinet Secretariat) has
been evaluated by various ministries. The revisions to the Road
Transport Vehicle Act and Road Traffic Act, which were passed
in May 2019 and came into effect in April 2020, provide a legislative system enabling automated vehicles equivalent to SAE level 3
to drive on public roads. The world’s first type designation for a
vehicle equipped with an automated driving system based on the
revised Road Transport Vehicle Act was carried out in November
2020, and in March 2021, that vehicle became the first commercial
automated vehicle on the planet. Starting with that automated vehicle, the high-precision 3D maps by Dynamic Map Platform Co.,
Ltd. were used in many vehicles.
Similarly, a partial revision to the Road Traffic Act concerning
road areas for facilities supporting the operation of automated
driving was passed in May 2020 and came into effect in November
of the same year. Clear progress has been made in reforming the
legislative system to enable the social implementation of transportation services making use of automated driving technologies

10

Fig. 1: Overall Vision for Automated Driving (Research and Development Plan)

4

Launch of Second SIP Phase

The importance of automated driving development has also
been recognized in the second phase of SIP, leading the launch of
a new project. In March 2018, after the Cross-Ministerial Strategic
Innovation Promotion Program determined the basic policy for
the second phase of SIP, the Cabinet Office started formulating a
research and development and released the Cross-Ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program Automated Driving for Universal Services R&D Plan in July of the same year.
The social implementation of automated driving requires overcoming the three challenges of technology, legislative systems,
and public acceptance. In cooperation with government agencies
such as the National Police Agency and the ministries of Internal
Affairs and Communications, Economy, Trade and Industry, and
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, SIP-adus has enlisted
the participation of industry, academic and other organizations in
cooperating on cross-ministerial, industry–academia–government
initiatives that include research and development and FOTs.
The second phase of SIP is pursuing research and development,
FOTs and other activities in cooperative areas to build a vehicle-infrastructure cooperative driving automation system that will
expand the scope of automated driving commercialization.
Research and development focuses on the four pillars of I)
developing and validating automated driving systems (FOTs), II)
developing basic technologies for the commercialization of automated driving, III) fostering public acceptance of automated driving, and IV) intensifying international cooperation. International
cooperation in research and development and discussion on standardization are being encouraged through the use of the opportunity provided by FOTs to hold events and transmit information, as
well as by providing an open discussion forum that welcomes manufacturers from outside Japan. At the same time, we are collaborating with the IT Strategy Headquarters of the Cabinet Secretariat
to integrate technology and the establishment of legislative system,
and coordinating with the initiatives of the various ministries with
respect to the latter.
As for the international standardization, we are strengthening
our collaboration with standardization bodies to smoothly and
quickly bring products and services to global markets. We are also
working with organizations such as the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) and the Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan (JSAE), as well as the Japan Auto Parts Industries
Association (JAPIA), the Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association (JEITA), the UTMS Society of Japan,
the Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB), and the
ITS Info-communications Forum (ITS Forum) to advance stan-
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dardization based on both ISO, IEC, ITU and other de jure standards and, through coordination with globally influential industry
standardization bodies, de facto standards.

5

Objectives and Deployment Milestones

At SIP-adus, we are following the milestone fiscal years of
achievement laid out in Public-Private ITS Initiative/Roadmaps
2020 with respect to the specific period for commercializing and
spreading automated driving. In addition to establishing the cooperative area technologies deemed necessary to achieve the objectives, we are confirming the validity of technologies and services
through FOTs and other activities involving various local operators
and authorities. We intend to define targets for social implementation by the end of the second phase of SIP through the creation of
several examples of commercialization.
• Mobility services: Realize driverless automated driving (SAE
level 4) in specific regions by 2020.
•
Logistics services: Realize fully automated driving (SAE
level 4) on highways for trucks by 2025.
•
Privately owned vehicles: Realize fully automated driving
(SAE level 4) on highways around 2025.
• Privately owned vehicles: Further advance driver assistance
technologies for general roads (SAE level 2 or higher on general roads).
The social implementation of research and development calls
not only for technological development in cooperative areas,
but also for the integration of initiatives by various stakeholders,
including technological development, in competitive areas such
as vehicle development. Consequently, we have set and worked
toward milestones such as the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic
Games. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the joint test-ride event
with JAMA intended as one of the activities to foster public acceptance has been postponed. However, technological development is
essentially progressing on schedule.
Moving forward, ewe plan to work on the transfer of technology to the private sector and other forms of social implementation.
This will be done by building upon the last three years of research
and development outcomes, strengthening coordination between
SIP-adus policies, and combining Tokyo waterfront area and other
FOTs with the development of basic technologies to maximize outputs, make commercialization possible, and define guidelines.

6

Research and Development Details

cybersecurity, and (d)creation of an architecture for geographical
data for automated driving . Pillar III, fostering public acceptance,
involves (a) information dissemination to citizens, etc. and promotion of understanding, and (b) surveys and research to solve social
issues by using automated driving technologies (clearly identifying
socioeconomic impacts). Lastly, Pillar IV consists of (a) spreading
information globally through activities such as holding international workshops, and (b) joint research conducted with research
institutes outside Japan.
Within the above, we have defined (1) building and distributing
traffic environment data, (2) building a safety assurance environment in virtual space, (3) establishing a cybersecurity evaluation
method, and (4) building a geographic data distribution portal as
the four crucial themes for the second phase of SIP, and are actively
working on their realization and commercialization

7

Framework for Initiatives

A SIP-adus Steering Committee has been established and begun
operations. It is chaired by Program Director (PD) Seigo Kuzumaki, and consists of members from the National Police Agency,
Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, the Road Bureau
and Road Transport Bureau of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport, experts, and related industries and industry organizations. The Committee holds joint industry–academia–government discussions concerning the basic research and development
policy and deployment milestones. The System Implementation
Working Group, Business Promotion Working Group, and International Cooperation Working Group have been set up under the
Steering Committee. In addition, discussions are underway within
the respective task forces established for the building of traffic environment information, the conducting of FOTs in Tokyo waterfront
area, and the study of communication protocols for cooperative
autonomous driving. The New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO) serves as the management
agency responsible for promoting SIP-adus, implementing its
research and development policies, and managing outcomes. It has
been implementing the policies in a timely and flexible manner,
and carried out appropriate administration.

【 Reference 】
(1)Public-Private ITS Initiative/Roadmaps, IT Strategy Headquarters of the Cabinet
Secretariat, revised July 15, 2020.
(2)Cross-Ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program Automated Driving for
Universal Services R&D Plan, Director-General for Science, Technology and Innovation, Cabinet Office, revised May 14, 2020.

Research and development in SIP-adus focuses on the four
pillars of I) developing and validating automated driving systems
(FOTs), II) developing platform technology for the commercialization of automated driving, III) fostering public acceptance of
automated driving, and IV) intensifying international cooperation.
The main topics of research and development break down as
follows. Pillar I, the FOTs, include (a) FOTs in Tokyo waterfront
area and (b) social implementation of mobility and logistics services in local regions and other areas. Pillar II, the development
of platform technology, focuses on (a) technologies for using the
traffic environment data, (b)safety assurance technologies , (c)
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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2

Building and Making Use of Traffic Environment
Data

(1) Development of Technology Concerning the Generation of Traffic Environment Data

Utilization of Road Traffic Environment
Data and Roadmap (Overview)
Masato Minakata (TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
Overview: Vehicles equipped with automated driving systems are required to operate safely and smoothly
in various traffic environments while sharing those environments with a wide range of traffic users. To
realize this objective, it is necessary to construct a cooperative infrastructure system capable of collecting
and generating road traffic environment data at the roadside, as well as distributing this data in a timely
fashion to vehicles. At the same time, it will also be important for the future to construct a framework for
data circulation that embodies the cyber physical system defined under the so-called Society 5.0 concept,
namely the generation, distribution, and re-use by vehicles of new road traffic environment data from commercial probe data collected by vehicles themselves.The SIP-adus program is working to promote practical
adoption in these cooperative areas, starting from research and development related to the construction of
systems for utilizing road traffic environment data and commercial probe data.

1

Utilization of Road Traffic Environment Data in
Automated Driving

Human drivers operate vehicles under complex traffic environments through a repeated cycle of recognition, judgment, and
operation processes. In the same way, automated driving systems
must also be equipped with a wide range of on-board sensors that
collect data, particularly to recognize the traffic environment surrounding the driver’s vehicle. However, the extent of data that can
be collected by on-board sensors alone is limited, and such systems
are forced to rely on road traffic environment data obtained from
external sources. Examples of such data include precise estimation
of the position of the driver’s vehicle on the road (“localization”),
roadside structures outside the detection range of the on-board
sensors, applicable traffic rules (including items that change on a
periodic basis such as the color of traffic signals), and the creation
of plans for driving routes that the vehicle should be controlled to
follow (Fig. 1).
The SIP-adus program has investigated and categorized the
requirements for various aspects of road traffic environment data
that will be required to realize advanced automated driving systems.
1) Static data, i.e., road, roadside structure, and permanent traffic regulation data, as well as logical data that can be generated virtually from roads and roadside structures.

2) Quasi-static data, i.e., event status data that can be planned or
predicted in advance, even though the position, range, occurrence
time (time zone) and attribute data of such events changes over
time.
3) Quasi-dynamic data, i.e., the actual status of an event with
attributes that change over time and the actual data of the applicable objects that accompany the occurrence of the event, even
though the position and occurrence time (time zone) of such
events may not be constant and may be generated, disappear, move,
expand, and contract, or may have a constant position or constant
time zone.
4) Dynamic data, i.e., data related to applicable items that move
and do not have a constant position, or that have a constant position but have attributes that are updated over a short cycle, and that
change position or update attributes in a unique manner to that
applicable object.
SIP-adus is constructing research and development, effectiveness verification, and utilization systems related to the generation of data in various cooperative areas based on the concept of
dynamic maps that utilize high precision mutually linked 3D map
data consisting of location- and time-dependent static data (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Dynamic Map Concept

Fig. 1: Utilization of Road Traffic Environment Data in Automated Driving
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2

Road Traffic Environment Data Roadmap

SIP-adus is formulating a roadmap and constructing a system
for the utilization of road traffic environment data, with the aim
of enabling the practical adoption of advanced automated driving
through cooperation with infrastructure (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Road Traffic Environment Data Roadmap

SIP phase 1 focused on establishing basic static data. Large scale
field operational tests (FOTs) that attracted a wide range of participants from both inside and outside Japan were held from the standpoints of studying specifications for high precision 3D map data,
prototyping, and international standardization. In these FOTs, high
precision 3D map data was prepared for a total of approximately
600 km of roads covering the Tomei Expressway, Shin-Tomei
Expressway, Joban Expressway, and Tokyo Metropolitan expressways. Commercialization was realized through FOTs pertaining to
the effectiveness of the concept of linking to the specifications and
static data of these maps and utilizing the dynamic data.
SIP phase 2 is promoting research and development to construct a utilization system that extends from the generation to the
provision of each type of quasi-static, quasi-dynamic, and dynamic
road traffic environment data required to expand the operational
design domain (ODD) of automated vehicles. As important milestones toward social implementation, infrastructure that provides
each type of road traffic environment data under the actual traffic
environment of the Tokyo waterfront area has been established,
and an FOT is under way that will likely extend to the end of the
2021 fiscal year. In the same way as phase 1, this FOT features a
wide range of participants from both inside and outside Japan. In
addition to the practical adoption of advanced automated driving
through cooperation with infrastructure, SIP phase 2 is also promoting initiatives toward social implementation as expressed on
the roadmap to help realize the Society 5.0 concept by encouraging
the utilization of geographical data.

3

Initiatives for the Construction of Each Type of
Road Traffic Environment Data

3.1. Traffic Signal Information Provision Technology for Infrastructure-Based Cooperative Automated Driving
One item of technology that will be required to expand the
ODD of advanced automated vehicles onto general roads is high
precision traffic signal color recognition technology. In addition

to image recognition by onboard cameras, progress is also being
made internationally in research and development related to the
provision of traffic signal information via wireless communication
to ensure redundancy of the recognition means and support color
recognition reliability.
In Japan, a traffic signal information provision service for general drivers (traffic signal color information and time before the
traffic signal changes color) that uses short-range wireless communication on the dedicated frequency band (760 MHz) allocated to
ITS has already been practically adopted. SIP-adus is carrying out
research and development toward the utilization of traffic signal
information for automated vehicle control while using these assets.
The three key points of this research and development are as
follows: (1) the establishment of a reliable system assuming utilization for automated driving, (2) confirmation of the accuracy of
information, and (3) ensuring the availability of the system with
various traffic signal control methods. For this initiative, a technology committee has been set up under the leadership of the
Universal Traffic Management Society (UTMS) of Japan, which
is promoting research and development in cooperation with the
National Police Agency, Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, and infrastructure manufacturers. For point (1), the following
failsafe specifications have been added to traffic signal controllers and ITS wireless roadside units: traffic signal color monitoring units and functions that determine the consistency between
the current and provided color information. Prototype units are
currently being deployed to confirm that these specifications are
functioning appropriately. For points (2) and (3), studies of the
required accuracy of messages and information that must be added
to communication and availability requirements are being carried
out alongside experiments on test courses. In addition, since the
effectiveness and benefits of information provision was verified
under an actual traffic environment in the Tokyo waterfront area
FOT between the 2019 and 2020 fiscal years, it is planned to reflect
this information in the standards and specifications to be issued by
UTMS. Furthermore, for some traffic signals with special sensing
controls, countermeasure proposals and requests related to traffic signal information provision for automated vehicles are being
summarized from the standpoints of functionality and operability,
and studies of specifications by the technology committee are being
pursued toward practical adoption.
In addition to traffic signal information provision by shortrange wireless communication using the conventional ITS wireless
communication frequency band (V2I), SIP-adus has also started
research and development into traffic signal information provision
via public networks (V2N), which is regarded as an appropriate and
superior area-based approach to establishing traffic signal information provision infrastructure. An FOT using a model system was
carried out in Saitama Prefecture in the 2020 fiscal year. An FOT
is also planned for the Tokyo waterfront area in the second half of
the 2021 fiscal year.
3.2. Development of Technology Related to Lane-Based Road
Traffic Environment Data Using Probe Vehicle Data
Focusing on the underlying value of big probe data collected
from the growing number of connected vehicles equipped with an
onboard data communication module (DCM), SIP-adus has initiated a series of review meetings with participation from the relevant
government ministries, industry organizations, and information
service providers. From the standpoint of utilization in automated
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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vehicle controls, SIP-adus is working to construct a framework to
facilitate research, development, and social implementation related
to lane-based road traffic environment data using probe vehicle
data.
Inside Japan, existing services that provide information on traffic flows at a road-level include the Japan Road Traffic Information
Center (JARTIC) and the Vehicle Information and Communication System (VICS) Center. These services are growing in popularity via onboard navigation systems. SIP-adus has been collecting
probe data from private vehicles on the road and, to enable the utilization of high precision lane-based traffic flow information, traffic
regulation information, and information describing the presence
of objects in the road in course planning proposals for automated
vehicles via statistical processing, the program carried out desktop
studies related to methods of generating and providing such information in real-time. Proof-of-concept studies on actual roads were
then completed by the 2020 fiscal year. In the second half of the
2021 fiscal year, to further enhance the accuracy of information,
the scale and variety of the collected probe data is being expanded
with plans for social implementation of a system aiming toward
practical adoption running parallel to the FOT in the Tokyo waterfront area.
3.3. Updating High Precision 3D Maps Utilizing Probe Vehicle
Data
Using the results of SIP phase 1, a business to provide high
precision 3D map data, which is the basic static data required
for dynamic maps, was started in March 2019 covering approximately 30,000 km of expressways and dedicated vehicle-only highways across the whole of Japan. The sale of vehicles equipped with
advanced driver assistance systems using this high precision 3D
map data has already begun. However, how to efficiently and continuously manage and maintain the accuracy and freshness of this
high precision data has been raised as a new issue.
In SIP phase 2, by collecting and analyzing probe data from
vehicles on the road, research is underway with the objective of
identifying fast and low-cost methods of changing the road structures reflected in this high precision 3D map data. Currently, probe
data that can be collected from vehicles on the road includes vehicle driving trajectories from Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS)-based position information, driving history data such as
indicator, brake, and other operations, as well as driving image data
from the growing number of onboard dashcam drive recorders. By
using this data in research and development related to information
collection about road structures before and after changes occur and
change-extraction technology, it has been confirmed that changes
can be identified more accurately and in a shorter time even using
driving image data from popular commercial drive recorders than
conventional operator-based visual extraction techniques. Based
on these research and development results, operational requirements for image collection are being organized, with practical
adoption planned for the 2022 fiscal year and beyond after the necessary adjustments are made for commercialization.

【 Reference 】
(1)SIP-adus Workshop 2020 Outcomes Report Meeting Presentation Materials:
https://www.sip-adus.go.jp/evt/workshop2020/file/sr/SR_04J_Minakata.pdf
https://www.sip-adus.go.jp/evt/workshop2020/file/sr/SR_05J_Kobayashi.pdf
https://www.sip-adus.go.jp/evt/workshop2020/file/sr/SR_07J_Ichikawa.pdf
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Traffic Signal Information Provision Technology for
Infrastructure-Based Cooperative Automated Driving
Masafumi Kobayashi (Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.), Yukiko Hatazaki (Nippon Signal Co., Ltd.), Yuichi Takayanagi (Panasonic System Solutions
Japan Co., Ltd.), Toru Mabuchi (Omron Social Solutions Co., Ltd.), Shunichi Kawabe (Universal Traffic Management Society of Japan)

The following three points were identified as requirements for traffic signal information from the standpoints of improving the
reliability and availability of automated driving: (1) a maximum margin of error of ±300 msec between the timing of the traffic signal
information and the actual traffic signal color, (2) the detection of traffic signal information errors and notification to vehicles when errors
occur, and (3) the realization of traffic signal information provision with various traffic signal controls. First, focusing on the vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) approach, this project verified the accuracy of traffic signal information and defined failsafe specifications for roadside
devices, before then validating the feasibility of functions using prototype units.To improve availability, this project organized a proposal
to review the operation of traffic signal controls and carried out validation experiments for traffic signal information with special traffic
signal controls on proving grounds and the like. It then expanded the scope of information provision to include emergency vehicle
priority (FAST) controls, which are difficult to adopt with traffic signal information provision and pedestrian-operated button controls.
Based on these validation results, technical specifications for traffic signal information provision infrastructure using V2I systems were
determined. In addition, this project has also begun examining the vehicle-to-network (V2N) approach using mobile circuits as a method
of providing traffic signal information without using V2I systems From the 2021 fiscal year onward, validation experiments are planned
for V2N systems, with the objective of defining the appropriate provision methods based on the experiment results.

1

Objectives of the Research

The practical adoption and popularization of automated driving
should help to address various social issues such as reducing traffic
accidents and congestion, facilitating mobility for vulnerable road
users, and improving the situation of insufficient driver numbers
and high costs in the logistics and mobility service industries. From
these standpoints, automated driving has the potential to help realize a society with a higher quality of life. In addition to static data
such as high-precision 3D road maps, the realization of automated
driving depends on highly precise and reliable recognition of the
dynamic traffic environment around automated vehicles. Progress
is being made in the development of a wide range of autonomous
automotive sensing technologies capable of detecting pedestrians,
oncoming vehicles, and other moving objects around automated
vehicles, such as cameras, millimeter wave radar, lidar, and so on.
By combining these technologies, it should be possible to realize
the high reliability required for automated driving. In addition,
before automated vehicles can be operated on arterial and general public roads, these vehicles must be capable of recognizing
and safely following traffic signals at intersections. Of the current
autonomous automotive sensing technologies, only cameras are
capable of recognizing the status of traffic signals. However traffic signals cannot be recognized by cameras alone in some cases,
such as when the signal is poorly visible on a curve or beyond the
crest of a hill, when the signal is blocked by a large vehicle or the
like in front of the driver’s vehicle, or due to glare from sunlight
on the traffic signal. Furthermore, events also occur that adversely
affect the recognition accuracy of cameras. Therefore, to enable
automated vehicles to accurately recognize traffic signal colors and
operate safely on general roads, the provision of traffic signal information via wireless communication over vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) or vehicle-to-network (V2N) systems located at the roadside
is regarded as essential for realizing the multiplexing of traffic signal information. The objective of this study and research project is

to help realize a more sophisticated level of automated driving by
identifying the issues and countermeasures related to traffic signal
information provision technology for automated driving.

2

Requirements for Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Signal Information in Automated Driving

This section describes the requirements for traffic signal information provided from infrastructure in automated driving. In line
with the research objectives described above, the first goal of providing traffic signal information via wireless communication over
roadside V2I or V2N systems is to realize reliable recognition of
traffic signal colors by creating a multiplex system that uses communication information to support autonomous camera sensors.
Figure 1 shows an outline of the multiplexing of traffic signal color
information using communication information.

Fig. 1: Multiplexing of Traffic Signal Information Using Communication Information (Source: Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association
(JAMA))

It should be noted that automated vehicles may still fall into the
so-called dilemma zone even if multiplexing the traffic signal color
information enables the vehicle to accurately recognize that a green
signal has changed to a yellow signal. This refers to the area in front
of a traffic signal in which the vehicle cannot stop at the stop line
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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at the predetermined maximum deceleration, but also cannot pass
safely through the intersection while the traffic signal remains yellow. This issue can be addressed by providing look-ahead information, such as the number of seconds remaining on a green signal,
which can only be accomplished via infrastructure. This allows the
vehicle to avoid entering the dilemma zone when a traffic signal is
about to change, helping to reduce instances of sudden deceleration or acceleration and achieving seamless braking and stopping
control. This should help to realize more sophisticated automated
driving. Figure 2 outlines speed controls using traffic signal lookahead information.

tem using the 760 MHz band (755.5 to 764.5 MHz). The communication standards of these units comply with ARIB STD-T109(2).
Figure 3 outlines the ITS RSU system and Table 1 lists the main
specifications of these ITS units.

Fig. 3: Overview of V2I System
Table 1: Outline of ITS Wireless Communication Specifications

Fig. 2: Avoidance of Sudden Braking by Providing Traffic Signal LookAhead Information

With regard to the specific data specifications for traffic signal information covering the provision of the current traffic signal color and remaining seconds before the color changes, it was
decided to comply with ISO/TS19091-Annex-F Profile-B(1), an
international standard that defines the signal phase and timing
(SPaT) of traffic signal information message sets in V2I communication, while maintaining compatibility with ITS Connect, a
service that currently already provides traffic signal information to
ordinary vehicles. In addition, as requirements for more sophisticated traffic signal information to help realize automated driving,
the following three items were identified from the standpoints of
improving the reliability and availability of traffic signal information, based on requirements defined by JAMA (a participant in this
study and research project).
(1) A maximum margin of error of ±300 msec between the
timing of the traffic signal information and the actual traffic
signal color
(2) The detection of traffic signal information errors and rapid
notification to vehicles when errors occur
(3) The realization of traffic signal information provision with
various traffic signal controls

3

Development of More Sophisticated Traffic Signal
Information Provision Technology Using V2I

3.1. Overview of ITS Wireless Communication
This section provides an overview of the studies and research
into more sophisticated traffic signal information technology provision for automated driving using V2I. It was assumed that the
V2I infrastructure would provide traffic signal information for
automated vehicles via the ITS roadside units (RSU) used by the
ITS Connect service. These ITS RSU had been installed at 93 intersections in eight prefectures and metropolitan areas (as of the end
of the 2019 fiscal year) for infrastructure-cooperative driving safety
support systems (DSSS) as part of the ITS Connect service(3). These
ITS RSU are providing services for commercially available vehicles.
The ITS RSU consist of a short-range wireless communication sys16

Main items

Outline of standard

Communication protocol

Broadcast communication

Frequency

760 MHz band (755.5 to 764.5 MHz)

Modulation protocols

BPSK/OFDM, QPSK/OFDM, 16QAM/OFD

Access protocols

TDMA (V2I)
CSMA/CA (V2V)

Antenna power

Max. 10 mW/MHz

Transmission cycle

100 msec

Transmission timing control

Sum transmission duration of max. 10.5 msec
within any 100 msec period

3.2. Overview of Development of More Sophisticated Technology for Automated Driving
This study and research project identified the following issues
for satisfying the three requirements described above when providing traffic signal information via ITS RSU for automated driving.
The research results are presented below for each of these issues.
(1) Margin of error in traffic signal information
(2) Enhancement of failsafe functions if a RSU malfunction
occurs
(3) Countermeasures for events unrelated to the provision of
traffic signal information
3.2.1. Validation of Margin of Error in Traffic Signal Information
For ITS RSU, to enable the provision of traffic signal information alongside DSSS services for vehicles that are not provided with
an accurate absolute time, it was decided to provide the number of
seconds remaining before the traffic signal changes color based on
the time at which the traffic signal information is provided to the
vehicle (such as the number of seconds that the traffic signal will
remain green measured from the point of traffic signal information
wireless output). In this case, the margin of error for the traffic signal information in the information provision system used by the
ITS RSU is caused by the delay time from an event (such as the
traffic signal changing color) to the output of traffic signal information by wireless communication. In addition, this delay time may
vary due to fluctuations in the processing load of the RSU or the
like. Therefore, verification experiments were carried out using test
systems in plants and on proving grounds to measure the information provision delay time and its fluctuations. Figure 4 shows an
image of a proving ground experiment using a test bed created at
the Yokohama Works of Sumitomo Electric Industries.
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Table 2: Additional V2I Message Data Specifications
Special traffic signal operational
state requiring notification

Event notification conditions

1

Operations in which a longer than
standard delay (margin of error)
is likely to occur (e.g., when the
interval applicable to traffic-actuated control or yellow signal
interval occur continuously).

From the start to the end of
the applicable traffic-actuated
interval

2

When deviation occurs from the
variation range for the minimum
and maximum number of seconds
remaining before the traffic signal
changes color that was provided
at the previous timing, and an
operation occurs that causes a large
deviation in the number of seconds
before the traffic signal changes
color (e.g., emergency vehicle
priority control).

3

Operations that generate a
traffic signal color different to the
sequence of color output changes
provided at the previous timing
(e.g., controls that change the
traffic signal sequence).

Number

Fig. 4: Image of Proving Ground Experiment

These experimental system measurement results identified a
delay time of approximately 500 to 600 msec from the start of the
signal operation cycle (i.e., the start of traffic signal interval 1) to
the completion of wireless communication transmission from the
ITS RSU.
Here, it should be noted that there are two types of traffic signal controls: normal control, in which the traffic signal intervals
proceed sequentially in accordance with the command schedule
(i.e., the number of seconds for each traffic signal interval) received
before the start of the cycle from the traffic management center,
and traffic-actuated control, in which the traffic signal intervals
are determined by the traffic signal controller itself in reaction
to information such as the presence of a vehicle as identified by a
vehicle detector. In the case of normal control, since the number
of seconds for each traffic signal color is determined in advance,
compensation can be applied to the number of seconds before the
traffic signal changes color by subtracting a constant and fixed delay
time (500 msec). In other words, by carrying out this compensation
processing, the changes in the traffic signal interval can be identified accurately with a margin of error of between 0 and 100 msec.
This enables the provision of traffic signal information within
the required accuracy of ±300 msec. However, in the case of traffic-actuated control, the traffic signal interval cannot be predicted
in advance. Therefore, a delay in traffic signal information output
cannot be avoided and a delay time equivalent to the 500 msec
described above will occur as a margin of error. Due to the impact
of this margin of error, the number of seconds before the traffic
signal changes color might suddenly decrease, or conflicts between
the color contained in the traffic signal information (“green”) and
the actual traffic signal color (“yellow”) might occur during the
delay time, adversely affecting the reliability of the traffic signal
information. One possible countermeasure for these issues is an
operational approach that fixes the green signal time to absorb the
delay time between the applicable interval of the traffic-actuated
control and the yellow signal interval. However, due to restrictions
such as the upper limit on the number of traffic signal intervals
and the traffic conditions, it may not be possible to introduce this
fixed green time interval. In these cases, the occurrence of a margin of error due to delays in information provision is unavoidable
and must be addressed by the automated vehicle driving controls.
Therefore, to support these automated driving controls, it was
decided to notify the automated vehicles in advance of the possible
margin of error. At the same time, traffic signal operation states
that require special measures in automated vehicle driving controls
were analyzed, and proposals were formulated to revise the V2I
message specifications. Table 2 lists the proposed additional data
specifications.

Notifications for applicable
intersections
- When traffic-actuated
control is permitted

Event occurrence notifications
- During applicable traffic-actuated operations

Predetermined number of
seconds after the start of the
change in the color sequence

3.2.2. Enhancement of Failsafe Functions
If the RSU malfunctions or another type of error occurs in the
provision of traffic signal information to automated vehicles, failsafe functions must be provided that immediately detect and notify
that error to the automated vehicles. Such functions are essential
to ensure sufficient reliability for automated vehicle infrastructure.
Therefore, the DSSS RSU specifications for the existing traffic signal information provision system that uses ITS wireless communication was analyzed to identify issues in current failsafe functions
and examine the feasibility of function enhancement.
The failsafe function for traffic signal information provision
adopted by roadside devices for DSSS is as follows. The lamp unit
output interface (AC 100 V) of the traffic signal controller, which
controls the ON/flashing outputs of the traffic signal, is incorporated into the ITS RSU. The physical ON/flashing state of the lamps
can be identified by monitoring this voltage status and, if that physical state does not match the received traffic signal information for
longer than a permitted set time, the system judges that an error
has occurred in the traffic signal information. One issue with this
failsafe function is that, due to hardware restrictions such as the
size of the casing and the difficulties of installation, only a maximum of four lamps can be monitored at the same time. To ensure
reliability for automated vehicles, the number of monitored lamps
must be expanded to include all the lamps involved in permitting
the vehicle to pass safely through an intersection (i.e., green signals, green arrow signals, and flashing yellow signals adopted at
night and other timings). Therefore, with the objective of resolving
the restrictions on casing size and installation and expanding the
monitoring function to include all traffic signal controlled lamps
(maximum of 36), the traffic signal controller lamp output interface output signal is converted to serial communication and outputted to the ITS RSU using separate communication circuits from
the traffic signal information interface. Figure 5 outlines the newly
added functional failsafe specifications. The ITS RSU judges that an
error has occurred in the traffic signal information when the current traffic signal color information obtained from the independent
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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communication circuits fails to match the traffic signal information
for longer than a permitted set time.

Fig. 5: Overview of Failsafe Specifications

Prototype traffic signal controllers and ITS RSU were developed
to incorporate these failsafe specifications. Then, in an experimental system using these prototype units, situations (failures) were
simulated in which the traffic signal information did not match the
lamp color information. By connecting a logic analyzer or other
instrumentation to each information input/output interface location, the transmission and reception timings of each item of information was detected. This allowed the delay from the change in
the color of the traffic signal to the invalidation of the traffic signal
information in the wireless communication output and the fluctuations in this delay to be measured. The main validation results are
described below.
(1) Case 1
At the timing of a change from a red to a green signal, the transmission of dummy red traffic signal information was continued
to simulate inconsistency. The time from the occurrence of that
inconsistency to the invalidation of the traffic signal information
was measured. Table 3 shows the experiment results. These results
confirmed that the traffic signal information error was notified an
average of approximately 350 msec (maximum: approximately 411
msec) after the failure occurred.
Table 3: Error Notification Delay Time in Case 1
Number of measurements: 60
Failsafe judgment time

Delay time (msec)
Average value

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

354.4

304.6

411.1

(2) Case 2
At night, traffic signals may flash yellow on main roads or red on
secondary roads. The failsafe function was validated when a normal color sequence (green → yellow → red) involving the normal
three colors was changed to flashing operation. When transitioning
from a normal three-color sequence to flashing operation, all the
lamps flash (duration: 0.5 sec in the experimental system) and then
the red and yellow lamps turn ON alternately for 0.5 seconds in the
following sequence: red → yellow. To judge the consistency of a yellow traffic signal after transitioning to flashing operation, it is necessary to confirm the flashing of the yellow lamp over several cycles
in addition to measuring the flashing time of all lamps + red lamp
ON time. For this reason, the failsafe judgment time under flashing
operation can be assumed to be longer than for normal three-color
operation. To reduce this judgment time in these validation experiments, consistency was judged by detecting the flashing time of all
lamps prior to the flashing operation in combination with the traf18

fic signal operational state information that is outputted separately
by the traffic signal controller.
Although this traffic signal information indicates whether the
traffic signal has transitioned to flashing operation, the following
failure event was simulated as a conflict between lamp ON information and flashing operation. Using the start of the flashing time
of all lamps as a reference, dummy traffic signal lamp information
showing the yellow and red lamps as OFF despite reaching the
flashing operation timing was applied. Table 4 shows the experiment results. These results found that the time between the failure
occurring and the invalidation of the traffic signal information was
less than 1 second.
However, it should be noted that the flashing time of all lamps
and other parameters used in this experiment depend on the particular specifications of the experimental equipment, and these
parameters will have to be standardized.
Table 4: Error Notification Delay Time in Case 2
Number of measurements:32
Failsafe judgment time

Delay time (msec)
Average value

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

836.6

742.7

939.2

3.2.3. Expansion of Traffic Signal Information Provision Functions
In some cases, it may be difficult to generate and provide traffic
signal control depending on the operational state of the traffic signal controller and the details of the traffic signal control. However,
to facilitate the provision of traffic signal information for automated driving, the availability of traffic signal information must be
clarified and measures studied to improve this availability. Therefore, the specifications of the existing DSSS traffic signal information provision system that uses ITS wireless communication was
analyzed to identify events that complicate the provision of traffic
signal information. Table 5 shows the analysis results. Item 1 is an
operational state that maintains the traffic signal interval so that
the traffic signal operation changes non-continuously and cannot be read in advance. For this event, the current specifications
(provide current traffic signal color only) were followed. Items 2
(manual operation) and 3 (failures consisting of operational states
with unreliable traffic signal information) were also addressed by
following the current specifications (stop information provision).
In addition, from the standpoint of cost effectiveness, two items
were identified as having the potential to greatly improve availability through a large number of locations and additional traffic signal information provision functions. These were items 5 (a recall
function by which the pedestrian calls up a green signal by pressing a button or the like) and 6 (the FAST traffic-actuated function
that prioritizes emergency vehicles). Specifications were studied to
expand the traffic signal information provision function for compatibility with these items.
Then, rather than addressing items 4 (various traffic-actuated
controls) and 7 (controls that change the traffic signal sequence) by
adding functional specifications, countermeasures in the operation
of traffic signal controls were studied. Requests and cautions for
this approach were identified. The details are described below.
When traffic-actuated controls are implemented, the details of
the traffic signal information to be provided change depending on
the intervals that are applicable to traffic-actuated control and the
details of the control. Therefore, depending on the conditions, this
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Table 5: Events and Items that Complicate the Provision of Traffic Signal
Information
Traffic signal operation

Current (DSSS specifications)

1

Maintenance of traffic
signal interval

Provide current color
only.

2

Manual operation

Stop traffic signal
information provision.

3

Failure operations
- Security operation
- Erroneous flashing

Stop traffic signal
information provision.

Traffic-actuated
functions

Provide range in
which green traffic
signal duration
increases or decreases
(minimum and
maximum number of
seconds remaining)
by traffic-actuated
control.

Analyze operational
rules.

Outside scope of traffic signal information
provision

Add traffic signal information
provision function
for main methods
in large number of
locations

Provide current color
only during FAST
traffic-actuated control implementation.

Add function to
provide number of
seconds remaining
before traffic signal
changes during
FAST traffic-actuated control implementation.

Item

4

5

6

7

Recall function
(function that calls up
a traffic signal color
by a request signal,
such as a button being
pressed)

FAST traffic-actuated
function (priority
control for emergency
vehicles)

Functions that change
the traffic signal
sequence
- Flashing control at
night
- Staggered time controls during certain
periods (function that
changes the traffic
signal indication
sequence)

Provide traffic signal
information assuming
that the same status
will also continue in
the next cycle.

Countermeasure
policy

traffic signal ahead is green should involve only gradual deceleration to minimize the impact on trailing vehicles. Table 6 lists the
provisionally calculated results for the required number of Δt seconds assuming a driving model (Fig. 6) in which gradual cautionary deceleration equivalent to engine braking is carried out only
when the vehicle judges that it cannot pass through the intersection
safely under the green signal at its current speed.

Leave specifications
unchanged.

Analyze operational
rules.

might have a major impact on automated driving controls. Specifically, when traffic-actuated control is carried out, the provided
traffic signal information describes the minimum and maximum
number of seconds remaining before a green traffic signal changes,
in accordance with the degree that the green traffic signal is lengthened or shortened. Therefore, in the event of traffic-actuated control in which the green signal start timing cannot be determined
in advance (such as when the interval applicable to traffic-actuated
control or yellow signal interval continues), the minimum remaining number of seconds is set to zero assuming that the green signal
might end immediately. When this type of traffic signal information is provided, to prevent automated vehicles from braking suddenly to stop at a red signal, it is necessary to slow the vehicle down
in advance assuming that the vehicle might have to stop at an intersection currently showing a green signal. However, if the yellow
signal start timing can be provided a certain number of seconds in
advance (before Δt seconds), this timing can be used as look-ahead
information. The vehicle can then judge the necessity for slowing
down in advance to help minimize the amount of such cautionary
braking.
It should also be noted that such cautionary braking while the

(1) When the vehicle cannot pass safely through the intersection at its
current speed, the vehicle starts to slow down at deceleration D1 Δt
seconds before the traffic signal changes to yellow.
(2) The vehicle starts to slow down at deceleration D2 after the traffic
signal changes to yellow.
(3) The vehicle stops at the stop line.
Fig. 6: Example of Cautionary Deceleration Driving Model (Source:
JAMA)
Table 6: Provisionally Calculated Results for Δt Seconds
Vehicle

Time to yellow

Ordinary
vehicles

3 seconds

Heavy-duty
vehicles

Speed limit
40 km/h

50 km/h

60 km/h

2.75 seconds

5.98 seconds

8.93 seconds

4 seconds

-

1.20 seconds

4.91 seconds

3 seconds

5.67 seconds

8.84 seconds

11.90 seconds

4 seconds

2.04 seconds

5.69 seconds

8.98 seconds

* Provisional calculation conditions:
On-board unit processing time: 0.3 seconds
Traffic signal information fluctuation: 0.3 seconds
Ordinary vehicles (D1 = 0.03G, D2 = 0.2G)
Heavy-duty vehicles (D1 = 0.03G, D2 = 0.15G)

When carrying out traffic-actuated control, it should be possible
to reduce cautionary deceleration by defining operational rules for
determining the yellow signal start timing in advance. However,
by guaranteeing a large Δt value as shown in Table 6, the effectiveness of the traffic-actuated control might be lost and smooth traffic
flows might be adversely affected. Since these two requirements
have a trade-off relationship, the validity of the proposed driving
model must be verified while determining an operational policy in
line with traffic and other local conditions.
Another concern is that changes in the traffic signal indication
sequence or the implementation of controls that change the traffic
signal sequence (e.g., when the normal three-color green → yellow
→ red sequence changes to flashing yellow or red at night or during
other times) might affect the traffic signal information provision
delay. Proposed countermeasures for this concern include adopting strict operational rules not to change applicable traffic flows
that have the right of way before and after the change in sequence,
or disclosing the intersections and time periods affected by traffic
signal sequence changes.
3.2.4. Summary of Studies and Research Related to V2I Systems
This study and research project achieved the following results.
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First, it defined the three traffic signal control requirements for
automated driving. Second, it identified and studied the technological issues for these requirements, manufactured prototype units,
carried out operational verifications, and obtained the following
results (1) to (3) about each of the defined requirements. Third, as
the results of research based on these two points, proposed specifications and standards were formulated for ITS RSU and traffic
signal controllers for automated vehicles.
(1) Margin of error for traffic signal color information
Current controls satisfy the requirement and can respond in
less than ±100 msec. However, this delay reaches 500 msec with
traffic-actuated controls that might end a green signal suddenly.
Although this does not satisfy the requirement, countermeasures
were proposed, such as improving the V2I message specifications
and setting a system to notify the vehicle of the delay (margin of
error) in advance.
(2) Failsafe functions
The operation of the failsafe functions was validated using the
prototype unit and normal operation was confirmed. The delay for
notifying vehicles of an error was 500 msec in the case of a threecolor traffic signal color sequence and 1 second for a flashing traffic
signal.
(3) Measures for special traffic signal controls
For the recall and FAST controls that are in common use and
have a major impact on traffic signal information provision, the
provision of traffic signal information (transmission of the minimum and maximum number of remaining seconds) was validated
using the prototype unit. It was possible to notify the vehicle in
advance of sudden changes in traffic signal information.

4

Development of More Sophisticated Traffic Signal
Information Provision Technology Using V2N

4.1. Positioning of Development of Traffic Signal Information
Provision Technology Using V2N
Traffic signal information provision systems using V2I enable
high performance but are affected by high infrastructure costs.
Therefore, to help reduce costs, research and development has
been started into the establishment of new traffic signal information provision methods using the cloud and other network-based
infrastructure.
A five-year research and development plan was inaugurated in
the 2018 fiscal year and a proposed traffic signal information provision method involving prefectural and metropolitan police forces
was verified using a model system in the 2020 fiscal year. From the
2021 fiscal year, studies are being carried out toward social implementation.
This report describes the research results obtained in the previous three years, starting in the 2018 fiscal year.
4.2. System Configuration and Provision Methods
4.2.1. System Configuration
This project has been studying systems capable of providing
traffic signal information using the cloud and other network-based
infrastructure. Figure 7 shows the proposed system configuration.
Studies aiming at system realization in cooperative areas are
currently in progress.
20

Table 7: Overall Research and Development Plan
Preparatory investigations and studies of issues of most
feasible methods
2018 fiscal year
(completed)

㆘

- Preparatory investigations of methods other than
V2I communication capable of providing traffic signal
information
- Analysis of traffic signal information provision methods other than V2I communication
- Studies of countermeasures for issues to realize most
feasible methods

Verifications using simulated systems and creation of proposed
specifications for model system
2019 fiscal year
(completed)

㆘

- Definition of detailed functions and technical
requirements for traffic signal information provision
methods
- Verification using simulated systems of three proposed traffic signal information provision methods
- Creation of proposed specifications for model system
to be constructed in the 2020 fiscal year

Model system field operational test in one prefecture or metropolitan area and studies of traffic signal information consolidation system specifications

2020 fiscal year
(completed)

㆘

- Provision and validation of model traffic signal
information provision system by one prefectural or
metropolitan police force
- Studies of traffic signal information consolidation
system* for the National Police Agency (NPA)
* System that consolidates the traffic signal information transmitted from traffic management centers and
traffic signal controllers. Utilization of the wide-area
traffic management system of the NPA is being
examined.

Studies of configuration of traffic signal information center for
social implementation
2021 fiscal year
(planned)

- Studies of requirements of traffic signal information
center
- Studies related to referencing and integrating other
information
- Verifications for improving accuracy of traffic signal
information
Construction and validation of prefectural and metropolitan police force systems and NPA traffic signal information
consolidation system

2022 fiscal year
(planned)

- Construction of traffic signal information provision
systems by prefectural and metropolitan police forces
and validation of effectiveness
- Construction and validation of NPA traffic signal
information consolidation system

Fig. 7: Proposed System Configuration

4.2.2. Traffic Signal Information Provision Methods
Items of traffic signal information generated by the traffic management centers and traffic signal controllers are first consolidated
in the NPA traffic signal information consolidation system via an
LTE network or the like. The method of providing this information
to the communication centers and other points was then studied.
The study and research phase in the 2019 fiscal year concluded that
this could be feasibly realized by three methods (the management
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center, centralized, and controller methods). Figure 8 illustrates
these three methods.

4.3.2. Verification Results
After applying countermeasures to improve timing accuracy
and the like, the system shown in Fig. 9 was verified. As shown
in Fig. 10, the management center method generated a margin of
recognition error in excess of 1 second. Excluding cases of traffic-actuated control and the like, the centralized method generated
a margin of recognition error within ±300 msec (Fig. 11). Similarly, excluding times in which the traffic signal pattern changed,
the controller method also generated a margin of recognition error
within ±300 msec (Fig. 11).

Fig. 8: Traffic Signal Information Provision Methods

It was suggested that using the management center method,
which requires no infrastructure, as the main system and adopting
the centralized and controller methods as supplementary systems
would enable traffic signal information provision at the highest
number of intersections.
4.3. Validation of Prefectural Police Force Model System
4.3.1. Construction of System for Validation
In the 2020 fiscal year, the three feasible traffic signal information provision methods (the management center, centralized, and
controller methods), which had been verified in plants by the investigations in the 2019 fiscal year, were used to construct a model system in Saitama Prefecture under the cooperation of the HQ of the
Saitama Prefectural police. Technical validations were then carried
out of the accuracy, delay, and other aspects of the system.
The provision of traffic signal information to automated vehicles must minimize deviations between the provided information
and the actual color of traffic signals. Such deviations are referred
to as the margin of recognition error. The accuracy requirements
defined by JAMA for this margin of error is ±300 msec. However,
since V2N communication is more susceptible to delays than V2I
communication, this project aimed to keep the margin of recognition error to within ±300 msec by generating planned traffic signal
information with additional absolute time information under the
assumption that the V2N devices could use GPS or NTP for time
synchronization. Figure 9 shows the validation system constructed
in the 2020 fiscal year.

Fig. 10: Management Center Method Verification Results

Fig. 11: Centralized Method Verification Results

Fig. 12: Controller Method Verification Results

4.4. Studies of Traffic Signal Information Consolidation System
This project also studied the system that collects planned traffic signal information from the prefectural and municipal police
traffic management centers and transmits this information to the
traffic signal information center. Figure 13 shows the main systems
that connect with the NPA traffic signal information consolidation
system, the role of each system.
In addition to studies of the system function configuration,
the functional layout, and the required screen configuration and
the like for management, the project also carried out evaluations
to clearly define the performance requirements, and identified the
system operational requirements.

Fig. 9: System for Validation
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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ness operator servers, including from the standpoint of information security.

5

Fig. 13: Data Flow and System Roles

4.5. Results
(1) Proposed specifications for a model system for prefectures and
metropolitan areas and a traffic signal information consolidation system were prepared.
(2) Proposed guidelines for reducing the impact on traffic flows at
traffic-actuated and recall control intersections and traffic signal control methods to enable the provision of planned traffic
signal information were prepared.
(3) Designs and operational methods for definition information
(compatibility with maps) were studied to enable the utilization
of planned traffic signal information.
(4) Overload tests were carried out for the traffic signal information consolidation system and basic values were obtained for
future designs.
4.6. Further Actions for V2N Traffic Signal Information Provision
In the 2021 fiscal year, the following studies are planned, starting with accuracy verifications using new traffic signals based on
100 msec data management.
(1) Studies to improve accuracy
The performance of each traffic signal information provision
method was identified, such as the margin of recognition error of
the management center method, which reaches several seconds.
One possible measure to improve accuracy is to adopt signal timings of 0.1 seconds in the traffic management center. However, as
it may be difficult to realize this timing for some cases, it will be
necessary to make further improvements, carry out verifications,
and revise requirements in line with circumstances
(2) Studies to reduce delay times
Determining planned traffic signal information in advance
is one measure for traffic-actuated controls that involve sudden
changes of traffic signal colors. However, the operation of this
approach must consider communication delay times. In the experiment results obtained in the 2020 fiscal year, delay times of approximately 2 seconds occurred within the management center. To
reduce the impact of these delays on operations, studies are under
way to reduce the delay time throughout the whole system.
(3) Studies for social implementation
To help facilitate the social implementation of traffic signal
information provision using the cloud and other V2N networks,
studies will be carried out into the configuration of the traffic signal
information center that receives planned traffic signal information
from the whole country from the NPA traffic signal information
consolidation system and communicates this information to busi22

Conclusions

To help realize a more sophisticated level of automated driving, technical studies into satisfying the functional requirements of
traffic signal information provision using ITS RSU (V2I) have been
concluded, and some specific results have been obtained. These
include the formulation of proposed specifications and standards
for roadside infrastructure units such as ITS wireless RSU for automated vehicles. Points (1) to (4) below are regarded as potential
approaches to facilitate the provision and popularization of V2I
roadside infrastructure in the future.
(1) The formulation of an infrastructure provision plan (for the
applicable roads and processes)
(2) The revision of traffic signal control operations, such as traffic-actuated controls, implementation locations, and so on
(3) The establishment of the operation and maintenance systems required by automated driving infrastructure
(4) The alleviation of the financial burden on prefectures and
municipal areas to provide RSUs (such as the updating of
traffic signals)
At the same time, as a method of quickly realizing a certain level
of traffic signal information provision on a large scale, investigations and research are being carried out into V2N systems using
the cloud, which have comparative advantages in terms of the time
required to provide infrastructure and cost. Both V2I and V2N systems have respective advantages and disadvantages. In the future,
it is hoped that the appropriate methods of information provision
can be adopted in accordance with usage scenarios involving traffic
signal control methods and the traffic signal information.
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Development of Technology for Lane-specific Road
Traffic Information Using Vehicle Probes
Hirokazu Ichikawa and Atsushi Takenouchi (PACIFIC CONSULTANTS CO., LTD.), Masahiro Koibuchi (MITSUBISHI RESEARCH INSTITUTE, INC.)
Autonomous and automated vehicles drive based on information from a limited range forward of the vehicle. An accident or congestion in this range requires the vehicle to decelerate suddenly and heavy traffic flows may also prevent smooth lane changes. In
these cases, if the forward traffic conditions (look-ahead information) can be identified on a lane-by-lane basis, safer and smoother
automated driving may be accomplished by enabling cautionary deceleration or seamless lane changes in advance. As connected vehicles become more widespread, traffic environments that can generate such look-ahead information pertaining to traffic conditions are
currently being constructed. However, there are no data formats capable of directly identifying the traffic conditions of separate lanes.
This project involves the development of technology related to lane-based road traffic information to help realize safer and smoother
automated driving, and the verification of the level of lane-based information that can be generated from currently available probe
data. Initiatives in this project began by using data with an immediate potential for use in the future.

1

Project Overview

1.1. Purpose and Overview of Project
This project involves the development of technology to generate
effective lane-based road traffic information to help realize safer
and smoother automated driving on highways. In specific terms, it
involves studies and verifications into the collection and integration
of actual probe data from commercially available vehicles of OEMs
and the like, the generation of lane-level road traffic information,
as well as methods of expressing this information. In addition, as
part of the large scale field operational tests (FOTs) being carried
out in the Tokyo waterfront area, this project carried out an FOT
involving the generation and transmission of lane-level road traffic
information, particularly information on the ends of lines of traffic
in each lane caused by congestion in the direction of each branch of
the Metropolitan Expressway, and identified the effectiveness and
issues of such information.
1.2. Necessity for and Sources of Lane-Based Road Traffic Information
As shown in Fig. 1, autonomous and automated vehicles drive
based on information from a limited range forward of the vehicle. If the preceding vehicle brakes suddenly due to an accident
or congestion in this range, the driver’s vehicle will also have to
brake suddenly, and heavy traffic flows may also prevent smooth
lane changes. In these cases, measures such as obtaining road traffic
information in advance for each lane ahead of the vehicle might
enable seamless cautionary deceleration and lane changes (i.e.,
more efficient path planning). This project is studying technology
with the aim of enabling the practical adoption of such measures.
Lane-based road traffic information should be an effective way of
realizing this objective. Probe vehicle data from the rising number of connected vehicles as well as information possessed by road
and traffic management bodies are regarded as potential sources
for this lane-based traffic information. In addition, more and more
vehicles are being equipped with emergency notification services
that contact the relevant institutions in the event of an accident or
the like. This information is also regarded as a potential source for
immediately identifying lane obstructions due to accidents.
Initially, this project studied information generation using

probe vehicle data. The information generated from this data can
also be used effectively by the driver’s vehicle.

Fig. 1: Necessity for and Sources of Lane-Based Road Traffic Information

1.3. Scope of this Initiative
As shown in Fig. 2, decisions and controls carried out by automated vehicles with regard to forward road traffic events can be
categorized into levels in accordance with the distance of the vehicle to the event. Although lane-based road traffic information is
required for each level, the information must be provided using a
range of communication means in accordance with the immediacy of the information required at each level. Under this categorization, information directly connected to vehicle controls, such
as emergency avoidance maneuvers in the immediate proximity of
an event, is necessary, which requires the use of vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) or similar communication.

Fig. 2: Scope of this Initiative

One result of this information is likely to be changes in path
planning (i.e., route or lane changes) further away from the event.
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Information to support decisions and controls to make these
changes will be required, which may be effectively addressed by
vehicle-to-network (V2N) communication or the like. This project
studied the use of generated information for path planning focusing on lane changes. The immediacy of the required information
was set to approximately several minutes and it was proposed that
the information could be generated from currently available probe
data. Therefore, with the aim of realizing rapid social implementation of the developed technology, it was decided to use probe vehicle data that can already be obtained from commercially available
vehicles to study the generation of information with the same realtime equivalency as conventional road traffic information. This
decision was based on the idea that this could encourage the early
realization of automated driving and the premise that the generated
information could also be used effectively by the driver’s vehicle.
1.4. Image of Lane-Based Road Traffic Information and Usable
Probe Vehicle Data
As shown in Fig. 3, the lane-based road traffic information
assumed by this project consists of information that expresses the
road traffic conditions of each lane (such as decreases in speed
and traffic restriction zones, as well as the ends of lines of traffic
demarking these conditions). If this information can be provided,
the most significant merit for automated vehicles and the like
receiving the information would be the capability to select the most
appropriate lane for driving. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4, the used
probe vehicle data should preferably be in a format that contains
lane information from the stage that the information is collected
(pattern 3 in the figure). However, this type of probe data is not
currently available. Current probe data contains links to the road
rather than the lane (pattern 1).

Fig. 3: Image of Lane-Based Road Traffic Information

1.5. Applicable Use Cases
As shown in Fig. 5, the three applicable use cases for information provision were defined as follows: (1) the tail end of congestion
(particularly congestion in each lane), which is regarded as important lane-based traffic information for lane change controls and so
on, (2) the sudden occurrence of events such as traffic accidents,
and (3) lane restrictions. For case (1), the tail end of congestion was
detected directly from probe data. In contrast, for cases (2) and (3),
although the project aimed to detect the positions of lane obstructions directly from probe data such as indicator activation and the
like, since the tail end of congestion caused by such obstructions is
also important, the provision of this information was also assumed.

Fig. 5: Applicable Use Cases and Requirements

1.6. Future Goal and Positioning of Fiscal Year 2020 Project
As described above, this project is aiming to develop technology
that can generate lane-level road traffic information from currently
available road link probe data. However, as connected and automated vehicles become more widespread in the future, it is hoped
that probe data containing lane-based information will become
available from the information-collection stage. Therefore, assuming that the amount of available data will increase, and that it will
become possible to collect and use highly fresh information without uplink delays over a shorter cycle, it is also hoped that more
effective and integrated look-ahead information can be provided in
combination with non-probe data. Unfortunately, since this information will not be available for the foreseeable future, this project
started with the aim of realizing information provision via a logical
extension of existing technology (Fig. 6).
In the 2020 fiscal year, the project verified the feasible extent of
information generation using the format and volume of currently
available probe data and prepared a proposal for the required
technical specifications. In addition, the project also carried out
real-time information generation and transmission tests on the
Metropolitan Expressway as part of the large scale field operational
tests in the Tokyo waterfront area using some data from OEMs and
the like that is accessible online. Furthermore, the project also validated the technical specifications and evaluated the effectiveness of
the generated information through test participants.

Fig. 4: Formats of Used Probe Vehicle Data

Therefore, this project studied methods of generating lane-level
information from currently available pattern 1 probe data. However, to enable the use of this information for path planning (i.e.,
cautionary deceleration, lane changes, and the like), information
with an equal interval resolution in the direction of travel (such as
information at 100 meter intervals) was obtained from OEMs and
the like (pattern 2 in the figure).
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Fig. 6: Future Goal and Positioning of Fiscal Year 2020 Project

1.7. Overall Image of Fiscal Year 2020 Project
Figure 7 shows an overall image of the details of the project car-
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ried out in the 2020 fiscal year. An overall image of the information
flow is as follows. It is assumed that information will be collected
from OEMs and the like and that the information generated at the
operational stage will then be provided to individual vehicles via
the OEMs. The scope of technological development in this project
consists of the following five technical elements: (1) data collection from OEMs and the like, (2) integration of data from multiple
information sources, (3) generation of lane-level road traffic information, (4) conversion to data capable of expressing location, and
(5) data transmission. In the studies for each technical element,
first, traffic micro simulations were carried out to create simulated
data assuming different levels of probe vehicle data availability.
Information generation logic was constructed and the accuracy
of information generation was evaluated in accordance with the
proportion of available probe vehicle data. Based on these results,
actual past probe data was collected from OEMs and the like, the
volume of currently collected information and the extent of uplink
delays were identified, and the accuracy of information generation
was confirmed based on these conditions. In addition, a test system incorporating the constructed information-generation logic
was built. Real-time information was then generated for probe data
providers with online connection capabilities within the 2020 fiscal
year, and an FOT was carried out by transmitting information to
participating test vehicles via the server of the Tokyo waterfront
area FOT consortium.

the available data, including the speed in each branch direction and
the number of vehicle events that were used to generate the lanelevel information. In contrast, the actual road FOT used only the
speed-related probe data (i.e., the link speeds and the speeds for
each branch direction) that could be provided by probe data providers and was accessible online in the 2020 fiscal year. It should
also be noted that the probe data collection period was set to five
minutes based on current data collection conditions.

Fig. 8: Probe Data Used and FOT Categories

2.1.2. Method of Handling Uplink-Delayed Data
Assuming that probe data will contain a significant proportion of uplink-delayed data, it might not be possible to obtain the
required number of data samples in the data for the most recent
five minutes. Therefore, considering the following two points, it
was decided to use data up to 30 minutes before the current time at
the data sharing (collection) stage (Fig. 9).
(1) Data is collected in five-minute units (referred to below
as “levels”) based on the driving time of the probe vehicle.
Data is collected for up to 30 minutes in the past, including
uplink-delayed data.
(2) At each level, the generation time of information that was
previously obtained is collected. Level 1 refers to the data
for the most recent five minutes and level 6 refers to the data
collected in the five-minute period thirty minutes previously.

Fig. 7: Overall Image of Technical Studies and FOT for the 2020 Fiscal Year

2

Studies and Desktop Verification of each Technical
Element

2.1. Data Sharing (Collection)
First, the specifications for sharing data with the center when
collecting probe data from the servers of OEMs and the like were
studied.
2.1.1. Details of Probe Data Used
Figure 8 lists the probe data obtained from the OEMs and the
like. This data was used in two broad ways as follows. After receiving the past data and confirming the data volume, desktop verifications were carried out by pairing congestion and other events with
lane-level information (generated as described below) and evaluating the reliability and the like of the generated information. Then,
probe data providers were connected with the test system online
and an FOT was carried out on actual roads by transmitting actual
information to participating test vehicles using real-time data.
In addition to the link speeds, the desktop verifications used all

Fig. 9: Concept of Data Collection Method Considering Uplink Delays

2.1.3. Collected Information Items and Data Format
In addition to studying the information items to be collected from
the OEMs and the like and the data definitions, this project specified
the use of a uniform data format (the JSON format) (Table 1).
Table 1: Structure of Format Used for Data Collection
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2.2. Integration of Data from Multiple Information Sources
Next, the integrated processing specifications for probe data
collected from multiple information providers was studied, and the
extent of information that can be collected was confirmed based on
past data collection.
2.2.1. Method of Integrating Numerical Data
When integrating statistical probe data from multiple OEMs
into information for a single link unit, the average data values
(average travel speed and travel speed per direction) were processed by creating weighted averages based on the number of OEM
data samples. In addition, the numerical values (information per
speed range, other vehicle information (number of indicator activations, etc.)) were processed by creating sums of all the counted
OEM values.
2.2.2. Confirmation of Probe Data Volume Required for Information Generation
The number of vehicles in each speed range is the most basic
item of information for generating lane-level information. For
example, it can be used to judge whether congestion has occurred
in each lane by estimating the speed differential in each lane at the
road links from the speed distribution. For the number of vehicles in each speed range, the proportion of probe vehicles to the
total number of vehicles was calculated on the Haneda Route of
the Metropolitan Expressway. During the day, this proportion was
found to be around 3%, which equates to data from six vehicles per
five-minutes.

Fig. 10: Proportion of Intervals (100 m Units) in which Number of Vehicles in each Speed Range Reached Five in Five Minutes (Weekday Average
between July 8 and August 7, 2020)

To estimate the average speed at a certain degree of accuracy from
sample data, the margin of error can be kept down to approximately
±10 km/h (reliability: 95%) if sample data can be obtained from five
vehicles. Therefore, if the target is to obtain data from five vehicles
over a five-minute period, the necessary number of samples on the
two routes of the Metropolitan Expressway (i.e., the FOT fields) can
be obtained in approximately 50% of the two-lane section (Haneda
to Tokyo, Fig. 10) and approximately 80% of the three-lane section
(traveling east on the Bayshore Route). Both of these figures were calculated during the daytime. However, the five vehicles in five minutes
condition was not satisfied in many time intervals during the night.
2.2.3. Effects of Uplink Delays
Although a certain volume of probe data was confirmed in the
FOT fields as described above, if uplink delays result in the collection of out-of-date information, the generation of highly fresh
information becomes impossible.
Therefore, the proportion of sections in which at least five samples can be obtained in five minutes, which is the required standard
to maintain accuracy, was processed using on the previous levels. In
this case, on the Haneda to Tokyo route during the daytime, level 1
(most recent five minutes) accounts for 10% of the standard, levels
1 and 2 (most recent 10 minutes) accounts for 60% of the standard,
and levels 1 to 3 (most recent 15 minutes) accounts for at least 80% of
the standard. This shows that, during the daytime, currently available
probe data is capable of generating a certain amount of information.
2.3. Generation of Lane-Based Road Traffic Information
Next, the technical specifications for generating lane-level traffic
information from the integrated lane-based probe data described
above was studied.
2.3.1. Basic Reasoning behind Lane-Level Information Generation
First, locations of speed decreases in the direction of travel were
identified from the information describing the number of vehicles
in each speed range (speed distribution) at the 100 m link units.
Congestion in one of the lanes may be assumed if the distribution
of the number of vehicles in each speed range extends from low
to high speeds. In this case, congestion in lanes corresponding to
branching directions was determined based on the speed in each
direction at the branch point (DRM link units). At other locations,
the direction of an obstructed lane (left or right) was determined
from indicator information (100 m link units) (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Basic Reasoning behind Lane-Level Information Generation from Road Link Probe Data
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It should be noted that the actual road FOT using online data
in the 2020 fiscal year was only capable of utilizing speed-related
probe data. Therefore, this project studied the lane-level information generation logic for the FOT system using speed-related probe
input data only.
2.3.2. Verification of Accuracy of Generated Information
Using the simulated probe vehicle data created in the traffic
micro simulations, the project studied the accuracy of information
for the tail end of congestion generated using the number of vehicles in each speed range in accordance with the proportion of available probe vehicle data. This accuracy was examined in the area
before the Hamazakibashi Junction on the Haneda to Tokyo route
(Fig. 12). As a result, it was found that at a prove vehicle proportion
of approximately 10%, information can be generated with an accuracy of around 70%. In addition, when the information generation
accuracy was verified in the same way using the actually collected
data (past probe data, probe vehicle proportion of approximately
5%), the position of the tail end of congestion could be identified
with an accuracy of between 50 and 60%. If the type of congestion (such as lane-based or sectional congestion) is included, the
accuracy is around 50%. These results factor in uplink delays in the
actual data and are regarded as lower than the results of simulations that do not factor in uplink delays.

2.5. Data Sharing (Transmission)
Next, the specifications for sharing data with the center when
transmitting the generated information to the server that relays
information to the test participants were studied.
Specifically, the specifications for expressing position that were
determined in SIP phase 1 were applied to the expression of lanebased information over the 100-meter link interval units. Latitude
and longitude information for the corresponding point nodes and
the lane number for displaying the alert information were selected
for transmission. In addition, the vehicle data sharing API specifications prepared by the Japan Automotive Software Platform and
Architecture (JASPAR) were applied to the alert information transmission specifications.

3

Implementation of FOT

3.1. Overview of FOT Implementation
To evaluate the technical elements described in Section 2, an
FOT system was constructed that connects to OEMs capable of
online information provision in the 2020 fiscal year and transmits
information processed in real-time. Information transmission tests
were then carried out on two routes of the Metropolitan Expressway (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13: FOT Routes and Sections
*1 Prove vehicle proportions: 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 30%, 70%
*2 True values confirmed using CCTV and dashcam video
*3 Type judgment: individual lane congestion, sectional congestion

Fig. 12: Relationship between Proportion of Probe Vehicles and Event
Judgment Accuracy (Area before Hamazakibashi Junction on Haneda to
Tokyo Route)

2.4. Conversion to Data Capable of Expressing Location
Next, the project studied the specifications for converting the
generated lane-level road traffic information to a data format capable of expressing location, to enable superimposition onto high
precision 3D maps.
This initiative collected probe data based on DRM link data
from OEMs and the like, which were arranged in a 100-meter
interval format. In the generation of lane-level information, lane
numbers were generated for displaying the alert information
upstream of the link. Therefore, the format of data collected from
OEMs and the like was found to be a compatible data format for
expressing location, and the extended DRB database specifications
that are capable of expressing lane information were adopted. Consequently, node link maps assigned with lane numbers for each 100
m interval were created from the applicable location of the high
precision 3D map. This enabled the generated alert information to
be expressed at 100-meter link intervals for each lane.

3.1.1. Structure of FOT System
Figure 14 shows the test system constructed for the FOT. This
system transmits information to the participating test vehicles
through online connections to the probe data providers and by connecting to the system of the Tokyo waterfront area FOT consortium.

Fig. 14: Structure of FOT System

3.1.2. Details of FOT
Using the speed-related probe data available in the 2020 fiscal
year, information transmission tests were carried out focusing
on the primary use case of the tail end of congestion (congestion
in each lane depending on the time of day), which occurs due to
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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congestion in certain branch directions. This use case was selected
because the applicable lane-level alert information can be generated. A ten-day information transmission period was set between
Monday, February 15, and Friday, February 26, 2021. Participants
in the Tokyo waterfront area large scale FOTs were able to receive
information while driving in the applicable expressway sections
during this period. The participants were asked to complete questionnaires to evaluate the effectiveness of this information.
3.1.3. Congestion Conditions in Main Verification Location and
Overview of Information Transmission
Congestion constantly occurs during the day starting from the
Hamazakibashi Junction on the route from Haneda to Tokyo. Since
congestion occurs in the direction of Shinjuku, lines of vehicles
back up into the left lane of the Haneda Route, creating congestion
in certain time periods. This area was selected as the main verification location to evaluate the lane-level information. The corresponding alert information was transmitted in five-minute cycles
in 100-meter units from the tail end of the congestion. If only lane
No. 1 was congested, the alert information was displayed in that
lane only. If both lanes were congested (sectional congestion), the
alert information was displayed in both lanes (Fig. 15).

Fig. 16: Information Generation Status and Road Traffic Conditions in
Morning Rush Hour (09:30, February 14, 2021)

Fig. 17: Example of Viewer Display of Alert Information for Congestion
in Individual Lane (16:30, February 17, 2021, Close to Merging Zone of
Shibaura Junction on Haneda to Tokyo Route)
Fig. 15: Congestion Conditions in Main Verification Location and Overview of Information Transmission

3.2. Results of FOT
3.2.1. Status of Alert Information Transmission during FOT
Period
The transmitted information viewer installed in the participating test vehicles was compared with the traffic conditions provided
by the Japan Road Traffic Information Center (JARTIC) during the
morning rush hour (09:30). The position for the tail end of congestion in the transmitted information corresponded broadly to
the traffic conditions at the same time. For example, at 09:30 on
Wednesday, February 24, the viewer displayed alert information
between Hamazakibashi Junction and the Shibaura Interchange on
the Haneda to Tokyo route, and at the Tokai Junction in the eastern
direction of the Bayshore Route, which broadly corresponds to the
actual traffic conditions on the same day (Fig. 16).
Although the frequency of alert information for individual lane
congestion was low, this information was mainly generated and
transmitted for the area close to the Shibaura Junction merging
zone. For example, at 16:30 on Wednesday, February 17, the viewer
displayed alert information for the position of the tail end of congestion in lane No. 1 only on the high-precision map (at the 0.8KP
position, Fig. 17).
3.2.2. Evaluation of Effectiveness by Test Participants
(1) Responses to questionnaires
Participants from 11 companies responded to the questionnaires. Of these, participants from five companies described receiv28

ing information while driving on the Metropolitan Expressway.
Although the actual driving was mainly carried out on the Haneda
Route, lane-specific information about the tail end of congestion
was unfortunately not generated or transmitted during the times
that the test participants were driving on this route.
(2) Consistency between transmitted information and actual events
Of the responses, approximately 30% described the tail end of
congestion information as consistent or broadly consistent with
actual events. This is probably because the volume of available
online probe data for this FOT was low, which meant that older
(less fresh) level data was used to obtain the required number of
samples for information generation. It should be possible to resolve
this issue with more accurate information as the number of probe
data providers and probe data volume increases in the future.
(3) Effectiveness of transmitted information
A majority of participants described the lane-level road traffic
information provided in this test as effective or quite effective. Reasons given included the use of this information to enable smoother
driving by changing lanes or the like in advance. In contrast,
around half of responders described the information as not effective, or could not respond. In the follow up, it was found that most
of the participants that selected these responses had not actually
driven in conditions requiring the transmission of this information. Therefore, as the volume of probe data increases in the future
and uplink delays become shorter, it is likely that more users will
find this information useful.
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4

Conclusions

In the 2020 fiscal year, studies and verifications were carried out
into the collection and integration of actual probe data from commercially available vehicles, the generation of lane-level road traffic
information, as well as methods of expressing this information. In
addition, an FOT was carried out on two routes of the Metropolitan Expressway to identify the effectiveness and issues of the information. As a result, this project obtained some important results
regarding the future practical adoption of information generation
of speed-related probe data.
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(1) Development of Technology Concerning the Generation of Traffic Environment Data

Development for Updating High Precision 3D Maps
Utilizing Probe Vehicle Data: Overview
Kazuhiro Nakao (Dynamic Map Platform Co., Ltd.)
This research and development project studied technology capable of identifying changes in roads using dashcam drive recorder
images and probe vehicle data.These results were then applied to studies envisioning the rapid deployment of technology for identifying
road changes. For the studies into technology capable of identifying changes in roads using dashcam drive recorder images, camera
image data of existing sections of roads were obtained after changes were carried out. These studies then confirmed and assessed
whether the changes to the road could be identified using existing technology to recognize features from the obtained camera image
data, identifying those features after the road changed, and comparing the features with the state before the changes.
For the studies into technology capable of identifying changes in roads using probe vehicle data, the requirements for using probe
data to update high precision 3D maps were examined on paper and then validated on a proving ground. This verification process
confirmed that driving operations and vehicle behavior accompanying changes to roads can be identified using probe vehicle data in
an ideal environment. Based on these results, consultations were held with OEMs about the provision of actual probe vehicle data, and
the potential of using the provided real-world probe vehicle data to identify changes to roads was confirmed.
The studies envisioning the rapid deployment of technology for identifying road changes were carried out by (1) carrying out a field
operational test (FOT) under a scheme envisioning the rapid deployment of technology after research and development, followed by
the organization of requirements such as device specifications and the like. Then, after investigating the latest trends and so on, (2) the
required conditions for starting operation on ordinary roads and globally were identified. The gap between the requirements identified
at phases (1) and (2) were analyzed and summarized into a procedure for commonization.

1

Current Status of High Precision 3D Maps
(Updated)

Table 1: Changes Affecting Roads and Current Issues of Change Detection

High precision 3D maps consist of a wide range of features,
including demarcation (partition) lines, multiple demarcation
lines, road markings, road signs, and traffic signals (Fig. 1).

behavior and traffic volume (the green rows in Table 1), and camera image data for items that can be determined from images of
conditions before and after the change (the yellow rows in Table 1).

Fig. 1: Constituent Features of High Precision 3D Maps

When investigating whether features have changed, changes
that accompany alterations in the road structure can be identified from public materials such as information about engineering
work. In contrast, changes that do not accompany alterations in
the road structure may not be identified or properly documented.
As a result, it is difficult to thoroughly identify all the information
required to update high precision 3D maps via current approaches
(road engineering information and the like) (Table 1). Therefore,
it has become necessary to develop a new system for detecting
the information about changes that is necessary for updating high
precision 3D maps and that does not accompany changes in road
structure. This system makes use of probe vehicle driving history
data, the use of which is being strongly promoted in recent years,
for items that can be determined based on changes in vehicle
30

2

Technology for Identifying Road Changes Using
Probe Vehicle Data

2.1. Selection of Information Used to Identify Road Changes
The specifications of the driving history data required to validate this research and development project were studied with the
cooperation of OEMs. Table 2 lists the driving history data items
identified based on these studies with the OEMs.
2.2. Technical Studies and Implementation
This driving history data consists of large volumes of data distributed densely over wide areas. To detect changes to roads from
this data, the driving history data was first grouped within certain
spatial and time-based ranges. The driving history data provided
from the OEMs consisted of information for approximately 2
m2 ranges. This research and development project set the spatial
analysis range to approximately 20 m2 for this data. The scope of
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Table 2: Driving History Data Provision Specifications (Data Items)
No.

Applicable analysis
parameters

Outline

1

Total data in
each direction of
travel (number of
vehicles)

The calculated total probe vehicle data (number
of vehicles) in the spatial area used for analysis
within the applicable period.
Analyzed in 8 directions of travel.

2

Average speed in
each direction of
travel

The calculated average speed of the probe vehicle
data in the spatial area used for analysis within the
applicable period.
Analyzed in 8 directions of travel.

3

Vehicle speed
distribution in each
direction of travel

The calculated speed distribution of the probe
vehicle data in the spatial area used for analysis
within the applicable period.
Analyzed in 8 directions of travel.

4

Average steering
angle in each direction of travel

The calculated average steering angle of the probe
vehicle data in the spatial area used for analysis
within the applicable period.
Analyzed in 8 directions of travel.

5

Number of vehicles
turning indicator
ON in each direction of travel (left)

Of the probe vehicle data in the spatial area used
for analysis within the applicable period, the
calculated total number of vehicles that activated
the left turn indicator.
Analyzed in 8 directions of travel.

6

Number of vehicles
turning indicator ON in each
direction of travel
(right)

Of the probe vehicle data in the spatial area used
for analysis within the applicable period, the
calculated total number of vehicles that activated
the right turn indicator.
Analyzed in 8 directions of travel.

changes to the driving history data within this range was analyzed
and locations with a large amount of variation were identified as
road changes.

Fig. 2: Illustration of Road Change Detection Using Driving History Data

Fig. 3: Road Change Detection Result (Hanazono Interchange)

In this research and development project, four expressway locations at which actual changes to the road had been made (addition
of lanes, changes to exists, etc.) were selected. The road change
inspection process was then applied to these locations as a trial. The
changes were detected for two locations based on the vehicle distribution pattern, but detection was not possible for the other two locations. Figure 3 shows an example in which the change was detected.
From this result, it was concluded that changes to roads could
be detected using the driving history data adopted in this research
and development project in areas with good position measurement
performance and without the additional presence of ordinary
roads. However, even based on this conclusion, the following issues
remain for future practical adoption.
■ Studies of effective driving history data items for improving
detection rates
■ Studies of methods to identify areas with a high detection
potential using this methodology
■ The automation of threshold value settings via extensive case
study verifications, the automatic of cases of detection errors,
and studies of methods to resolve these errors
2.3. Studies for Practical Adoption
2.3.1. Effective Driving History Data Items for Improving Detection Rates
Driving history data consists of time series data that always
includes the date of acquisition and longitude/latitude in vehicle
units. Based on the results obtained through consultations with
the OEMs and the previous verifications, the relationship between
events visible in the driving history data and driver operations
and vehicle behavior in response to road changes was identified as
shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Effectiveness Evaluation Matrix

Legend
○: Items assumed to express a significant change.
△: Items that may detect a change (changes that can be confirmed quantitatively, but are frequently regarded as minor).
□: Items that may be used in processing.
Green rows: detection targets using driving history data
Yellow roads: detection targets using camera image data

2.3.2. Discussion Related to Procedure for Practical Adoption
The following scheme for adjusting driving history data was
proposed. Data processed using the same specifications is procured
from multiple OEMs. Finally, high precision 3D maps are provided
to each company, starting with the automakers. If the quality of
data procured from each OEM is uniform, data procurement can
be carried out while supplementing the minimum data to satisfy
the data volume required for detecting changes, thereby enhancing the completeness of the detection area. For this purpose, the
quality of the data procured from each company must be assessed,
trends analyzed, and the extracted results for changes compared
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with the confirmed results for current conditions to establish a continuous process of revision.
In addition, it is highly likely that system implementation will
differ for each OEM. There are two approaches for resolving this
issue. First, technical specifications can be provided by Dynamic
Map Platform Co., Ltd. (DMP) to be followed by the OEMs in
system implementation and development. Second, each OEM can
provide the available processed data and differences in implementation can be absorbed by DMP. Actions generated related to interfaces between multiple companies are issues affecting the business
of each company and affect the issue of whether the whole system
can be realized. As consultations continue with each OEM about
the implementation of the system, it will be necessary to define the
specific details of each action item and adjust the responsibilities.
The envisioned implementation procedure is as follows. The
driving history data is continually accumulated by the OEMs will
be used to compare pre-change analysis results with analysis results
for one-month of data in the month that a change occurred to
detect the differences. If one month of processed data from OEMs
and one month of statistical analysis by DMP is used, it is likely
to require two to three months to detect a change in a road. This
period can be shortened by reducing the extraction period in areas
with high volumes of traffic while monitoring the quality analysis
results. This will require measures to improve efficiency, such as
formularizing the processing carried out by the OEMs and DMP.
It should be noted that the costs of data procurement from
the OEMs as well as the systemization and operation costs will be
reflected in the sales prices of the high precision 3D maps. For this
reason, the procurement side will look to reduce total costs, and the
sales side will look to improve income by increasing the frequency
of updates and using the data for non-OEM applications. These will
be issues for future study.
2.4. Future Prospects
Since driving history data contains various environmental
factors, vehicle characteristics, and so on, the use of a statistical
approach to detect changes to roads has been proposed. The results
of studies indicate that this approach is suited to suburban areas
with good environmental conditions. Based on this result, the following future prospects can be envisioned.
2.4.1. Greater Accuracy of Location Information
It is hoped that the reduction in price of high-precision positioning modules and the popularization of high-precision positioning technologies will help to greatly enhance the accuracy of
location information in urban canyons by enabling more sophisticated multi-path elimination technologies and vehicle positioning
technologies. As a result, if changes to roads in urban areas can be
detected and lane-based driving behavior can be identified, it may
be possible to increase the opportunities to detect medium to small
changes that do not accompany changes in road structures and to
use this data for multiple applications.
2.4.2. Use of Driving History Data from Controllable Commercial Vehicles
Although a statistical approach requires a certain volume of
comprehensive data, the use of driving history data from controllable commercial vehicles that repeatedly travel along the same
routes may enable the collection of the required volume of data on
specific routes.
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3

Technology for Identifying Road Changes Using
Dashcam Drive Recorder Images

3.1. Technology for Identifying Road Changes Using Image Data
Technology that utilizes dashcam drive recorders is currently
at the research and development phase. Studies are being carried
out by collecting camera image data in areas affected by frequent
road changes, applying the technology developed by different
companies to the collected camera image data, and examining the
requirements for probe data for updating maps, such as the capability of this technology to identify the constituent features and
attributes of high precision 3D maps. Fig. 4 shows the identified
characteristics of the change detection technologies developed by
three companies.

Fig. 4: Summary of Road Change Detection Technologies

The main difference between companies A and B is the capability to make direct comparisons with high precision 3D maps.
Unlike the technology of company A, which can make direct comparisons between data models of current conditions with high precision 3D maps, the technology of company B makes comparisons
with the high precision 3D maps based on the results of comparisons between models of the past and current conditions. Another
major difference is that the technology of company A can make
comparisons using features while the technology of company B
makes comparisons from the standpoint of whether localization is
possible.
Compared to companies A and B, the technology of company
C uses a much simpler process. The technologies of companies A
and B perform modeling after integrated analysis processing using
multiple images. In contrast, the technology of company C judges
the position information of features from single recognized images.
After pairing the summarized results of road change information from each company with the accurate data possessed by DMP,
two indices (precision and recall) were calculated and used to
assess whether changes on real roads could be detected accurately
by the technologies of each company.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show graphs that express the recall and precision of these technologies for demarcation lines, road signs, and
road markings.
An examination of the overall results identified cases in which
the characteristics of each company’s technology adversely affected
precision and recall.
■ The technology of company A (technology that recognizes
features from camera image data, extracts characteristic point
groups, carries out integrated analysis processing (modeling),
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Fig. 5: Recall and Precision Results for Demarcation Lines

Fig. 6: Recall and Precision Results for Road Signs

Fig. 7: Recall and Precision Results for Road Markings

and compares the results with high precision 3D maps supplied by DMP) achieved higher recall and precision than the
technologies of companies B and C.
■ The technology of company B had lower recall because it was
incapable of detecting changes in feature units.
■ The technology of company C depends strongly on the positional accuracy of the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS). As a result, it may generate detection errors due to the
effects of the environment in which the images were obtained.
■ In some cases, the target objects could not be recognized for
system-based reasons (insufficient learning or detection inapplicability).
■ In points containing mixtures of features, individual features
cannot be detected in some cases when modeling.
Based on these study results, the requirements for road change
detection technology have been defined as follows.
■ This technology must be capable of recognizing features from
images.
■ This technology must be capable of extracting the characteristic points of features from images for modeling.
■ This technology must be capable of carrying out modeling
from the characteristic points of features.
■ This technology must be capable of carrying out relative positioning between modeled data and high precision 3D maps.
■ This technology must be capable of comparing modeled data
and high precision 3D maps in feature units.

3.2. Scheme for Collecting Image Data for Road Change Detection
During the process of using the technologies from the three
companies, desktop studies were carried out into the scheme for
collecting actual camera image data. As a result, the following two
patterns were envisioned.
Under the first scheme, camera image data obtained from
dashcam drive recorders is used to extract characteristic points
(information collected to identify road changes) on the edge side
(vehicle), which is then transmitted and collected on the server
side. In this case, it is necessary to carry out processing to reduce
the data communication load and de-identify information to
ensure individual anonymity on the edge side before the server
accumulates the characteristic points.
Under the second scheme, camera image data from increasingly
widespread dashcam drive recorders and smart phones is accumulated on the server side without processing. In this case, camera
image data is collected in physical storage, but the characteristic point extraction process must be carried out on the server to
ensure individual anonymity before the data is accumulated.
The road change extraction technologies using camera image
data from passenger vehicles studied in this project all adopt the
scheme in which characteristic point processing is carried out on
the edge side before these characteristic points are collected. This
study also confirmed the real-world effectiveness of systems capable of appropriately extracting changes in high precision 3D maps.
However, since there are currently no systems capable of carrying
out this type of processing, it will be necessary to construct an
operational scheme for practical adoption.
In addition, although a wide range of collection schemes can
be envisioned, it will be absolutely necessary to create a system
considering standardization trends to enable the comprehensive
and efficient extraction of road changes from as many business
operators and vehicles as possible. To accomplish this, setting the
requirements for the collection of characteristic points and camera
image data, as well as defining and commonizing device specifications have been identified as major issues.

4

Technology for Identifying Road Changes Envisioning Rapid Deployment

Based on the results of studies carried out in Sections 2 and 3,
the following points were confirmed with respect to the implementation of road change extraction technology using camera image
and probe vehicle driving history data.
■ Camera image data
▶
When this technology is implemented in the future, the
scheme outlined in blue in Fig. 8 would be the preferable
approach. However, a system capable of appropriately extracting and processing characteristic points on the vehicle side
does not exist using current technology.
▶ According to the scheme outlined in red, data obtained from
existing dashcam drive recorders and the like is processed
on the server side. However, in this case, measures must be
applied to ensure the anonymity of the data and the like.
▶ When technology using data obtained from existing dashcam
drive recorders was applied, detection errors were caused by
the effects of GNSS positional accuracy. The results may be
affected by the specifications of the devices installed in the
vehicle.
▶ It will be absolutely necessary to create a system considering
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standardization trends and the like to enable the comprehensive and efficient extraction of road changes from as many
business operators and vehicles as possible.
■ Probe vehicle driving history data
▶ Although it may be possible to use this data to identify changes
such as increases and decreases in the number of lanes and
the like, there are various issues related to the granularity of
data that must be resolved before this data can be used in a
system envisioning rapid deployment.
Based on the issues and the like related to the results described
above and data acquisition, the scheme outlined in red in Fig. 8
combined with the use of camera image data collected from certain
commercial fleets in consideration of anonymity may be regarded
as the most appropriate approach for rapid deployment. However,
with respect to the underlined issues, the results of the studies
described in Section 3 show that the requirements for device specifications to prevent reductions in quality have not yet been sufficiently defined.

Fig. 8: Probe Image Data Collection Scheme

Therefore, based on the probe data requirements for updating
maps described in Sections 2 and 3, this section investigates the
requirements for devices capable of extracting road changes and
that can be put into practical use rapidly. A field operational test
(FOT) was carried out to examine the change extraction performance of the investigated devices and, based on the results of these
tests, the device requirements are summarized in Section 4.1. In
addition, with the aim of adopting the scheme outlined in blue in
Fig. 8, the latest standardization trends and the like were investigated, and the issues related to characteristic points (i.e., the information collected to identify road changes) were analyzed. These are
summarized in Section 4.2 alongside the procedure for realizing
the commonization of characteristic points.
4.1. Studies of Requirements for Device Specifications
Based on the technical requirements for the extraction of
changes in high precision 3D maps described in Section 3, desktop
studies were carried out into device (cameras, inertial measurement units (IMUs), GNSS, and the like) requirements. The devices
for the FOT were selected based on these results (Section 4.1.1).
The FOT was then carried out using the selected devices, and the
requirements for devices and the like capable of collecting camera
image data using commercial fleets were defined (Section 4.1.2).
4.1.1. Desktop Studies
From the study results described in Section 3, when technology
using data obtained from existing dashcam drive recorders was
applied, detection errors were caused by the effects of GNSS posi34

Table 4: Requirements for Road Change Detection Technology and
Required Devices
Devices
required
to satisfy
requirements

Functions
required
to satisfy
requirements

Features must exist in the
images.

Camera

Angle of
view

The technology must have
the resolution to recognize
features.

Camera

Resolution

GNSS

Coordinates

GNSS

Speed

IMU

Angular
velocity and
acceleration

Odometer

Moving
distance

Camera

Angle of
view, resolution, frame
rate

Requirements for road change extraction
technology
The technology must be
capable of
recognizing
features
from camera
image data.

The technology must
be capable
of obtaining
an absolute
position.
The technology must
be capable
of modeling
correctly
from camera
image data.

The technology must be
capable of
estimating
driving
trajectories.

The technology must
be capable
of obtaining
relative
positions
(it must be
capable of
obtaining
displacement
amounts).

tional accuracy. It was also realized that the results may be affected
by the specifications of the devices installed in the vehicle. To avoid
these issues and enable rapid deployment of these devices, the
required device specifications must be defined while considering
the characteristics of road change extraction technology. Therefore,
first, of the technical requirements for the extraction of changes
in high precision 3D maps described in Section 3, the required
devices, functions, and roles to address the high likelihood that the
adopted system will be affected by the devices used were studied
in theory.
Next assuming use in commercial fleets, the required devices
that satisfy the conditions described in Table 4 (GNSS, IMU, odometer, and camera) and the devices capable of obtaining information
to supplement positional accuracy were investigated. As a result of
this investigation, the existence of such devices could not be verified from publically available materials such as standard specifications. Therefore, the FOT in this research and development project
were carried out using the TransLog (DN-CDR) system developed
by Denso Corporation, which contains the necessary devices and
functions. The required device specifications were defined based
on these tests.
4.1.2. Implementation of FOT
When selecting the test routes, the engineering work that was
due to be carried out during the test period (as scheduled in publically available information) was examined. However, since the
outbreak of the novel coronavirus COVID-19 and other factors
resulted in a reduction in the amount of work being carried out
in the Tokyo metropolitan area, the routes were selected in consultation with relevant parties such as road managers and the like.
It should be noted that some of the applicable roads were selected
for the FOT under the assumption that temporary engineering
work would result in changes to maps. With the cooperation of the
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road managers, camera image data was obtained using the devices
selected in Section 4.1.1 for the determined routes. This camera
image data was then incorporated into the technology for extracting road changes to identify changes to the roads.

Table 5: TransLog Specifications and Recommended Specifications
Source: Communication-Capable DN-CDR Dashcam Drive Recorder (in
Japanese), Leadex, Co., Ltd. https://www.leadex.co.jp/pdf/DN-CDR.pdf
(Accessed October 1, 2020)
Recommended
specifications

TransLog

Coordinates

Open sky: max. 5 m
Urban areas: max.
20 m

Standalone position
measurement

Speed

2Hz

2Hz

IMU

Angular velocity
and acceleration

100Hz*

100Hz

Odometer

Moving distance

50Hz*

1Hz

Angle of view

Horizontal: 118 to
135 degrees

Horizontal: 118
degrees

Resolution

HD(1280 720)

HD(1280 720)

Frame rate

22Hz

22Hz

Sensor

GNSS

Fig. 9: Outline of Process from Camera Image Acquisition to Identification
of Changed Locations

Camera

Fig. 10: Example of Road Change Extraction around the Fujioka Junction
of the Joshin-etsu Expressway

To assess whether the implemented road change extraction
technology was capable of correctly identifying changes to roads,
the extraction results were compared with the true values (i.e., the
results assessed by the party in charge of map updates (for this
research and development project, DMP) using the camera image
data from before and after the change).
It was confirmed that the road change extraction technology
could be used to identify changes to roads with a high level of recall.
However, for some results defined as “not changed” by the party
in charge of map updates, the road change extraction technology
reported that changes had occurred. This discrepancy might be due
to an oversight by the party in charge of map updates, or because
the changes to the features are not discernible to the naked eye.
Therefore, more accurate extraction of changes was accomplished
by adopting the road change extraction technology.
Based on the study results described above, if devices with
equivalent functions and specifications to the system selected in
Section 4.1.1 (TransLog) were used, it should be possible to identify
changes to roads without issues. However, the commercial availability of such devices remains an issue. Therefore, to confirm the
commercial availability of products capable of satisfying the recommended specifications described in Table 5, which were identified through the FOT and studies, the specifications of dashcam
drive recorders and the like on the list of products (as of December
2020) compatible with the Quasi-Zenith Satellite Michibiki as disclosed by the Cabinet Office were investigated.
Twenty products were investigated, one of which satisfied the
requirements established by the system used in the test (TransLog)
(including TransLog, two products satisfied these requirements).
In addition, seventeen out of twenty satisfied the camera specification requirements. However, it should be noted that some of the

Functions

specification information for devices (GNSS, IMU, and the like)
were not publically available for fifteen of the twenty products. As a
result, since it was not possible to determine whether these devices
satisfied the recommended specifications, it will be necessary to
confirm the performance of the actual devices.
As a result, even if camera image data is collected relying on
the product specifications, it may not be possible to, for example,
confirm the situation of far lanes, and vacancies may occur in the
data during modeling. To avoid these issues, it will be necessary to
collect a certain volume of camera image data and obtain data from
commercial fleets via a process that prevents confirmation errors in
far lanes and so on. Therefore, in the future, it will be necessary to
define the range of operations that can be carried out by businesses
by confirming and consulting on possible areas of cooperation with
business operators and the like that use expressways.
4.2. Studies of Requirements for Characteristic Points
Section 4.1 described that it was possible to detect changes to
roads by mounting dashcam drive recorders that satisfy the defined
requirements in commercial fleets that drive regularly on the target
roads and using these devices to collect information. However, in
this process, it is necessary to construct a procedure for collecting
image data from the vehicles equipped with these dashcam drive
recorders, which will limit the range of applicable roads. To expand
this system onto general roads and the like in the future, it will also
be necessary to study the collection of data from cameras and the
like installed in ordinary vehicles. Ordinary vehicles are frequently
equipped with cameras, laser scanners, and other sensors to realize driving safety support systems (DSSS), automated driving support systems, and so on. Therefore, ordinary vehicles are capable
of detecting objects (features) using such systems. Consequently,
rather than collecting image data, the collection of information
about detectable objects (characteristic points) is also a possible
approach. Therefore, this section describes studies into the requirements for characteristic points to enable the detection of road
changes based on Section 4.1, as well as studies into the direction
of commonization and standardization for these requirements.
4.2.1. Investigation into Relevant Standards
Figure 11 shows the standards related to systems for the distribution of vehicle data. Standards and bodies related to uplinks
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from vehicles to centers (i.e., the cloud) include SENSORIS, ISO
20078, and Japan Automotive Software Platform and Architecture
(JASPAR). However, ISO 20078 can be excluded as it deals with
information for fault diagnostics.

Fig. 11: Systems and Related Standards for Vehicle Data Distribution and
the Like
Source: partial additions made to Prokop Jehlicka: OADF – An Introduction, SIP-adus Workshop 2018, p. 7.

4.2.2. Requirements for Characteristic Points and Study into
Direction of Standardization
With reference to the FOT results and the like described in Section 4.1, desktop studies were carried out into the details of the
required information when extracting characteristic points on the
vehicle side, as well as the frequency (unit of acquisition) and accuracy of information collection. The results are shown in Table 6.
The gap between the existing standards and the data items
required for characteristic point extraction was analyzed. The analysis results for SENSORIS and JASPAR found that SENSORIS must
be adjusted to Japanese systems of road markings, road signs, and
the like. For this reason, the gap to JASPAR was analyzed and identified.
The scope of JASPAR specifications differs with the specifications for sharing feature change information since the studied

characteristic point requirements involve the sharing of objects
(characteristic points) detected by individual vehicles, and items
such as position, speed, and time data are not included in the JASPAR specifications. However, despite partial feature insufficiencies,
no major differences were found in the feature data. It should be
noted that, although the scope of the requirements differs from
the JASPAR specifications, since road change detection processing
does not have to be carried out by the OEMs, there are few technical development elements for OEMs to perform, which suggests
that the distribution of information might advance more smoothly.
In addition, if this information becomes more widely available,
detection accuracy should improve as the range of coverage and
number of samples increases. For this reason, it is necessary to also
study systems of collection that lower the technological development hurdles of OEMs. Therefore, first, based on the requirements
for characteristic points studied in this research and development
project, it might be possible to prompt JASPAR to add specifications for exchanging characteristic point information detected by
vehicles with the cloud centers at the stage before change information is extracted.

5

Conclusion

This research and development project studied technology
capable of identifying changes in roads using dashcam drive
recorder images and probe vehicle data. These results were then
applied to studies envisioning the rapid deployment of technology
for identifying road changes. In the studies into technology capable of identifying changes in roads using dashcam drive recorder
images, it was confirmed that the presence of road changes can be
confirmed by this technology. These studies also summarized the
requirements for such road change detection technologies.
In the studies into technology capable of identifying changes
in roads using probe vehicle data, the potential of using provided

Table 6: Results for Requirements Envisioning Operations on Ordinary Roads/Globally Based on Results in Section 4.1
Name

Item/details to be obtained
Demarcation lines
Physical structures

Acquisition unit

- Position of external lane lines, road center lines, lane boundaries, etc. (center position)
- Attributes (line type, line color, line width, multiple line information, etc.)
- Position of boundary lines and the like demarcated by continuously placed physical structures such as curbstones, walls, guard rails, poles, and the like
- Center position of road sign surfaces

Road signs
Feature
data
Traffic signals

Road markings
Reliability information
Position
Speed
Time
Data

Other
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Position of the driverʼs
vehicle

- Attributes (normal vector, size (width and height of bounding rectangle of road sign surface), type*, auxiliary
sign information, etc.)
* Signs that can be recognized by road sign assist (RSA) functions can be organized by identifiable category IDs.
Other signs must be organized by identifiable category IDs such as shapes and the like.

High frequency
(ref.: 0.1 sec, etc.)

- Center position of traffic signal surfaces
- Attributes (normal vector, size (width and height of bounding rectangle of the traffic signal front surface), type)
- Position of road markings such as stop lines, crossings, arrows on the road surface, zebra markings, etc. (center,
and the bottom left and bottom right ends of the bounding rectangle)
- Attributes (depth from center position of bottom end of the bounding rectangle, type (stop lines, crossings,
arrows on the road surface, arrow directions, etc.)
- Information that adversely affects accuracy during acquisition (acquisition on gradients, in tunnels, etc.)
- GNSS position information
- Position information calculated from the vehicle trajectory estimated using camera image data (including
vehicle posture information such as pitch, roll, and yaw)

Speed

- Vehicle speed

Time

- Time* acquired by each device (GNSS, camera)
* Since time synchronization is not carried out, the time difference is identified via a positioning process using
the position of the driverʼs vehicle (2 types).

Camera mounting
position

- Mounting position of dashcam drive recorder (origin point to calculate relative coordinates of feature data)

High frequency
(ref.: 0.1 sec, etc.)

Low frequency (ref.:
1 hour, etc.)

2 Building and Making Use of Traffic Environment Data
(1) Development of Technology Concerning the Generation of Traffic Environment Data
Development for Updating High Precision 3D Maps Utilizing Probe Vehicle Data: Over view

real-world probe vehicle data to identify changes to roads was confirmed. These studies also summarized the operational issues for
practically adopting this technology.
The studies envisioning the rapid deployment of technology for
identifying road changes defined device specifications and other
requirements, and confirmed that these changes can be identified
by commercially available dashcam drive recorders rather than
dedicated devices. These studies also identified the requirements
for starting operation on ordinary roads and globally from the
standpoint of future deployment of this technology, and summarized the procedure for realizing commonization.
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Study for V2X Communication for
Cooperative Driving Automation
Norifumi Ogawa (Mazda Motor Corporation)
The concept of cooperative driving automation has been studied by corporations and research institutes for some time. Field operational tests (FOTs) and standardization activities for the communication
protocols that will realize this functionality are also underway. In Japan, ITS wireless communication has
been commercialized and is already used to support driving safety. Expanding it to automated driving can
be envisioned. However, while the feasibility of its application and the communication protocols to adopt
in the future, has been pursued by individual organizations, there have been no discussions for Japan as a
whole. Since SIP has established a structure uniting industry, government and academia under one roof to
work toward the realization of automated driving, it was decided to hold discussions under that framework.
The Task Force (TF) on V2X communication for Cooperative Driving Automation was established in 2019
and initiated a 3-year plan to study future communication protocols. The TF defined use cases for assessing
communication, and used them as a basis to clearly define communication requirements and study protocols
that satisfy those requirements. The goal is to propose communication protocols for cooperative driving
automation and formulate a roadmap that clearly indicates when they will be required.

1

Background

High expectations are placed on autonomous driving, which
builds on the concept of safe and smooth advanced automated driving combined with infrastructure cooperative systems. However,
the telecommunication required for that realization faces several
challenges. Although ITS communication for driving safety support
systems is already commercialized in Japan, questions such as “will
the current frequencies and bandwidth be enough to accommodate
cooperative driving automation, or will new frequencies be necessary?”, or “If new frequencies have to be added, how much bandwidth will they need?”, will have to be answered. Moreover, since the
U.S. and Europe allocate the 5.9 GHz band of the radio spectrum
to ITS communication, but Japan uses the 760 MHz and 5.8 GHz
bands, prompting concerns that it will be left behind in international
standards, another example of the many discussions with no resolution in sight. The SIP System Implementation Working Group (WG)
tackled these issues by establishing the Task Force (TF) on V2X communication for Cooperative Driving Automation in 2019, which initiated a 3-year plan to study future communication protocols.

2

TF Objective and Achievement Plan

The objective of the TF is to “define a vision of cooperative driving automation, draw up a roadmap for its realization, and establish an optimal All-Japan communication protocol policy that takes
international standards into account”. The goals of its activities are to
propose optimal communication protocols for cooperative driving
automation and to draft a roadmap of changes in such protocols.
Envisioning the functionality and performance exhibited by
cooperative driving automation is crucial to studying future communication protocols. This means it is necessary to determine specific use cases for cooperative driving automation. Compiling the
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communication requirements based on those uses cases and considering communication protocols that satisfy those requirements
was set at the next step.
Accordingly, phase 1 of the TF activities involved clearly defining cooperative driving automation and its applicable scope, and
using that as a basis to select use cases. In phase 2, the technical and
communication requirements for the use cases defined in phase 1
were researched and assessed, and issues in applying them to current
ITS communication were made clear. Phase 3 centered on assessing
communication protocols that solve those issues and evaluating their
validity. This three-phase process was established to both propose
optimal communication protocols for cooperative driving automation and to formulate a future-oriented roadmap for such protocols.
The Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA), various experts, and government agencies involved joined the TF to help
draw up the use cases in phase 1. The assessment of communication
protocols and other factors in phases 2 and 3 also involved the additional participation of the ITS Info-communications Forum, the Japan
Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association, the
Universal Traffic Management Society of Japan, the National Institute
for Land and Infrastructure Management, and the Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan. The involvement of the automotive industry,
communication industry, ITS-related groups, academic organizations
and relevant government agencies made it possible to establish an
all-Japan framework to assess future communication protocols.

3

Formulating the Use Cases

3.1. Definition of Cooperative Driving Automation
The potential scope of use cases for cooperative driving automation making use of communication can range widely from driving
per se to making use of traffic environment data. This study narrowed its focus to the cases that are essential to making cooperative driving automation feasible. We made that policy clear, and
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prepared a definition of cooperative driving automation systems to
serve as a baseline in making decisions. The next paragraph presents that definition.
“Cooperative driving automation systems are systems that
enable safer and smoother automated driving control, building
upon autonomous driving systems and relying on telecommunication to acquire information outside the range of on-board sensor
detection, provide information possessed by the vehicle, and interact with other vehicles or the infrastructure.”
The transmission of information via telecommunication is
subject to uncontrollable elements such as electromagnetic interference, making it difficult to ensure 100% quality. Therefore, we
chose to consider cooperative driving automation systems on the
basis of autonomous driving. As a result, we determined that the
final control decision would be based on on-board sensor information, with information retrieved via telecommunication used to
offer safer and smoother automated driving.
Guided by the principle of telecommunication serving to
acquire information that cannot be detected by on-board sensors,
we incorporated the concepts of information outside the range
of those sensors, as well as exchanging information or otherwise
interacting with the outside world into our definition.
This definition applies to privately owned vehicles, as well as
distribution and mobility service vehicles driving on public roads,
namely highways and general roads.
3.2. Selection of Use Cases
3.2.1. Researching the Use Cases
As part of the Study of utilization of new communication technologies including V2X technology to automated driving system of
“Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program(SIP)
2nd Stage Automated Driving System (Expansion of system and
service)”(1) conducted in 2018, use cases found in cooperative driving automation and driving safety support projects in Europe, the
U.S., and Asia (including Japan) were investigated and collected. In
Japan, the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA)
has also been studying use cases for highways and general roads,
and that information was also use as reference for our own use cases.
3.2.2. Approach to SIP Use Case Selection
The TF aims to propose future communication protocols and
resources. The use cases collected in the preceding section include
cases with a low possibility commercialization. This makes trying
to secure the communication resources to achieve every single case
potentially wasteful. We therefore decided to select the use cases
presenting future commercialization potential. The selection standards are described in subsections 1 and 2 below.
1) Prerequisites for the consideration of cooperative driving automation systems
(a) All traffic participants respect the rules of the road.
Reason: Implementing functions to avoid accidents caused by
a deliberate violation of the rules of road by another nearby
traffic participant would impose an excessive cost and performance burden on cooperative driving automation systems.
(b) Use cases achievable using autonomous driving systems are
excluded.
Reason: Cooperative driving automation systems built upon
autonomous driving systems makes functions achievable
only by the latter redundant and decreases the commercial-

ization potential of the cooperative system.
2) Compatibility with the definition of cooperative driving automation systems
The three points below were established as selection criteria for
SIP use cases based on the definition of cooperative driving automation systems prepared by the TF.
(a) Acquiring information outside the range of on-board sensors is required.
(b) Providing information possessed by the vehicle is required.
(c) I
nteraction with other vehicles or the infrastructure is
required.
3.2.3. Results of SIP Use Case Selection
Applying our selection criteria to the results of the investigation
from Section 3.2.1 left us with 25 uses cases. We classified them
according to eight functions (a. merging/lane changing assistance,
b. traffic signal information, c. lookahead information: collision
avoidance, d. lookahead information: trajectory change, e. lookahead information: emergency vehicle notification, f. information
collection/distribution by infrastructure, g. platooning/adaptive
cruise control, and h. teleoperation) to provide an comprehensive
overall view.
We arranged the cases according to the points of the cooperative
driving automation systems definition, as shown below.
(a) Uses cases that require acquiring information outside the
range of on-board sensors (14)
a. Merging/lane change assistance (2)
b. Traffic signal information (2)
c. Lookahead: collision avoidance (4)
d. Lookahead: trajectory change (5)
e. Lookahead: emergency vehicle notification (1)
(b) Use cases requiring providing information possessed by the
vehicle (4)
f. Information collection/distribution by infrastructure (4)
(c) Use cases requiring interaction with other vehicles or the
infrastructure (7)
a. Merging and lane changing support (4)
g. Platooning/adaptive cruise control (2)
h. Teleoperation (1)
Details of the use cases are provided in the SIP Use Cases for
Cooperative Driving Automation(2) available from the SIP website.
The example in Fig. 1 is case a-1-1. Merging assistance by preliminary acceleration and deceleration.

Fig. 1: a-1-1. Merging assistance by preliminary acceleration and
deceleration
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Each of the individual 25 cases was presented in the easy-to-understand format shown in Fig. 1 that includes a simplified diagram
in addition to presenting an overview and indicating the target
areas and vehicles. At the same time, the remarks section was used
to provide information on communication, connection mode, control usage, responsiveness and an overview of the transmitted data
for use as reference in the study of communication requirements
for the second phase.
There were 14 other cases that either failed to meet the prerequisites or were merged into other cases. Although they were not
retained as part of the SIP use cases, they were kept on record to
serve as reference for potential future revisions of the use cases.

The study of communication in the second phase was conducted
with the cooperation of the ITS Info-communications Forum (ITS
Forum), which has extensive knowledge and experience in ITS
wireless communication standardization and other initiatives.
Under the ITS Forum, the use cases were reorganized from the
standpoint of communication and classified into five categories.
These five categories were studied concurrently by five working
groups, making it possible to compile the communication requirements in a short time.
WG 1: Merging/lane change assistance (a-1-1 to 4, a-2, a-3)*
WG 2: Lookahead: collision avoidance (c-1 to 3)
WG 3: Traffic signal information & platooning/adaptive cruise
control (b-1-1 and 2, g-1 and 2)
WG 4: Lookahead: trajectory change (d-1 to 5, e-1)
WG 5: 
Information collection/distribution by infrastructure
(f-1 to 4, h-1)
*Use case number from Reference (2)
4.1. Prerequisites
Since the information presented in SIP Use Cases for Cooperative Driving Automation(2) alone is not sufficient to study communication requirements, it was necessary to assess more detailed
scenarios. In addition, the availability of high precision 3D map
information, communication latency, and communication quality
were clearly defined as prerequisites before starting the study.
4.2. Scenario Assessment
To obtain more realistic and feasible scenarios, the assessment
involved collecting necessary information by contacting research
organizations carrying out technical assessments or FOTs similar
to the use cases. This information was used to determine the automated driving level, time precision, maximum number of lanes on
target roads, estimated vehicle distance, speed criteria, maximum
acceleration and deceleration criteria, and other basic road and
vehicle conditions for the assessed scenarios.
The scenario assessments for the individual use cases involved
envisioning the communication area and number of target vehicles required by the use case, and then determining the actual
vehicle behavior and necessary information items (messages). The
exchange of messages between the sender and the receiver was also
consolidated into a sending and receiving sequence. An example
sending and receiving sequence is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Message Sending and Receiving Sequence (Example)

4.3. Messages
The amount of data constitutes an important element in the
communication requirements. We defined the messages sent
and received and amount of data for the above communication
sequence. Examples of the contents of communication and data
amount are presented below. We used this approach to estimate the
data amount for each use case.
Data size*1
Information element

Shared information

Communication Requirements

Position information
(varies based on the number of running vehicles)

4

Use case
a-1-1.

Use case
a-1-2.

Use case
a-1-3.

Message ID

16bit

16bit

16bit

Increment ID or information
update time

32bit

32bit

32bit

Roadside control information

8bit

8bit

8bit

Roadside unit ID

32bit

32bit

32bit

Merging point information

16bit

16bit

16bit

Road number

32bit

32bit

32bit

Number of running vehicles

8bit

8bit

8bit

Vehicle ID

16bit

16bit

16bit

—

88bit

88bit

Vehicle position (latitude,
longitude, altitude)
Driving lane

8bit

8bit

8bit

Driving speed

16bit

16bit

16bit

Vehicle length

14 bits
14 bits
14 bits
(+ 2 empty bits) (+ 2 empty bits) (+ 2 empty bits)

Predicted time of arrival at
merging point

32bit

32bit

32bit

Sensor information acquisition time*2

32bit

32bit

32bit

Information reliability*2

8bit

8bit

8bit

Fig. 3: Messages and Data Amount (Examples)

4.4. Communication Requirements
The communication requirements consisting of the scenario,
messages and data amount, request latency, request communication quality and other requirements were summarized as shown
in Fig. 4 for each use case. These summaries served as the basis for
evaluating communication protocols.
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5

Looking Ahead

After compiling the communication requirements for each use
case, issues were identified by evaluating how they applied to existing commercialized ITS wireless (short range) and mobile (wide
area) communication. Furthermore, a roadmap proposing communication protocols to solve those issues and clearly defining the
necessary timeline was formulated in Phase 3. This process makes
it possible to undertake future-oriented preparations to secure the
necessary radio spectrum resources for cooperative driving automation.

【 Reference 】
(1)Study of utilization of new communication technologies including V2X technology
to automated driving system of “Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion
Program(SIP) 2nd Stage Automated Driving System (Expansion of system and service)” (2019)
https://en.sip-adus.go.jp/rd/rddata/rd02/204s.pdf
(2)SIP Use Cases for Cooperative Driving Automation, First edition (2020)
https://en.sip-adus.go.jp/rd/rddata/usecase.pdf

a. Merging/lane change assistance
Use case

Merging assistance by Merging assistance by
preliminary accelera- targeting the gap on
tion and deceleration
the main lane

Cooperative merging assistance from vehicles in the main lane through roadside control

No.

a-1-1

a-1-2

Communication
purpose

—

—

Provide position
information

Control request

Arbitration request
Acknowledgement
request

Arbitration response
Acknowledgement
response

V2l (l→V)

V2l (l→V)

V2l (l→V)

V2l (l→V)

V2l (l→V)

V2l (l→V)

Within the scope of
the control request

Within the scope of
the control request

Within the scope of
the control request

Communication mode
Target area
(smallest range)

a-1-3

From 6 seconds before
From 6 seconds before From 6 seconds before
the merging point up
the merging point up the merging point up
to the center of that
to that point
to that point
point
PAR ≥ 99% (provisional)

PAR ≥ 99% (provisional)

PAR ≥ 99% (provisional)

PAR ≥ 99% (provisional)

PAR ≥ 99% (provisional)

PAR ≥ 99% (provisional)

Required communication distance

33.9 to 59.8 m
(National Institute for
Land and Infrastructure Management
specification: 95 m)

66.7 to 116.7 m

Access road: 66.7 to
116.7 m
Main lane: 111.1 to
266.7 m

(depending on the
request range)

(depending on the
request range)

(depending on the
request range)

287 bytes*3
(37 + 250)

271 bytes*3
(21 + 250)

287 bytes
(37 + 250)

Communication requirements

Communication quality

Data size(*1)

764 bytes
1942 bytes
3616 bytes*2
(514 + 250)
(1692 + 250)
(3366 + 250)
Envisioned number of Envisioned number of Envisioned number of
vehicles: 31
vehicles: 62
vehicles: 124

Communication
frequency

100 ms

100 ms

100 ms

Undetermined
100 ms (provisional)

Undetermined
100 ms (provisional)

Undetermined
100 ms (provisional)

Number of
senders

1

1

1

1

1 ( number of controlled vehicles)

100*4
(Number of controlled
vehicles, during congestion)

Communication latency

Not expected

Not expected

Not expected

100 ms envisioned as
the allowable latency
in wireless segments

100 ms envisioned as
the allowable latency
in wireless segments

100 ms envisioned as
the allowable latency
in wireless segments

Communication
partner

Unspecified vehicle
(broadcast transmission)

Unspecified vehicle
(broadcast transmission)

Unspecified vehicle
(broadcast transmission)

Unspecified vehicle
(broadcast transmission)

Specified vehicle

Roadside infrastructure

Driving speed

Access road: 20 to 70
km/h

Access road: 20 to 70
km/h

Access road: 20 to 70
km/h
Main lane: 20 to 120
km/h

Access road: 20 to 70
km/h
Main lane: 20 to 120
km/h

Access road: 20 to 70
km/h
Main lane: 20 to 120
km/h

Access road: 20 to 70
km/h
Main lane: 20 to 120
km/h

Fig. 4: Communication Requirements (Examples)
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Overview of Research Concerning the Collection, Integration,
and Transmission of Short and Medium Range Information
Yuji Aburakawa (NTT DOCOMO, INC.)
Yoshiyuki Okubo (Panasonic Corporation)
Koichi Takayama (Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.)
Masaharu Hamaguchi (Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.)
A vast array of technologies is being deployed to realize advanced automated driving. One of those is technology that enables
automated vehicles to use information obtained via V2X communication to recognize objects that are beyond the scope of on-board
sensors such as camera, radar, or other sensor. Given concerns over the impact on traffic flow as automated vehicles using only
on-board sensors are predicted to stop or slowly move until they can determine it is safe to proceed, that technology can be expected
to mitigate such impact.
The research and development presented here focused on core technologies that effectively collect vehicle, pedestrian and other
object data obtained from multiple roadside infrastructure units serving as sources of dynamic information, integrate those pieces of
object data to streamline the generation of dynamic information, and efficiently transmit the processed data. This project addressed
proposing parameters to integrate the object data as well as the communication protocols and common interfaces to collect and
transmit the dynamic information from multiple sources to automated vehicles.

1

Scope of Research and Development

1.1. Overall Picture of Research and Development
This research and development project supports the comprehensive tracking of the position and attributes of objects that require
applying control in the automated vehicle but are in on-board sensor blind spot or outside the detection range. This is achieved by
collecting dynamic information from multiple sources, integrating
it into real time traffic conditions, and transmitting only the necessary information in a shareable format with the automated vehicle.

dard collection and transmission interfaces, as well as integration
parameters, for the collection, integration and transmission of
information from various sources in the road environment.

Fig. 2: Visualization of Research and Development Outcomes

2

Fig. 1: Overall Picture of Research and Development

1.2. Target Research and Development Outcomes
Collecting information from multiple sources requires that
those sources and the servers use common data formats and protocols. Therefore, this research and development project looked
at Japanese and international standards covering IF specifications
between the infrastructure and vehicles, as well as servers, to draw
up a common interface. In addition, the criteria for integrating the
collected information were studied and classified, and parameters
for information integration were proposed.
The project also drafted a method of transmitting information
to ensure compatibility with the information held by the vehicle
when the network transmits the collected information.
Finally, the outcomes of this research and development project
will be assessed to facilitate the preparation of guidelines on stan42

Architecture Study and Design

2.1. System Configuration
The research targetsystem consists of a communication network
that connects information sources installed in roadside infrastructure, vehicles equipped with on-board units, pedestrian devices or
other sources of information, short range edge servers (short range
servers) covering a short range area about the size of a typical intersection, and medium range edge servers (medium range servers)
covering a medium range area about the size of a city or town with
the automated vehicles which receive that information.
Automated driving in the short range area requires responding
to traffic conditions around the vehicle and beyond its visibility
range. Therefore, it is studied to extract information on objects
(e.g., vehicles or pedestrians)in the vicinity of the intersection from
multiple sources, collect it in a short range server, integrate it, and
transmit that integrated information to automated vehicles.
For the medium range area, it is necessary to maintain broad
ongoing recognition of conditions ahead on the route of the vehicle and respond to those conditions. Consequently, this research
and development focuses on receiving the information collected
and integrated by multiple short range servers into medium range
servers, integrating all of that information, and transmitting the
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resulting integrated information.

Fig. 3: Visualization of Overall System Configuration

2.2. System Configuration in Short Range Area
The roadside processing and center processing protocols were
validated as both implementations of processing to extract and
integrate information on objects and as communication protocols
for those implementations.
2.2.1 Roadside Processing Method
This protocol extracts object information at its source and
integrates it in the roadside edge server, and relies on dedicated
communication (direct communication (DSRC, LTE V2X (PC5),
WiGig) that does not pass through public communication stations)
as a communication protocol. It is characterized by its use in short
range areas to handle relatively small amounts of information such
as the position vehicles or pedestrians using lightweight and inexpensive devices installed on the roadside (distributed edge servers).

Fig. 4: Short Range System Configuration for Roadside Processing Method

2.2.2. Center Processing Protocol
This protocol sends sensor information acquired by the sources
to the edge servers set in the network, and then extracts and integrates object information in the server (some sensor information
is extracted in the source). It uses mobile communications (communication over a cellular network (5G + LTE)) as a communication protocol. It is characterized by its batch processing of camera
images and other data with a high volume requiring advanced
operations using high performance servers (edge servers) installed
in the center, as well as by its economically viable support of multiple intersections (centralized edge servers).

2.2.3. Information Integration Method in Short Range Area
Information from multiple sensors for the same object has to
be identified and integrated to prevent discrepancies with actual
traffic conditions and increases in the volume of data transmitted
to vehicles. It is therefore necessary to account for errors and divergences in time and position between different information sources,
which led to defining measures such as the use of GNSS-based
advanced time synchronization and identifying duplicate objects
by correlating their relative positions and trajectories.
2.3. System Configuration in Medium Range Area
For the medium range area, it is necessary to maintain broad
ongoing recognition of conditions ahead on the route of the vehicle and respond to those conditions. Therefore, mobile communication using cellular networks is used to collect information from
short range servers and transmit it to automated vehicles.

Fig. 6: Medium Range System Configuration

3

Envisioned Use Cases and KPI Achievement
Targets

3.1. Envisioned Use Cases
traffic during which manual driving, driver assistance systems
(levels 1 and 2), and automated driving systems (levels 3 and 4)
coexist. Compatibility with the use cases assessed by the Task Force
(TF) on V2X communication for Cooperative Driving Automation, as well as the coverage of both short and medium range areas
specific to this project were also taken into account.
Our assessment led to defining the use cases as “relying on communication to assist automated vehicles in smoothly entering and
going through intersections” for the short range, and “assistance
for making lane or route changes before reaching an intersection
for the medium range”.
Based on the March 2017 summary analysis report on past data
from the traffic accident-prone intersections map, 4x2 intersections
were defined as the target size due to the following considerations.
• Over 80% of traffic accident-prone intersections consist of
major road large intersections with four or more lanes.
• 4x2 intersections are common.
•
They have higher levels of congestion expected to make
smooth driving by automated vehicles difficult.
3.2. KPI Targets
The accuracy of extraction in the source and of integration in
the short range server, communication latency when collecting
and transmitting information and the traffic reduction ratio, along
with the processing time for the system as a whole, were set as the
evaluation parameters defining the KPIs. Table 2 presents the KPI
targets and their basis. Validation for each category was carried out
after breaking down the definitions and conditions for the evaluation parameters in more detail for each of the above-mentioned
use cases.

Fig. 5: Short Range System Configuration for Center Processing Protocol
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Table 1: List of Use Cases (UC)
SIP
cooperative
driving
automation
UC

d-5

d-1

c-2-2

Detection scope

(Information collected from
short range networks)

UC in this
research
project

Use case details

UC
medium 1

Provide information on
congestion due to waiting to turn right at the
intersection ahead (→
assistance for changing
course)

UC
medium 2

Provide information on
vehicles sporadically
parked on the road
ahead (→ assistance for
changing lanes)

Oncoming
vehicle lane
Vehicle
going
straight

Vehicle going
UC short 1
straight

Provide information on
oncoming vehicles that
cannot be detected by
on-board sensors

Congestion
at right turn
ahead

Conditions
at right turn
ahead

UC short 2

Approaching

UC short
3-1

Provide information on
pedestrians or cyclists
approaching the intersection

Waiting to
cross

UC short
3-2

Provided detailed
attribute information on
pedestrians stopped near
a crossing

Crossing

UC short
3-3

Provide information on
pedestrians or cyclists
crossing the road

UC short
4-1

Provide vehicle sensing
information
(Can also be used for
UCs other than rightturn assistance)

(Information collected from
short range networks)

c-2-2
Pedestrians

d-5

Objects

Around the
vehicle

Provide information on
conditions at right turn
ahead (e.g., empty space)

Integrate

Transmit

Overall
Trends

4

Accuracy of information
integrated in the short
range server

90% or
higher

Integration must not cause a
loss of accuracy compared to
that of the extraction

Reduction of communication traffic from the
short range servers to the
medium range servers

50% or
more

Uniform target to secure a
margin for the number of
users that can be stored (e.g.,
number of short range areas)

Communication latency
from the short range
server to the destination

Within
100 milliseconds

Equivalent to communication
latency in existing V2V communication standards

Communication traffic
reduction

50% or
more

Uniform target to secure a
margin for the number of
users that can be stored (e.g.,
number of destinations)

Communication latency
from the medium range
server to the destination

Within
100 milliseconds

Equivalent to communication
latency in existing V2V communication standards

Communication traffic
reduction

50% or
more

Uniform target to secure a
margin for the number of
users that can be stored (e.g.,
number of destinations)

Processing time from collection to transmission
(short range)

Within 1
second

Equivalent to the dynamic
data definition for dynamic
maps (≤ 1 s)

Processing time from collection to transmission
(medium range)

Within 3
seconds

Set to the shortest expected
medium range UC (transmission of information for the
next signal ahead)

Field Test Details and Results

We conducted field tests for the respective short and medium
range areas, as well as a comprehensive field test on actual roads
(in the Odaiba area) that encompassed both the short and medium
range areas.
4.1. Validation of KPIs in the Short Range Area
This section presents the results of the KPI validation and the
test environments for the three protocols; the roadside processing
using DSRC (roadside processing method 1), the roadside processing using WiGig (roadside processing method 2), and the center
processing using 5G. The KPI validation results showed that all
three short range protocols met the targets.
(1) 
Roadside processing method 1 (communication protocol:
DSRC)

Fig. 7: Overall Visualization of KPI Targets

Table 2: List of KPIs
Research
item
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Achievement targets (KPIs)
Indicator

Expected target and basis

Extract

Accuracy of information
extracted from the source

90% or
higher

Equivalent to the accuracy of
typical sensors
Reference criterion

Collect

Communication latency
from the source of information to the short range
server

Within
100 milliseconds

Equivalent to communication
latency in existing V2V communication standards

Fig. 8: Test Environment (Roadside Processing Method 1)
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Table 3: KPI Validation Results (Roadside Processing Method 1)
Validation type

Common
test

UC scenario

UC short 1-1-1

F validation

Communication latency/
processing time

Accuracy (position)
Pass/fail

Integrate

Pass/fail

Total

Pass/fail*2

(a)：100%
(b)：100%
(c)：100%

○

100%

○

(a)：119ms
(b)：205ms
(c)：229ms

99% or more

• Sensors: (a) 2, (b) and (c) 1
• Extracted object: 1
• Receiving vehicle: 1

UC short 2-1-1

○

(a)：99%

○

100%

—

(a)：125ms
(b)：207ms
(c)：228ms

99% or more

• Sensors: (a) 2
• Extracted object: 1
• Receiving vehicle: 1

UC short 3-1-0

○

(a)：100%

○

100%

○

(a)：121ms
(b)：201ms
(c)：221ms

99% or more

• Sensors: (a) 2
• Extracted object: 1
• Receiving vehicle: 1

—

(a)：162ms
(b)：215ms
(c)：220ms

UC short 4-1-1
Peak time forecast

Remarks

Extract

Outside the scope of evaluation

Restricted area
(b) (UC short 2 to 3)

○

—

—

—

Sensor types: (a) lidar, (b) long range lidar, (c) radar

99% or more

• Sensors: 3 expected
• Extracted objects: 32
• Receiving vehicles: 57

Communication latency/processing time: (a) average, (b) CDF 95%, (c) CDF 99%

Table 4: KPI Validation Results (Roadside Processing Method 2)
*Includes the identification cycle process wait time (250 ms)
Communication latency/
processing time*3

Accuracy (position)
Validation type

UC scenario

Common
test

Extract

Pass/fail

Integrate

Pass/fail

Total from
information
source to
destination

Pass/fail

Outside the scope of our
evaluation

UC short 1-1-1
UC short 2-1-1

○

(a): 95% or more

○

Outside the
scope of
integration

○

(a)：218ms
(b)：302ms
(c)：330ms

99% or more

• Sensors: (a) 1
• Extracted object: 1
• Receiving vehicle: 1

UC short 3-1-0

○

(a): 95% or more
(b): 90% or more

○

95% or more

○

(a)：269ms
(b)：454ms
(c)：504ms

99% or more

• Sensors: (a) 2, (b) and (c) 1
• Extracted object: 1
• Receiving vehicle: 1

Field validation

Outside the scope of our
evaluation

UC short 4-1-1
Peak time forecast

Remarks

Peak scenario

○

• Simulation conducted
• Extracted objects: 44
• Integrated objects: 12
• Receiving vehicles: 57

(a)：518ms

Extraction sensor types: (a) radar, (b) ITS communication device

Communication latency/processing time: (a) average, (b) CDF 95%, (c) CDF 99%

Table 5: KPI Validation Results (Center Processing Protocol)
Simulation evaluation results included
Communication latency/
processing time

Accuracy (position)
Validation type

UC scenario

Common
test

UC short 1-1-1

Integrate

Pass/fail

Total from
information
source to
destination

Pass/fail*2

(a)：99%
(b)：100%

○

100%

○

(a)：98ms
(b)：134ms
(c)：145ms

99% or more

• Sensors: (a)1, (b) and (c) 1
• Extracted object: 1
• Receiving vehicle: 1

Remarks

UC short 2-1-1

○

(b)：100%

○

—

—

(a)：95ms
(b)：128ms
(c)：140ms

99% or more

• Sensors: (b) 1
• Extracted object: 1
• Receiving vehicle: 1

UC short 3-1-0

○

(b)：100%
(c)：99%

○

100%

○

(a)：143ms
(b)：186ms
(c)：200ms

99% or more

• Sensors: (b) 1, (c) 1
• Extracted object: 1
• Receiving vehicle: 1

(b)：97%

○

—

—

(a)：316ms
(b)：368ms
(c)：389ms

99% or more

• Sensors: (b) 1
• Extracted object: 1
• Receiving vehicle: 1

—

—

—

(a)：233ms
(b)：319ms
(c)：349ms

99% or more

• Sensors: (b) 2, (c) 2
• Extracted objects: 32
• Receiving vehicles: 57

Field validation

UC short 4-1-1
Peak time forecast

Pass/fail

Extract

UC short 2 to 3

○

—

Sensor types: (a) radar, (b) lidar, (c) camera

(2) Roadside Processing 2 (Communication Protocol: WiGig)

Fig. 9: Test Environment (Roadside Processing Method 2)

Communication latency/processing time: (a) average, (b) CDF 95%, (c) CDF 99%
*Updated with the most recent measurement results after the emulator validation

(3) Center processing protocol (communication protocol: 5G)

Fig. 10: Test Environment (Center Processing Protocol 1)
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4.1.1 Summary of the Three Short Range Protocol Results
Table 6 presents the evaluation results for the three short range
protocols. No major variation in total processing time was observed.

ously transmitting information on conditions ahead of the vehicle
to realize traffic smoothing.

4.2. Comprehensive Field Test
For comprehensive field test, we prepared and validated use case
scenarios involving providing the automated vehicle with assistance for changing course in the medium range area and assistance
for making a right turn at an intersection in the short range area.
We also checked the validity and evaluated the KPI for the overall
system architecture we had assessed and built. The driving course
is shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 12: Visualization of the Medium Range Use Case

For the short range area, we designed a scenario involving
providing assistance for smoothly entering and going through an
intersection with a complex traffic environment by ascertaining
traffic conditions in and around the intersection and transmitting
that information to the automated vehicle.

Fig. 13: Visualization of the Short Range Use Case
Fig. 11: Overall Scenario for the Comprehensive Field Test

4.2.1. Use Case Scenarios
For the medium range area, we defined a scenario involving
providing assistance for early lane or course changes by continu-

The above short and medium range area use cases were combined into a single driving sequence scenario as follows.
Specifically, the medium range server transmits object information (congestion information) on the vehicles staying at intersection 1 in the short range area (the yellow vehicles in Fig. 11:

Table 6: Comparison of Short Range Systems
KPI evaluation results (1st row: achievement status, 2nd row: additional information)
Processing protocol
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Communication protocol
(collection/transmission)

Roadside processing
method 1
Features
Suited to lightweight data
such as object information
(distributed processing)

DSRC
Features
Enables wireless communication over a broad range
• Data volume: Acceptable
• Communication area:
Good

Roadside processing
method 2
Features
Suited to lightweight data
such as object information
(distributed processing)

WiGig
Features
Enables instant transmission of information over
high speed, high volume
local communication
• Data volume: Excellent
• Communication area:Acceptable (restricted)

Center processing protocol
Features
Enables the processing of
large amounts of raw data
(centralized processing)

5G
Features
Enables instance wide area
communication using high
speed, high volume cellular
communication
• Data volume: Excellent
• Communication area:
Excellent (wide area)

Source

Knowledge acquired

Object information
from radar or lidar +
DSRC on-vehicle unit
information

Achievable with low-cost
edge processing devices.
Communication is effective
even when a heavy-duty
vehicle is in the way.

Object information from
radar or ITS devices

Achievable with low-cost
edge processing devices.
Enables direct transmission
when object information
increases significantly and for
eventual uses such as point
group information

Object information from
radar +lidar
Raw data, camera image
information

Enables detailed analysis of
image or other data in high
performance servers
Centralized processing was
confirmed to reduce roadside
unit installation cost and
allow dynamic resource
allocation

Extraction accuracy

Integration accuracy

Collection/transmission
communication latency

Total
processing
time

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

No problems

Improved position
accuracy

Average
• Collection: 13 ms
• Transmission: 10 ms

Average
121 ms

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Dependent on the
GNSS position
accuracy of the ITS
device

Improved position
accuracy

Average
• Collection: 16 ms
• Transmission: 4 ms

Average
126 ms

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

No problems

Improved position
accuracy, addition of
attributes

Average
• Collection: 43 ms
• Transmission: 21 ms

Average
143 ms
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congested intersection assumed) to the vehicle receiving assistance
(the red vehicle in Fig. 11: automated vehicle assumed). The vehicle
then avoids the congested area by making an early change of course
(abandoning the original plan to turn left and intersection 2 in Fig.
11 and driving straight on). Next, we defined a scenario where the
vehicle turns left at intersection 2 and proceeds to intersection
1 if the latter is not congested, and relies on object information
from roadside sensors received from the short range server when
approaching the intersection to proceed smoothly. We measured
the processing time required by the entire process.
4.2.2. System Configuration
The system architecture we build is presented below. The cellular network consists of commercial 5G/LTE networks, and radars
were installed as roadside sensors for the short range server.

Fig. 14: System Configuration

4.2.3. Field Test Results
As part of the use case scenarios we measure the entire processing time for the collection, integration and transmission sequence.
We confirmed that the processing time met the targets in both the
short and medium range areas. Table 7 below presents the validation results for the entire processing time sequence from collection
to transmission in the medium range use case scenario
Table 7: Comprehensive Field Test Results (Medium Range Use Case Scenario)
Type

Use Case Scenario

Total processing time

Roadside processing
method 1

UC medium 1-1-1
(no pile up)

(a) 216.7 ms
(b) 333.5 ms
(c) 388.1 ms

Roadside processing
method 2

UC medium 1-1-1
(no pile up)

ITS
(a) 142.0 ms
(b) 265.2 ms
(c) 318.9 ms

Radar
(a) 153.1 ms
(b) 282.2 ms
(c) 338.9 ms

Legend: (a) Average, (b) CDF 95%, (c) CDF 99%

4.3. KPI Achievement
The results of the field test, including the comprehensive field
test, showed that setting the entire sequence processing time targets to 1 second for the short range and 3 seconds for the medium
range as KPIs to achieve smooth and comfortable driving provided
sufficient response capability in the tested used cases and intersection sizes.
Similarly, for the uses cases tested, the 300 ms target set for safe
and confident driving proved largely problem free and was considered valid for the system architecture studied and built in the context of this project. However, integration in the short or medium
range server and the transmission cycle can sometimes exceed 300
ms, and it will be necessary to consider tuning the internal processing in the edge server or distributing the load in such cases.

Fig. 15: KPI Achievement (for the medium 1 and short 3-1 UCs)

5

Summary of the Research and Development

5.1. Short Range Area
All KPIs were achieved for the use cases and scope of prerequisites applied in this research project, demonstrating the effectiveness of the assessed system architecture for those specific usages
and conditions.
The comparison of the roadside protocols (DSRC, WiGig) and
center processing protocol (5G) showed that there was no major
difference in the processing time for the entire sequence. This
project also provided knowledge and experience on dealing with
the errors and divergences in time and position when integrating
information from multiple sources during the object identification
and integration in the edge server. This enabled us to provide seamless, highly accurate information without duplication to vehicles
eligible for assistance, as well as to confirm both the effectiveness of
measures against blocking objects and the improvements in position accuracy.
5.2. Medium Range Area
The use cases and scope of prerequisites applied in this research
project imposed only a limited load on the medium range network
system. We found that using the common IF and transmission control technology assessed in this research project made it possible to
carry out network operations without problems when introducing
a medium range network system in existing commercial cellular
(5G and LTE) networks.
In contrast, the processing time required by the transmission
application rose significantly as the number of receiving vehicles or the volume of data increased. Accordingly, commercializing medium range network systems while taking scalability into
account will require improving the design of the system as a whole,
including the applications.
5.3. Comprehensive Field Test
In the field operational test involving information collection
from the short to the medium range and transmission from the
medium range to the vehicles via a commercial 5G network (public
roads in Odaiba, Tokyo), medium range transmission enabling a
change in course at an earlier intersection base on knowing about
vehicles staying at an intersection ahead, and short range transmission of intersection information allowing a smooth right turn at
the intersection ahead were both achieved. We therefore confirmed
the feasibility of seamless assistance for vehicles moving from a
medium range area to a short range area.
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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6

Proposals for Social Implementation

Based on the validation results from this research project, the
five points below must be considered in providing the assist system for smooth operation of autonomous self-driving vehicle. The
newly complied implementation guidelines provide more details.
(a) Common IF
· Establish a common interface for collecting intersection information (short range) that accounts for the diverse sources of
information at intersections (e.g., roadside & vehicle sensors,
ITS devices), the short range server protocol, and differences
in communication media.
· Establish common interfaces for the integration of short range
information in the medium range and the transmission to the
vehicle (short/medium range) that take formats stipulated by
standardization bodies (such as ETSI) and position referencing protocols (CRP), to enable automated vehicles to make use
of intersection (short range) and surrounding (medium range)
information.
(b) Transmission Control
· Limit short range transmissions to strictly necessary information based on the position and course of the receiving vehicle
to reduce the amount of processing in the automated vehicle
and decrease the data volume.
· In the medium range, narrow down the scope of transmitted
information according to the speed and direction of travel of
the receiving vehicle.
(c) Roadside Sensors
Due to the need to enhance precision and reliability while taking advantage of the characteristics of various sensors as a way
of addressing blocking objects near intersections, install several
sensors on the roadside after factoring in their cost, and optimize the types and number of sensors.
(d) Edge Servers
Based on factors such as simulations of the intersections to
cover, the number and types of installed detection sensors, and
the required processing time, study the performance requirements of the edge servers.
(e) Communication Media
In the short and medium range validation of our system primarily focused on right turn assistance at intersections, no significant difference in processing time due to the communication
medium (5G, DSRC, WiGig) was observed. However, looking
ahead to the eventual enhanced resolution of images and sensors, as well as the expansion of driving assistance with greater
real time applications, it is required to choose the communication medium for applications suited to its strengths when the
roadside system is to be built.

7

Future Issues in Anticipation of Social
Implementation

All KPIs set for the use cases and scope of prerequisites in this
research project were achieved, confirming the effectiveness of the
assessed system architecture for those specific usages and condi48

tions. At the same time, an eventual social implementation will
require gradually expanding the use cases and conditions based
on the field tests and results of this research project. In particular,
ongoing field operational tests encompassing coordination with
automated vehicles and dynamic maps will be necessary.
In this research project, ordinary vehicles were used as receiving vehicles and the test was extended to the collection, integration, and transmission of intersection information. However, it
will be necessary to test transmission to automated vehicles and
make quantitative evaluations of how the presence or absence of
roadside assistance affects smooth and safe driving based on intersection information. Potential problems with the processing load
of the combined intersection information from roadside assistance
and the information from the automated vehicle’s own sensors, and
the consistency between objects detected by roadside units and by
the automated vehicle will also have to be assessed.
Assessments will have to go beyond the cooperation with automated vehicles. They will also need to consider coordination with
roadside assistance and pedestrian devices contained in 5G smartphones, which are expected to become more and more widespread,
as well as assistance in mixed environments that include pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles without such a device. Similarly, current
dynamic map information do not reflect dynamic data for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles. Studying the incorporation of such
dynamic data into dynamic maps and assessing its effective use will
undoubtedly be necessary.
In conjunction with conducting assessments such as those outlined above, preparing for commercialization will call for further
efforts. Large-scale FOTs in various fields with different conditions will be required to determine whether the proposed system
is effective and whether unexpected problems arise in actual traffic
environments that include greater variation in the types and numbers of traffic participants around intersections, as well as a diverse
combination of behaviors and actions.
The above gives Japan a greater opportunity for nationwide
propagation that can lead to an expanded market and reduced
costs.

3 Ensuring the Safety of Automated Driving
(1) Field Operational Tests in Tokyo Waterfront Area

Field Operational Tests in Tokyo Waterfront
Area (Overview)
Yasushi Numata (TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION), Satoshi Hiyama (Honda Motor Co., Ltd.),
Yasuhide Yokota (NISSAN MOTOR CORPORATION)
Hideshi Aiko (TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION), Masato Minakata (TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
Overview: As part of the Japanese government’s “Investments for the Future Strategy” and ahead of
the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games, field operational tests (FOTs) in the Tokyo waterfront area
were conceived and carried out as a domestic and international showcase for the latest automated driving
technologies, to create a legacy by demonstrating the feasibility of these state-of-the-art technologies in the
Haneda Airport andTokyo waterfront areas, and to facilitate the establishment of systems, frameworks, and
the like. Roadside-to-vehicle communication infrastructure was set up for different purposes in three districts
in theTokyo waterfront area with the objectives of demonstrating the effectiveness of and identifying issues
with automated driving technologies. In the Haneda district, tests of automated buses were carried out that
included precise arrival (docking) control and the utilization of magnetic markers. In the waterfront district,
the provision of traffic signal information via intensive infrastructure installation was tested. Finally, on the
Metropolitan Expressway that links these two districts, support for merging and passing through electronic
toll collection (ETC) gates was studied.

1

Aims and System for Promoting the Field
Operational Tests in Tokyo Waterfront Area

With the Olympic and Paralympic Games due to be held in
Tokyo in 2020, plans to carry out a series of field operational tests
(FOTs) in the Tokyo waterfront area began to be drawn up in 2018
with the objectives of using the opportunity of the Games to build
a valuable social legacy and to communicate state-of-the-art initiatives in the field of automated driving to audiences both inside and
outside Japan.
This idea to promote automated driving initiatives using the
Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games as a showcase was codified as official policy in the Japanese government’s “Investments for
the Future Strategy,” announced in June, 2017. Ahead of the 2020
Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games, this policy conceived FOTs
in the Tokyo waterfront area as a domestic and international showcase for the latest automated driving technologies, to create a legacy
by demonstrating the feasibility of these state-of-the-art technologies in the Haneda Airport and Tokyo waterfront areas, and to
facilitate the establishment of systems, frameworks, and the like.
Based on this policy, in 2018, a Tokyo waterfront area FOT taskforce was established for phase 2 of the SIP-adus program. Consisting of members from government, industry, and academia, this
group was tasked with advancing plans for the project and laying
the groundwork for the tests.
In addition to identifying the effectiveness of automated driving as a step toward its safe implementation on actual roads, the
FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area also aimed to present a tangible expression of the concept of “mobility for all” for a wide range
of traffic users, thereby contributing to the realization of a more
inclusive society as symbolized by the Paralympics. Specifically,
the test areas and transportation modes were selected envisioning
a scenario of Paralympians arriving in Japan and traveling from
Haneda Airport to the Olympic Village in the waterfront area without assistance.

In the Haneda district, it was decided to carry out automated
driving demonstration tests with buses. These tests would involve
precise arrival (docking) control with the aim of enabling wheelchair users to get on and off buses without assistance, as well as the
adoption of magnetic markers, taking advantage of the fixed route
characteristic of public transportation. Due to the proven track
record of test environment establishment in the waterfront area
(such the preparation of high precision 3D maps in the first phase
of the SIP-adus program), this area was selected for the intensive
installation of infrastructure to provide traffic signal information,
thereby creating a showcase for state-of-the-art level 4-equivalent
automated driving technologies. In addition, on the Metropolitan
Expressway that links these two areas, tests were carried out related
to the provision of information to support vehicles passing through
electronic toll collection (ETC) gates.
The various test environments were prepared with assistance
and cooperation from various directions. Then, with the participation of a wide range of institutions and companies from inside and
outside Japan (Fig. 1), the tests began in October 2019, and were
completed without incident in the 2020 fiscal year.

Fig. 1: FOT Participants
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(1) Field Operational Tests in Tokyo Waterfront Area
Field Operational Tests in Tokyo Waterfront Area (Over view)

2

Overview of Infrastructure Preparation in the
Three Areas and FOTs Using this Infrastructure

(a) Tokyo Waterfront City Area
The focus of SIP phase 2 was vehicle-to-infrastructure cooperation technology. As well as on-board vehicle technology, the
approach of phase 2 was to enhance the performance of automated
driving through the entire traffic infrastructure, with the aim of
realizing an even safer and smoother traffic environment.
In SIP phase 2, a framework was constructed to apply traffic
signal information as dynamic data to the high precision maps prepared in phase 1.
In addition, taking advantage of the fact that this would be a test
of unprecedented scale, a traffic flow impact assessment was carried out in mixed traffic conditions consisting of both automated
and manual driving vehicles, with the aim of identifying issues for
raising social acceptance of automated driving in the future.
Although primarily a framework for science and technology
policies, SIP is also a key initiative to help nurture acceptance for
the automated driving-based society of the future that is the logical outcome of the program. Therefore, public relations activities
and events involving community participation were also held.
The FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area focused on the provision
and use of the minimum level of information necessary to realize
advanced automated driving under various traffic environments.
FOTs of critical technical themes for practical adoption and standardization, and the provision of traffic signal information on
general roads were carried out through the cooperation of the government, industry, and academia, with a particular emphasis on
information that is difficult to detect using on-board sensors and
effective information for both driving support systems and drivers.
When driving on general roads under a mixed traffic environment, advanced recognition, judgment, and operation technologies
are required to enable the safe and smooth passage of automated
vehicles through intersections. In particular, since this requires the
color of traffic signals to be recognized with high precision and reliability, these tests validated the effectiveness of supplementing recognition by on-board sensing cameras in automated vehicles with
communication from infrastructure (V2I) to enhance recognition
performance under any traffic environment. This information creates redundancy in traffic signal recognition, thereby helping to
enhance safety and reliability.
These tests used the wireless ITS communication technology
(760 MHz) adopted by driving safety support systems (DSSS),
which have already been implemented by the National Police
Agency and prefectural police departments. After enhancing the
message sets and systems in accordance with the automated driving systems, information provision systems were installed on traffic
signals at 33 intersections in the waterfront FOT area (Fig. 2).
In addition, the whole waterfront area was precisely mapped to
create a digital database of the road structures and various structural roadside objects required for automated driving. This static
data was used to update the high precision 3D maps of the area,
which were then distributed to all the FOT participants.
As well as the current traffic signal color, the use of wireless ITS
communication technology also enables the provision of information related to the time that the next traffic signal will change. The
tests also examined the effectiveness of this information for realizing automatic advance deceleration and stop controls capable of
preventing disturbance to traffic flows and avoiding the so-called
50

Fig. 2: Traffic Signal Information FOT Area

dilemma zone (i.e., the zone that is too close for drivers to stop
before the stop line by braking normally but is also too far for drivers to safely cross the stop line by maintaining the same speed).
Furthermore, by utilizing information about the spatial location
of traffic signals though high precision 3D maps and linking this
information with dynamic traffic signal data received from wireless
ITS communication (i.e., the dynamic map concept), plans were
drawn up to identify received traffic signal information as information for upcoming intersections and to demonstrate the effectiveness of this information in preventing erroneous recognition
of background objects and traffic signals. At the same time, the
benefit of providing this information to drivers of non-automated
vehicles was also verified. In this way, in addition to verifying the
effectiveness of information, the benefit of information provision
by wireless ITS communication in a wide range of environmental
conditions and situations as a policy for establishing infrastructure
was also clearly defined.
This information was used in impact assessment analysis by
saving data in on-board devices supplied by SIP to the FOT participants.
(b) Haneda Airport Area
To help construct an automated driving system involving public transportation, a next-generation urban advanced rapid transit
(ART) system utilizing automated driving technology in the area
between Haneda Airport Terminal 3 and Tenkubashi (Fig. 5) was
used for FOTs of a vehicle-infrastructure cooperative system and
impact assessments of this system on road traffic.

Tokyo International Airport
(Haneda Airport)

Map provided by
the Geospatial Information
Authority of Japan
Fig. 3: Test Route

3 Ensuring the Safety of Automated Driving
(1) Field Operational Tests in Tokyo Waterfront Area
Field Operational Tests in Tokyo Waterfront Area (Over view)

This FOT aimed to realize an automated driving level 4-equivalent ART that would be user-friendly and comfortable for all users
by providing the infrastructure to enable (1) automated driving
without driver intervention, (2) a regular service, and (3) enhanced
comfort through precise arrival at bus stops and careful acceleration and deceleration. This was accomplished by providing the
following infrastructure on the test route shown above: a) magnetic markers to enable the location of the buses to be estimated,
b) dedicated bus lanes to reduce interaction with other vehicles,
c) bus stops structured to allow precise arrival (docking) without
level differences or gaps between the bus and roadside, d) public
transportation priority systems (PTPS) equipped with green light
extension functionality to give buses priority through intersections
and the like, and e) equipment to provide traffic signal information
via wireless ITS technology. The effectiveness of automated buses
utilizing this infrastructure in realizing points (1) to (3) above was
then demonstrated. At the same time, the impact of automated
buses on the surrounding traffic was also assessed.
(c) Metropolitan Expressway
Automated vehicles utilize information obtained from multiple on-board sensors (cameras, sonar, and the like) to perform
integrated vehicle control. However, since current on-board sensor have limited detection ranges, FOTs were carried out with the
cooperation of the National Institute for Land and Infrastructure
Management to examine the effectiveness of combining this sensor information with support information communicated from
roadside infrastructure. These FOTs were carried out at the Airport West ramp of the Yokohama-Haneda route of the Metropolitan Expressway with the aim of realizing a safer, more natural, and
smoother automated driving experience on dedicated vehicle-only
highways and national expressways.
Specifically, the tests involved the use of the dedicated shortrange communication (DSRC, 5.8 GHz) system adopted by the
electronic toll collection (ETC) 2.0 services provided by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism and road
management companies. DSRC was used to communicate opening
and closing information about ETC gates based on the location of
the vehicle with enough time to select the appropriate ETC gate to
pass through the gate smoothly (Fig. 6). Another FOT verified the
effectiveness of support information in judging whether automated
driving can be continued, route planning for automated vehicles,
and the like. In this test, information related to merging onto the
main lane was detected by infrastructure sensors in the main lane
and transmitted to vehicles driving in the merging feeder lane in
an environment where on-board sensors have difficulty in guiding
automated merging operations (Fig. 7).

ETC gate

Fig. 4: Transmission of Support Information for Passing through ETC
Gates

Fig. 5: Transmission of Support Information for Merging onto Main Lane

The results of these tests were as follows. The test that transmitted support information for passing through ETC gates confirmed
that, in addition to automated vehicle route planning, this information could also be used to assist drivers in selecting the appropriate ETC gate more smoothly and to help drivers pass through
the gate more safely and with more confidence. The test that transmitted support information for merging onto the main lane of the
expressway was carried out at the Airport West ramp, which has
poor visibility in the merging zone due to the situation of roadside structures. The test confirmed that detecting and transmitting
information about the traffic flow in the main lane to vehicles in the
feeder lane could be used effectively in judgments about whether to
continue automated driving, in automated vehicle route planning,
and in acceleration, deceleration, and steering controls. This test
also confirmed that this information could be used effectively to
alert drivers. In contrast, since this support information is generated by spot detection of main lane traffic flows by infrastructure
sensors in the main lane (i.e., the calculated time of arrival assumes
driving at a steady velocity), congestion or the like might result in
non-uniform traffic flows in the main lane and adversely affect the
accuracy of the support information. Therefore, ways of improving
this system need to be examined under a wide range of conditions.
In addition, when driving on an expressway, medium- to widerange road traffic environment data outside the detection range
of on-board sensors, particularly various types of lane-based
quasi-dynamic data (e.g., data about congestion, accidents, vehicle breakdowns, dropped objects, and the like) that can be linked
to high precision static 3D map data is also likely to be useful in
achieving even safer and smoother automated driving. However,
since current information provision is mainly road-based (such as
congestion information provided by the Vehicle Information and
Communication System (VICS)), SIP is simultaneously promoting
research and development into the generation of road-level traffic
environment data using information collected from vehicles on the
road (probe data) and the statistical processing of existing traffic
information.
In the second half of 2020, plans were made to carry out an FOT
of road-level support information on expressways linked with high
precision 3D maps utilizing wide-range mobile communication
and the like.

3

Results, Issues, and Further Actions

These FOTs can be summarized as an attempt to identify, on
actual public roads, issues with the current traffic environment
and vehicles before the social implementation of state-of-the-art
automated driving systems in a situation where manually driven
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vehicles are still overwhelmingly dominant.
Although subsequent articles focusing on data analysis will
describe the details of the actual assessments, these tests generally
validated the original assumptions and hypotheses. Specifically, it
was found that cooperation with infrastructure has an extremely
large positive impact on safety, and that various issues need to be
resolved before this infrastructure can be utilized. Typical issues
include the form that smart infrastructure should take to enable
the incorporation of future technical advances, and how this infrastructure can coexist with existing manually driven transportation.
For example, the format of traffic signal information provision has
been raised as a future initiative, and research into this theme is
continuing.
Finally, it was originally planned to wrap up these FOTs with
a test drive demonstration program organized by the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) between July 6 and 12,
2020. This program should have been widely publicized both inside
and outside Japan as a major event appropriate for an Olympic year.
Unfortunately, the program had to be canceled due to the spread
of the novel coronavirus COVID-19. The activities of the taskforce
have also lasted three years from 2018, including preparations
for parallel industry test drive demonstrations. SIP would like to
extend its sincere gratitude to everyone involved in this program
from industry, government, and the world of academia.
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Data Analysis of the FOTs in Tokyo Waterfront City
Area
Yoshiaki Tsuda and Wataru Nagakura (MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION)
Koichi Miyashita (Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.)
Hiroyuki Namiki (MRI Research Associates, Inc.)
Abstract: In the FOTs inTokyo Waterfront City area(1), (2), (3), we validated data for a total of 29,728 intersection traversals to confirm that
traffic signal information provided by ITS Roadside Units installed at 33 intersections within the test area could be used to smoothly
and safely traverse intersections with traffic signals on general roads by using vehicle-infrastructure cooperative driving automation (of
these intersection traversals, roughly 18% were performed by automated driving using traffic signal information). We confirmed that
by acquiring and utilizing current traffic signal color information, we could perform automated driving in road transport environments
in which traffic signal colors could not be recognized by on-board cameras due to backlighting, direct lighting, rainfall, concealment
or obstruction by preceding vehicles or curves, poor nighttime visibility, traffic signals blending into the background, or other factors.
Furthermore, in dilemma zones where there is significant variation in intersection traversal judgement results, we confirmed that traffic
signal remaining seconds information could be used to safely stop before reaching intersections without sudden deceleration or to
safely traverse intersections without sudden acceleration. We believe that in implementing advanced automated driving on general
roads, there is potential for the introduction and expansion of safe, smooth automated driving through the use of vehicle-infrastructure
cooperation by defining areas where automated vehicles will be used and preparing ITS Roadside Units that cover entire areas and
supply traffic signal information.

1

FOTs in Tokyo Waterfront City area

Realizing vehicle-infrastructure cooperative driving automation in the Waterfront City requires that vehicles be able to reliably recognize traffic signal status and that the problem of dilemma
zones be addressed to prevent them from impeding smooth traffic
flow. The FOTs in Tokyo Waterfront City area, part of the FOTs in
Tokyo Waterfront area, were carried out with the aims of confirming the effectiveness of sending traffic signal color information and
traffic signal remaining seconds information from infrastructure
to vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication and determining
the environmental requirements for the practical implementation
of traffic signal information distribution.

2

Overview of the FOTs

side Units for providing traffic signal information were installed at
33 intersections in Tokyo Waterfront City area.
2.2. Test system
The composition of the on-board systems used in test vehicles is
shown in Figure 2 and Table 1. Traffic signal information provided
by ITS Roadside Units was received by 760 MHz receivers and
own vehicle location information was received by GNSS receivers.
These two types of information were then processed by on-board
test equipment (BOX-PCs) and output to vehicle control devices
via LAN or CAN interfaces. To ensure safety, the FOTs required
that movement management systems and video data recording
devices used for evaluation purposes be installed. Electronic tally
counters were provided for recording when vehicles switched
between automated driving and manual driving and when various
phenomena occurred.

2.1. Test area
As part of the FOTs in Tokyo Waterfront City area, ITS Road-

Fig. 2: On-board system configuration

Fig. 1: ITS Roadside Units installation locations(modified version of 1:25,000
scale electronic topographical map (Geospatial Information Authority of Japan))
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Table 1: Overview of devices
Device name

Overview

PC for confirming
received data

Used to collect log data and configure test vehicle
on-board equipment

760 MHz receiver

Used to receive and output traffic signal information
provided by ITS Roadside Units used to provide
traffic signal information

GNSS receiver

Used to receive positioning signals provided by
positioning satellites and output the position of the
equipment

Test vehicle on-board
equipment
(BOX-PC)

Used to extract data as necessary from the signals
output by ITS wireless receivers for providing traffic
signal information, test vehicle on-board equipment for
expressway experiments, and GNSS receivers, convert
said data, and output it via CAN or LAN interfaces

Movement management
system

Used to confirm real-time driving position information for vehicles and past vehicle driving data

Drive recorder

Used to assess the behavior of vehicles in front of
and behind the test vehicle, to capture high resolution video, and to record driving logs

Electronic tally counter

Used to record the timing of phenomena and when
automated driving is switched on or off by pressing
buttons in accordance with defined rules

2.3. Driving results
The FOTs in Tokyo Waterfront City area were conducted over
a roughly 16-month period, from October 15, 2019, to February 28,
2021. Within this period, the FOTs were suspended for roughly two
months, from April 8 to May 25, 2020 due to the issuing of a state of
emergency declaration in the Tokyo area in response to the spread of
COVID-19. Test participants drove a total of approximately 64,591 km
(figures collected via movement management systems) and traversed
intersections a total of 29,728 times. Fig. 3 shows a breakdown of the
driving results. Approximately 18% of these intersection traversals were
performed through cooperative driving automation using traffic signal
information. Furthermore, there was a two-week impact assessment
intensive driving period in October/November 2020 and another twoweek impact assessment intensive driving period in February 2021.
These assisted in providing a relatively large amount of driving data.

2)Analysis of number of times factors in (1) above occurred
when traversing intersections
3.1. Analysis of factors that interfere with traffic signal color recognition
We determined the factors that interfere with traffic signal color
recognition by drivers and on-board cameras based on the phenomena
in which tally counter buttons were pressed in the driving data submitted by test participants. The main interfering factors determined from
this data were direct lighting and backlighting from sunlight, etc., concealment or obstruction of traffic lights by nearby large vehicles, traffic
light borders blending into the background of building walls, interference from street lights at night, raindrops, and more. Figure 4 shows
the main factors that interfered with traffic signal color recognition.

Fig. 4: Factors that interfered with traffic signal color recognition

3.2. Incidences of factors that interfere with traffic signal color
recognition
We investigated the number of times the factors that interfere with
traffic signal color recognition, shown in Figure 4, occurred in Tokyo
Waterfront City area, as well as the locations where they occurred.
3.2.1. Number of incidences of each interference factor for all
intersections and on a per-intersection basis
As Figure 5 shows, of the 29,728 total intersection traversals,
backlighting occurred 79 times, direct lighting occurred 43 times,
concealment/obstruction occurred 602 times, blending into the
background occurred 4 times, nighttime interference occurred 6
times, and raindrop interference occurred 9 times.

Fig. 3: Results of drives by test participants in Tokyo Waterfront City area

3

Traffic Signal Color Information - Effectiveness
and Conditions

In determining the effectiveness of traffic signal color information and the conditions that apply to it, the number of times specific phenomena occurred when traversing all intersections within
the test area was determined based on the following hypotheses.
1)Analysis of factors that interfere with traffic signal color recognition
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Fig. 5: Number of incidents of each type of traffic signal color recognition
interference in all traversals of intersections during the FOTs in Tokyo
Waterfront area
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Here, the number of concealments/obstructions is greater than
other factors due to the fact that the data included driving on roads
with curves. Concealment and obstruction by blind spots created
by curves, etc., are the result of road structures, so we tabulated the
number of traversals of corresponding intersections. Table 2 shows
the number of incidences of each interference factor at each intersection. Our tabulation of the number of incidences of each interference factor found that in 9 of the intersection traversals there
were multiple interference factors, so the total number of incidents
of impediments is greater than the total number of intersection traversals. Table 2 shows that the number of incidences of interference
factors at intersections varied by intersection, especially for backlighting, direct lighting, and concealment/obstruction.

No. of intersection
traversals

Backlighting

Direct lighting

Concealment/
obstruction

Blending into
background

Nighttime

Raindrops

Table 2: Number of incidences of each interference factor at each
intersection

Shiokaze Park North

1,125

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shiokaze Park South

1,230

0

1

0

0

0

0

Museum of Maritime Science
Entrance

1,319

3

1

1

0

0

2

Tokyo Port Bay Godo-chosha Bldg-mae

908

0

0

258

0

0

1

Daiba Ekimae No. 1 (West)

801

3

0

0

0

0

0

Daiba Ekimae No. 2 (East)

870

2

0

0

0

0

0

Aomi 1-chome West

705

3

0

0

0

0

0

1,265

1

0

0

0

0

0

Central Odaiba No. 1 (North)

723

0

1

2

0

0

0

Central Odaiba No. 2 (South)

998

1

0

1

0

0

0

Teleport Ekimae

1,015

0

0

2

0

0

2

Telecom Center-mae

1,086

0

0

0

0

0

0

Daiba 1-chome

840

5

2

0

0

0

0

Kaihin Park Entrance

935

7

3

0

0

0

0

Ariakebashi West

63

0

0

1

0

0

0

Rainbow Entrance

966

5

3

0

0

0

0

1,040

0

3

1

0

3

0

Ariake Tennis-no-mori Park

980

3

2

1

0

0

0

Ariake 2-chome North

329

0

0

3

0

0

0

Ariake 2-chome South

576

2

0

3

0

0

0

Ariake 3-chome

535

0

0

2

0

0

0

1,363

4

5

6

1

0

0

Ariake Coliseum West

610

2

3

0

1

0

0

Tokyo Big Sight Front Entrance

895

3

3

1

0

0

0

Ariake Coliseum North

609

5

3

0

2

0

0

Ariake Chuobashi North

673

0

1

1

0

0

0

Name of intersection

Daiba

Tokyo Wangan Underpass Exit

Ferry Terminal Entrance

Ariake Chuobashi South

679

0

0

1

0

0

0

1,877

8

0

4

0

2

1

690

0

3

3

0

0

0

Tokyo Wangan Police Station-mae

1,552

17

8

0

0

0

1

Telecom Station-mae

1,045

2

0

310

0

0

1

Ariake Coliseum East

642

2

1

1

0

1

0

Ariake Station-mae

784

1

0

0

0

0

1

29,728

79

43

602

4

6

9

Aomi 1-chome
Tokyo Big Sight-mae

Total

3.2.2. Intersections with high incidences of interference factors
Intersections with high incidences of interference factors are
shown in Figure 6 on a map of Tokyo Waterfront City area. Of the
interference factors, backlighting and direct lighting were confirmed
as occurring on intersections on a major road running from northeast to southwest in Tokyo Waterfront City area. Of the intersections where concealment/obstruction were observed, concealment/
obstruction due to curves was confirmed at the Tokyo Port Bay
Godo-chosha Bldg-mae and Telecom Station-mae intersections.

Fig. 6: Intersections with high incidences of interference factors
(modified version of 1:25,000 scale electronic topographical map
(Geospatial Information Authority of Japan))

3.3. Effectiveness of traffic signal color information when interfering factors are present
We evaluated the effectiveness of traffic signal color information
when interfering factors were present.
3.3.1. Backlighting
The main types of backlighting were sunlight, building reflections, and the headlights of oncoming vehicles. Through our
exchanges with test participants regarding the impact of backlighting on the recognition of traffic signal colors, we were informed or
observed that "backlighting temporarily makes the recognition of
traffic signal colors difficult, and traffic signal information is effective in these cases," "until recognition accuracy fell, traffic signal
colors were recognized by on-board cameras, so the information
made it possible to be continuously aware of traffic signal colors
while driving," etc. Based on this, because backlighting produced
situations in which traffic signal color recognition was difficult, traffic signal colors could not be detected, or traffic signal colors were
incorrectly identified, we believe that in the future providing traffic
signal color information will be effective during times of day when
sunlight, light reflected from buildings, or the headlights of oncoming vehicles at night would overlap with the light from traffic signals.
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Fig. 7: Situations in which backlighting makes traffic signal color
recognition difficult (example)

3.3.2. Direct lighting
Through our exchanges with test participants regarding the impact
of direct lighting on the recognition of traffic signal colors, we were
informed or observed that "direct lighting temporarily reduced the
accuracy with which on-board cameras recognized traffic signal colors,"
"the traffic signal color recognition accuracy of on-board cameras fell,
but because of the information, this had no effect on judgements to traverse intersections," etc. Based on this, because direct lighting produced
situations in which traffic signal color recognition was impacted, though
not significantly, we believe that in the future providing traffic signal
color information will be effective during times of day when sunlight
from behind vehicles would overlap with the light from traffic signals.

fic signal colors, we were informed or observed that "While traffic
signal colors themselves could be detected, the outlines of traffic
signal blended into the buildings or other objects behind them,
reducing the reliability of traffic signal detection," etc. Based on
this, because blending into the background produced situations
in which traffic signals themselves were difficult to recognize, we
believe that in the future providing traffic signal color information
will be effective for road structures and during times of day when
traffic signals blend into buildings or other background objects.

Fig. 10: Situations in which blending into the background makes traffic
signal color recognition difficult (example)

3.3.5. Nighttime driving
Through our exchanges with test participants regarding the
impact of nighttime driving on the recognition of traffic signal colors, we were informed or discovered that "traffic signal colors can
be difficult to recognize when there is also light from street lights,
buildings, etc.," etc. Based on this, because traffic signal colors
(arrow signal colors, etc.) can be difficult to recognize while driving
at night, we believe that in the future providing traffic signal color
information will be effective at night, when traffic signal color recognition accuracy falls due to the presence of multiple light sources.

Fig. 8: Situations in which direct lighting makes traffic signal color
recognition difficult (example)

3.3.3. Concealment/obstruction
Through our exchanges with test participants regarding the
impact of concealment and obstruction on the recognition of traffic signal colors, we were informed or observed that "While stopped
at an intersection that was concealed by a large vehicle, the traffic
light changed green, but we were unable to detect this change for
roughly four seconds. However, because traffic signal color information was provided, we were able to prepare to pull out before
the on-board camera recognized the traffic signal color," etc. Based
on this, we believe that in the future providing traffic signal color
information will be effective in traffic conditions in which traffic
signals are obstructed and on roads whose structures are such that
traffic signals are located in blind spots, such as roads where traffic
signals are located immediately after curves or crests.

Fig. 11: Situations in which nighttime driving makes traffic signal color
recognition difficult (example)

3.3.6. Raindrops
Through our exchanges with test participants regarding the
impact of raindrops on the recognition of traffic signal colors,
we were informed or discovered that "raindrops on front-facing
on-board cameras made traffic signal color recognition difficult,"
etc. Based on this, because there were situations in which raindrops
made traffic signal color recognition difficult, we believe that in the
future providing traffic signal color information will be effective in
weather situations in which raindrops get on front-facing on-board
cameras and reduce the accuracy of traffic signal color recognition.

Fig. 9: Situations in which concealment/obstruction makes traffic signal
color recognition difficult (example)

3.3.4. Blending into the background
Through our exchanges with test participants regarding the
impact of blending into the background on the recognition of traf56

Fig. 12: Situations in which raindrops make traffic signal color recognition
difficult (example)
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3.4. Effectiveness of traffic signal color information when
stopped at an intersection
Based on the driving data from test participants we analyzed the
cooperative driving automation situations in which traffic signal
color information was used. Figure 13 shows the change in test vehicle speed and acceleration when entering an intersection. We confirmed that traffic signal color information was effective in situations
in which traffic signal recognition accuracy was reduced, as it enabled
vehicles to traverse intersections without suddenly decelerating.

4.1. Factors causing differences in intersection traversal judgement
Based on the phenomena in which tally counter buttons were
pressed in the driving data submitted by test participants, we
divided the factors that led to differences in intersection traversal
judgement into the following three categories, as shown in Figure
14: "stopping in traversal areas," "encountering dilemma zones,"
and "traversal in stopping areas." In our analysis of the relationships
between distances to stop lines and speeds, we used the definition
of dilemma zones shown in Figure 15 for reference. As parameters,
we used the stopping distance when decelerating at normal speeds
and the distance covered while traveling at the current speed while
the light is yellow, as shown in Table 3.

Fig. 14: Factors causing differences in intersection traversal judgement
Fig. 13: Results of automated driving with and without using traffic signal
color information

3.5. Summary of effectiveness of traffic signal color information
We divided the factors that interfered with traffic signal color
detection in Tokyo Waterfront City area into six categories: backlighting, direct lighting, concealment/obstruction, blending into the
background, nighttime driving, and raindrops. We then analyzed
these factors. We confirmed that the interference factors were contributing factors to erroneous detection or failure to detect traffic
signal colors or the presence of traffic signals. Reductions in traffic
signal color recognition accuracy can occur in all intersections, due
not only to road structures but also to time-dependent conditions,
traffic conditions, and weather conditions. In sections in which
automated driving is performed, it would be best for traffic signal
color information to be provided for all intersections with traffic
signals. However, among the intersections with traffic signals in the
section where automated driving was performed, due in particular to road structure, traffic condition, and time-dependent factors,
there were intersections in which there were frequent drops in traffic
signal color recognition accuracy and intersections in which drops
in traffic signal color recognition accuracy were rare. It would therefore be best when preparing infrastructure which provides traffic
signal color information to prioritize the former intersections.

4

Traffic Signal Remaining Seconds
Information - Effectiveness and Conditions

In determining the effectiveness of traffic signal remaining seconds
information and the conditions that apply to it, the number of times
specific phenomena occurred when traversing all intersections within
the test area was determined based on the following hypotheses.
1)Analysis of factors causing differences in intersection traversal judgement
2)Conditions in which there were differences in intersection
traversal judgement

Fig. 15: Definition of "dilemma zone"(4)
Table 3: Dilemma zone parameters
3 seconds of yellow remaining

4 seconds of yellow remaining

Allowable deceleration

0.2 [G]

Allowable deceleration

0.2 [G]

Response time

1.0 [s]

Response time

1.0 [s]

Yellow light length

3.0 [s]

Yellow light length

4.0 [s]

4.2. Incidence of differences in intersection traversal judgement
We identified the main three categories of factors that contributed to dilemmas.
4.2.1. No. of times per intersection
The number of differences in intersection traversal judgement
was tabulated for each intersection. Intersection traversal judgement differences occurred an average of 0.51% of the time, with a
maximum of 2.70% and a minimum of 0.00%. The difference rate
exceeded 1.00% at seven intersections (Shiokaze Park North, Shiokaze Park South, Central Odaiba No. 1 (North), Central Odaiba
No. 2 (South), Kaihin Park Entrance, Telecom Station-mae, and
Ariake Station). These are shown in Figure 16 and Table 4.
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Tokyo Big Sight Front Entrance

644

178

2

2/822

0.24%

Ariake Coliseum North

436

169

0

0/605

0%

Ariake Chuobashi North

505

164

2

2/669

0.3%

Ariake Chuobashi South

512

163

3

3/675

0.44%

1,231

426

1

1/1657

0.06%

493

193

0

0/686

0%

1,004

401

0

0/1405

0%

Telecom Station-mae

672

279

15

15/951

1.58%

Ariake Coliseum East

476

163

0

0/639

0%

Ariake Station-mae

559

218

9

9/777

1.16%

19,544

7,010

149

149/26554

0.56%

Aomi 1-chome
Tokyo Big Sight-mae
Tokyo Wangan Police Station-mae

Fig. 16: Intersections with an intersection traversal judgement difference
rate of 1% or greater

Manual

Manual

Traversal decision-differences

Table 4: Incidence of differences in intersection traversal judgement at
each intersection

Shiokaze Park North

673

287

11

11/960

1.15%

Shiokaze Park South

797

289

24

24/1086

2.21%

Museum of Maritime Science
Entrance

873

302

4

4/1175

0.34%

Tokyo Port Bay Godo-chosha
Bldg-mae

540

281

0

0/821

0%

Daiba Ekimae No. 1 (West)

474

254

2

2/728

0.27%

Daiba Ekimae No. 2 (East)

511

249

5

5/760

0.66%

Aomi 1-chome West

547

76

5

5/623

0.8%

Daiba

737

394

4

4/1131

0.35%

Central Odaiba No. 1 (North)

365

322

12

12/687

1.75%

Central Odaiba No. 2 (South)

570

355

25

25/925

2.7%

Teleport Ekimae

575

347

1

1/922

0.11%

Telecom Center-mae

622

279

0

0/901

0%

Daiba 1-chome

570

180

2

2/750

0.27%

Kaihin Park Entrance

626

193

13

13/819

1.59%

Ariakebashi West

55

8

0

0/63

0%

Rainbow Entrance

630

186

1

1/816

0.12%

Tokyo Wangan Underpass Exit

740

117

0

0/857

0%

Ariake Tennis-no-mori Park

652

174

2

2/826

0.24%

Ariake 2-chome North

226

2

0

0/228

0%

Ariake 2-chome South

417

4

1

1/421

0.24%

Ariake 3-chome

406

1

0

0/407

0%

Ferry Terminal Entrance

965

191

5

5/1156

0.43%

Ariake Coliseum West

441

165

0

0/606

0%

Name of intersection
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Traversal decision difference
rate (intersection
encounters) (%)

Total

4.2.2. Intersections with a high frequency of differences in intersection traversal judgement
We analyzed the rates at which differences in intersection traversal judgement occurred at individual intersections from four
perspectives: distance from the adjacent intersection with a traffic
signal, speed limit, number of seconds of yellow light time, and if
the traffic signal remaining seconds information was confirmed or
had a margin.
(1)Comparison of distances from adjacent intersections with traffic
signal
Figure 17 shows a comparison of the ratios of differences in
intersection traversal judgement for intersections less than 100
meters from the adjacent intersection with a traffic signal (basic
road section) and intersections 100 meters or more from the adjacent intersection with a traffic signal. The ratio of differences in
intersection traversal judgement was 1.00% for intersections less
than 100 meters away (0.93% for stopping in traversal areas),but
was 0.30% for intersections 100 meters or more away (0.23% for
stopping in traversal areas). When there were several intersections
in a row with little distances between them, there is the possibility
that a vehicle could traverse the first intersection only to be unable
to deal with the situation in time in the next intersection, causing it
to encounter a dilemma zone. Traffic signal information from ITS
Roadside Units can be delivered to vehicles over 100 meters away,
so traffic signal remaining seconds information could be used to
prevent encountering dilemma zones.

Fig. 17: Incidence of differences in intersection traversal judgement by
distance to adjacent intersection with traffic signal
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(2)Comparison of speed limits
Figure 18 shows a comparison of the ratios of differences in intersection traversal judgement for intersections whose entry routes
had speed limits of 60 km/h and intersections whose entry routes
had speed limits of 50 km/h. The ratio of differences in intersection
traversal judgement was 0.54% for intersections whose entry routes
had speed limits of 60 km/h (0.46% for stopping in traversal areas)
and 0.37% for intersections whose entry routes had speed limits of
50 km/h (0.29% for stopping in traversal areas). This shows that differences in intersection traversal judgement occurred more often
for intersections whose entry routes had speed limits of 60 km/h.

traffic signal remaining seconds information and traffic signal
remaining seconds information with margins. The ratio of differences in intersection traversal judgement was 0.03% for intersections with confirmed information (0.03% for stopping in traversal
areas) and 0.09% for intersections with information with margins
(0.065% for stopping in traversal areas). This showed that the incidence of differences in intersection traversal judgement was high
for intersections with information with margins.

Fig. 20: Incidence of differences in intersection traversal judgement for
confirmed information and information with margins

Fig. 18: Incidence of differences in intersection traversal judgement by
speed limit

(3)Comparison of number of seconds of remaining yellow traffic
signal time
Figure 19 shows a comparison of the ratios of differences in
intersection traversal judgement for intersections with 3 seconds
and 4 seconds of remaining yellow traffic light time. The ratio of
differences in intersection traversal judgement was 0.42% for
intersections with 3 seconds of remaining yellow traffic light time
(0.26% for dilemma zone encounters) and 0.57% for intersections
with 4 seconds of remaining yellow traffic light time (0.53% for
stopping in traversal areas). This showed that the rate of incidence
of dilemma zone encounters was higher for traffic signals with 3
seconds of remaining yellow light time than for traffic signals with
4 seconds of remaining yellow light time, and that the incidence
of stopping in traversal areas was higher for traffic signals with 4
seconds of remaining yellow light time.

4.3. Effectiveness of traffic signal remaining seconds information in reducing differences in intersection traversal judgement
We tabulated the distribution of vehicle speeds and distances
to stop lines when lights turned yellow with yellow light times of
3 and 4 seconds. We then analyzed the effectiveness of traffic signal remaining seconds information when making intersection traversal decisions.
4.3.1. Routes with 3 seconds of remaining yellow light time
As Figure 21 shows, we confirmed multiple cases in which vehicles that were on routes with 3 seconds of remaining yellow light
time and that were not using traffic signal remaining seconds information either encountered dilemma zones or stopped in traversal
areas/traversed stopping areas near dilemma zones.

Fig. 21: Results of intersection traversal judgement on routes
with 3 seconds of remaining yellow light time

Fig. 19: Incidence of differences in intersection traversal judgement by
number of seconds of remaining yellow light time

(4)Comparison of confirmed traffic signal remaining seconds
information and traffic signal remaining seconds information with
margins
Figure 20 shows a comparison of the ratios of differences in
intersection traversal judgement for intersections with confirmed

Sudden deceleration was observed for vehicles stopping in traversal areas, but we believe that if vehicles were provided with traffic signal remaining seconds information, they would be able to
decelerate to a stop more gradually. Figure 22 shows these driving
characteristics. Furthermore, we also observed cases of traversal in
stopping areas in which vehicles confirmed that traffic lights were
yellow and then accelerated to traverse the intersection. We believe
that if vehicles were provided with traffic signal remaining seconds
information, they would be able to stop safely. Figure 23 shows
these driving characteristics.
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stopping and traversal, so we believe that providing traffic signal
remaining seconds information would be effective in reducing differences in intersection traversal judgement. When providing traffic
signal remaining seconds information with margins, the maximum
remaining time was 20 seconds and the minimum remaining time
was 0 seconds when traffic lights turned yellow, so we believe that
it would be difficult to use this information in vehicle-side control
to safely stop by performing preliminary deceleration. Figure 25
shows these driving characteristics.
Furthermore, we confirmed that when performing driving
using traffic signal remaining seconds information, vehicles performed preliminary deceleration, slowing to roughly 30 km/h
before receiving the remaining seconds information, enabling them
to gradually decelerate and stop without encountering a dilemma
zone. Figure 26 shows these driving characteristics.
Fig. 22: Stopping in traversal areas (routes with 3 remaining seconds of
yellow light)

Fig. 25: Stopping in traversal areas (routes with 4 remaining seconds of
yellow light)
Fig. 23: Traversal in stopping areas (routes with 3 remaining seconds of
yellow light)

4.3.2. Routes with 4 seconds of remaining yellow light time
As shown in Fig. 24, routes with 4 remaining seconds of yellow
light time for which traffic signal remaining seconds information
was not used were observed to have a broad mix of traversal and
stopping in traversal areas.

Fig. 26: Preliminary deceleration and stopping (routes with 4 remaining
seconds of yellow light)
Fig. 24: Results of intersection traversal judgement on routes
with 4 seconds of remaining yellow light time

We believe this is because in areas with similar distances to stop
lines, where vehicles are travelling at similar speeds, there was a mix
of stop and traversal decisions made by drivers. However, in the
cooperative infrastructure driving using traffic signal remaining
seconds information, there was less of a mix of decisions regarding
60

4.4. Summary of effectiveness of traffic signal remaining seconds information
Providing traffic signal remaining seconds information makes
it possible to avoid dilemma zones and make decisions regarding
appropriate traversal of traversal areas and smooth stopping in
stopping areas, so in sections in which automated driving is performed, it would be best for traffic signal remaining seconds information to be provided for all intersections. In particular, it would
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be best for traffic signal remaining seconds information to be provided to automated vehicles at intersections located near adjacent
intersections with traffic signals, intersections with routes with
high-speed limits, and intersections with routes with short yellow
traffic lights, where differences in intersection traversal judgement
are more likely to occur.

5

Effectiveness of Traffic Signal Information and
Infrastructure Recommendations

The FOTs in Tokyo Waterfront City area confirmed that providing traffic signal color information and traffic signal remaining
seconds information to vehicles through vehicle-infrastructure
cooperation (using Dedicated Short-Range Communications
(DSRC) infrastructure) enables automated vehicles to safely and
smoothly traverse intersections with traffic lights on general roads.
In sections where automated driving is performed, it would be best
to provide traffic signal color information and traffic signal remaining seconds information at all intersections with traffic lights.
However, with regard to the environmental requirements for providing traffic signal information distribution, based on the Traffic
Signal Installation Policy(5) enacted by the National Police Agency
on December 27, 2015, and the FOTs, we have confirmed that it
would be best to prioritize the provision of traffic signal information for "roads with curves, etc., that result in traffic signals coming
into view at short distances from the traffic signals," "roads with
high speed limits," "intersections with traffic signals located near
other intersections with traffic signals," and when there are "nonpermanent conditions (such as backlighting/direct lighting, rain,
obstruction by preceding vehicles, nighttime driving, and blending
into the background) that make it difficult for on-board cameras to
determine traffic signal colors."
Figure 27 shows a summary of our conclusions regarding intersections where the distribution of traffic signal information should
be prioritized.

including those providing mobility services, will be used. Although
a consensus was reached with test participants in this FOTs
regarding information distributed by ITS Roadside Units for
existing services (ISO/TS19091 specification compliant), there
were requests that remaining seconds information for actuated
traffic signal be confirmed earlier. The impact will be even greater
for V2N, so we believe future consideration will need to be given to
the delivery of this information using V2N information transmission technologies.
Lastly, we would like to express our gratitude to the test participants in this FOTs for performing test drives and submitting data
in the midst of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
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Fig. 27: Intersections where the distribution of traffic signal information
should be prioritized

6

Conclusion

In realizing vehicle-infrastructure cooperative driving automation in the Waterfront City, we confirmed that vehicle-infrastructure cooperation can be used to introduce and expand safe,
smooth automated vehicle usage by preparing infrastructure covering entire areas after defining areas where automated vehicles,
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Analysis of Field Operational Test Data Obtained in
Haneda Airport Area
Kosuke Yamada, Naohiro Uchiyama and Shinichi Nedu (Pacific Consultants Co., Ltd.)
The field operational tests (FOTs) carried out in the Haneda Airport area used automated driving support infrastructure such as magnetic markers, bus lanes, traffic signal information, public transportation priority systems (PTPS), and the like to verify whether buses
equipped with automated driving technology could achieve a stable and regular service on a circular bus route on public roads in the
vicinity of Haneda Airport and realize precise arrival (docking) control at bus stops. Automated driving tests consisting of a total of 322
laps of the circular bus route were carried out, and it was confirmed that a stable and regular service by automated driving could be
achieved under a mixed traffic environment. In addition, approximately 80% of manual interventions in the tests were to avoid parked
vehicles or because the test vehicle came too close to the stop line of the oncoming lane when turning left. It was also confirmed that
the use of PTPS helped to realize a more punctual service with stable travel times. The FOTs also confirmed that bus lanes helped to
improve the continuity of automated driving. However, it was found that the resulting conflicts with ordinary vehicles would necessitate
publicity and educational activities, as well as campaigns to encourage people to follow the rules of bus lanes. At bus stops, a total of
416 automated driving docking control tests were carried out, confirming the feasibility of highly reproducible docking controls to a
standard deviation of less than 10 mm through the use of magnetic markers.

1

Purpose of Field Operational tests in the Haneda
Airport Area

Field operational tests (FOTs) of unmanned mobility services
and the like incorporating cooperative vehicle-infrastructure automated driving controls were carried out in the Haneda Airport area
from June 5, 2020 using public buses, low-capacity transportation,
and the like.
In these tests, automated driving support infrastructure such
as magnetic markers, bus lanes, and the like were provided in the
Haneda Airport area. The different types of data obtained in the
FOTs were analyzed to confirm the effectiveness of cooperative
infrastructure systems and to identify issues.
Figure. 1 shows the locations where infrastructure was installed
in the Haneda Airport area.
Tenkubashi Station

Terminal 3 Entrance

ture cooperation was then considered based on data analysis. In
addition, the test participants were asked to complete a questionnaire to identify comments about particularly effective aspects of
infrastructure cooperation. Finally, the proposals for conditions to
be satisfied by automated driving support infrastructure were collected with the data analysis results.

3

Test Result Summary and Report

3.1. Analysis of Driver Intervention Causes under Mixed Traffic
Conditions
3.1.1. Confirmation of State of Automated Driving under Mixed
Traffic Conditions
To confirm that a vehicle-infrastructure cooperative automated
advanced rapid transit (ART) system is capable of automated driving under mixed traffic conditions on public roads, a target number of laps of the test route was set and the actual number of laps
achieved by automated driving was analyzed.

Locations of bus stop
Haneda Airport 2-Chome

Locations of bus stop
Tenkubashi Station East
Haneda Airport 2-Chome West

Optical PTPS
(existing)

Magnetic
markers

Bus lanes

Radio wave
PTPS

Platform
(bus stop)

Separate straight and
right turn traffic signals

DNSS sensor

Loop Road
No. 8 Terminal 3 Entrance

Provision of ordinary road
traffic signal information and
the like (ITS roadside units)

Fig. 1: Locations of Infrastructure for Tests in Haneda Airport Area

2

Methods of Investigation and Summarizing Evaluation Results

Data from on-board equipment (OBE) and observations of the
traffic conditions were used to evaluate the effects of infrastructure
cooperation on the feasibility of automated driving, the capability of automated buses to run a regular service with stable travel
times, comfort, and ordinary traffic. The effectiveness of infrastruc62

(1) Analysis procedure
The target number of laps of the test route was set as follows. To evaluate the feasibility, punctuality, travel time stability, and comfort of automated driving, the number of samples capable of realizing a statistically
significant evaluation was calculated. It should be noted that, when the
actual number of automated driving laps was calculated, the occurrence of brief manual intervention was not counted as intervention if
continuous or successive manual driving actions were not required.
(2) Analysis results
The realization of automated driving was confirmed from the
driving data obtained by the three companies participated in the
test.These results demonstrated that automated driving was accomplished for more than the target number of laps. These results confirmed that infrastructure cooperation is an effective means of
realizing automated driving under a mixed traffic environment.
Figure. 2 shows the number of target laps of the test route and
the actual number of laps completed.
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(Laps)

Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual

Target

Actual

Driving with Driving with
Full driving
With PTPS Without PTPS
magnetic
GNSS
markers
The red figures in the parentheses show the rate of
achievement compared with the target.

Fig. 2: Target and Actual Numbers of Laps (Three-Company Total,
Counted between June and November)

3.1.2. Identification of Causes of Manual Intervention during
Driving Using Magnetic Markers
Although most of these FOTs were accomplished by automated driving, manual intervention was required in a number of
scenarios. Since manual intervention is an issue for ensuring and
enhancing the continuity of automated driving, the causes of this
intervention were evaluated to identify topics related to infrastructure provision for the future realization of automated driving.
(1) Analysis procedure
When manual intervention occurred during automated driving,
the occupants of the automated buses were asked to press the button of a tally counter to record the time at which the manual intervention occurred. When the timings of manual intervention were
paired with drive recorder images, the eight types of intervention
causes shown in Fig. 3 were identified.
(1) Avoidance of parked
vehicles

(2) Faulty magnetic marker
signal (manual intervention
caused by RFID issue)

(3) Vehicle in next lane
too close to test vehicle

(4) Ordinary vehicle
suddenly cutting in front

(5) Avoidance of pedestrian/ (6) Test vehicle too close to
bicycle
sidewalk or oncoming lane

(7) Test vehicle too close
to stop line in oncoming
lane when turning left

(8) Other (example of manual
intervention while stopped at
intersection)

to the stop line in the oncoming lane when turning left (7). The
next most frequent cause was a vehicle in the next lane coming too
close to the test vehicle (3).
Figure. 4 shows the breakdown of manual intervention causes.
The continuity of automated driving could be enhanced by improving the driving environment to facilitate the avoidance of parked
vehicles and improving road structures and operation (such as
adjusting the position of stop lines) to address the issue of proximity to the stop line in the oncoming lane when turning left.
3.2. Effectiveness of Infrastructure Cooperation for Realizing
Regular Service with Stable Travel Times
3.2.1. Confirmation of Effectiveness of PTPS on Improving
Punctuality and Travel Time Stability
The effect of PTPS in shortening travel times and improving travel
time stability was identified the travel time per route with and without PTPS, and from the resulting standard deviation and the like.
(1) Analysis procedure
(a)History point data (acquisition times, latitude, and longitude)
during driving obtained from on-board Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) units was used to calculate the travel time
per lap of the circular test route in the Haneda Airport area. This
data was also used to obtain various statistical values such as
average travel times, the standard deviation, and so on.
(b)Of this history point data, only the data for confirmed laps of
the circular test laps was extracted and used to calculate the
travel time. The measurement scope of the circular route travel
time was from the point the test vehicle left the Terminal 3 bus
stop zone to the point that the test vehicle left the Terminal 3
Entrance intersection zone. It should be noted that, to ensure
the homogeneity of evaluation-eligible runs, laps in which the
speed on the southern roads of zone 1 was low (an average of 10
km/h or less) were excluded. In addition, during driving with
PTPS, analysis was limited to runs in which at least seven of
eight intersection uplinks were successful.
(2) Analysis results
The average travel time of laps with PTPS was 21 seconds
(approximately 4%) shorter than without PTPS. The standard deviation for the travel time was 12 seconds shorter, and it was identified that the shortening of the median travel time value was 38
seconds and it was the large reduction.
Figure. 5 shows the statistical values for travel time and Fig. 6
shows the travel time distribution.
(7) Test vehicle too close to
stop line in oncoming lane
when turning left
Road structure/
(6) Test vehicle too close to operational
causes
sidewalk or oncoming lane

(8) Other
(1) Avoidance of
parked vehicles
Driving
environment
causes

(5) Avoidance of
pedestrian/bicycle
(4) Ordinary vehicle suddenly
cutting in front
(3) Vehicle in next lane too
close to test vehicle

Fig. 3: Details of Manual Intervention Causes

(2) Analysis results
Approximately 80% of manual interventions were carried out to
avoid parked vehicles (1) or because the test vehicle came too close

(2) Faulty magnetic marker signal
Driving environment causes (might be reduced by improving driving environment)
Road structure/operational causes
(might be reduced by improving road structures/operation)

Fig. 4: Breakdown of Manual Intervention Causes
(Driving Using Magnetic Markers)
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Travel time (minutes : seconds)

Analysis of Field Operational Test Data Obtained in Haneda Airport Area

Average value: 21
seconds shorter
Inter-quartile
range*

⇒31 seconds
shorter

Median value
⇒38 seconds shorter

Frequency of deceleration intensities while vehicle stops
Company A +
company B
Max. 0.2 G
Min. 0.2 G Less than 0.3 G Min. 0.3 G
Frequency (occurrences/number of stops)

Frequency of acceleration intensities while vehicle starts
Company A +
company B
Max. 0.2 G
Min. 0.2 G Less than 0.3 G Min. 0.3 G
Frequency (occurrences/number of stops)

With PTPS
Without PTPS
Standard deviation: ⇒12 seconds shorter

Fig. 7: Frequency of Acceleration and Deceleration Intensities
(Company A + Company B, Driving Using Magnetic Markers)

* Inter-quartile range: index that expresses the extent of deviation.
Calculated as 75th percentile travel time - 25th percentile travel time.

Without Runs with shorter
travel time increased
PTPS
With PTPS
Without
PTPS
With PTPS

Runs with longer
travel time decreased

6-minute 7-minute 8-minute 9-minute 10-minute 11-minute
runs
runs
runs
runs
runs
runs
Travel time category (minutes)

Fig. 6: Comparison of Travel Time Distributions
(Runs Carried out by Company C)

3.3. Comfort of Embarking and Disembarking
3.3.1. Identification of Stopping and Starting Acceleration
When the vehicles stopped and started at intersections and bus
stops, the occurrence frequency of maximum longitudinal acceleration intensities was identified and used to evaluate the safety and
comfort of the bus considering the existence of standing passengers.
(1) Analysis procedure
(a)On each lap, drive recorders were used to confirm the stopping
and starting times at the Terminal 3 bus stop, as well as the stopping and starting times at each intersection due to a red traffic
signal.
(b)The acceleration data obtained from the drive recorders was
then used to analyze the maximum acceleration and deceleration generated in the twenty seconds before and after the bus
stopped and started due to the traffic signals.
(2) Analysis results
Approximately 90% of all acceleration and deceleration was in
a range that causes no discomfort to passengers (0.2 G or lower)
when both stopping and starting. This is gradual acceleration and
deceleration that does not discomfort standing passengers.
It should also be noted that deceleration exceeding 0.3 G
occurred several times, but that this occurred when the traffic signal changed to yellow just before the bus entered the intersection.
In the future, it should be possible to eliminate this sudden deceleration by adopting stop and start controls that incorporate information on the number of seconds remaining before traffic signals
change color.
Figure. 7 shows the frequency of acceleration and deceleration
intensities.
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3.3.2. Evaluation of Extent of Docking Control Reproducibility
When the automated buses stopped at a bus stop, the distance
from the edge of the bus stop to the bus door was measured to confirm the extent of docking control reproducibility using magnetic
markers.
(1) Analysis procedure
The distance between the edge of the bus stop and the bus door
under docking control was measured. The extent of docking control reproducibility was confirmed, by calculating the standard
deviation based on at least fifty measurement values by each company. It should be noted that, in these FOTs, the middle door was
used for the verification since the system was developed to enhance
the ease that wheelchair users can embark and disembark buses via
the middle door.
(2) Analysis results
Magnetic marker-based docking control realized highly reproducible and precise arrival at bus stops with a standard deviation of
less than 10 mm in both zone 1 and at Terminal 3.
Figure. 8 shows the standard deviation of measured values at
the zone 1 and Terminal 3 bus stops. Despite the different shapes
of the bus stops in zone 1 and at Terminal 3, highly reproducible
and precise docking control was realized, thereby demonstrating
the effectiveness of magnetic markers in achieving a reproducible
and stable bus stop docking control.

Standard deviation (mm)

Fig. 5: Statistical Values Pertaining to Use/Non-Use of PTPS

Note) The reproducibility of docking control
at the middle door was verified to enhance
convenience for wheelchair users.

Company A
Zone 1

Zone 1 bus stop

Company A
Terminal 3

Company B
Zone 1

Company B
Terminal 3

Terminal 3 bus stop

Fig. 8: Standard Deviation at Zone 1 and Terminal 3 Bus Stops
(Localization Method: Magnetic Markers)
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(1) Analysis procedure
The results of congestion lengths investigated on October 28
(Wednesday) and November 11 (Wednesday) were used to confirm
the differences in maximum congestion lengths during the bus lane
operation time (10:00 to 17:00) and outside the bus lane operation
time (07:00 to 10:00 and 17:00 to 19:00).

(1) Analysis procedure
Images from three bird’s eye cameras at the three intersections
shown in Fig. 10 were used to identify conflicts between automated
buses and ordinary vehicles when passing through the intersection.
Here, “conflict” was defined as a narrowing of the distance between
the vehicle and automated bus accompanying a lane change or
other maneuver by the vehicle, leading to a change in the behavior
(such as speed or acceleration) of either vehicle.
(a)The locations of these conflicts was categorized into conflicts in
a bus lane and conflicts at a stop line between the end of a bus
lane and the beginning of an intersection.
(2) Analysis results
Conflicts were identified in 19 of the 300 times a bus passed
through an intersection in the test. These conflicts occurred in both
the area after the bus lane ended and within the actual bus lane.
Figure. 10 shows the breakdown of conflicts at each intersection. Since conflicts also occurred within bus lanes, improvements
must be made to ensure a safer driving environment for automated
buses. Therefore, campaigns explaining the importance of following the rules of bus lanes, such as publicity and education related to
the behavior of automated vehicles, improving signage of dedicated
driving lanes*, and other measures will be important.
* In the FOTs, signs were provided at the start and end points
of the bus lanes
Conflicts occurred 19 of the 300 times a bus passed
through an intersection.

Maximum congestion lengths (maximum values for
Oct. 28 and Nov. 11)
⇒Congestion was not seen to increase significantly
during the bus lane operation time.
During bus lane operation time
Outside bus lane operation time

Haneda Airport
Haneda Airport
Terminal 3
2-Chome
2-Chome West
Entrance
(bus turns right) (bus drives straight on) (bus turns right)

Haneda Airport
2 chome

Haneda Airport
2 chome west

Conflict in bus lane

Road section C*

Road section B

Road section A

Road section C

Road section B*

Road section A*

Road section C*

Road section B*

Conflict between end of bus lane and stop line
Road section A

Maximum congestion length (m)

(2) Analysis results
Although the volume of traffic on these dates was approximately
60% of the volume before the COVID-19 pandemic, the length of
congestion during the bus lane operation time did not increase.
Therefore, the provision of bus lanes under the traffic conditions
during the FOTs had no impact on congestion. Figure. 9 shows the
maximum congestion lengths at each intersection and section of
road.

the bus lanes and ordinary vehicles was examined to confirm the
impact of bus lanes on traffic.

Number of conflicts

3.4. Effects of Automated Vehicles on Traffic Flows and Causes
of these Effects
3.4.1. Changes in Congestion States by Establishing Bus Lanes
The provision and operation of bus lanes reduces the capacity
of a road since the number of lanes usable by ordinary vehicles on
normal stretches of road decreases. However, it should be possible
to eliminate the impact of a bus lane on road capacity at intersections by ending the bus lane approximately 90 to 160 meters before
the intersection. In general terms, the capacity of a road network
often depends on its capacity at intersections. However, depending
on the conditions, the provision and operation of bus lanes may
still have a negative impact on the capacity of normal stretches of
road. Therefore, the length of congestion was monitored to confirm
the impact of the infrastructure (bus lanes) provided for the FOTs
and the automated buses on traffic.

Terminal 3 Entrance

Image from birds-eye camera

Direction of travel

Image from on-board camera

Conflict occurred in front
of automated bus

* Indicates road sections in which automated driving was implemented.
In the congestion state comparison, the traffic volume was 37% lower than before
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Fig. 9: Maximum Congestion Lengths at each Intersection and Road
Section

3.4.2. Conflicts Created by Automated Buses
Since automated buses will strictly follow posted speed limits,
drivers of ordinary vehicles may regard these buses as moving too
slowly. In particular, one possible conflict may occur in the zone
immediately before an intersection when the bus lane ends if an
ordinary vehicle overtakes a bus and suddenly changes lanes into
the space in front of the relatively slow moving bus to turn left or
right. Therefore, the conflicts between automated buses driving in

Fig. 10: Ratio of Conflict Occurrence at each Intersection

4

Conclusions

The results of the FOTs in the Haneda Airport area and questionnaires given to test participants were examined to identify the
effectiveness of cooperative infrastructure and the issues created by
installing this infrastructure. An outline of these results is detailed
below.
(1) Magnetic markers
Magnetic markers are an effective means of carrying out precise
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arrival (docking) control in locations where the localization accuracy of GNSS is degraded. Such locations may be regarded as priority locations for providing magnetic markers. In addition, it would
also be preferable to improve factors related to the traffic environment, road structures, and operations that are possible causes of
manual intervention in automated driving (e.g., adjusting stop line
positions and so on).
(2) Traffic signal information and PTPS
The reduction in the average travel time per lap of the test route
confirmed the effectiveness of PTPS on improving punctuality and
travel time stability. In addition, it would be preferable to provide
traffic signal information to realize smoother automated driving
when traffic signals are blocked by large vehicles in front, and other
scenarios in which the color of traffic signals is difficult to gauge.
(3) Bus lanes
With the current level of automated driving technology, it is
difficult to continue automated driving when other vehicles are
parked on the road. Under these conditions, the provision of bus
lanes should help to improve the continuity of automated driving.
However, to ensure that bus lanes function effectively, education
regarding the behavioral characteristics of automated vehicles, and
campaigns explaining the importance of following the rules of bus
lanes will be important.
(4) Effects of automated ART system on traffic flows
It may be assumed that adding automated buses to ordinary
traffic will have a slight negative effect on traffic volumes at intersections and the like. Therefore, for future social implementation, it
will be necessary to confirm in advance the effects on traffic in the
field of introduction.
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Data Analysis of the FOTs on the Metropolitan
Expressway
Yoshiaki Tsuda and Yukako Takahashi (MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION)
Kosuke Sogo (Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.), Yurika Muraki (MRI Research Associates, Inc.)
Abstract: In the FOTs on the Metropolitan Expressway(1), (2), (3), data was validated from a total of 365 traversals of the Airport West
Entrance (12 of which (approx. 3%) were performed by automated driving using information provided by infrastructure) in order to
verify if ETC gate passing support information and merging lane assistance information provided by ETC2.0 wireless roadside units
was effective as support information for vehicle-infrastructure cooperative driving automation and as support information for drivers.
The FOTs confirmed that ETC gate passing support information can be used to rapidly and accurately determine the open/close states
of ETC gates. In particular, this information appears likely to be particularly effective for toll booths whose operating status cannot
be visually confirmed until late and toll booth areas with numerous toll booths. Merging lane assistance information is generated
based on information detected by roadside sensors installed in upstream areas of expressway cruising lines. It is effective in enabling
automated vehicles and drivers to determine the state of the cruising line in advance. However, it was confirmed that because the
information that is provided is based on spot detection of vehicles on cruising lines, the information could not reflect changes in the
speeds of vehicles on cruising lines that occurred after the sensor was passed, which presented problems with smoothly merging in
critical traffic flow and when there is traffic congestion.

1

FOTs on the Metropolitan Expressway

Passing ETC gates and merging while matching cruising line
vehicle speeds are challenges that must be met in order to realize
vehicle-infrastructure cooperative driving automation on expressways. The goals of the FOTs in Tokyo Waterfront area performed
on the Metropolitan Expressway were to provide vehicles with
ETC gate passing support information and merging lane assistance
information using DSRC vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication, to confirm the effectiveness of different information, and
to identify the issues involved in social implementation. Here, ETC
gate passing support information refers to information regarding
toll booth gate operation states (ETC/mixed/general/closed) provided to approaching vehicles. Merging lane assistance information
refers to information regarding the lengths and speeds of vehicles driving on cruising lines and calculated merging area arrival
times, determined from the detection results of sensors installed in
upstream areas of expressway cruising lines.

2

Overview of the FOTs

2.1. Test area
The FOTs on the Metropolitan Expressway were performed at
the Airport West Entrance of the inbound Metropolitan Expressway that connects Haneda Airport and the Waterfront City area.
The location of Airport West entrance is shown in Figure 1.
2.2. Test system
(1)Infrastructure system configuration
The infrastructure system configuration is shown in Figure 2.
DSRC vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication was used
between a roadside unit used to provide ETC gate passing support information (an antenna in front of the toll booth) and test
vehicles. The presence or absence of test vehicles was detected, and
when test vehicles were present, ETC gate passing support infor-

Fig. 1: Test area (1:2500 electronic topographical map (Geospatial Information Authority of Japan))

mation was supplied to the test vehicles. When the gate information distribution server received information that a test vehicle had
approached, it informed the roadside unit used to provide merging
lane assistance information (an antenna after the toll booth) that
the test vehicle had approached. The antenna after the toll booth
then used DSRC vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication
to provide the test vehicle with the latest merging lane assistance
information from the vehicle sensor processing device.

Fig. 2: Infrastructure system configuration
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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(2)On-board system configuration
The composition of the on-board systems used in test vehicles is
shown in Figure 3 and Table 1. The test vehicle on-board equipment
(BOX-PC) processes the ETC gate passing support information and
the merging lane assistance information received by the test vehicle on-board equipment for expressway experiments and the own
vehicle location information received by the GNSS receiver. It then
provides output to vehicle control devices via LAN or CAN interfaces. To ensure safety, the FOTs required that movement management systems and video data recording devices used for evaluation
purposes be installed. Electronic tally counters were provided for
recording when vehicles switched between automated driving and
manual driving and when various phenomena occurred.

mated driving that did not use infrastructure information for vehicle control, and the remaining 348 test drives (approx. 95%) were
performed through manual driving.

Fig. 4: Test driving results (Airport West Entrance)

3

Fig. 3: On-board system configuration
Table 1: Overview of devices
Device name

Overview

PC for confirming received Used to collect log data and configure test vehicle
data
on-board equipment
Expressway test vehicle
on-board equipment

Used to receive and output ETC gate passing support
information and merging lane assistance information
provided by roadside units for gates and merging

GNSS receiver

Used to receive positioning signals provided by
positioning satellites and output the position of the
equipment

Test vehicle on-board
equipment (BOX-PC)

Used to extract data as necessary from the signals
output by expressway test vehicle on-board equipment and GNSS receivers, convert said data, and
output it via CAN or LAN interfaces

Movement management
system

Used to confirm real-time driving position information for vehicles and past vehicle driving data

Drive recorder

Used to assess the behavior of vehicles in front of and
behind the test vehicle, to capture high resolution
video, and to record driving logs

Electronic tally counter

Used to record the timing of phenomena and when
automated driving is switched on or off by pressing
buttons in accordance with defined rules

2.3. Driving results
The FOTs on the Metropolitan Expressway were conducted over
a roughly 11-month period, from March 16, 2020, to February 28,
2021. Within this period, the FOTs were suspended for roughly
two months, from April 8 to May 25, 2020, due to the issuing of
a state of emergency declaration in the Tokyo area in response
to the spread of COVID-19. There were a total of 365 test drives
by test participants at the Airport West Entrance. Fig. 4 shows a
breakdown of the driving results. Of these test drives, 12 test drives
(approx. 3%) were performed through cooperative automated
driving using infrastructure information for vehicle control, 5 test
drives (approx. 1%) were performed through autonomous auto68

ETC Gate Passing Support Information

3.1. Appropriateness of system operation
The test system shown in Figures 2 and 3 was used to confirm
that ETC gate passing support information was provided appropriately. Airport West Entrance is composed of two booths, each
of which can be in one of four operating states: "ETC," "Mixed,"
"General," or "Closed." There are therefore a total of 16 possible
combinations for the two booths, and the FOTs confirmed that
ETC gate passing support information indicating the states of the
booths was received correctly, transmitted through BOX-PCs, and
output for use in vehicle control. Figure 5 shows received ETC gate
passing support information displayed on the dynamic map viewer
and corresponding video from the drive recorder.
The FOTs confirmed that during the test period, for all drives
while the test system was in operation, ETC gate passing support
information was correctly received and output.

Fig. 5: ETC gate operating status (drive recorder image) and dynamic map
viewer display

3.2. Effectiveness of support information
(1)Driving data analysis
Figure 6 shows an example of vehicle behavior when passing
the ETC gate.
There is a gradual curve in front of the ETC gate at the Airport
West Entrance, and the ETC gate's state can be visually confirmed
from the vehicle roughly 110 meters in front of the gate. In these
FOTs, a roadside unit for providing ETC gate passing support
information was installed roughly 185 meters in front of the gate,
and test participants confirmed that the ETC gate operating status
could be determined sufficiently far ahead of the point at which the
ETC gate's status could be visually confirmed.
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Fig. 6: Vehicle behavior when passing the ETC gate

(2)Evaluation questionnaire
No test participants pointed out any issues in the provision of
ETC gate passing support information, and many indicted that they
wanted the system to be put into practical operation quickly. Below
are some of the main results from the evaluation questionnaire.
• Participants stated that they wanted this system to be deployed
for all toll booths. In particular, they indicated that it would
be particularly effective for toll booths whose operating status
cannot be visually confirmed until late and toll booth areas
with numerous toll booths.
• In addition to automated vehicles, they also indicted that the
system would be highly effective for drive assistance systems.
• They wanted consideration to be given to how to handle sudden gate closures.

4

Merging Lane Assistance Information

4.1. Appropriateness of system operation
The test system shown in Figures 2 and 3 was used to confirm
that merging lane assistance information was received appropriately, regardless of what kind of driving was being performed when
the vehicle passed the antenna after the toll booth (normal driving, driving off-center to the left or right, or driving in a successive
two-vehicle configuration), and that the information was transmitted through BOX-PCs and output for use in vehicle control. Figure
7 shows received merging lane assistance information displayed on
the dynamic map viewer and corresponding video from the drive
recorder.

Figure 8 shows the relationships between cruising line vehicle
speeds and test vehicle speeds when merging into the cruising line,
as well as whether or not there was any sudden action when merging (involving an acceleration force of ±0.15G or more), when no
infrastructure cooperation was used. Figure 9 shows this information when infrastructure cooperation was used.
Here, driving is considered to use infrastructure cooperation if
merging lane assistance information provided by the infrastructure
is used in vehicle control or if it is provided to the test driver via
on-screen display or another method to assist with driving. If none
of these apply, the driving is considered to have been performed
without using infrastructure cooperation.
Figures 8 and 9 show that, regardless of whether or not infrastructure cooperation was used, test vehicle speeds when merging
were between roughly 20 km/h and 60 km/h. When traffic on the
cruising line was steady, test vehicle speeds were mostly between
approximately 40 km/h and 60 km/h. When there was heavy traffic or congestion on the cruising line, test vehicle speeds varied
during merging. When infrastructure cooperation was not used,
even when there was traffic congestion on cruising lines and vehicle speeds were 20 km/h or below, there were scattered cases of
merging vehicles accelerating to speeds of 40 km/h or more and
then sudden decelerating to merge into the cruising line. However,
when infrastructure cooperation was used, no cases of excessive
acceleration were observed when there was traffic congestion on
cruising lines. Based on this, it was confirmed that using merging
lane assistance information to identify conditions on the cruising
line made it possible to perform merging with speeds matched to
those of vehicles on the cruising lines.
Furthermore, looking at the incidence of sudden actions, when
infrastructure cooperation was not used, we observed occasional
cases of sudden action due to differences in the speeds of cruising line vehicles and test vehicles. However, when infrastructure
cooperation was used, although sudden actions did occur in some
drives, none were due to differences between the speeds of cruising line vehicles and test vehicles. Instead, they occurred because
cruising line vehicles were directly next to test vehicles when test
vehicles wished to merge into cruising lines with heavy traffic or
congestion. Based on this, it was confirmed that using merging lane
assistance information to identify conditions on the cruising line
reduced the incidence of sudden actions.

Fig. 7: State of cruising line when merging (drive recorder image) and
dynamic map viewer display

4.2. Effectiveness of support information
(1)Driving data analysis
When automated vehicles merge into a cruising line, it is preferable that they match their speeds to those of vehicles in the cruising
line, take no sudden actions, and smoothly merge with the vehicles
in the cruising line.

Fig. 8: Relationship between average cruising line vehicle speed and
merging vehicle speed
(When not using infrastructure cooperation)
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sor were located in the same place as in the actual FOTs, simulations in which they were positioned closer to the merging area, and
simulations in which they were positioned further away from the
merging area. The merging success rates are shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 9: Relationship between average cruising line vehicle speed and
merging vehicle speed
(When using infrastructure cooperation)

Figure 10 shows an example of test vehicle behavior when merging into a cruising line with steady traffic while using infrastructure
cooperation. In this drive, the vehicle's speed was adjusted based
on merging lane assistance information received from the infrastructure, which we believe enabled the vehicle to smoothly merge
into a gap. However, the test system provides calculated arrival
times that it determines based on the assumption that the vehicles
on cruising lines will continue driving at the same speed as when
they passed the sensor upstream on the cruising lines. It cannot
reflect changes in cruising line vehicle speeds that occur after the
sensor is passed. Because of this, in critical traffic flow situations or
traffic congestion in which cruising line vehicle speeds change by a
large degree, it appears difficult for vehicles to smoothly merge into
gaps between vehicles on the cruising lines by using the merging
lane assistance information provided in the FOTs.

Fig. 10: Test vehicle behavior when merging into a cruising line with
steady traffic while using infrastructure cooperation

(2)Analysis using cruising line merging simulations
The road structure and cruising line traffic conditions at the
Airport West Entrance were reproduced in a traffic flow simulator
and the merging success rates were verified for different distances
between the antenna after the toll booth and the upstream cruising
line sensor. In the simulation, actual cruising line traffic data from
when the traffic state was "steady," "heavy traffic/critical traffic,"
and "traffic congestion" was combined with simulation data from
simulations in which the antenna after the toll booth and the sen70

Fig. 11: Merging success rates from cruising line merging simulations with
different positions for the antenna after the toll booth and the sensor and
different cruising line conditions

As Figure 11 shows, when the traffic on the cruising line was
steady, providing merging lane assistance information has the
potential to improve merging success rates, but when there is heavy
traffic or congestion, the accuracy of the predicted merging arrival
time falls, lowering the merging success rate. We confirmed that the
locations of the infrastructure in the FOTs had the highest merging
success rates. Placing the infrastructure closer to the merging area
would reduce the amount of space in which vehicles could adjust
their speeds, thereby reducing their merging success rates. Placing the infrastructure further away from the merging area would
reduce the accuracy of the calculated arrival time, thereby reducing
merging success rates.
(3)Evaluation questionnaire
Many test participants indicated that providing merging lane
assistance information would make it possible to determine cruising line conditions in advance in areas where conditions were not
visually apparent, which would be effective for automated vehicle
control and drive assistance systems. However, several test participants also pointed out that because the information that is provided is based on spot detection of vehicles on cruising lines, the
information could not reflect changes in the speeds of vehicles on
cruising lines that occurred after the sensor was passed, which
presented problems with smoothly merging into spaces between
vehicles on cruising lines. Many participants favored addressing
this issue through planar sensing of vehicles on cruising lines and
using continuous communication to provide merging vehicles with
information on changing cruising lines conditions. Below are some
of the main results from the evaluation questionnaire.
• The information was effective for merging locations where
cruising line conditions cannot be observed in a timely fashion.
• Test participants requested that planar sensing of vehicles on
cruising lines and continuous communication be used to provide information to merging vehicles so that they could keep
informed of changing cruising line conditions.
• Test participants requested that ETC gate passing support
information be accompanied by cruising line condition infor-
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mation (overall speed of traffic flow, degree of congestion,
average time between vehicles).

5

Conclusion

Through the FOTs on the Metropolitan Expressway, we confirmed that providing ETC gate passing support information early
using dedicated short-range communications was effective in formulating automated vehicle route plans and was also effective for
drive assistance systems for drivers. Furthermore, we also confirmed that providing information regarding vehicles driving on
cruising lines with poor visibility via DSRC to merging vehicles
was effective for merging support provided by automated driving
functions and as caution information for drivers.
However, the merging lane assistance information provided by
the test system was spot information regarding cruising line vehicles and calculated arrival times were calculated with the assumption that vehicles would maintain the same speed as when they
passed the system's sensor. We therefore determined that the accuracy of the information was reduced when cruising line vehicle
speeds changed between the cruising line sensor and the merging
area, and that this presented issues with smoothly merging with
vehicles on the cruising lines. We believe that in order to realize
cruising line merging through vehicle-infrastructure cooperative
driving automation on expressways, consideration must be given
to improving information accuracy, such as through the use of continuous distribution of cruising line vehicle location information.
Lastly, we would like to express our gratitude to the test participants in this FOTs for performing test drives and submitting data
in the midst of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
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Analysis of Impact Assessment Field Operational Test
(FOT) Data
Kosuke Watabe, Eiji Teramoto, Taichi Tamura and Katsuya Akimoto (Nippon Koei Co., Ltd.)
In the impact assessment field operational tests (FOTs), various automated vehicles were driven in mixed traffic environments on
general roads, and the impact of these vehicles on ordinary vehicles and pedestrians was evaluated. For these tests, a visualization system
was constructed and adopted that combines image data from fixed point cameras installed at multiple intersections, image data from
on-board cameras, and vehicle behavior data. The tests confirmed that the addition of automated vehicles did not have a significant negative effect on action times when turning left or right, and that the variance in these action times was smaller for mixed traffic than traffic
containing only ordinary vehicles. In contrast, sudden deceleration by automated vehicles on normal stretches of roads, immediately
before intersections, and the like, caused various near-miss incidents involving surrounding vehicles. Additionally, the tests did not find
a lack of eye contact been drivers and pedestrians on crossings and the like as a result of automated driving. As a result, it was confirmed
that the automated vehicles in the tests drove safely in the presence of pedestrians. To help realize advanced automated driving in harmony with ordinary vehicles and pedestrians, similar assessments to those carried out in these FOTs should be continued as automated
driving technology becomes more sophisticated and automated vehicles become more widespread.

1

Overview of Impact Assessment Field Operational
Tests (FOTs)

1.1. Definition of Impact Assessments
It is hoped that the introduction and popularization of automated
vehicles will have a range of positive effects, such as enhanced safety
and comfort, lower traffic accidents, smoother traffic flows, and so on.
FOTs on public roads have started to demonstrate both these positive
effects and the impacts of automated vehicles, and it is hoped that
these results will help to increase understanding and the social acceptance of automated driving technologies among the general public.
An “impact assessment” is the name given to the process of
evaluating the differences between actual traffic environments
containing a mix of automated vehicles and traffic environments
containing no automated vehicles, and then analyzing the effects of
automated vehicles on the surrounding traffic environment. More
specifically, impact assessments evaluate the effects of automated
vehicles in defined scenarios that are likely to be affected by the
addition of automated vehicles to actual traffic environments and
collecting data about those scenarios.
1.2. Studying and Setting Assessment Items
The following hypotheses were considered pertaining to the effects
on other vehicles and pedestrians of adding automated vehicles.
• Automated vehicles are likely to lower the traffic capacity,
increase congestion, and have other effects because automated
vehicles are designed to ensure a sufficient safety margin and
tend to drive more slowly than other vehicles.
• Automated vehicles are likely to create hesitation in pedestrians crossing the road and lower driver attention toward other
vehicles because automated driving may result in insufficient
communication, such as eye contact with pedestrians.
• The impact of automated vehicles on traffic flows is likely to
change the behavior of other vehicles (such as increasing the
number of vehicles that cut in front of or overtake automated
vehicles).
Based on these hypotheses, possible scenarios with the potential to create different traffic flows with or without the presence of
72

automated vehicles were identified. These were then listed as evaluation items for the impact assessment, and the final evaluation
items were then set (Table 1 and Fig. 1).
Table 1: Effects of Automated Vehicles and Evaluation Items
Focus of
evaluation

Impact on
traffic flow

Impact
on other
vehicles

Envisioned effects

Evaluation items

- Reduction/increase in traffic
flow
- Changes to length of traffic
accumulation/congestion
- Higher traffic volumes in
overtaking lanes
- Lower travel speeds
- Fewer vehicles turning left or
right

- Effects of number of vehicles
turning left or right on smoothness of traffic flow
- Effects of encounters with
oncoming vehicles when turning
right

- Vehicles cutting in front of or
tailgating automated vehicles
- More vehicles overtaking

- Effects of stopping behavior
and the like at red traffic signals
when driving straight on
- Behavior of other vehicles when
driving straight on and the like
- Effects of vehicles parked at the
side of the road
- Divergence in speeds when
driving straight on (overtaking)

- Effects of crossing pedestrians
- Crossing hesitation
when turning left or right
Impact on - Increased checks for safety
- Effects of crossing pedestrians
pedestrians - Lower level of attention to other
when driving straight on
vehicles
- Risk of contact with bicycles
(1) Related issues and effects on traffic flows and
other vehicles

(2) Related issues and
effects on pedestrians, etc.

The drawing shows
a right-turn scenario.

The drawing shows
a right-turn scenario.

Evaluation of number of vehicles
Effects of stopping behavior and
turning left or right and smoothness the likeat red traffic signals when
of traffic flow
driving straight on

The drawing shows a right-turn scenario.
Crossing pedestrians when driving straight on,
turning right, or turning left

Behavior of other vehicles
when driving straight on

Risk of contact with
bicycles

Effects of vehicles
parked at the side of the road

Fig. 1: Set Evaluation Items
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1.3. Evaluation Plan
The period of the driving tests in the FOTs was set for between
October 2019 and the end of February 2021. Based on the test plan
and questionnaire results from the test participants, the 2019 fiscal year was defined as a preparatory period for automated vehicle development, and the 2020 fiscal year was set as the evaluation
period for actual automated driving functions. During the 2019 fiscal year, pre-evaluations were carried out to collect data from traffic
flows containing only ordinary vehicles. Then, the 2020 fiscal year
was set as the actual evaluation period to collect data from mixed
traffic flows of automated and ordinary vehicles.
To ensure the efficient collection of test data from the participants, two periods were set in which the participants were
requested to emphasize automated driving. After asking the participants in advance for the most convenient timings for these concentrated automated driving periods, the two weeks from October
26 to November 6, 2020, and the two weeks from February 8 to
February 19, 2021, were set.

2

Preparations for Tests and Evaluations

2.1. Preparation of Test Equipment and the like
2.1.1. Evaluation Image Data Recorders
To evaluate the effects on other vehicles and the surrounding environment in the impact assessment, the test vehicles were
equipped with dashcam drive recorders to obtain evaluation
image data. High-resolution images and high-frequency data logs
(including speed, acceleration, and position (Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS)) data) were collected.
2.1.2. Tally Counters
To enable effective and efficient evaluation and analysis during
the impact assessment, tally counters were distributed to the test
participants. The participants were asked to press specific buttons
when the automated driving system turned ON or OFF, and when
certain envisioned events occurred. The times that these events
occurred were recorded by the tally counters. In addition, the characteristics of the event were analyzed and evaluated using images
and logs (including notes recorded by the participants) from before
and after the time that the participants pressed the tally counter
buttons.
2.1.3. Fixed Point Cameras
To evaluate the events described in Table 1, such as decreases in
traffic flows, changes in the length of traffic accumulation and congestion, crossing hesitation, and so on, it was necessary to obtain
image data capable of showing an overview of the vehicles involved
and the surrounding traffic environment. Therefore, fixed point
cameras capable of video recording were set at a maximum height
of 10 meters on existing light poles, and so on.
2.2. Intersections for Setting Fixed Point Cameras
These fixed point cameras were installed during the concentrated automated driving periods (Section 1.3) to obtain data that
provides an overview of the vehicles and traffic environments at
certain intersections. These intersections (Fig. 2) were selected after
identifying the driving routes and the like of the test participants.

5-(1): In front
of Odaiba
station

III: Ariake
Coliseum
east

7: Daiba

5-(2): In front
of Odaiba
station
6: Aomi
1-chome
west
26: Tokyo
Big Sight

25: Aomi
1-chome

C: Aomi
Minami
Terminal Park

B: Ariake
3-chome

21: Main
entrance
to Tokyo
Big Sight

A: Aomi
2-chome

Legend:
Locations of ITS roadside units
Other
Required amount of driving by each participant

10: In front
of the Telecom
Center

Fig. 2: Installation Locations of Fixed Point Cameras (Red: Evaluated in
October and November, Blue: Evaluated in February, Green: Evaluated in
Both Periods)

2.3. Construction of Visualization System
In FOTs, data was obtained from various items of infrastructure and test devices. Different types of data was collected and plotted on graphs and maps. At the same time, a visualization system
was constructed to help display and reproduce the events as time
sequences. Figure 3 shows an example of a visualization system
screen.
Traffic signal
color

Fixed point camera
image

Map

Dashcam drive recorder image (forward)
Number of seconds
remaining on traffic signal

Dashcam drive recorder image (rearward)

Vehicle speed
Vehicle acceleration

Fig. 3: Example of Visualization System Screen

3

Evaluation Implementation

3.1. Evaluation of Number of Vehicles Turning Left or Right and
Smoothness of Traffic Flow
The method and focus points of this evaluation were as follows.
• Focus points
(1) Did changes occur in the turning times of automated vehicles?
(2) Did changes occur in the turning times of other vehicles?
• Evaluation method: The times that vehicles pass spotting lines
were measured using fixed point camera images and the turning times were calculated from the differences in these times
(target: ordinary passenger vehicles)
• Applicable intersection: (III) Ariake Coliseum east
A box plot of the right-turn times (seconds) of individual vehicles is shown below. Compared with the average value, the turning
time of automated vehicles was 1.4 seconds longer than ordinary
vehicles and the turning time of ordinary vehicles following automated vehicles was 0.8 seconds longer. Additionally, no change was
found in the quartile range (an index that expresses the degree of
variation, calculated as the 75%tile value - the 25%tile value). However, the minimum values showed that the turning time of manually driven vehicles was around 2 seconds shorter than automated
vehicles. Vehicles following automated vehicles also showed similar
trends.
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Right turn times (seconds)

Since these results confirmed that automated vehicles result
in increased average turning times compared to manually driven
vehicles, overall traffic flows may be regarded as less smooth. In
contrast, the small quartile range also indicates that the variation
between individual vehicles was low and that stable driving was
realized. As a result, automated vehicles were confirmed to have a
stabilizing effect on traffic flows.

The differences in vehicle behavior caused by the provided
infrastructure information were analyzed. Figure 5 shows the evaluation results for intersection (6) Aomi 1-chome west. Vehicles at
this intersection were provided with the specific number of seconds
remaining before the traffic signal changes color. With such infrastructure-cooperative driving, the maximum deceleration when
both the current color and remaining seconds information were provided was smaller than when only the current color was provided. It
was assumed that the specific number of seconds information was
used to enable smooth deceleration from an earlier timing.

Automated vehicles
only (N = 92)

Vehicles following automated Vehicles following manually driven
vehicles (N = 54)
vehicles (N = 2,402)

Fig. 4: Box Plot of Right Turn Times

3.2. Evaluation of Effects of Encounters with Oncoming Vehicles
when Turning Right
The method and focus point of this evaluation were as follows.
• Focus point: were there differences in gap acceptance behavior
between automated and ordinary vehicles?
• Evaluation method: the time headway and vehicle right-turn
behavior were confirmed and analyzed.
• Applicable intersection: (26) In front of Tokyo Big Sight, right
turn
•D
 ata used: fixed point camera image data
Gap acceptance behavior refers to the decision to turn right
in the gap between oncoming vehicles driving straight on (i.e.,
the time headway). Of the observed gaps, gaps in which vehicles
turned right are referred to as accepted gaps, and gaps in which
vehicles did not turn right are referred to as rejected gaps. The
gap value at the intersection of the resulting cumulative frequency
curves is referred to as the critical gap, which is used as one factor
to express the characteristics of gap acceptance behavior.
With ordinary vehicles, 233 accepted gap samples were obtained.
In contrast, with automated vehicles, only 1 accepted gap sample
was obtained. This reflected the low number of driving samples at
the evaluation intersections and the fact that automated vehicles
mostly turned right after all the oncoming vehicles had passed
through the intersection. Insufficient data samples were obtained
to analyze differences in gap acceptance behavior between automated and ordinary vehicles.

No traffic signal information

Time

Maximum deceleration (G)

Manual driving

Current traffic signal color

Speed (km/h)

Manually driven vehicles
only (N = 961)

Speed (km/h)

Current traffic signal color +
remaining seconds

Speed (km/h)

Automated driving (infrastructure-cooperative system)

Time

Time

Maximum deceleration (G)

Maximum deceleration (G)

Fig. 5: Evaluation Results for Intersection (6) Aomi 1-Chome West

When evaluating whether vehicles bunched up to the preceding vehicle, the assessments in Aomi 1-chome found that the
maximum deceleration during infrastructure-cooperative driving
(current traffic signal color and remaining seconds information
provided) was lower than when either only the current traffic signal
color or no infrastructure information (i.e., autonomous driving)
was provided. It was assumed that the specific number of seconds
information was used to enable smooth deceleration from an earlier timing.
Figure 6 shows an example of an infrastructure-cooperative
driving (current traffic signal color and remaining seconds information) scenario. With the infrastructure-cooperative system
(current traffic signal color and remaining seconds information),
the vehicle started cautionary deceleration 98 meters before the
stop line, during which time the preceding vehicle was detected.
The vehicle then decelerated again (two-stage braking) and came
gradually to a stop.
■ Behavior of automated vehicle stopping at red traffic signal when driving straight on
- Infrastructure-cooperative driving (current traffic signal color + remaining seconds):
case in which the vehicle carried out cautionary deceleration and stopped gradually

Infrastructure information received and cautionary deceleration started in advance (98 meters before stop line).

3.3. Effects of Stopping Behavior and the Like at Red Traffic Signals when Driving Straight On
The method and focus point of this evaluation were as follows.
•F
 ocus points
(a)Were there differences in speed distribution and maximum
deceleration?
(b)Did differences occur depending on the provided infrastructure information (traffic signal color information only,
current color + remaining seconds information (ranges),
current color + remaining seconds information (specific
values))?
(c)Did vehicles bunch up to the preceding or following vehicles?
• Evaluation method: the changes in speeds and maximum
deceleration when stopping were identified and analyzed.
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Cautionary deceleration starts
(98 meters before stop line).

Deceleration after
vehicle detection

Vehicle waiting at intersection detected, and further deceleration started.

Stops. The vehicle has not decelerated suddenly and is not bunched up with the preceding vehicle.
Observation: the vehicle stopped safely because it carried out cautionary deceleration and monitored the available space.
- Cautionary deceleration was enabled by infrastructure information (current traffic signal color).
- Monitoring the available space allowed the vehicle to stop safely even when it encountered a preceding vehicle.

Cautionary deceleration

Deceleration due to vehicle detection

Fig. 6: Example Scenario (Effects of Stopping Behavior and the Like at Red
Traffic Signal when Driving Straight On) (1)

Next, Fig. 7 shows the assessment results at intersection (14)
Rainbow Bridge entrance, which were used to evaluate whether
following vehicles bunched up to the test vehicles. Vehicles at this
intersection were provided with a range for the number of seconds
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remaining before the traffic signal changes color. The maximum
deceleration was smaller than when only the current traffic signal color was provided (infrastructure-cooperative system) and
for manually driven vehicles, showing that the remaining seconds
information was used to realize smoother deceleration.

Time

Manually driven vehicles:
causes of sudden deceleration

Vehicle cutting in or pedestrian
Cause
unclear dashing out into road
Bicycle
Preceding vehicle
stops or decelerates
Pedestrian

Speed (km/h)

Speed (km/h)

Speed (km/h)

Automated driving (infrastructure-cooperative system) Manual driving
Current traffic signal color + remaining seconds Current traffic signal color No traffic signal information

Time

deceleration events for manually driven and automated vehicles
during the concentrated automated driving periods. The proportion of sudden deceleration events with respect to the number of
times the vehicles stopped at the intersections was 3.1% for manually driven vehicles and 15.2% for automated vehicles. This showed
that automated vehicles were responsible for a higher number of
sudden deceleration events that might lead to a near-miss incident.

〓〓〓
Lane change

Oncoming vehicle

Automated vehicles:
causes of sudden deceleration

Pedestrian

Traffic signal

Number of times vehicle stopped suddenly: 73(3.1%)
Number of times vehicle stopped: 2351
Number of times vehicle passed through intersection: 5,881

Maximum deceleration (G)

Maximum deceleration (G)

Fig. 7: Evaluation Results for Intersection (14) Rainbow Bridge entrance

With the infrastructure-cooperative system (current traffic signal color and remaining seconds information), the vehicle started
cautionary deceleration 98 gradually came to a stop. As a result, the
following vehicle did not bunch up to the test vehicle. When only
traffic signal color information was provided, the vehicle started
to decelerate 48 meters from the stop line when it detected the
change in color. This required a slightly high degree of deceleration (approximately -024 G), which caused the following vehicle
to bunch up behind the test vehicle (Fig. 8). In this way, the effectiveness of infrastructure information (particularly the number of
seconds remaining for a traffic signal color) was confirmed.

Preceding vehicle
stops or decelerates

Curve
Lane change

Parked vehicle
Close proximity to truck

Time

Traffic signal

Maximum deceleration (G)

Vehicle cutting in
or pedestrian
dashing out into road

Cause unclear
Bicycle

Oncoming vehicle
Parked vehicle
Close proximity to truck

Number of times vehicle stopped suddenly: 141 (15.2%)
Number of times vehicle stopped: 929
Number of times vehicle passed through intersection: 2,382

Fig. 9: Factors Involved in Sudden Deceleration Scenarios

When the factors involved in the sudden deceleration scenarios
were analyzed, traffic signals were the most frequent cause for manually driven vehicles. In contrast, automated vehicles were equally
affected by traffic signals and the behavior of the preceding vehicle.
Knock-on risks were also confirmed due to sudden deceleration
affecting the following vehicle.
An example traffic signal scenario is described below. In this
scenario, the vehicle joins a line of traffic waiting to turn right.
Usually, the stopping behavior of automated vehicles when turning
right causes the following vehicle to bunch up behind.
■ Behavior of automated vehicle when traffic signal changes and driving straight on or the like (when turning right) (1/X)
- Case in which an automated vehicle joins a line of traffic waiting to turn right and the traffic signal changes from yellow to red.
The following vehicle intended to make the turn and the risk of a rear-end collision occurred when the preceding automated vehicle stopped.

ID:16161

Automated
vehicle attributes Passenger vehicle No cooperation with infrastructure Image processing
■ Behavior of automated vehicle stopping at red traffic signal when driving straight on (when the following vehicle bunches up behind the test vehicle)
- Case in which the test vehicle is only using the current traffic signal color information and the following vehicle bunches up behind the test vehicle

Vehicle is part of line of traffic waiting to turn right. The right turn traffic signal illuminates and the vehicle starts to accelerate (the reaction timing is a little slow).The following vehicle also moves at the same time.

Decelerates while driving at 50 km/h. Following vehicle present.

The vehicle accelerates following the
preceding vehicle at the arrow signal.

Yellow signal detection, sudden braking (0.39 G)

No cautionary deceleration
(Deceleration started 48 meters from stop line.)
The arrow signal changes to yellow and the automated vehicle brakes suddenly.The following vehicle is accelerating with the intention of following the automated vehicle into the turn.

The vehicle decelerates quite strongly when the traffic signal turns red (-0.24 G) (48 meters before stop line).
Because the automated vehicle stopped, the following vehicle stops suddenly, almost contacting the automated vehicle. A near-miss incident occurs.

Near-miss incident involving following vehicle occurs.

Observation: the behavior of the automated vehicle when turning right was safe, but it affected the following vehicle.
- Normally, the vehicle would demonstrate right-turn behavior and turn right. In this case, the vehicle stopped the moment that the yellow traffic signal was detected.
- If traffic signal information was available, the vehicle could have made an earlier decision about stopping or turning right. In this case, cooperation with infrastructure is regarded as an effective way of avoiding risk.
The following vehicle bunches up behind.
Observation: importance of remaining seconds information was confirmed.
- Since the vehicle did not use the remaining seconds information, the vehicle probably decelerated strongly without cautionary deceleration.

Fig. 8: Example Scenario (Effects of Stopping Behavior and the Like at Red
Traffic Signal when Driving Straight On) (2)

3.4. Effects on Other Vehicle Behavior when Driving Straight On
The method and focus point of this evaluation were as follows.
•F
 ocus points:
(1) Changes in frequency of sudden braking and cutting in
(2) What were the causes of sudden braking and cutting in?
• Evaluation method: the causes of events were analyzed with a
focus on sudden deceleration of the test vehicles (longitudinal
acceleration: max. -0.35 G)
•A
 pplicable intersections: all
• Data used: visualization system data (dashcam drive recorders (acceleration sensors (longitudinal), forward and rearward
images)
The charts below show the number times the vehicles passed
through or stopped at the intersections, and the number of sudden

Fig. 10: Example Scenario (Effects on Other Vehicle Behavior when Driving Straight On)

As shown in the figure, vehicles without an infrastructure-cooperation function (i.e., vehicles that detect traffic signal information using cameras or the like) braked suddenly immediately after
a traffic signal turned red or yellow, leading to a spate of near-miss
incidents involving the following vehicles. This demonstrates the
necessity for support from infrastructure-cooperation systems,
such as the provision of the number of seconds remaining for traffic signals.

3.5. Effects of Vehicles Parked at Side of Road
The evaluation method was as follows.
• Focus point: behavior of following vehicle or the like after
behavior to avoid vehicles parked at the side of the road
changes (e.g., does bunching, conflict, or the like occur, or are
there any other changes, such as near-miss incidents?)
• Evaluation method:
(1) The vehicle behavior was
confirmed when vehicles parked
日本語
■ Behavior of automa
■直進時等の信号変化時の自動運転の挙動（右折時）（1/X）
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Figure 11 shows a box plot for the maximum lateral acceleration (lateral G) in the rightward direction (direction of avoidance)
when vehicles parked at the side of the road were encountered and
a box plot for the maximum deceleration in the rearward direction
(braking G). These figures confirm that the maximum deceleration
(lateral G) of automated vehicles in the rightward direction (direction of avoidance) when encountering vehicles parked at the side of
the road was smaller than that of manually driven vehicles. In addition, automated vehicles decelerated smoothly to avoid oncoming
vehicles driving straight on. The maximum deceleration (braking
G) of automated vehicles when encountering vehicles parked at the
side of the road was roughly the same as manually driven vehicles.
In two cases, the vehicle behind followed the automated vehicle
in avoiding the parked vehicles. Of these two cases, the following
vehicle bunched up behind the automated vehicle.

Rightward direction
(avoidance direction)
Automated vehicles

Maximum deceleration when encountering vehicles parked at the side of the road (longitudinal direction)
* Negative values indicate the rearward direction.
Maximum deceleration (G)

Maximum deceleration (G)

Maximum lateral acceleration when encountering vehicles parked at the side of the road (left/right direction)
* Negative values indicate the rightward direction (avoidance direction).

Manually driven vehicles

Rearward direction
(deceleration direction)
Automated vehicles

Manually driven vehicles

Fig. 11: Evaluation of Deceleration when Encountering Vehicles Parked at
the Side of the Road

3.6. Divergence in Speeds when Driving Straight On (Overtaking)
The method and focus point of this evaluation were as follows.
•F
 ocus points:
(1) Did speeds change when automated vehicles were added
to traffic?
(2) Did other vehicles overtake or cut in front of automated
vehicles?
•
Evaluation method: The times that vehicles pass spotting
lines were measured using fixed point camera images and the
speeds were calculated and dashcam driver recorder images
confirmed.
• Applicable intersection: (B) Ariake 3-chome, driving straight on
•D
 ata used: fixed point camera image data
Figure 12 shows a box plot for speeds measured at Ariake
3-chome (normal stretch of road). The average speed of automated
vehicles (orange) was 50.4 km/h, confirming that these vehicles followed the speed limit. The quartile range for ordinary vehicles was
13.5 km/h compared to 6.4 km/h for automated vehicles, which
shows that automated vehicles drive stably with less variation in
speed.
Since the automated vehicles drove more slowly than the ordinary vehicles, an automated vehicle was overtaken in 2 of the 12
cases in which an automated vehicle was followed by an ordinary
vehicle. However, neither of these cases affected other vehicles by
causing deceleration or bunching up to the automated vehicle.
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Automated vehicles

Speed (km/h)

at the side of the road were encountered.
(2) The effects on other vehicle behavior were analyzed.
(3) Analysis focused on cases of avoidance.
•A
 pplicable intersection: (A) Aomi 2-chome
•D
 ata used: visualization system data

Fig. 12: Box Plot of Speeds Passing Through Intersection B) Ariake
3-Chome

3.7. Effects of Crossing Pedestrians when Turning Left or Right
The method and focus point of this evaluation were as follows.
•
Focus point: what type of stopping behavior occurred in
response to crossing pedestrians (examples: differences in
stopping position and whether the crossing pedestrian or
vehicles crossed first)?
• Evaluation method: the behavior when encountering a crossing pedestrian was analyzed.
• Applicable intersection: (25) Aomi 1-chome
• Data used: fixed point camera image data
Figure 13 shows the positions of crossing pedestrians when
vehicles were encountered for each direction of pedestrian movement between October 26 and November 6. In this figure, circles
indicate cases when the vehicle stopped, triangles indicate cases
when the vehicle drove slowly and allowed pedestrians to cross
first, and crosses indicate cases when the vehicle drove slowly but
passed through the crossing before the pedestrians. The results
found that manually driven vehicles passed through the crossing
before the pedestrians in 14 cases. In contrast, the automated vehicles did not pass through the crossing first in any cases. Although
it is necessary to take the differences in the overall number of data
samples into consideration, the behavior of the automated vehicles
appears to be less likely to result in contact with crossing pedestrians than the manually driven vehicles.
In addition, using images from the on-board dashcam drive
recorders confirmed that the pedestrians checked with the vehicles
before crossing, indicating that use of an automated driving system
did not result in insufficient eye contact.
October 26 to November 6 (manually driven vehicles)

Direction of pedestrian movement 2

Direction of vehicle travel

October 26 to November 6 (automated vehicles)

Direction of pedestrian movement 2

Direction of vehicle travel

Vehicle stopped, pedestrian direction 2, N = 61

Vehicle stopped, pedestrian direction 2, N = 8

Vehicle driving slowly (pedestrian crosses first), pedestrian direction 2, N = 325

Vehicle driving slowly (pedestrian crosses first), pedestrian direction 2, N = 7

Vehicle driving slowly (vehicle crosses first), pedestrian direction 2, N = 14

Vehicle driving slowly (vehicle crosses first), pedestrian direction 2, N = 0

Fig. 13: Positions of Crossing Pedestrians when Vehicles Encountered

3.8. Effects of Crossing Pedestrians when Driving Straight On
The method and focus point of this evaluation were as follows.
• Focus point: did the vehicle wait for crossing pedestrians to
cross the road first?
• Evaluation method: the behavior when encountering a crossing pedestrian was analyzed.
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•A
 pplicable intersection: (A) Aomi 2-chome
•D
 ata used: fixed point camera image data, on-board data

Manually driven vehicles

Maximum deceleration (G)

Maximum deceleration (G)

The differences between the behavior of manually driven and
automated vehicles when encountering pedestrians were as follows. In approximately 30% of cases, the manually driven vehicles
passed through the crossing without waiting for the pedestrians.
In contrast, automated vehicles waited for the pedestrians to cross
the road in every case. This shows that automated vehicles make
decisions erring on the side of safety when crossing pedestrian are
detected.
However, when the stopping deceleration was confirmed,
although the automated vehicles stopped in every case that a crossing pedestrian was present, Fig. 14 shows that the average deceleration was approximately -0.4 G and sudden deceleration occurred
more frequently than with the manually driven vehicles. This is
probably due to delays in detecting the presence of pedestrians
near the crossing, or for similar reasons.
Automated vehicles

Fig. 14: Comparison of Maximum Deceleration on Normal Stretch of
Road at Intersection (A) Aomi 2-Chome

3.9. Risk of Contact with Bicycles
The method and focus point of this evaluation were as follows.
• Focus point: what was the behavior of automated vehicles in
response to bicycles (sudden deceleration or the like)?
• Evaluation method: the behavior and relevant factors when
encountering a bicycle were analyzed
•D
 ata used: visualization system data
When the acquired scenarios from the concentrated automated
driving periods were confirmed, it was found that bicycles did not
slow down even after confirming the presence of an automated
vehicle.
In addition, although no scenarios in which automated vehicles had a major impact on bicycle behavior were found, there
were many cases of sudden deceleration caused by the behavior of
bicycles. There is the concern that such sudden deceleration might
affect following vehicles.
■ Overtaking from behind when automated vehicle is driving straight on at a legal speed (1/XX)
- The vehicle encounters a bicycle when driving in the second lane and brakes suddenly.
This time, the following vehicle was not affected.

Automated
vehicle attributes Passenger vehicle No cooperation with infrastructure Image processing

The vehicle is driving in the second lane.

A racing type bicycle is detected ahead and the vehicle brakes suddenly (approx. -0.44 G).

This time, the following vehicle was not affected.

Racing type bicycle detected. Sudden braking

Observation: the vehicle braked suddenly when the bicycle was detected.The impact on the following vehicle must be considered in similar cases.

Fig. 15: Example Scenario (Risk of Contact with Bicycle)

4

Observations and Prospects

From the results described above, the following observations
were made about the impact of automated vehicles on ordinary
traffic environments.
4.1. Traffic Flows (Smoothness and Congestion)
Under the hypotheses described in the introduction, automated
vehicles will drive at legal speeds and secure sufficient safety margins. Since these speeds will be lower than other vehicles, this may
have effects such as reducing traffic capacities, extending congestion, and the like. However, the measured results for judgment
times when turning left or right found that the judgment times of
automated vehicles increased by only approximately 1 second. As
these results also confirmed that following vehicles drove stably
behind automated vehicles, it is possible that adding automated
vehicles may lead to safer traffic environments.
4.2. Impacts on Pedestrians
It was also hypothesized that automated vehicles might create hesitation in pedestrians crossing the road and lower driver
attention toward other vehicles because of insufficient eye contact
between drivers and pedestrians. However, no events occurred
in the test periods to justify this hypothesis. However, since such
events may occur in the future as the development of automated
driving systems advances and level-four driver-less vehicles start
driving on ordinary roads, verifications and evaluations will
become necessary from the standpoint of human-machine interfaces (HMIs).
4.3. Impacts on Safety (Accidents)
These tests confirmed that cooperation (with infrastructure
and with the behavior of other vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, and
so on) will be an important requirement for the popularization of
automated vehicles.
For example, safe driving was confirmed mainly in intersections
(Sections 3.1 (effects on number of vehicles turning left or right
and smoothness of traffic flow), 3.7 (effects of crossing pedestrians
when turning left or right), and 3.8 (effects of crossing pedestrians
when driving straight on). Examples of safe driving in these sections included the automated vehicles waiting for pedestrians to
cross the road before passing through the crossing, turning left or
right at a constant speed while following the traffic signals, and the
like. These results demonstrated that a certain amount of cooperation could be realized with the surrounding traffic environment.
The results also demonstrated that a certain amount of cooperation
could be realized with infrastructure by providing the traffic signal color and remaining number of seconds before a traffic signal
changes (Section 3.3 (effects of stopping behavior and the like at
red traffic signals when driving straight on)).
However, near-miss incidents of sudden deceleration also
occurred on normal stretches of road and immediately before
intersections (Sections 3.4 (effects on other vehicle behavior when
driving straight on) and 3.9 (risk of contact with bicycles), demonstrating that automated vehicles may have an impact on other
vehicles. These impacts are probably caused by the need for more
flexible responses to various traffic environments (such as when
other vehicles conceal traffic signals or when driving in close proximity to other vehicles) when driving on normal stretches of road
and immediately before intersections compared to when driving
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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in intersections. The results confirmed that cooperation with various surrounding traffic environments will be an issue for the future
popularization of automated vehicles.
4.4. General Comments
Impact assessments are evaluations of the effects of automated
vehicles on actual traffic environments. As the development and
popularization of automated vehicles advances, it is likely that the
proportion of automated vehicles on the road will increase. These
assessments were carried out within a transition period in which
automated vehicles are driving surrounded by larger numbers of
ordinary vehicles. During this period, cooperation with the surrounding traffic environment (mainly with these ordinary vehicles)
will be important, and the relevant systems must be prepared to
facilitate cooperation (such as legislation pertaining to accident
responsibility and the like) and prevent conflict or confusion under
mixed traffic environments containing ordinary vehicles.
The period following this transition period is likely to be a
period of maturity. When driver-less vehicles equivalent to SAE
levels four or five are on the road, it will be necessary to verify
whether smooth communication can be achieved with the surrounding traffic environment (pedestrians and the like). It is
thought that impact assessments should be continued even in this
mature period.

5

Conclusion

The impact of automated vehicles on other vehicles and the surrounding traffic environment was assessed. These tests confirmed
that cooperation (with infrastructure and with the behavior of
other vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, and so on) will be an important requirement for the popularization of automated vehicles. The
results also confirmed that cooperation with the surrounding traffic environment (mainly with ordinary vehicles) is an issue for the
future.
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Research on the Recognition Technology Required for
Automated Driving Technology (Levels 3 and 4)
Naoki Suganuma, Keisuke Yoneda, Ryo Yanase and Akisue Kuramoto (Kanazawa University),
Takayoshi Yamashita and Hironobu Fujiyoshi (Chubu University), Junichi Meguro (Meijo University)
Automated driving equivalent to level four in urban areas requires both advanced and autonomous recognition and decision making
functions using on-board artificial intelligence (AI), as well as supporting infrastructure such as roadside and communication equipment.
However, since installing such infrastructure throughout Japan would require a massive budget, the feasibility of using the bare minimum of infrastructure and recognition/decision-making technologies must be examined.Therefore, to stimulate discussions into future
cooperative areas, this project is researching and investigating the infrastructure and recognition and decision making technologies
that are absolutely necessary for automated driving systems through experiments on public roads by academic researchers who have
been allowed a certain degree of disclosure of acquired data and the technologies.

1

Introduction

Automated driving equivalent to level four in urban areas
requires both advanced and autonomous recognition and decision
making functions using on-board artificial intelligence (AI), as well
as supporting infrastructure such as roadside and communication
equipment. However, since installing such infrastructure throughout Japan would require a massive budget, the feasibility of using
the bare minimum of infrastructure in addition to the recognition
and decision making technologies based on that infrastructure
must be examined. Therefore, this project is cooperating with universities that are already in the process of testing automated driving
on public roads as well as universities currently engaged in cutting
edge research into relevant basic automated driving technologies to
help construct recognition and decision making technologies for
fully automated vehicles equivalent to level 4 under complex urban
traffic environments featuring a mix of ordinary traffic users and other
automated vehicles. In addition, through the automated driving technologies obtained in this way, the project is also aiming to assess the
minimum level of infrastructure (such as roadside and communication equipment) required to enable automated driving in urban areas.

Fig. 1: Relationship between Richness of Infrastructure and Level of
Advanced Automated Driving Technology

2

Research Results

2.1. Development of Traffic Signal Recognition Technology and
Studies of Conditions that Complicate Recognition
Correct recognition of the status of traffic signals is extremely

important to allow automated vehicles to pass smoothly through
intersections. This project is aiming to address two issues of traffic signal recognition during automated driving: improving recognition performance, and determining the traffic environment
of intersections using communicated information. Consequently,
cutting edge algorithms to maximize traffic signal recognition performance are being realized by developing technology from two
standpoints: (1) conventional pattern recognition technology using
the latest cameras developed for on-board and other applications
and (2) the latest artificial intelligence technologies. In addition to
the development of advanced traffic signal recognition algorithms,
studies are under way into the use of traffic signal information
obtained via vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication from
compatible traffic signals to address the fundamental issue of recognizing hidden traffic signals. Other studies are also examining
the sensor specifications and infrastructure equipment required for
traffic signal recognition.
(1)Using pattern recognition to recognize traffic signals and determine when to enter intersections
In the process of traffic signal recognition using pattern recognition, decisions to enter the intersection are made by recognizing
the illuminated state of traffic and arrow signals in camera images
while referring to digital maps. This aspect of the project involved
the development of an autonomous recognition algorithm using
on-board sensors to clarify the required conditions for providing
support via infrastructure such as V2I communication. A recognition rate of 99% for traffic and arrow signals within a range of 120
meters was defined as the condition for permitting an automated
vehicle to enter an intersection. A recognition algorithm was developed to realize this condition and the circumstances that complicate recognition were analyzed. In addition, to verify the effects of
using V2I communication via infrastructure-support traffic signals, an algorithm that decides when to enter an intersection was
developed using look-ahead information obtained through communication.
To realize these objectives, the effects of various weather and
lighting conditions on traffic signal visibility were investigated in
the 2018 fiscal year, and the cameras required to realize the recognition target were selected. Then, in the 2019 fiscal year, studies
were carried out into recognition algorithms using advance information from digital maps, which helped to increase the recognition
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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distance of arrow signals(1). Subsequently, data obtained from the
field operational tests (FOTs) in the Tokyo waterfront area showed
that the developed algorithm realized a green/red/arrow signal recognition rate of 95% within a range of 120 meters. In addition, an
algorithm to avoid sudden deceleration using look-ahead information was developed to enable the vehicle to decide whether to enter
the intersection based on traffic signal information obtained from
infrastructure-support traffic signals. Finally, in the 2020 fiscal year,
the technical issues for traffic signal recognition (primarily environmental factors) were analyzed and the algorithm evaluated in
the continuing series of Tokyo waterfront FOTs. The results of these
tests confirmed which environmental conditions have a temporary
adversely effect on recognition performance, including backlight,
direct light, concealment, background assimilation, nighttime, and
so on. However, since the effects of these conditions are temporary
when nearing an intersection, the impact on the decision to enter
the intersection is limited. Furthermore, the evaluation verified
that the target green/red/arrow signal recognition rate of at least
99% within a range of 120 meters could be achieved by adopting a
strategy of deciding whether to enter the intersection based on the
state of multiple traffic signals. However, since the evaluation also
confirmed that backlight and direct light have a major impact on
recognition, quantitative evaluations of the impact of sunlight were
carried out and a recognition algorithm for the backlight impact
range was developed. Subsequently, measures to suppress detection errors when the traffic signal cannot be recognized due to the
performance limits of the camera under backlight conditions were
examined as an auxiliary approach to resolving this issue. In addition, an algorithm that decides when to enter an intersection using
infrastructure-support traffic signals was evaluated in an FOT on
general roads. The algorithm was evaluated from the standpoint
of its capability to avoid sudden deceleration in the dilemma zone
when definite look-ahead information can be obtained.
(2)Traffic signal recognition by semantic segmentation
If a traffic signal is completely or partially concealed or assimilated into the background, or the lamps of a traffic signal are old
and not bright enough, it may be impossible to recognize the
position or color of the traffic signal accurately simply using the
conventional approach of recognizing rectangular or circular characteristics. To resolve this kind of issue, a method of extracting the
position of the traffic signal in pixel units by semantic segmentation
using deep learning was developed. It is hoped that this approach
can detect traffic signals even when the traffic signal is small or partially obscured, by considering the configuration of entire images
rather than relying on local shape information. Furthermore, as
shown in Fig. 2, a two-step method of traffic signal recognition
was adopted using a convolutional neural network for traffic signal
regions identified by semantic segmentation.

Fig. 2: Outline of Traffic Signal Recognition Algorithm
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In the 2018 fiscal year, the effectiveness of semantic segmentation was confirmed. In the 2019 fiscal year, a recognition accuracy
of 95% was achieved through the development of a traffic signal
recognition function. Then, in the 2020 fiscal year, by adopting
images of a wide range of weather conditions as learning data and
recognizing traffic signals on a time-series basis, traffic signal recognition in both daytime and nighttime conditions was accomplished (Fig. 3) and a recognition accuracy of 99% was achieved.
However, further countermeasures will be required for backlit conditions and flashing traffic signals.

Fig. 3: Traffic Signal Recognition Results

2.2. Development of AI Technology Required for Far Object
Detection
The accurate detection of vehicles, motorcycles, pedestrians,
and the like around the driver’s vehicle is essential to realize safe
and smooth automated driving. This project is aiming to improve
the detection performance of moving objects far away from the
vehicle, which is one of the issues of moving object detection. To
achieve advanced detection performance, it is absolutely necessary
to create an algorithm that detects small objects at long distances
using on-board cameras capable of detecting moving objects far
from the vehicle and the latest AI technology. For this purpose, the
project is developing object detection technologies and studying
the sensor specifications to realize sufficient detection capabilities.
(See Section (1) Selection of long-distance on-board camera and
development of detection algorithm.) In addition, the project is
also developing an algorithm that enhances the recognition performance of far objects using information obtained by lidar and millimeter wave radar. (See Section (2) Far object recognition based
on lidar and millimeter wave radar.) Finally, the project is working
to realize accurate object recognition using both passive and active
sensors.
(1)Selection of long-distance on-board camera and development of
detection algorithm
Normal on-board cameras have a view angle of approximately
100 degrees. With an image size of 1,024 × 786 pixels, the height of
a pedestrian at a distance of 50 meters will be only 37 pixels, falling
to 27 pixels at a distance of 70 meters. At the same time, because
on-board cameras have to focus at a certain distance, objects that
are not close to that distance will become unfocused and blurred.
These issues were addressed as follows. In the 2018 fiscal year, a
camera suitable for long-range object detection was selected and
data collected. In the 2019 fiscal year, the collected data was used
to select the optimum algorithm for long-range object detection.
Then, in the 2020 fiscal year, a refined algorithm was created based
on the latest YOLOv4 object detection algorithm. This refined algorithm enabled the accurate detection of small objects (vehicles at a
distance of 200 meters and pedestrians at a distance of 70 meters)
by addressing the focus blurring in the object detection process.
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Fig. 4: Example of Far Object Detection

(2)Far object recognition based on lidar and millimeter wave radar
When using lidar to recognize objects, a methodology has
been reported that identifies objects using machine learning based
on feature quantities related to shape and motion obtained from
measured point group information of the object. This methodology is capable of recognizing traffic user categories such as vehicles, motorcycles, pedestrians, and so on. However, one issue with
lidar detection is recognizing isolated objects far from the vehicle.
Therefore, this project developed a far object recognition algorithm
based on sensor fusion, that is, the use of information obtained
from multiple sensors, including millimeter wave radar, cameras,
and the like. This approach achieved a recognition rate of at least
90% for vehicles within a range of 200 meters and for pedestrians
within a range of 70 meters.
In the 2018 fiscal year, three-dimensional on-board lidar was
used to investigate the feasible detection distances of far objects. In
the 2019 fiscal year, far object recognition accuracy was evaluated,
again using three-dimensional on-board lidar. In these evaluations,
data from test vehicles equipped with three-dimensional lidar was
obtained while driving inside Kanazawa city and in the Tokyo
waterfront area. Labelled data sets of vehicles, motorcycles, and
pedestrians were created. In addition, to improve the recognition
range of lidar, a sensor fusion recognition algorithm was developed
that incorporated rectangular recognition frames obtained from
cameras. Through this approach, the 2019 fiscal year target of a
90% recognition rate for vehicles at 135 meters and pedestrians at
50 meters was achieved. These tests verified the effectiveness of fusing lidar detection with camera images to supplement point groups
long distances from the vehicle. Then, in the 2020 fiscal year, the
recognition algorithm developed in the previous fiscal year was
enhanced. In this process, a recognition algorithm that operates in
combination with digital maps was developed to realize a sensor
fusion algorithm particularly suited for long-distance recognition.
Increasing the recognition distance of the camera is regarded as an
essential part of realizing stable and continued recognition of far
objects. Therefore, to improve camera-based recognition distances
and enable real-time recognition, a method of generating recognition areas using digital maps was studied. Using digital maps to
identify the key areas of the road in real-time while driving should
help to increase recognition distances by focusing on those areas.
The effectiveness of this approach on long-distance recognition
was then evaluated. The evaluation results demonstrated that the
detection distance of rectangular image frames was improved for
those specific areas. The performance of the developed algorithm
was evaluated in combination with the lidar object tracking algorithm. As a result, the 2020 fiscal year target of a 90% detection rate
for vehicles within 200 meters and pedestrians within 70 meters
was achieved.

2.3. Development of Highly Accurate Localization Technology
Autonomous driving in urban areas using digital maps depends
on localization technologies capable of estimating the position
of the driver’s vehicle to a high degree of accuracy. Localization
is carried out by matching the position of the vehicle on a map
with measurements from lidar and other sensors, taking the position measured by the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
or the like as an initial position. In this process, the measurement
of highly accurate position information enables the acquisition of
a highly reliable initial position, while also helping to validate the
results of map matching. This project developed GNSS/inertial
navigation system (INS) technology suitable for automated driving systems that can estimate the position of the vehicle even with
general-purpose GNSS/INS systems. The project also developed a
highly accurate localization algorithm that functions in combination with lidar and other map matching technologies to investigate the impact of errors between the actual environment and map
caused by map freshness. In addition, the project also investigated
the impact of the state of lane markings on automated driving systems since such systems are required to recognize road lane markings in various states. It should be noted that the accuracy of GNSS/
INS systems is susceptible to deterioration. At the same time, in
locations with no map features, it is likely that vehicles will have
to rely on roadside infrastructure for localization, even if the technology described above is successfully developed and adopted. For
this reason, the conditions to enable the stable operation of automated driving systems were studied.
(1)Development of GNSS/INS system technology
Two targets were set in the GNSS/INS technology development
process: the localization accuracy required for automated driving
was set to 1.5 meters, which is necessary to determine whether
the vehicle is in the driving lane, and the localization accuracy for
allowing the operation of the automated driving system by GNSS/
INS technology alone was set to 0.3 m. The project aimed to realize these two targets using the Michibiki Quasi-Zenith Satellite
System. To realize the 1.5-meter accuracy target, the effectiveness
of the GNSS Doppler method was studied as a stable localization
approach to examine the feasibility of maximizing the use of general-purpose GNSS technology. For the 0.3-meter target, judgment
technology was developed using vehicle behavior focusing on the
height direction, which is a particular focus of attention for accuracy.
First, evaluation tests in Tokyo using multi-GNSS technology
that were carried out in the 2018 fiscal year confirmed that the system achieved the following accuracy values: 77% at 30 cm and 90%
at 1.5 m in Odaiba, and 57% at 30 cm and 92% at 1.5 m in Shinjuku.
In the 2019 fiscal year, focusing on the locations that achieved a
localization accuracy of 0.3 meters or less, tests confirmed that the
position of the vehicle could be determined to an accuracy of 0.3
meters or less in the same evaluation areas 99% of the time(2). Then,
in the 2020 fiscal year, the Centimeter Level Augmentation Service (CLAS) correction information transmitted from the Michibiki Quasi-Zenith Satellite System was used to examine whether
the localization accuracy of 0.3 meters necessary for automated
driving could be achieved. These results found that, on the Odaiba
test route, a 99% rate was achieved for 0.3-meter accuracy target.
In contrast, the results also noted lower performance in locations
assumed to have exposure to fewer Michibiki satellites, even when
CLAS was received. Therefore, to ensure position measurement
accuracy, it will probably be necessary to use supplemental techSIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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nology such as infrastructure-based map matching or the like to
maintain localization accuracy.
(2)Development of map matching technology
Map matching technology is an indispensable part of accurately
identifying the position of the driver’s vehicle. It is important to
enable continuous and highly accurate position detection even in
locations with poor GPS radio wave reception, such as inside tunnels or on streets surrounded by high rise buildings.
In the 2018 fiscal year, a technical paper-based investigation
was carried out to study map matching algorithms using different
methods. The following three methodologies for development and
study were selected: (1) Normal Distributions Transform (NDT)
scan matching using three-dimensional point groups, (2) template
matching using two-dimensional road surface pattern images,
and (3) linear matching using image lines and the like on digital
maps. An evaluation route in Kanazawa city (single-direction distance: 20 km) was selected and data measurement carried out. In
the 2019 fiscal year, with the aim of achieving a localization accuracy of 0.1 m using highly accurate GNSS/INS systems when the
attitude angle is known, several map matching algorithms were
adopted and the localization accuracy estimated. Of the candidate
algorithms selected in the 2018 fiscal year, the following two were
adopted as representative algorithms with a proven track record in
automated driving systems: (1) NDT scan matching and (2) template matching. It was confirmed that these algorithms achieved
the target accuracy of 0.1 meters. In addition, to investigate the
effects of seasonal changes on localization accuracy, the impact
on map matching was examined at locations in which map data
identified changes in vegetation. In the 2020 fiscal year, a map
matching algorithm assuming the use of on-board grade GNSS/
INS technology was developed. This algorithm achieved a localization accuracy of 0.1 meters. Since on-board grade GNSS/INS
technology uses low-cost gyroscopic sensors, the orientation angle
of the vehicle cannot be obtained with the same degree of precision
as highly accurate GNSS/INS systems. Therefore, a methodology
to estimate the position and orientation angle of the vehicle was
developed and adopted based on a localization algorithm using the
template matching method that was applied in the field operation
tests (FOTs) in the Tokyo waterfront area up to the 2019 fiscal year.
Accurate localization was achieved by incorporating orientation
angle estimation based on Hough transformation even when the
orientation angle of the GNSS/INS system was less accurate.

marking recognition and map matching was investigated.
First, this project investigated the effect of the lane marking
stripping ratio on semantic segmentation, which is one methodology for recognizing lane markings. This investigation examined the
relationship between the ratio of areas without residual lane markings (i.e., the stripping ratio) extracted by on-board camera image
binarization using manually extracted areas regarded as originally
lane markings as the reference and the ratio of lane marking areas
estimated by semantic segmentation (i.e., the recognition rate). The
results showed that the recognition rate increased as the stripping
ratio decreased (i.e., as the lane markings become more clear), and
that the recognition rate decreased as the stripping ratio increased
(i.e., as the lane markings become more unclear).
Next, the project investigated the effect of the lane marking
reflectance and reflectance contrast between the lane markings and
road surface on map matching. The reflectance was measured using
lidar before and after the lane markings were re-painted, and the
identification of lane marking regions and map matching accuracy
were evaluated. The results showed that the map matching accuracy increased as the reflectance contrast between the lane markings and road surface increased, In addition, when the map used
for map matching resembled the observed state of lane marking
degradation (i.e., a good map maintenance state), the map matching error in the lateral direction of the vehicle was ±0.375 m or less
in roughly all frames, regardless of the state of lane marking degradation ((2) and (3) in Fig. 6). In contrast, when the lane markings used in the map used for map matching differed greatly from
the observed stripping state of the lane markings (i.e., insufficient
map maintenance), the state of the lane markings tended to have an
adverse impact on map matching and the number of frames with
an error of ±0.375 m or more increased ((1) and (4) in Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Reflectance Contrast and Map Matching Error

Fig. 5: Cumulative Recognition Rate Frequency at each Stripping Ratio

(3)Investigation of effect of state of lane markings on automated
driving systems
The effect of the state of lane markings, as defined by the lane
marking stripping ratio, lane marking reflectance, and reflectance
contrast between the lane markings and road surface, on lane
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2.4. Estimation of Traffic User Behavior and Consequent Development of Path Planning Technology
Urban areas contain a wide range of moving objects, including vehicles, motorcycles, bicycles, and pedestrians. To enable safe
driving while avoiding collisions with these moving objects, the
future behavior of the moving objects must be predicted and the
path (i.e., the route and speed that the driver’s vehicle must take in
the future) of the vehicle planned considering those predictions.
This project addressed these issues by calculating the attributes
(physical direction, age, and the like) of slow-moving pedestrians
based on AI technology and researching technology to predict
pedestrian behavior (Section (1) AI-based pedestrian behavior pre-
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diction), and predicting the behavior of fast-moving vehicles based
on time series tracking and researching path planning technology
considering the predicted future paths of these vehicles (Section
(2) Vehicle behavior prediction based on time series tracking and
path planning). Then, by combining these technologies, the project
constructed a technique to enable vehicles to drive smoothly and
safely in complex urban area environments. This project also aimed
to examine the necessity for infrastructure support in urban area
driving and to determine the requirements for such infrastructure.
(1)AI-based pedestrian behavior prediction
Path prediction technology estimates the paths that pedestrians will take in the future. The factors that determine the path
of a moving object can be categorized into external factors such
as the environment around the object and the internal factors of
the object itself. If, for example, the vehicle is driving in an area in
which pedestrians and vehicles are not separated by guard rails or
the like, external factors include pedestrians walking in the road to
avoid parked cars. In contrast, internal factors include attributes
such as gender and age. One example may be the possibility of a
child running out into the road suddenly without paying attention
to the surrounding environment. To carry out path planning under
these conditions, it is important to predict the behavior of moving
objects. Therefore, in the 2018 fiscal year, data was collected to help
estimate pedestrian attributes as internal factors. In the 2019 fiscal
year, this data was used to develop a pedestrian attribute estimation
method. Then, in the 2020 fiscal year, a path prediction algorithm
considering pedestrian attributes was developed. When estimating
the future paths of pedestrians, two types of inputs can be envisioned: inputs from the perspective of the vehicle, and inputs from
an overhead perspective. After evaluating which perspective is better for path prediction, it was understood that path prediction from
an overhead perspective is more accurate. At the same time, the
effectiveness of maps with and without map information (scenario
labels) in path prediction from an overhead perspective was also
evaluated. The results found that, without map information, the
paths that collide with buildings and other objects could be predicted, and that, with map information, paths to avoid the objects
could be predicted. These results demonstrate that map information is an important part of path prediction. In addition, the
paths of moving objects were analyzed based on the moving object
attributes. Specifically, this project analyzed how far in advance a
pedestrian dashing out into the road from a sidewalk can be predicted. The results found that the path of adults and elderly people
dashing out into the road could be predicted from a position up to
between approximately 3 to 5 meters from the road. However, the
path prediction method adopted in these studies could not easily
predict the path of a child dashing out into the road unless the child
was at least 9 meters away. Since the prediction accuracy differs
depending on the path prediction method, it will be necessary to
evaluate the latest methods and examine more effective ways of
using map information.
(2)Vehicle behavior prediction based on time series tracking and
path planning
For automated driving in urban areas, it is important to predict
the paths of moving objects and plan the trajectory of the driver’s
vehicle in real time to prevent collisions with these paths. However,
various issues have to be resolved to realize this objective particularly in urban areas that contain large numbers of moving vehicles.
One major issue is realizing smooth and safe driving considering

the predicted future paths of moving objects through stable moving object recognition even when the existence of large number of
moving vehicles temporarily conceal other objects and create blind
spots and relatively narrow spaces. Therefore, this project developed technology to accurately estimate the motion and shape of
moving objects, and to predict the future paths of these objects.
Then, a path planning technique that enables vehicles to drive
smoothly and safely in urban areas was constructed considering
the predicted paths of these moving objects. The developed recognition and path planning technologies were used to realize an
algorithm capable of maintaining an automated driving state in an
urban area for at least 5.0 km.
In the 2018 fiscal year, the applicable test areas for the evaluations were selected and the specifications for sensor positions and
the like to support blind spots were studied. The Tokyo waterfront
area and Kanazawa city in Ishikawa Prefecture were selected as
the urban environment evaluation areas. In the 2019 fiscal year,
to improve peripheral prediction using automated driving, a
moving object tracking algorithm using extended object tracking
(EOT), which is capable of simultaneous estimation of the shape
and motion of moving objects around the vehicle, as well as a
map-based moving object behavior prediction algorithm entered
development. When the override trends of automated driving in
the FOTs carried out in the Tokyo waterfront area from September
2019 were evaluated, it was found that the targeted average continuous automated driving distance of 2.5 km was achieved.
Then, in the 2020 fiscal year, the algorithms developed up to the
end of the previous year were adopted for real-time applications
and sequentially incorporated into the FOTs. These algorithms
achieved the targeted average continuous automated driving distance for the 2020 fiscal year of 5 km Additionally, the override
frequency factors were analyzed based on the evaluation results
to identify which factors related to the road environment had an
impact on automated driving. Based on this analysis, the primary
factors affecting overrides under specific traffic environments and
scenarios were analyzed. These included right turns at intersections
where roadside structures and other vehicles create blind spots,
and right turns at intersections with short arrow signal times.
2.5. Studies of Issues when Multiple Automated Vehicles Are
Present
Future road traffic environments are likely to contain multiple
automated vehicles, and it is highly possible that automated vehicles will encounter each other under various traffic conditions.
Since automated vehicles drive while following the applicable
regulations, the behavior of these vehicles should fundamentally
be in line with traffic laws. Consequently, when automated vehicles
encounter each other in a complex environment, the result may be
a deadlock in which neither can predict the behavior of the other.
For this reason, measures must be studied to avoid deadlocks in
future traffic environments containing interactions between automated vehicles. This research project addressed this issue by studying deadlock avoidance using robotics (Section (1) below) and
AI (Section (2)) technologies. The project also aimed to identify
situations in which deadlocks involving only automated vehicles
occurred even when these advanced avoidance measures were
adopted. Another objective was to propose what type of infrastructure support would be necessary for deadlock avoidance.
(1)Deadlock avoidance using robotics technologies
A simulation environment was constructed to reproduce the
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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fundamental decision making involved in automated driving in
urban areas using simulation software and verify deadlock events.
Situations susceptible to deadlock under traffic environments
containing multiple automated vehicles were identified using the
developed simulator. At least five scenarios susceptible to deadlock
in normal traffic environments were identified and the effectiveness of a deadlock avoidance algorithm developed using simulations and actual vehicle tests was verified.
In the 2018 fiscal year, the deadlock avoidance algorithm methodology was investigated in a constructed environment containing
multiple automated vehicles. In the 2019 fiscal year, potential deadlock conditions were studied through automated driving tests in
the Tokyo waterfront area and verified by simulations. Since automated vehicles are generally programmed to closely follow traffic
rules, the presence of other vehicles and the like that fail to obey
these rules is also considered likely to cause deadlock. To investigate
and analyze these situations and deadlock events, a simulator that
incorporates multiple automated vehicles was developed. This simulator identified five types of environments in which deadlock may
occur, factoring in traffic rule violations, vehicles yielding to each
other, and physical restrictions. In the 2020 fiscal year, these five
types of deadlock scenarios were analyzed and measures were studied from the standpoints of resolving the situation after a deadlock
occurs and preventing the deadlock from occurring in advance.
Deadlock avoidance was then studied mainly using robotics technology for the former approach and AI technologies (Section (2)
below) for the latter approach. The algorithm to address deadlocks
that have already occurred was created by giving the automated
driving system the flexibility to temporarily and intentionally cross
road markings. It should be noted that whether regulations actually
permit the temporary breaking of traffic rules to help avoid a deadlock must be discussed even in situations regarded as unavoidable.
This research simply studied the feasibility of incorporating this
approach into the deadlock avoidance algorithm. The effectiveness
of this deadlock avoidance algorithm was examined using a simulator and in actual vehicle tests on non-public roads. It was confirmed that deadlocks could be avoided under certain conditions
with sufficient driving space.
(2)Deadlock avoidance using AI technologies
Path planning technologies for automated vehicles plot the
vehicle trajectory based on rules or formulations in accordance
with measured information. Such path planning technologies have
limits, and deadlock scenarios occur in real-world scenarios that
cannot be addressed with one-off rules or the like. Therefore, this
study envisioned deadlock scenarios and verified whether deadlock avoidance measures could be identified through deep reinforcement learning.
In the 2019 fiscal year, deadlock scenarios were investigated in
the Tokyo waterfront area FOTs. The following five deadlock scenarios were identified: 1) scenarios in which the vehicle provides
driving space for other vehicles while waiting at a traffic signal with
a vehicle parked in the opposing lane and a vehicle arrives to turn
right, 2) scenarios in which vehicles are parked at the roadside
on roads with poor visibility in either lane, 3) scenarios involving
avoiding oncoming vehicles when vehicles are parked in the driving lane, 4) scenarios involving merging onto main roads, and 5)
scenarios at entrances and exits to parking lots of commercial facilities or the like. In the 2020 fiscal year, a simulation environment
was constructed for these scenarios and the feasibility of deadlock
avoidance using deep reinforcement learning was verified. Appro84

priate rewards were designed for each scenario. In scenarios 3 and
5, deadlocks were prevented by identifying actions that consider
the other vehicles. In contrast, actions were not identified that
could avoid the deadlocks in scenarios 1, 2, and 4. This is because
the scenarios in which the deadlocks were avoided involved unique
or limited avoidance behavior, which simplified the measures to
avoid deadlock. However, the other scenarios are more complex
since these scenarios involve a large number of avoidance behavior
choices or require coordinated avoidance behavior from multiple
vehicles. In response, it will be necessary to reconsider the simulation environments to avoid these scenarios and revise the reward
rules to identify avoidance behavior.

3

FOTs

To verify the research and development items described in
Section 2, test vehicles equipped with surrounding environment
recognition sensors such as multiple lidar units, millimeter wave
radars, cameras, localization sensors such as GNSS and INS systems, onboard V2X terminals, and so on were constructed and
tested on public roads.
In advance of these public road tests, regulatory compliance
and the like was confirmed by inspecting and registering structural
changes and so on with the transportation bureau branch offices
of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
(MLIT). In addition, the preliminary test service for public road
FOTs involving automated vehicles run by the Japan Automobile
Research Institute (JARI) was used to carry out safety assurance
using a third-party institution. This approach was adopted to
ensure the mutual safety of the test vehicles and drivers, and to
allow the vehicles to be tested on public roads. Subsequently, the
FOTs started in the center of Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture, in
July 2019, followed by the FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area in
September 2019.
As of the end of the 2020 fiscal year, the FOTs in the Tokyo
waterfront area had achieved approximately 2,137.8 km of automated driving over 121 days. Figure 7 shows an automated vehicle
driving on a public road in the Tokyo waterfront area.

Fig. 7: Automated Vehicle in the Tokyo Waterfront Area

4

Conclusions

To help realize automated driving equivalent to level four in
complex urban traffic environments, this project carried out academic investigations and research involving universities as a neutral research organization. The project investigated the situations in
which autonomous recognition and decision making technologies
using on-board sensors find it difficult to operate, and studied what
infrastructure would be needed in these cases. It is planned to continue this project until the end of the 2022 fiscal year. In addition
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to further studies into infrastructure and the difficult conditions
for recognition and decision making technologies, this project
intends to disclose the data obtained through FOTs to encourage
discussions of future cooperative areas, and to pursue studies into
verifying the safety of autonomous recognition and judgment technologies using on-board sensors in coordination with other SIP
projects.
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Technological Development and Education
for Enhanced Safety (Overview)
Osamu Hosaka and Yasuyuki Koga (Cabinet Office)
Overview: Ensuring safety and reliability are two issues of the highest importance for the practical
adoption and popularization of automated vehicles. For this reason, the establishment of safety assurance
methods for automated vehicles is an urgent task. At the same time error-free communication must be
realized between automated vehicles and other traffic users. SIP-adus is working to construct a safety assurance environment in a virtual space, and to establish sustainable and effective countermeasures against
cyberattacks targeting connected vehicles, appropriate methods for communicating the intentions behind
automated vehicles to people, and effective educational and awareness-building methods for people using
automated vehicles and automated driving services.

1

Background and Significance

Currently, initiatives to construct safety assurance methods for
automated driving are attracting a great deal of attention around
the world and various projects are in progress. As an example, SIPadus has been carrying out safety assurance exercises on public
roads, such as through field operational tests (FOTs) in the Tokyo
waterfront area. However, although such real-world road tests and
actual vehicle tests on proving grounds are important, simulated
assessments that are reproducible and capable of recreating critical conditions are an indispensable part of assessments. Therefore,
placing a particular focus on the assessment of sensor performance,
SIP-adus has started to develop a safety assurance simulation platform with the aim of constructing a sensor model that is highly
consistent with actual environmental conditions.
In addition, with respect to cybersecurity, SIP phase 1 worked to
establish an evaluation method for the level of cybersecurity protection provided against cyberattacks from outside the vehicle. As a
result of these efforts, an evaluation method applicable at the development stage was developed. However, as the technology behind
cyberattacks becomes more and more advanced, it is necessary to
develop a system of detecting and monitoring cyberattacks while
vehicles are being driven after market launch.
In this situation, intrusion detection systems (IDS) are currently
attracting attention as a possible countermeasure against cyberattacks of vehicles from malicious third parties. Consequently, SIP
phase 2 has moved onto the development of methods of assessing
the performance of IDS.
Additionally, to address an issue with human machine interfaces (HMIs), research and development is being carried out into
appropriate methods of information provision, education, and
the like, to help prevent communication errors when automated
vehicles encounter other vehicles or pedestrians in a mixed traffic
environment.
Collaborative research and development into these three topics is currently being carried out under a joint Japanese-German
framework of cooperation.
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2

Construction of Safety Assurance Environment
in Virtual Space

With current assessment methods, which are centered on FOTs
using actual vehicles on public roads, it is impossible to intentionally set the required driving environment conditions, which makes
it difficult to judge whether automated vehicles have achieved the
necessary level of safety. It is also difficult to use actual vehicles
to assess all possible scenarios that might occur on public roads.
For these reasons, the development of a method capable of assessing the safety of automated vehicles under specific driving environment conditions is regarded as an urgent task. In addition, the
development of simulation tools focusing on sensor performance
assessments and the standardization of interfaces are also necessary for increasing the efficiency of safety assurance methods using
actual vehicles, which currently take up large amounts of time
during automated vehicle development.
Consequently, with the aim of realizing highly reproducible
safety assurance methods under various traffic environments,
SIP-adus has started to develop a simulation model that is highly
consistent with actual phenomena and that is capable of replacing
real vehicle test under real-world conditions. Then, based on this
model, SIP-adus is also working to construct a driving intelligence
validation platform (DIVP), in other words, a safety assurance
environment in a virtual space.
A DIVP consortium was formed consisting of Professor Hideo
Inoue of the Kanagawa Institute of Technology as the head of
research and development, two universities (Kanagawa Institute
of Technology and Ritsumeikan University), and eight companies
(Denso Corporation, Pioneer Smart Sensing Innovations Corporation, Mitsubishi Precision Co., Ltd., Nihon Unisys, Ltd., Soken,
Inc., and Solize Corporation). This consortium is working on the
development of an environment model that simulates the outside
world, a sensor model that simulates the detection performance of
actual sensors, an automated driving model that simulates automated vehicle driving controls, as well as tools and the like that
generate test data based on assessment scenarios.
Automated vehicles use combinations of sensors, including
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turers.
It should also be noted that an intellectual property strategy
is being formulated factoring in the idea of open/closed research
results and the likelihood of future shifts in competitive and cooperative areas. The objective of this initiative is to ensure that intellectual property is secured through a strategic approach.

3

Fig. 1: Validation of Consistency of DIVP Sensor Model

cameras, radar, and lidar. Since assessments of this type of sensor
fusion are indispensable, the standardization of interfaces to realize these assessments via simulations is important. Process toward
this standard is being advanced in collaboration with the standardization body Association for Standardization of Automation and
Measuring Systems (ASAM).
At the same time, another important aspect of establishing
safety assurance methods for automated vehicles is verifying the
validity of scenario definitions, assessment criteria, and the like.
Based on a proposal from the Safety Assurance Subcommittee
of the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA), to
accelerate the practical adoption of safety assurance technology,
the DIVP consortium is coordinating with the Safety Assurance
Kudos for Reliable Autonomous Vehicles (SAKURA) project being
run by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure Transport and Tourism. A joint working level taskforce and steering committee were established in the
2021 fiscal year and are currently in action. Additionally, SIP-adus
started the Virtual Validation Methodology for Intelligent Driving
Systems (VIVID) project in October 2020 as a collaborative effort
with the German VIVALDI research project. Through these initiatives, it is planned to advance safety assurance systems for automated driving and the standardization of simulation interfaces at
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), ASAM,
and elsewhere, while strengthening international cooperation.
In addition, in the future, to enable the continuous construction
and operation of the DIVP data platform, a database capable of
reproducing the FOT environments in the Tokyo Waterfront City
area is being built with the aim of advancing and commercializing
initiatives to verify consistency with real environments, confirm
connectivity, and so on through FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area
and monitoring assessments by automakers and sensor manufac-

Cybersecurity

The social implementation of automated driving depends on
the acquisition of road traffic environment data such as high precision 3D maps and traffic signal information via communication. A
particularly important aspect of utilizing connected technology for
automated driving is the application of security measures assuming
cyberattacks against vehicles via external communication systems.
A series of reports about methods of carrying out cyberattacks on
various vehicles have already been presented at international conferences and the like. In response, IDS are attracting attention as a
means of countering cyberattacks on vehicles.
For this reason, investigative research has been opened into new
methods of cyberattacks and countermeasure technologies based
on the idea that IDS may be an effective means of countering new
cyberattacks on connected vehicles. In addition to investigating
IDS, this initiative is also assessing the performance of IDS using
test beds and actual vehicles, establishing IDS assessment methods,
and formulating assessment guidelines.
In addition, it is also looking into methods of monitoring, collating, analyzing, and accumulating information about threats
due to cyberattacks on connected vehicles, as well as information
sharing systems for supporting initial responses. Progress is being
made in studies of overall system performance targets as well as
toward the formulation of basic overall system specifications.
As part of this initiative, based on a collaborative framework
between SIP-adus in Japan and the Federal Ministry of Education
and Research (BMBF) in Germany, a joint project called Securing
Automated Vehicles (SAVE) was started in October 2020 in collaboration with a German research project called SecForCars. The
objective of these efforts is to strengthen international cooperation
and, particularly, to advance studies into information sharing systems.
In the future, it is hoped to transfer the formulated IDS assessment guidelines to the Japan Automotive Software Platform and
Architecture (JASPAR) industry organization to advance the creation of guidelines across the whole industry. Another aim is to
transfer the formulated basic specifications related to the monitoring, collation, analysis, and accumulation of information about
threats to connected vehicles as well as related to information sharing systems for supporting initial responses to an industry organization such as J-Auto-ISAC or the like.

4

Safety Education

One topic in the social implementation of SAE level 3 or higher
automated driving systems is communication between people and
vehicles, such as between driver-less automated vehicles and other
traffic users (such as pedestrians, cyclists, drivers of other vehicles,
and the like) and between automated vehicles and drivers. From
this standpoint, SIP-adus is investigating how to best to realize
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HMIs, including methods of appropriate information provision,
education, and the like while also factoring in international trends.
Progress is also being made into developing the necessary technology, and studies are being carried out into the creation of guidelines and so on. Initiatives in cooperative areas related to HMIs are
focusing on the following three subjects.
1) Assuming mobility/logistics services using automated vehicles with functionality equivalent to SAE level 4, identification
of seamless communication methods capable of ensuring safety
between automated vehicles and other traffic users (such as pedestrians, cyclists, drivers of other vehicles, and the like) and enabling
the clear and confident mutual communication of intentions.
2) The development of HMIs capable of appropriately handing
control over to the driver when the driving environment conditions
change or the functionality of the automated driving system deteriorates, and the identification of educational methods for drivers.
3) As automated vehicles with functionality equivalent to SAE
level 3 or 4 become more widespread, the identification of what
items of knowledge should be acquired by drivers, pedestrians, and
the like with respect to SAE level 2 driver support systems and the
effective educational methods for such knowledge.
In this initiative, based on the collaborative framework between
SIP-adus in Japan and BMBF in Germany, a joint project was
started in July 2019 in collaboration with a German research project. This collaborative approach is working to strengthen international cooperation with regard to these three subjects.
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Development of Driving Intelligence Validation Platform
( DIVP®) for Automated Driving Safety Assurance
Hideo Inoue (Kanagawa Institute of Technology)
As automated driving systems become more complex, it is necessary to ensure a high level of safety in the countless driving environments that occur. However, currently automated vehicle safety can only be validated through costly (in terms of labor, equipment,
financial, and time) and comprehensive practical assessments in actual driving environments. In addition, it is also difficult to validate
the limits of external sensors such as cameras, radar, LiDAR, and the like that form the interface between the vehicle and the real
world, which complicates decisions about the level required upon establishing system safety. Against this background, this research
project is developing an assessment platform using simulators to create a virtual models by adopting a series of models consisting of
driving environments, spatial propagation, and sensors that are highly consistent with the actual phenomena required to assess the
safety of automated driving. The goal of the project is to precisely and efficiently assure the safety of automated driving under as many
environmental conditions (scenarios) as possible.

1

Project Background and Overview

A survey carried out by the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) reported that accidents involving automated vehicle systems have been caused by the failure of sensors to
detect objects. The erroneous recognition of detected objects has
also been raised in reports (1)(2).
At the same time, countries around the world have trialed various
approaches to safety assurance. Typical examples include the PEGASUS Project, which was implemented by using funds provided by the
German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi)
and concluded in the year 2019, and its successor, the SET Level Project. These projects proposed a driving scenario-based assessment
method for safety assurance (3)(4). Essentially, these initiatives are
looking at whether sensors are capable of perceiving and recognizing
objects to assure the safety of automated vehicle. However, no fullscale research and development had addressed the issue of building a
simulator provided with highly consistent sensor models with actual
phenomena to support these processes. Therefore, at the end of 2018,
“The second phase of SIP- Automated Driving for Universal Services
(Expansion of Systems and Services) ” inaugurated the Driving Intelligence Validation Platform (DIVP®) research and development project
as a collaborative consortium between sensor manufacturers, software
companies, universities, and other parties, with the aim of building a
virtual automated driving safety assurance simulation platform focusing on sensor models as highly consistent sensor modeling (Fig.1).

Fig. 1: Necessity for Sensor Model that Is Highly Consistent with Actual
Phenomena

In addition, by connecting and taking advantage of the expertise
of the twelve institutions from industry and academia mentioned

above(as of April 2021, Fig. 2), this project is also working to define
the specifications for the interfaces of a safety assurance platform that
combines an automated driving control model with a series of models
consisting of driving environments, spatial propagation, and sensors, while also aiming to contribute toward global standardization.

Fig. 2: Configuration of DIVP® Project

2

Highly Consistent Sensor Modeling based on
Physical Property Measurements

Unlike normal vehicle component models, external environment
recognition sensors have a functional role that connects the driving
environment and automated driving control models. Conventional
simulators focus on assessing whether system controls are functioning correctly. For these simulators, so-called grand truth(normal function)-based sensing models are frequently adopted. As
mentioned previously, for automated vehicle safety assurance, it is
necessary to identify the respective pros and cons (i.e., the limits) of
each peripheral monitoring sensor, and to advance system design,
sensors, and the perception/recognition algorithms considering
these limits. However, it is difficult to reflect the validation results
of the spatial propagation of electromagnetic waves into a grand
truth-based sensor model, which complicates the process of integrating sensing weakness conditions as environmental conditions
into a model. In response, this project is building physical models
of the reflection characteristics (including the reflexive characteristics, diffusion, and specular reflection) and transmission characteristics of millimeter wave radar waves, visible light for cameras, and
near-infrared light from LiDAR, and constructing them as spatial
propagation models of ray tracing and the like. At the same time,
the project is also working on creating physical models of physical
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phenomena affected by the surrounding environment, such as rain,
fog, sunlight, and so on through sophisticated experiments and
measurement technologies. Through these initiatives, the integration of spatial propagation characteristics as perceived by sensors
into a series of models based on the electromagnetic wave principles involved in driving environments, spatial propagation, and
sensors is another unique aspect of this project (Fig. 3). Specific
examples of each of these models are described below.

scattering bodies. Physical Optics (PO) approximation was adopted for
the scattered model. In contrast, Geometric Optics (GO) approximation
was used for the reflector model and applied to large objects such as
buildings and road surfaces. These models were combined with a Radar
Cross Section (RCS) model containing objects defined in advance to
shorten analysis times and applied to scenarios and objects (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Three Models to Simulate Precise Reflection Characteristics
(Millimeter Wave Radar)
Fig. 3: Sensor Model to Simulate Spatial Propagation (for Camera)

2.1. Camera Model
The DIVP® camera model simulates the spectroscopic characteristics inputted into a CMOS or other semiconductor, rather than
the RGB output visible to humans as images. In addition, sunlight
is formularized as a sky model, which allows the precise simulation
of solar light sources based on time, latitude, and longitude inputs.
As described below, realistic sensor simulation view have been
realized by defining the reflection characteristics of objects as property (Fig. 4).

As shown below, one disadvantage of a millimeter wave radar
occurs when passing between two other vehicles on similar distance with similar speed (Fig. 7). The inability of a radar with lower
resolution to obtain perception outputs at the correct position can
be simulated, as well as the improvement realized by a radar with
higher resolution.

Fig. 7: Effect of the Angular Resolution of Millimeter Wave Radar

Fig. 4: Effects of Incorporating Reflection Characteristics of Objects

In addition, in difficult visible light scenarios, such as in dark
tunnels and the intense backlighting that occurs at tunnel exits,
the precise environmental & space models realize validation High
Dynamic Range (HDR) camera model is capable of securing sufficient visibility for recognition in simulations (Fig. 5).

2.3. LiDAR Model
LiDAR is a comparatively easy sensor to model based on the
directivity of near-infrared light. As shown below, the LiDAR
model can assess environmental disturbances such as background
light through a 360-degree scan. In this project, it was possible to
realize simulations that are highly consistent with the real world
using LiDAR by combining a near-infrared light scanning model
for LiDAR radiation with precise representations of the footprint
created by the expansion of near-infrared light and the effects of
sunlight and other background light sources (Fig. 8).

Fig. 5: Example of HDR Camera Effectiveness Validation

2.2. Millimeter-Wave Radar Model
Millimeter wave radars are the most difficult sensors to model. Three
reflective models were defined based on the behavior of radio waves
reflecting from objects. These models were then applied depending
on the object. Vehicles, people, and other small objects are regarded as
90
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2.4. Validation of Sensor Output Consistency
Quantitative validations with the results of experiments in the
real world are being carried out for the inputs and outputs of each
sensor model to validate the consistency of the simulations (Fig. 9).

To apply reflection characteristics to object surfaces, this project focused on physical experiments and measurements of objects,
which were then incorporated into the simulation models. To realize this, considerable ingenuity was applied to the instruments used
to measure the electromagnetic waves of visible light, near-infrared
light, and radio waves (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Millimeter Wave Measurement Instrument

Fig. 9: Incorporation of Actual Physical Phenomena

Based on these results, highly consistent simulations were
realized for cameras and LiDAR, and progress was made in validating the consistency of millimeter wave radar simulations with
particular objects. However, validations of consistency under difficult compound scenarios and conditions, such as reflections from
tunnel walls, multi-path factors, and so on must be improved further. The prospects of improving performance by combining conventional ray tracing with PO approximation, GO approximation,
RCS, and the like were established and work is continuing into the
implementation of these techniques into simulations.

3

These instruments were used to sequentially validate the reflection characteristics of necessary objects on each assessment environment. These characteristics are being continuously updated as
a property library for environmental model assets. Currently, the
project is continuing to measure and validate the properties of
high-priority asset models for NCAP assessment scenarios and the
like, as well as to help model sensing weakness conditions under
real-world environmental conditions in the Odaiba district and C1
metropolitan expressway in Tokyo, which are the locations of automated vehicle Field Operational Tests (FOTs) (Fig. 12).

Environmental Models

The six categories of driving environment scenarios under the
European PEGASUS Project and the high precision 3D maps used
in automated driving have defined effective driving environment
information for automated driving controls (i.e., localization, traffic flows, routes, and the like). However, there are virtually no environmental models incorporating physical characteristics defined
from the standpoint of external environment sensors, such as
reflection, transmission, and the like.
Another distinguishing characteristic of this project is the creation of environmental models that define and incorporate the
reflection, transmission, attenuation, and the like of electromagnetic waves from the standpoint of sensors, with respect to (1)
Static objects, (2) Moving objects such as vehicles, pedestrians, and
the like, and (3) Environmental conditions (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10: Construction of Environmental Models

Fig. 12: Example of Measured Reflectivity

4

Space Designed Model for Each Sensor

The precise simulation of sensor detection requires the precise
duplication of the physical phenomena for each sensor. For example, in the case of a camera, the visible light radiated by the light
source propagates through space and is reflected by or permeates
into the surface of objects. This light then propagates again through
space before reaching the camera lens. The light that passes through
the lens is photoelectrically converted into electrical signals and
provided to each control. In this process, optical phenomena such
as diffusion and attenuation that occur during spatial propagation
have a major impact on light inputs to the camera and must be precisely simulated. This phenomenon must be simulated for millimeter waves in the case of millimeter wave radar and for near-infrared
light in the case of LiDAR.
The sky light model that is used to simulate sunlight is capable
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of duplication sunlight conditions through time as well as object
longitude and latitude inputs (Fig. 13).

tions involving pedestrians stepping out into the road at night. This
project is sequentially modeling each NCAP scenario (Fig. 15).

Fig. 13: Sky Light Simulations
Fig. 15: Modeling of NCAP Assessment Environment

5

Contribution to Safety Assurance

Although the necessary coverage of the safety assurance scenario
remains an issue, the efficiency of assessments can be dramatically
improved by setting highly consistent conditions in the virtual
environment. Therefore, this project established two milestones for
the construction of an assessment scenario: (1) assessments such as
those adopted by NCAP or similar programs as virtual-PG (Proving
Ground), and (2) assessments using community models of FOTs in
Odaiba and on the C1 Expressway as actual traffic environments
(aiming to simulate environments that are difficult for sensors) as
virtual-CG (Community Ground). Then, under these milestones, a
series of models consisting of driving environments, spatial propagation, and sensors is being created. For this purpose, it is necessary to determine virtual environment units (package scenarios) in
line with the targets and to continuously raise the level of reliable
safety assurance for these scenario package units (Fig. 14).

The following figure shows an example of a simulation incorporating the sensor model for a scenario in which a pedestrian suddenly emerges from behind a parked vehicle (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16: Simulation of NCAP Scenario of Pedestrian Emerging from
behind Vehicle

This type of virtual proving ground type scenario can be further
expanded to system assessments factoring in the effects of rain, fog,
the afternoon sun, and the like within a virtual environment (Fig. 17).

Fig. 14: Roadmap for DIVP® Scenario Packages

5.1. Application to NCAP Assessments as Virtual-PG
Detailed assessment protocols have been defined in Euro-NCAP,
J-NCAP, and the like for advanced safety systems with automated
driving functions such as Automated Emergency Braking (AEB),
Lane Keeping Systems (LKS), Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Automated Lane Keeping Systems (ALKS), and the like. Although the
traffic accident situation differs slightly from country to country,
protocols incorporating accident conditions (such as the involvement of pedestrians, bicycles, left and right turns at intersections,
and the like) and scenarios pertaining to ALKS (such as cutting in
and out) are important. Although these scenarios do not involve
many environmental conditions that are affected by sensing weakness points, this may be regarded as an effective simulation under
conditions affected by surrounding light sources, such as condi92

Fig. 17: Modeling of Afternoon Sun, Rain, and other Conditions
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5.2. Application to Real-World Environments (Odaiba, C1
Expressway) as Virtual-CG
As the next scenario package, the project is constructing environmental models of Odaiba and the C1 Expressway, the two locations where the automated vehicle FOTs are carried out (Fig.18).

Fig. 18: Odaiba Driving Environment Model

This package is regarded as an effective means of assessing difficult sensor scenarios within a virtual environment combining real
environmental factors (such as the driving environment, roads,
geographical features, dynamic objects, weather, and so on). By
liaising with other SIP-adus automated driving FOTs, conditional
data for sensing weakness points that have occurred in real-world
environments (locations, images, recognition outputs, and the like)
are being fed back into the DIVP® simulator to facilitate the creation of a virtual environment capable of allowing assessments by
more users as a virtual community ground.
For example, because the road surface in front of the Odaiba
Telecom Center has a thermal shielding paint, the reflection characteristics of the asphalt and lane markers are similar, which makes
lane marker detection by LiDAR difficult. This has been incorporated into the simulation model (Fig. 19).

Fig. 20: LiDAR Simulations (Near Front of Daiba Station)

6

Liaison Initiatives within Japan

6.1. OEM and Sensor Manufacturer Monitoring
To enable the research results to make a positive contribution to
industry, DIVP® & Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association
(JAMA) organized workshops involving OEMs in Japan. These
workshops carried out two interim reviews of the research results
and helped deepen understanding of the virtual environment simulations (Fig. 21).

Fig. 21: Workshop Involving Japanese OEMs
Fig. 19: Thermal Shielding Paint in Front of Odaiba Telecom Center
(Source: measured data obtained in "The second phase of SIP- Automated
Driving for Universal Services (Expansion of Systems and Services) ":
“Research Related to Recognition Technologies and the like Necessary for
Automated Driving Technology (Levels 3 and 4)”, Kanazawa University (5))

Figure 20 shows the appearance of the simulation results.
Although LiDAR is capable of detecting lane markers (white or
red lines) with different characteristics on normal roads, when a
thermal shielding paint on the road, the reflective characteristics
become similar and white lines are not detectable.
Such collaboration with other automated driving projects
demonstrates the effectiveness of the SIP-adus framework.

In addition, to obtain specific feedback from industry users,
monitoring activities are being carried out with Japanese OEMs
and sensor manufacturers. These liaison initiatives have helped
to form a consensus on the value of using highly consistent simulations, improve connectivity with existing user simulations,
identify requirements for expanding the scope of the simulations
assuming industrial use (i.e., expanded assets, scenario models),
and so on, and raise expectations for interface standardization.
As a result, requirements pertaining to simulations have become
clearer. It should also lead to the expansion of the DIVP® plan for
the 2021 fiscal year into coordination with other simulations (such
as Co-sim. and the like).
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6.2. Collaboration with SAKURA Project for Safety Assurance
At the same time, the systemization of driving scenarios is
advancing under the SAKURA Project adopted by the Japan
Automobile Research Institute (JARI) under the auspices of the
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. With the cooperation
of the SIP-adus DIVP® project, there are growing expectations for
the development of a Japanese safety assurance system. This item
started under a stronger organization in April 2021 as the Safety
Assurance Foundation Joint Steering Committee.

7

Standardization and International Collaboration

7.1. Japan-Germany Collaborative VIVID Project
The German VIVALDI project shares the objectives of this project from the standpoint of contributing to automated driving safety
assurance based on sensor modeling. Based on this background, a
collaborative framework between SIP-adus in Japan and the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) in Germany was
created between VIVALDI and DIVP®. The collaboration between
these projects began in October 2020 under the name VIVID.
Through VIVID, the standardization of automated driving safety
assurance systems and interfaces is currently in progress (Fig. 22).

Fig. 22: VIVID Implementation Structure

7.2. Contribution for ASAM
The Association for Standardization of Automation and Measuring Systems (ASAM) is engaged in a wide range of standardization
activities related to automated driving. DIVP® members are participating in Working Groups (WGs) such as OpenDRIVE/OpenSCENARIO, Open Simulation Interface (OSI), and the like, and is
working to propose perception interfaces and other standards (Fig.
23).

Fig. 23: Participation of DIVP® Members in ASAM WGs
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8

Conclusion

This project has promoted industry-academic-government
collaborative research and development as a part of the SIP-adus
program. Utilizing the outcome of a series of models consisting of
driving environments, spatial propagation, and sensors, this project would also like to enable connectivity with other simulators and
provide a fundamental technological base to enable the efficient
and widespread implementation of increasingly complex automated driving safety validations. The members of DIVP® hope that
simulation based validation technology, which can create a precise
digital twin of real-world environments, can help to raise consumer
acceptance of the safety of automated driving while also helping to
accelerate the social implementation of automated driving.
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Survey of New Cyberattack Techniques and
Countermeasure Technologies
Ken Okuyama, Naohide Waguri, and Shinichi Kan (PwC Consulting LLC)
The information on vehicles, people, infrastructures, and other elements projected onto maps and advanced map data that constitute
automated driving system platforms is mostly obtained from external networks and sent to control units and information systems in
order to controlling the vehicle. However, this situation is also a factor liable to trigger cybersecurity problems not found in traditional
vehicles. The agreement on UN R155/R156 reached at the UNECE WP.29 also makes addressing cyberattacks necessary from a regulatory perspective. To solve such issues, this investigative research project focused on intrusion detection systems (IDS) as a technology
to combat new cyberattacks after shipment. We formulated IDS evaluation guidelines to serve as a baseline for testing and evaluation
when installing an IDS. At the same time, we assessed ways of collecting and storing information on connected car threats and carried
out collection experiments using honeypots and other mechanisms in the context of building a system to provide initial response
support in the event of an actual incident. The plan for this project extends to fiscal 2022, and the present fiscal year centered around
fundamental research and studies. This report summarizes the outcomes of those activities.

1

Purpose and Overview of this Survey & Research
Project

As part of the research and development plan for the second
phase of the Strategic Innovation Promotion Program (SIP)–Automated Driving for Universal Services/surveys and research on new
cyberattack techniques and countermeasure technologies, and in
accordance with its purpose and objectives, the formulation of
guidelines for IDS evaluation techniques and surveys and research
on connected car threat information and initial response support
will be carried out from August 2020 to March 2022.

2

Formulation of IDS Evaluation Guidelines

As shown in Fig. 1, this theme aims to contribute to security
measures after shipment. We formulated IDS evaluation guidelines
intended to serve as a baseline for individual OEMs in selecting,
validating, and operating an IDS, with the objective of finally handing them over to an industry organization. The formulated guidelines also aim to raise security quality after vehicles are shipped,
and notably envisions OEMs that have just begun considering
introducing an on-board IDS as the primary target audience.
Background Leading to Security after Shipment
Regulatory factors
Operational factors

The WP.29 UN R155 regulation calls
for detecting and responding to
cyberattacks, and manufacturers are
required to explain that their vehicles
are capable of detection and response.

Existing guidelines do not define the types of
which attacks to detect or the extent of that
detection, and there is a need to define rules
by the manufacturers.

Purpose and policy of Activity a
Contribute to post-shipment security measures for the automotive industry as a whole by focusing
on on-board IDS and carrying out surveys and research on evaluation methods to evaluate not only
the detection of attacks by the IDS, but also how it helps the vehicle recover thereafter, and to
define IDS evaluation guidelines.

Development

Manufacturing

Scope of Activity a

Operation

2.1. Approach to the Formulation of IDS Evaluation Guidelines
An overview of activities planned for the formulation of IDS
Evaluation Guidelines is presented in Fig. 2. Of those, this section describes the survey of IDS basic functional elements and the
assessment of evaluation points based on specifications.
Survey and
assessment of
basic IDS functional
elements
Study the points to
evaluate based on
specifications
Study ways to
derive and apply
the basic test items.

Survey the Web and technical papers for the latest
examples of cyberattacks on vehicles, and study and
summarize the elements that the on-board IDS should detect.
Organize the points to evaluate when selecting an IDS into
specification evaluation items.
In addition, validate outcomes through means such as interviewing
the OEM or IDS vendor, and revise the specification evaluation items.
Based on the survey from step 1 and interviews with OEMs,
consolidate the points to evaluate using an actual IDS and
validation change, and draft a basic test case.

Evaluating the
actual IDS

Through testing using a test bed or actual vehicle test bench
and an actual IDS, validate the appropriateness of the draft
basic test case from step 3 and clearly identify issues to resolve.

Prepare IDS
evaluation guidelines

Based on the issues made clear in step 4, revise the basic test
case while also following the procedure used to derive the
basic test case form the attack examples to formulate a method
of determining test requirements from new threats.

Deploy for operation

Consolidate the outcomes of steps 1 to 5 into IDS evaluation guidelines
and hand them over to the relevant industry organizations to deploy
and put them in operation in the automotive industry.

Fig. 2: Overview of the Approach to the Formulation of IDS Evaluation
Guidelines

2.2. Survey and Assessment of Basic IDS Functional Elements
As part of our activities, we used actual attack examples as a
basis for surveying conferences held in 2020, Web information,
and vulnerability information to identify security events that an
IDS should detect. We further narrowed down the results to twelve
cases that directly affect the vehicle by reaching a control system
and analyzed them in detail (Table 1). This analysis was used to
identify phenomena that can occur and be observed in the network
or the host as security events for each case (Table 2).
Table 1: Number of Cases Surveyed and Analyzed
Cases
surveyed

Cases
analyzed

Web or vulnerability information

1,329

6

Technical papers

1,062

6

Total

2,391

12

Disposal

Detection Response Recovery

Improve security
after shipment

Fig. 1: Purpose and Policy for the Formulation of IDS Evaluation
Guidelines
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Table 2: Security Events Identified from the Surveyed Cases
Event location

Network

Host

Event

Security event example

Actions that contradict the context in the vehicle
network

Sending a control message that does not affect basic actions, or a valid diagnostics message, at a timing
that conflicts with the driving situation.

Attack against the UDS protocol

Attack against the UDS protocol

Physically connecting an unauthorized device to
the vehicle network

Connecting an external device to the OBD I/F

Fuzzing attack against the vehicle network

Fuzzing attack from the OBD I/F

Unauthorized behavior

System or library calls from an unregistered process

Unauthorized external communication

Communication with an unauthorized source or destination outside the vehicle

Unauthorized file system manipulation

Changing critical file attributes (e.g., permissions)

Unauthorized application installation

Installation of an unregistered application

Unauthorized logs

Unauthorized system or application logs

Unexpectedly frequent errors

Errors in processing requests to an external public service that exceeds the value set (in a unit time).

High load

High CPU or memory load

Modification to firmware

Modification to firmware

2.3. Study of Points to Evaluate Based on Specifications
As part of our activities, we used the answers to a 2019 questionnaire as a basis to prepare a questionnaire covering 24 items such
as basic specifications for detection and other algorithms, types of
detection functions and logged items. The questionnaire targeted
six products from three IDS vendors, and we examined the information obtained about the evaluation (questionnaire) items. We
designed the questionnaire to use multiple choice questions and
followed up with inquiries to make the responses as easy to compare as possible.
2.3.1. Discussion
Each vendor had a similar set of security events subject to detection, indicate that they all support basic detection functions. There
were no major differences in nominal specifications, making it
impossible to compare vendors based on this item. However, distinctions in vendor approach started to appear in some functional
specifications such as the types of protocols supported and functions to detect external devices. Each vendor supported logging
and communication protocols or allows customization, which is
normally carried out only at the request of the OEM. This means
that for OEMs, knowing how the functions required of the IDS
differ from the customized functions makes some degree of comparison between IDS products possible. Another distinction is the
security operation center (SOC) operational level service to analyze detected contents offered by some vendors but not others. This
is a useful item in making comparisons that also assess the availability of analysis following monitoring or detection by the IDS and
support for response and recovery when needed.
2.4. Future Activities
The plan for this theme continues until March 2022. Our next
step will be to work with OEMs and IDS vendors to test the feasibility and validity of the test items based on the ideas provided by
already conducted surveys to perform actual tests, which will then
be incorporated into the guidelines. In addition, we will continue
to hold regular review meetings with stakeholders to ensure the
guidelines prove useful to our target audience.

3

Surveys & Research on Connected Car Thread
Information and First Response Support

This theme involves establishing methods to collect and store
connected car threat information and formulating basic designs for
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first response support that leverages threat intelligence. The goal is
to transfer their operation to industry organizations in 2023. Threat
intelligence refers to information on collecting, analyzing, and
storing information to provide support for responding to cyberattacks and other threats. Some industries are carrying out activities
to share that intelligence between corporations[1]. Sharing threat
intelligence is expected to prove effective at preventing a chain on
damages from similar cyberattacks. Most of the information that
is being shared at this point is threat information in the IT field.
3.1. Approach to Research
We drafted a plan based on the approach below to formulate
basic designs for first response support that leverages threat intelligence. An overview of the approach to our overall activities is presented in Fig. 3 below. In addition to presenting our fundamental
research and study of information collection and storage methods,
this section also describes the early start for some honeypot-based
information collection tests.
Threat Intelligence
surveys in the IT Field

Investigate application of
threat intelligence for automotive industry

Deployment for Practical use
in the automotive industry

1. Fundamental Survey
Survey threat intelligenc
activities in the IT field
from the perspectives
below for application in
the automotive field.

2. Assessment of
Information
Collection and
Storage Methods

5. Review the overall
system designs

3. Examine basic
designs for information
gathering and
accumulation
Perform field operational
The method in the IT tests and study information
sector is surveyed, collection and storage
methods in the automotive
and the hypothesis industry.
(1-1) What is Threat
is made.
4. Examine basic
Intelligence, and how is it It focuses on the
designs for initial
utilized for?
differences between response
IT and automotive
Capitalize on the
(1-2) How to gather and that can affect the
intelligence acquired
using the methods
analyze information to
formation of threat tested in step 3 and
study first response
form threat intelligence? intelligence.
support methods for
the automotive industry.

Consider issues and
solutions based on the
overall picture of basic
design examined in 3
and 4.

6. Deploy for operation
Transferring the framework
discussed in 5 to industry
group.

Fig. 3: Overview of Survey & Research Approach

3.2. Fundamental Survey
To define the basis of threat intelligence for vehicles, we looked
at examples of threat intelligence activities in the pioneering field
of IT to survey what type of threat intelligence is provided and how
threat information is collected and analyzed. In the context of our
activities, threat intelligence refers to the information collected and
analyzed to provide support for responding to threats.
3.2.1. Threat Intelligence in the IT Field
Threat intelligence activities in the IT field are carried out by
countries, industry groups, private businesses, and other organizations for a variety of purposes. Our research focused on threat
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activities intended to provide first response support.
There are five main types of information that constitute threat
intelligence (Table 3). Next, we looked at how the threat intelligence
was utilized. The results of consolidating the activity examples
according to the Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, and Recovery
functions defined in Section 2 of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework (CSF)[2] is presented in Fig. 4.
Table 3: Examples of Information that Constitutes Threat Intelligence
No.

Information

Definition/overview

1

Indicators

Specific traces left by a cyberattack (e.g.,
malware hashes, IP addresses, URLs, or
domain information).

2

TTPs (techniques,
tactics, procedures)

Resources that make use of the attackerʼs
intentions, behavior, and techniques.
Approach based on the perspective of the
target of the attack.

3

Security alerts

Information on system vulnerabilities or
exploits.

4

Intelligence reports

Document detailing threat information
to raise the situational awareness of the
organization

5

Tool configuration

Establish tools to assist in making use of the
information obtained from Nos. 1 to 4.

Identify
(a) Indicators
Specific events observed due to
a cyberattack

Protect

Respond/Recover

Define and detect the security
events among events observed
in a cyberattack.

Define special behaviors in the
TTPs and detect suspicious actions.

(b) TTPs (techniques, tactics,
procedures)
An attacker‘s intention are
explained from the viewpoint of
resources to be used.

Identify information assets or
systems representing potential
targets and evaluate the impact
a cyberattack would have.

Prepare attack scenarios and
perform response training.

(c) Security alerts
Vulnerability information and
exploit information for the system

Assess vulnerability systems and
their impact when they are
exploited.

Upgrade the programs of systems
with vulnerabilities.

(d) Intelligence reports
Document describing threat-related
information

Identify threats to the organization
and evaluate their impact on
business.

(e) Tool configuration
Setting of tools to support the use
of information obtained from
(a) to (d).

Detection

Blacklist and block IP addresses,
URLs, and domains used in
cyberattacks.

Verify traces of attacks and judge
whether they are cyber-attacks,
and formulate responses and
restorations

Using the information obtained in (a) to (d), define security tool settings and distribute them as a
matter of policy to prevent attacks, detect them, and recover from them.

Fig. 4: Example of Information Use Based on CSF

Actual attack
Reconnaissance

Weaponization

Delivery

Exploitation

Installation

Command
and Control

Simulated attack
Actions on
Objective

1. Fixed-point
monitoring
Good for obtaining a
big picture view of
attack trends, but not
suited to capturing
threats against specific
products or services.
2. Honeypot
Good for understanding
attack threats against a
specific product or
service, but not suited
to efficiently collecting
TTPs.
3. CTF
Good for efficiently
collecting TTPs that
attack a specific product
or service, but actual
attack trends remain
unclear.

High-interaction

Low-interaction

Not
applicable

4. Bug bounty
Good for efficiently
collecting TTPs that
attack a specific web
service, but actual
attack trends remain
unclear.

Fig. 5: Relationship between Information Collection Methods and the
Cyber Kill Chain

3.3. Assessment of Information Collection and Storage Methods
In OS systems, the OS and other platform components are
largely the same for the organization using them and between
users, but in vehicles, the architecture differs in each model. Consequently, it might not be possible to make use of the format for sharing threat intelligence in the IT field to prepare countermeasures.
This major difference from the IT field stems from the dependence
of automotive hardware, software, and communication protocols
involved in vehicle control on the OEMs. Conversely, analyzing the
attack sequences leading taking control of the vehicle has shown
that the methods used until the final objective is reached are not
OEM-dependent. This constitutes promising potentially valuable
information to share on common threats.
3.4. Test on Collecting Information Using a Honeypot
We have begun tests on collecting threat information using
honeypots in after-sales products. First, we surveyed after-sales
products that can be picked up in a broad area scan, and developed prototype honeypots for the applicable products. We initiated
cyberattack monitoring tests in late January 2021.

3.2.2. Threat Information Collection Methods in the IT Field
In the IT field, threat information is mainly obtained from publicly released surveys, incident reports, and the monitoring and
testing of target networks and systems. Table 4 lists typical examples of information collection. Similarly, Fig. 5 presents the extent
to which each of these collection methods can capture attacker
techniques in terms of the cyber kill chain[3]. The weaponization
phase of the cyber kill chain refers to the development stage of malware or exploit kits and cannot be captured by the methods shown
in Table 4.
AWS EC2 (regions outside Japan)

Servers in Japan

Table 4: Examples of Threat Information Collection Methods
Method

Overview

Internet
fixed-point
monitoring

A method of finding out the global trend of cyberattacks by observing communications on the Internet
at fixed points.

Honeypot

A method of publishing a system intended to be
attacked on the Internet and gathering attacker access
information.
It is sometimes used as a decoy that is subject to attack
instead of protecting a real system.

CTF

Example
• NICTER(NICT)
• TSUBAME(JP-CERT/CC)

• MITF (IIJ)
• IoT: A Malware Story
(Kaspersky)
• Connected home laboratory
(Yokohama National University)
This method involves collecting information by asking
• DEFCON CTF
white hackers to deliberately attack an environment simulating a system. • SECCON
Offering a playground for simulated attacks is also used as an
alternative to the approach of setting anattack objective (flag) is set
and competing for points (CTF).

Bug bounty
programs

A way to collect vulnerability information for actual
systems in the filed by providing rewards to those
who discover bugs.

OSINT
collection

This method collects information from the Internet
• (Many products and
both manually and through web crawlers, products,
services have been
services, or other mechanical means.
deployed.)
In addition to reporting examples, it can sometimes
lead to discovering threats that are already active,
such as a fake site or fake application for the organization.

• LINE Corporation Bug
Bounty Program
• Services such as
HackerOne or Sprout

Fig. 6: Configuration of Honeypot Prototype Simulating an After-Sales
Product

Current monitoring results have demonstrated many instances
of activity consistent with the IoT malware (e.g., Mirai) pattern
use against IoT products of sending IDs and weak password to the
telnet server. These are viewed as automated attacks from devices
infected with the same malware rather than attacks in which the
applicable honeypot was targeted specifically as an on-board
device.
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Fig. 7: Examples of Monitored Packets

3.5 Future Activities
The plan for this theme extends to March 2023. We will study
sharing methods that allow responses to incidents in the industry
to make use of the threat information collection tests and the collected information. To collect information, we are currently considering assessing the parameters to identify an attack targeting the
vehicle using approaches such as capture the flag (CTF) and asking
white hat hackers or vendors to deliberately attack the honeypots
we set and monitoring the activity during those attacks.

4

Japan–Germany Cooperation

In Germany, the Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) is leading efforts to support research and development
on connected car (automated driving) security, and currently has
no less than four projects underway. Of those, SIP is cooperating
with SecForCARs[4]. We will maintain regular communication and
exchange opinions on the progress and outcomes of our respective
research.

5

Summary

Ensuring vehicle cybersecurity also has an impact on the safety
of the vehicle. This makes it appropriate to define minimum security standards to meet and shared industry threats as a cooperative
area for the entire Japanese automotive industry and to proactively
share information. Doing so will facilitate the development of connected services and allow greater operational efficiency that will
help Japanese businesses retain their international competitiveness. At the same time, the framework for sharing stipulated security measures and information should not be restricted to sharing
only within the Japanese industry. It is also necessary to present
proposals for international standards and rules involving current
vehicle security development, and to strategically approach standardization bodies to enable the use of the framework as a strength
of Japanese businesses.
Given the above, information security activities involving automated driving systems have a critical role to play and are expected
to contribute to the growth of industry security activities.
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Investigation of HMI and Education Methods for
Advanced Automated Driving Systems
Toshihisa Sato, Kunihiro Hasegawa, Yanbin Wu and Ken Kihara (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology)
Kimihiko Nakano and Yang Yo (The University of Tokyo), Yoshiko Goda, Masashi Toda and Ryuichi Matsuba (Kumamoto University)
Maki Arame and Junko Handa (Polytechnic University of Japan), Makoto Itoh and Huiping Zhou (University of Tsukuba)
This paper describes the research and development on HMI to carry out proper driving takeover in the event of a deviation from the
driving environment conditions or a failure of the system, and research and development on the knowledge drivers and pedestrians
should acquire, and effective education methods for that purpose initiatives of the second phase of SIP-Automated Driving for Universal
Services. For the former, we studied evaluation parameters for driver situation monitoring before the transition from automated to
manual driving, as well as the effectiveness of the HMI in fostering driver understanding of the system. We studied evaluation parameters for driver situation monitoring before the transition from automated to manual driving, as well as the effectiveness of the HMI
in fostering driver understanding of the system. For the latter, guided by our main objectives, we defined and researched the three
themes of (1) proposing education methods that build upon individual characteristics, (2) proposing motivational approaches, and (3)
the development of modular educational material taking topic-specific training into account. Using our draft educational material, we
also validated the effectiveness of providing advance general knowledge of automated driving in a driving simulator. The outcomes
served as the basis for a workshop on automated driving education we held in the context of Japan–Germany cooperation.

1

Situations Involving a Transition from Automated
to Manual Driving

During automated driving, limitations in system functions or
other factors may require a transition from automated to manual
driving. Consequently, it is essential for the system to monitor the
driver’s state during automated driving and know whether the
driver is ready to take over driving. With respect to driver states,
the first phase of SIP focused on distraction (eyes off road)(1), cognitive distraction (mind off road, namely thinking of something else
and not paying attention to the information required for driving)(1)
(2)
, and drowsiness (diminished alertness)(1)(3), and assess evaluation
parameters for each of those states, as well as their effect on driving
performance after a transition(4). Tactics to prevent a drop in alertness(5)(6) were also studied.
In the second phase, we categorized transitions into system-initiated and driver-initiated transition scenarios, and looked into
issues involving human factors. In a system-initiated transition,
the driver takes over after the system shows a notification to make
the transition. In a driver-initiated transition, the driver realizes
the limitation of the system functions and intentionally takes over
driving.

2

System-Initiated Driving Transitions

2.1. Overview of Issues
In level 3 automated driving, having a driver engaged in something else during automated driving take over appropriately
requires suitably redirecting that driver’s focus back to the task of
driving. Therefore, having the driver monitor the situation shortly
before the request to intervene is viewed as an effective way to
prepare for the transition. This makes evaluating whether a driver
is monitoring the situation a crucial issue. In this theme, the recognition of that issue led us to work on evaluating the effect of
pre-transition driver situation monitoring on post-transition driving behavior, methods for evaluating driver situation monitoring,

and HMI that redirects attention back to situation monitoring.
2.2. Evaluation of the Effect of Pre-Transition Driver Situation
Monitoring on Post-Transition Driving Behavior
(1)Test procedure
We tested 30 participants (15 women and 15 men in the 20 and
70 age range, with an average age of 45.7 years) in a driving simulator. Under automated driving, the vehicle cruised in the middle
lane of a three-lane highway at a speed of 60 km/h. While the vehicle drove automatically, the test participants played a game (Tetris)
on a tablet PC. A few minutes after the start of automated driving,
a transition was initiated and a lane change was made manually.
We measured the driving behavior, eye movement, and head movement of the driver at that time. Quitting Tetris and monitoring the
situation one minute before the driving transition, and transitioning without such prior monitoring were set as test conditions.
(2)Test results: Driving performance after the driving transition
Calculating the percentage of successful lane changes in the predetermined section without hitting other vehicles after the transition showed a significantly higher score when monitoring was
performed than when it was not. Those results suggest that a more
appropriate driving transition can be achieved by monitoring the
situation and preparing for the transition when a driver engaged in
something else during level 3 automated driving has to transition
to manual driving.
(3)Test results: Evaluation parameters for driver situation monitoring
Analyzing the rate of attention to the road every 10 seconds after
the start of situation monitoring based on the driver’s gaze behavior detected by an eye camera showed that the rate of attention to
the road after the start of monitoring rose from 50% to 60% in the
first 20 seconds, and then to 70% after 30 seconds. It subsequently
remained at that level during and after the driving transition. Gaze
behavior other than focusing on the road involved looking at the
side mirrors, rearview mirror, and instruments. Those results
established the rate of attention to the road after the start of moniSIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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toring as an evaluation parameter for driver situation monitoring,
and suggest that the rate of attention rising to 70% from the low
level after the start of monitoring could be used to determine that
the driver is aware of road conditions and has reached a stable road
monitoring state.

3

Driver-Initiated Driving Transitions

Under level 2 automated driving, the driver must remain aware
of the situation and of the status of the system, and be ready to
intentionally take over driving in scenarios at the limit of the system’s functionality. We therefore studied both methods of evaluating whether the driver has an appropriate understanding of the
system status, and HMIs that foster an understanding of the system
to fully achieve an intentional driving transition by the driver.
3.1. Method for Evaluating Driver Understanding of the System
A driver state in the manual driving even during automated
driving is coexisting with the system, which means that driver
understands the status of the system. We analyzed differences in
driver behavior during manual and level 2 automated driving and
studied methods of evaluating the driver’s understanding of the
system status.
We conducted driving simulator tests with 10 participants(7),
who drove manually and using level 2 automated driving in the
second lane of a three-lane road with hidden risks requiring attention to the situation set along the driving route. Measuring gaze
behavior during driving using a non-contact eye camera demonstrated a significant difference in attention span in several areas,
with level 2 automated driving tending to exhibit a shorter attention span for the road ahead or the instrumentation, but a longer
span for the surroundings or the mirrors.
3.2. HMI Fostering Understanding of the System
We proposed candidate HMIs to facilitate the driver’s understanding of missed or erroneous detection by the system, and ran
trials in a driving simulator. One of those was a test involving 18
participants in which the HMI was used to show the results of traffic condition recognition results in real time(8). Answers to a questionnaire showed that having the HMI let drivers know about the
possibility that the automated driving system had failed to recognize an object other than vehicles, suggesting that the HMI helped
increase driver understanding of the system.

4

R & D on Knowledge Drivers and Pedestrians
Should Acquire and Effective Education Methods

4.1. Proposing Education Methods That Build Upon Individual
Characteristics
The results of the tests in the first phase of SIP(9)(10) made it clear
that going through various experiences gradually increase driver
response ability. In contrast, delays in intervening in driving were
observed when a “Sensor failure” or similar difficult situation was
encountered suddenly. We also confirmed that acquiring experience with a “function failure (breakdown)” situation, probably
the most severe of the conditions requiring a driving transition,
proved useful when that situation actually occurred, and also that
the experience had the potential to remain useful for a long time.
We then focused on resilience, one of the individual difference variables in personality traits, and looked into the effect of
100

knowledge acquisition when transitioning from level 3 automated
driving to manual driving. We analyzed the results of an Internet
survey answered by 3,240 people during the first phase of SIP (in
February 2019) for the relationship between personality traits and
knowledge acquisition. We used flier-, quiz-, and video-based educational materials to compare the effectiveness of knowledge acquisition after studying with each type of material(12).
We set the binary variable for increased and non-increased
groups obtained using propensity score matching as a dependent
variable, and the group of variables expected to affect it as independent variables, and performed a logistic regression analysis.
The results showed that the different types of educational material
differed in their effectiveness at balancing resilience variations,
and that videos had the highest potential for such balancing. Differences in resilience based on sex, age, and learning style were
observed, and we intend to carry out further validation.
In addition to studying methods to build individual traits and
provide effective education for many people, we also assessed
method to easily distinguish traits. This led to the development of
an abbreviated scale for learning style and career resilience.
4.2. Proposing Motivational Approaches
Safety education applies to all transportation users, resulting
in a broad and diverse range of ages, backgrounds, and learning
styles. Many of the people to educate have no interest in automated
vehicles. Driver education can be provided in the driver’s license
renewal lecture, for example, but ways to make learning effective in
a limited time have to be found. Therefore, we went beyond educational materials to also study ways of triggering interest in the
contents taught. For this research, we employed the ARCS model
of motivation and developed two types of motivational videos for
safety education. The results of formative assessments suggest that
both types of videos have equivalent motivation potential.
To study motivational methods for automated driving education, we also used the two types of motivational videos we developed in a web survey of 2,790 people, and assessed the validity
of those videos while taking the effect of individual traits into
account(14). The propensity score matching results showed that
compared to the fact-based motivational video, the narrative-based
video balanced out individual resilience factors, and potentially led
to commensurately higher score increases after the fact for lower
levels of resilience. The use of the narrative-based motivational
video also balanced out differences in individual resilience and
showed that further taking individual learning styles into account
could raise the usefulness of the material. The results also suggested
that narrative-based motivation had the potential to balance out
differences in individual attributes such as sex, age, marital status,
and whether the person has children.
4.3. Developing Modular Educational Material Taking Topic-Specific Training into Account
Due to the diverse backgrounds of transportation users to educate, one of our goals is to develop and accumulate diverse educational modules that can be combined, enabling users to learn from
materials adapted to their personal traits and learning style. In
2020, in addition to the two types of motivational videos described
in Section 4.2, we developed a total of four modules consisting of
quizzes and videos to learn about automated driving in general.
Developing a variety of short teaching materials that allow microlearning makes it possible to use the modules on their own or in
combination adapted to learning targets or actual purposes. We
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5

Validating Education Effectiveness on the Basis of
Learning Opportunities

5.1. Learning Opportunities
This research products is also assessing learning opportunities
for automated driving with social implementation in mind. Various learning opportunities, notably mass media and websites, can
be envisioned as opportunities to present the knowledge required
by people who use automated driving or interact with automated
vehicles. Every opportunity is limited in terms of time available or
resources. We therefore consider it important to select an appropriate degree of concreteness and level of detail matching its characteristics.
For a specific system, opportunities to impart knowledge and
information to actual users include explanations at the offices of
dealers or car rental agencies, or when the vehicle is delivered.
Alternatively, the on-board system itself can convey knowledge.
Repeated surveys conducted until now in this research project(15) have shown that some people have zero knowledge of automated driving. However, some general knowledge is considered
necessary before descriptions of a specific system can be understood. Therefore, in the context of this project, we have decided to
work on validating the usefulness of conveying general knowledge
of automated driving in advance.
5.2. Validation Using a Simulator
First, we decided to validate the effectiveness of providing general knowledge in trials preceding the educational material trials
described earlier (Test 1). Building on the instruction material used
in research on providing knowledge carried out in the first phase of
SIP, we summarized the general knowledge on automated driving,
created explanatory videos, and showed them to the test participants. Approximately one month later, we used a driving simulator
to test the transition from automated to manual driving. In that
test, we used two systems, one providing level 3 functionality only
when following at low speeds and the other providing level 3 functionality without speed restrictions (between-subjects factors) to
validate whether general knowledge applied usefully to multiple
specific systems. Neither system has a lane changing function.
An example from the test results(16) is presented in Fig. 1. This
example consists of a scenario where a vehicle has broken down
and is stopped in the lane of the subject’s vehicle, and a lane change
must be made to avoid it. Since the automated driving systems used
in this test do not have a lane changing function, the driver must
take over to continue driving. The graph in Fig. 1 shows the proportion of people who collided with the broken down vehicle. The
figure illustrates that providing general knowledge of automated
driving in advance has the potential to enable an appropriate driving transition when the system presents a request to intervene in a
situation requiring a transition.
Next, we conducted a validation test using the video material
we developed described earlier (Test 2). For this test, a description
of the system used in the test was provided in conjunction with

general knowledge approximately one month before the simulator test. In the driving situation experienced in the first half of the
test, many subjects failed to notice the request for a transition even
though a request to intervene was displayed.

Accident rate in the DS test

plan to continue our research aimed at offering individually optimized learning methods that encompass ways of combining the
material as well as ways of presenting them that are suited to the
individual.
In conjunction with educational materials, we also developed an
abbreviated scale for learning style and career resilience to enable
people to easily measure their own traits.

Prior lecture

No prior
lecture

L3 automated driving with
no speed restriction

No prior
lecture
L3 automated driving
only when following
at low speed

Prior lecture

Fig. 1: Example from the Test Results

The difference between the tests is that in Test 1, the description
of the actual system used was given on the same day as the test,
while in Test 2 it was given one month earlier. Although the usefulness of providing general knowledge was confirmed in Test 1, it
is necessary to promote the provision of that knowledge to enable
truly safe use. We are currently studying that point.
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Research on Communication between Low-Speed
Automated Transportation and Logistics Services
Vehicles and Surrounding Traffic Participants
Tatsuru Daimon, Masahiro Taima, Jieun Lee and Tomoyuki Furutani (Keio University)
The development of technology for low-speed automated transportation and logistics services vehicles, as well as field operational
tests (FOTs) using the services vehicles in semi-mountainous regions, notably, are being carried out as part of efforts aimed at ensuring
mobility for vulnerable road users as well as addressing the shortage of drivers in the field of transportation and logistics, reducing
costs, and solving other social issues. Unlike traditional manually driven vehicles, low-speed automated services vehicles will not have
a driver maneuvering the vehicle at all times in future. This creates safety, security, and traffic efficiency issues with respect to communication with other traffic participants such as pedestrians or other drivers. We analyzed the characteristics of communication measured
in FOTs and other observations, and conducted experimental studies of communication methods (e.g., vehicle behavior and external
HMIs) aimed at communicating the intent or state of the low-speed automated services vehicle to surrounding traffic participants,
for the purpose of achieving safe, confident, and smooth communication between those vehicles and participants. Our research and
development focus on recommending designs for communication methods to install in low-speed automated services vehicles and
on extracting the knowledge surrounding traffic participants should have, and making proposals in that respect.

1

Background

The introduction and use of transportation and logistics services
using automated vehicles operating at level 3 or 4 of the automated
driving levels defined in the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) J3016 standard (June 2018) are being considered to solve
the problems of ensuring mobility for vulnerable road users in
semi-mountainous or depopulated regions, and to mitigate the
driver shortage in the field of transportation and logistics services.
As the early stages, the use of automated transportation and logistics services vehicles is envisioned based on low-speed cruising
operations on public roads where pedestrians, drivers, and other
surrounding traffic participants go and come. In regional FOTs, an
operational crew in the vehicle is ready to intervene emergently
from automated driving to manual driving to ensure safe operation. Upcoming advances in technology are expected to lead to
operational patterns adapted to regional circumstances or restrictions, including a pattern where an operational crew may ride in
the vehicle but almost never intervene in driving operations, and a
pattern with no operational crew riding in the automated vehicle.
Introducing low-speed automated transportation and logistics
services vehicles (automated services vehicles) on actual roads will
create interactions with pedestrians, drivers, and other surrounding traffic participants. Such interaction differs from those with
traditional manually driven vehicles. In manual driving, the driver
in the vehicle frequently uses gestures or eye contact to ensure conditions are safe with respect to surrounding vehicles, pedestrians,
or other traffic participants, or ensure smooth traffic flow by clearly
yielding to the other party. These indications of intent by the driver
can be viewed as communication that enhances the safety of other
traffic participants and facilitate the smooth flow of surrounding
traffic. In the context of automated services vehicles and surrounding traffic participants, such traditional communication by the
driver will be difficult under the envisioned conditions of an operational crew who rarely intervenes in driving operations or of no
operational crew riding the vehicle. At the same time, surrounding
traffic participants attempting to rely on such communication cue

will be unable to do so. With low-speed automated services vehicles, vehicle behavior such as deceleration is difficult for traffic participants to perceive as a communication cue, and it is possible that
available communication means and media will be more restricted
than in traditional manual driving.
From these circumstances, our research and development focus
on extracting recommendation of designs for communication
methods to be installed in low-speed automated services vehicles
and the knowledge that surrounding traffic participants should
have. Through these research and development, we aims to realize
the safe, secure, and smooth communication between automated
services vehicles and surrounding traffic participants.

2

Communication Analysis Based on Video Data

In cooperation with the Field Operational Tests of Automated
Driving Services in Semi-Mountainous Regions Using Michi no
Eki Roadside Stations as Hubs, we analyzed the video data from
dashcams installed in low-speed automated transportation and
logistics services vehicles. We extracted unsafe or inefficient cases
caused by communication mix-ups or failures between automated
services vehicles and the surrounding traffic participants from the
traffic situations involving the two approaching or interacting with
one another, based on the video data(1). We then analyzed the characteristics of such cases.
2.1. Analyzed FOT Regions and Automated Services Vehicles
The analyzed FOT regions consisted of the seven regions centering on a michi-no-eki roadside station shown in Table 1. Automated services vehicles operated for a total of 233 days, with 20 or
more days of operation per region. Two types of automated services vehicles, the golf cart and bus as shown in Fig. 1. were used in
the various FOTs. For automated driving, the golf carts ran a route
along electromagnetic induction lines embedded in the road, while
the buses employed GPS, electromagnetic induction lines, and
gyroscopic sensors, with each type of vehicle only driving along it
specified course.
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Table 1: Analyzed FOT Regions(2)
FOT region

Prefecture

Vehicle used

Cosmall Taiki Michi-no-Eki

Hokkaido

Bus

Kamikoani Michi-no-Eki

Akita

Golf cart

Hitachioota Michi-no-Eki

Ibaraki

Golf cart

South Alps Village Hase Michi-no-Eki

Nagano

Bus

Ashikita Dekopon Michi-no-Eki

Kumamoto

Golf cart

Yamakawa Branch Office of Miyama City Hall

Fukuoka

Golf cart

Okueigenji Keiryunosato Michi-no-Eki

Shiga

Golf cart

(a) Golf cart

(b) Bus

Fig. 1: Low-Speed Automated Transportation and Logistics Services
Vehicles(2)

Vehicle speed during automated driving was 12 km/h or less for the
golf carts, and 35 km/h or less for the buses. Nevertheless, the operational crew riding in the vehicle sometimes had to intervene and manually slow down or steer the vehicle to ensure safe operation or avoid
parked vehicles. In all FOT regions, the automated services vehicles
used the michi-no-eki or branch office as a hub and traveled between
government offices, post offices, hospitals and other major community facilities or connected to routes for the transport of goods such
as agricultural products. However, the road environment and traffic
conditions exhibited different characteristics between regions.
2.2. Communication Scenarios Observed and Their Analysis
In analyzing the video data, we broadly defined communication as “traffic situations in which a traffic participant recognizes
the presence of the automated services vehicle, which then appears
to affect the subsequent behavior of that participant in some way".
Based on that definition, we extracted the three main types of communication patterns between automated services vehicles and surrounding traffic participants as shown in Fig. 2. (In the figure, “AV”
identifies the automated services vehicle.) The observed communication patterns are described as below.

(a) Approach and avoidance

(b) Crossing

(c) Overtaking

Fig. 2: Categories of Communication Patterns with Traffic Participants

(1) The approach and avoidance case
As shown in Fig. 2(a), this case involves either the traffic participant or the automated services vehicle moving away from the
course of the other party to let them pass when the automated services vehicle approaches the course of the traffic participant from
behind (or from the front). We observed the following type of inef104

ficient communication for this case.
• The traffic participant who notices the approach of the automated services vehicle tries to let it pass by moving away from
its course, but does not move aside sufficiently, preventing the
automated vehicle from resuming its course and requiring the
operational crew to intervene and manually steer the vehicle
outside the scheduled course.
• The traffic participant who notices the approach of the automated services vehicle moves to the road shoulder to avoid
it, but does not move aside sufficiently, and blocks the automated vehicle’s scheduled course. The participant moves further aside little by little until the automated services vehicle is
finally capable of proceeding along its scheduled course and
resumes driving.
While the cause of these inefficient communication instances is
dependent on technical restrictions in the automated services vehicle, there is also a possibility that they are triggered by the traffic
participant either failing to understand or not knowing at all that
the automated vehicle can only drive along a specified course.
(2) The crossing case
As shown in Fig. 2(b), this case involves the pre-determined
courses of the automated services vehicle and the traffic participant
intersecting, with one party stopping to yield the way to the other.
When the traffic participant is a pedestrian, the automated services
vehicle yields the way in almost all situations. We observed the following type of inefficient communication for this case.
• The automated services vehicle stops ahead of the traffic participant’s with the intention of yielding the way, but the traffic participant does not cross immediately even after noticing that the
automated vehicle has stopped. They only start crossing after the
operational crew in the vehicle gives a signal such as a gesture
or eye contact, or after a certain amount of time has elapsed.
This inefficient communication is caused by the traffic participant being unable to determine whether the automated vehicle
is indicating that it is yielding the way or some other intent. This
brings up the possibility that without a gesture, eye contact, or
other signal from the operational crew surrounding participants
cannot properly recognize or determine automated vehicle intentions such as yielding or starting off.
(3) The overtaking case
As shown in Fig. 2(c), this case involves another driver (the
following driver) approaching the low-speed automated services
vehicle from behind, and overtaking it after coming close. This case
was observed relatively often. We observed the following type of
unsafe communication for this case.
• The following driver fails to check the oncoming lane properly
before overtaking the low-speed automated services vehicle, or
rushes to overtake despite the presence of an oncoming vehicle.
The overtaking maneuver sometimes leads to straddling the center line, causing a near miss when passing the oncoming vehicle.
• Several other drivers approach and follow behind the lowspeed automated services vehicle. When the first following
driver starts to overtake the automated vehicle, the second and
subsequent drivers follow suit without checking the oncoming
lane properly, or rushing to overtake despite the presence of an
oncoming vehicle. The overtaking maneuver sometimes leads
to straddling the center line, causing a near miss when passing
the oncoming vehicle.
Prolonged following of the low-speed vehicle, rather than the fact
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that it is an automated services vehicle, is thought to be the cause
of these unsafe instances. Nevertheless, such unsafe instances triggered by low-speed operation can also be interpreted as a technical
restriction confronting current automated services vehicles. In contrast, use of a combination of the turn signal and vehicle behavior
by the low-speed automated services vehicle to communicate that
it is yielding the way to the following driver can potentially cause
confusion between the intent to turn left or yield for that driver(1).

3

Study of Communication Methods for Low-Speed
Automated Transportation and Logistics Services
Vehicles

Using the technical restrictions on low-speed automated driving services vehicles and the characteristics of surrounding traffic
participant behavior with respect to such vehicles as a basis, while
also taking the completeness of communication use cases into
account, we analyzed the dashcam video data from the Field Operational Tests of Automated Driving Services in Semi-Mountainous
Regions Using Michi no Eki Roadside Stations as Hubs. That analysis revealed the three notable cases of approach and avoidance,
crossing, and overtaking, as instances unsafe or inefficient communication that will require making improvements or providing
support. Candidate communication for those use cases include not
only the vehicle behavior (stopping position, slowing down) and
external HMI outcomes of the first phase of SIP(3), but also additional approaches such as the road markings and audio messages
already implemented in some FOT regions. We are assessing the
anticipated effectiveness of communication based on the introduction of those approaches through both desk study and experiment.

4

Study of Communication with Pedestrians Using a
VR Experiment

(1) Procedure
We prepared a road environment representing residential roads
in a region around a michi-no-eki hub (see Fig. 3), and had the test
participants playing the role of pedestrians experience a situation
where an automated services vehicle approaches as they are about
to cross a residential road. We then studied how factors such as
the automated services vehicle stopping position or deceleration,
and the conveying of intent or state through an external HMI (see
Fig. 4) affected the perception and psychological aspect of the
pedestrians and their decision to cross.
(2) Results
Among the methods of communication used by the automated
services vehicle to indicate its intent to yield the way, main factor
influencing the pedestrian's decision to cross is the vehicle's behavior. Implementing an external HMI has been shown to enable a
faster decision to cross when vehicle behavior alone is not enough
to make that decision. While the negative effects of external HMIs
also have to be considered to fully determine their operation,
promising results were obtained regarding external HMIs decreasing the decision-making uncertainty caused by buses or other large
vehicles even if they are still far from the pedestrian.
4.2. Experiment of Communication with Pedestrians for Crossing in a Parking Lot
Targeting the communication use case of inefficient crossing
in a parking lot, we conducted experiments using an HMD and
a VR environment. We evaluated and analyzed how communication affects the mindset and decision to cross of pedestrians, and are
assessing recommended designs and other aspects of communication
methods with surrounding traffic participants for crossing in a parking lot.

4.1. Experiment of Communication with Pedestrians for Crossing a Basic Road Section
Targeting the communication use case of inefficient crossing on a
basic road section, we conducted experiments using a head-mounted
display (HMD) and a virtual reality (VR) environment. We evaluated
and analyzed how communication method affects the recognition
and decision to cross of pedestrians, and are assessing recommended
designs and other aspects of communication methods with surrounding traffic participants for crossing on a basic road section.

(1) Procedure
We prepared a road environment representing a michi-no-eki
parking lot (see Fig. 5). In this scenario, they got out of their vehicle and walk across the passage of cars at parking lot to the michino-eki building. When they were about to cross the passage of cars,
they experienced a situation where an automated services vehicle
approaches. We then studied how factors such as the automated
vehicle stopping position or deceleration, and the conveying of
intent or state through an external HMI affected the perception and
psychological aspect of the pedestrians and their decision to cross.

Fig. 3: VR Environment for Residential Roads in Regions around a
Michi-no-Eki Hub

Fig. 5: VR Environment for Michi-no-Eki Parking Lot

After you

I will stop

Automated driving
in progress

Fig. 4: Conveying Intent or State Using an External HMI

(2) Results
Unlike basic road section, parking lots are characterized by
not very clear through-traffic zones or priority rules. Among the
methods of communication used by the automated services vehicle to indicate its intent to yield the way, main factor influencing
the pedestrian's decision to cross is the vehicle's stopping position. Implementing an external HMI has been shown to enable a
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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faster decision to cross when vehicle behavior alone is not enough
to make that decision, and the results obtained were the same as
those for the basic road section. The results also suggested that if
the automated services vehicle is still far away from the pedestrian
when it communicates its intent to yield through a combination
of stopping position and external HMI, it can be difficult for that
pedestrian to determine whom that communication is targeting
and it also induce uncertainty in making decision to cross.
4.3. Experiment of Communication with Pedestrians for
Approach and Avoidance on a Basic Road Section
Targeting the communication use case of inefficient approach
and avoidance on a basic road section, we conducted experiments
using an HMD and a VR environment. We evaluated and analyzed
how communication affects the recognition and decision to cross
of pedestrians, and are assessing recommended designs and other
aspects of communication methods with surrounding traffic participants for approach or avoidance on a basic road section.
(1) Procedure
We prepared a road environment representing a basic road section around a michi-no-eki hub (see Fig. 3), and had the participants playing the role of pedestrians experience a situation where
they walk along the left side of the basic road section and an automated services vehicle approaches from behind and stops, and the
subject turns around and sees the state of the automated vehicle.
We then studied how factors such as the automated services vehicle
and external HMI, and road markings (see Fig. 7), affected the perception and psychological aspect of the pedestrians, as well as their
avoidance decision and behavior.
(2) Results
In terms of communication when the automated services vehicle approaches a pedestrian from behind, conveying the behavior of
the vehicle through an external HMI such as “I will stop” is unlikely
to make that pedestrian aware of the need to move away from the
scheduled course of the vehicle or prompt a decision to do so. We
are continuing to study combinations that use audio messages and
external HMIs to address situations were setting road markings or
other roadside approaches is difficult.

Fig. 6: VR Environment for Basic Road Section in Regions around a
Michi-no-Eki

Fig. 7: External HMI Equipment and Installation of Road Markings
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5

Study of Communication with Following Drivers
Using a DS Experiment

Targeting the communication use case of unsafe overtaking on
a basic road section, we conducted experiments using a driving
simulator. We evaluated and analyzed how communication affects
the perception and decision to overtake of following drivers, and
are assessing recommended designs and other aspects of communication methods concerning decisions to overtake on a basic road
section.
(1) Procedure
We prepared a road environment representing roads in a region
around a michi-no-eki hub and had the participants playing the
role of driver experience a situation where they follow and then
overtake an automated services vehicle from behind. We then studied how factors such as the automated vehicle behavior or lighting
devices, and the conveying of intent or state through an external
HMI (see Fig. 8) affected the psychological aspect of the following
drivers, as well as their perception and decision to overtake.
(2) Results

Fig. 8: Conveying Intent or State Using an External HMI

The experiment confirmed that when following drivers repeatedly experience an automated services vehicle using its left turn
signal and slowing down to convey its intent to yield, those actions
can potentially create confusion and lead to misunderstanding
about whether the automated vehicle is making a left turn or yielding. At the same time, the experiment indicated that such confusion or misunderstanding could be cleared up when an external
HMI is used to convey the intent to yield to the following driver.
Studies in this area are still underway.
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4 A Society with Automated Driving

(1) Automated Driving Mobility Services in Regional Communities

Automated Driving Transportation Services
in Semi-Mountainous Regions (Overview)
Koichi Sakai (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure Transport and Tourism)
Japan is facing the social issues of a decreasing population and super-aging society. Aging is particularly
pronounced in semi-mountainous regions, where securing the flow of people and goods has become an
urgent problem. Since 2017, we have conducted field operational tests (FOTs) for automated driving transportation services using michi-no-eki roadside stations as hubs in 18 locations around the country to secure
that flow in such regions where the population is aging. This paper prevents an overview of the outcomes
of those tests, as well as of the issues faced by social implementation and planned further initiatives.

1

Social Issues in Regions and Significance of
Automated Driving Transportation Services

In Japan, the elderly people account for a high proportion of
traffic accidents as the population ages. At the same time, securing means of transportation and solving the shortage of drivers
has become a pressing issue in local regions and other depopulated
areas. The length of regular bus routes discontinued between 2007
and 2017 exceeds 15,000 kilometers. At the same time, approximately 40% of truck drivers are over 50 years old, and the number
of people aged 65 or over who voluntarily returned their driver’s
license rose to 400,000 in 2018, a twentyfold increase over the
20,000 returns made in 2007, illustrating the rapid aging of the
population. This tendency is especially prominent in semi-mountainous regions, where the elderly account for 35% of the population (as of 2015). This ratio is not only significantly higher than the
national average of 26%, but also represents the nationwide aging
awaiting Japan in ten years.
Automated driving transportation services are expected to
prove highly effective at solving the above issues, including the
driver shortage.

Projected nationwide aging
in ten years

Unable to go shopping or to the hospital
due to the discontinuation of
public transportation

Comparison of the aging ratio (2018)

Length of discontinued regular bus routes

Semimountainous
region

Nationwide

15,081 km since 2007
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Rapid increase in the number of
elderly people who cannot drive

Items do not get delivered
due to a shortage of drivers

Voluntary driver’s license returns (65 or older)

nty

Twe

time

s hig

her

Approximately
400,000

Approximately 20,000

Under 30
Approximately 40% of
truck drivers are
50 or older

30 to 39

50 or older

40 to 49

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

The continued existence of semi-mountainous communities is under threat

2

Outcomes Achieved in the Local Region FOTs

(1) Overview of FOTs in the Regions
In an effort to address the issue of aging in both semi-mountainous areas and all of Japan, we introduced services relying on
automated driving technology, and started the Field Operational
Tests of Automated Driving Services in Semi-Mountainous
Regions Using Michi no Eki Roadside Stations as Hubs in September 2017 for the purpose of securing the flow of people and goods
in such regions. As of June 2021, we had automated vehicles actually driving at 18 locations around Japan as part of FOTs. At the
Kamikoani Michi-no-Eki (Akita), the results for the technical and
business model aspects of the tests led to the formal adoption of the
services in November 2019, which has now been managed without
risk for over a year, with the vehicle driving safely over more than
6,000 km.
In addition, City Council in Okueigenji Keiryunosato (Shiga)
has approved formal adoption of the services starting in April
2021(Figs 2, 3 and 4).
(2) Initiatives in the regions
The FOTs were divided in stages. Short-term tests were used
to study business models as well as technical aspects such as road
structures and other impacts on traffic, the local environment
(weather, communication conditions), cost, social acceptance, and
impact on the community. Long-term tests focused on aspects
that directly affect adoption, such as vehicle technical issues, the
road environment required to allow driving by automated vehicles, and the sustainability of the services. Regions that have laid
the required groundwork are gradually proceeding with the social
implementation of the services.
In regions that have proceeded to social implementation, we
are studying solutions to business model issues, the maintenance
of road infrastructure, and other factors that will contribute to
nationwide deployment (Fig. 5).

Fig. 1: Issues and Situation in Semi-Mountainous Regions
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Fig. 2: Automated driving in Kamikoani

Fig. 3: Automated driving in Okueigenji Keiryunosato

Social implementation: from Nov. 30, 2019

(Short-term FOTs)

Kamikoani-mura, Kitaakita-gun, Akita

FY 2017 to 2018: 18 locations
(Long-term FOTs)

Long-term FOT
Period: Dec. 9 2018 to Feb. 8, 2019
Vehicle: Yamaha

From FY 2018: 8 locations

(*Including social implementation locations)

From FY 2019: 2 locations

(Cosmall Taiki Michi-no-Eki)
Long-term FOT
Period: May 21 to June 21, 2019
Vehicle: Advanced Mobility

(Kamikoani Michi-no-Eki)

(*Including long-term and social implementation locations)

(Social implementation)

Taiki-cho, Hiroo-gun, Hokkaido

Takahata-machi, Higashiokitama-gun, Yamagata
(Takahata Michi-no-Eki)

Nagaoka-shi, Niigata

Niimi-shi, Okayama

Nishikata-machi, Tochigi-shi, Tochigi

(Yamakoshi Restoration Exchange Center—Orataru)

(Koigakubo Michi-no-Eki)

(Nishikata Michi-no-Eki)

Nanto-shi, Toyama

Iinan-cho, Iishi-gun, Shimane

Hitachioota-shi, Ibaraki

(Taira Michi-no-Eki)

(Akagi Kogen Michi-no-Eki)

(Hitachioota Michi-no-Eki and
Takakura Exchange Center)
Long-term FOT
Period: Jun. 23 to Jul. 21, 2019
Vehicle: Yamaha

Gunjo-shi, Gifu

Long-term FOT
Period: Sep. 1 to Oct. 10, 2020
Vehicle: Yamaha

(Meiho Michi-no-Eki)

Ube-shi, Yamaguchi

Ina-shi, Nagano

(Kusunoki Komorebi no Sato)

(South Alps Village Haze Michi-no-Eki)
Long-term FOT
Period: Nov. 5 to Nov. 29, 2018
Vehicle: Advanced Mobility

Miyama-shi, Fukuoka

(Yamakawa Branch Office of Miyama City Hall)
Long-term FOT
Period: Nov. 2 to Dec. 21, 2018
Vehicle: Yamaha

Ashikita-machi, Ashikita-gun, Kumamoto

Toyota-shi, Aichi

(Donguri no Sato Inabu Michi-no-Eki)

Miyoshi-shi, Tokushima

Social implementation: From Apr. 23, 2021

(Nishi-Iya Kazurabashi Yume Butai Michi-no-Eki)

(Ashikita Dekopon Michi-no-Eki)

Long-term FOT
Period: Jan. 27 to Mar. 15, 2019
Vehicle: Yamaha

Tatehata-cho, Higashiomi-shi, Shiga

Otsu-shi, Shiga

(Okueigenji Keiryunosato Michi-no-Eki)

(Imoko no Sato Michi-no-Eki)

Long-term FOT
Period: Nov. 15 to Dec. 20 2019
Vehicle: Yamaha

Fig. 4: Locations of the FOTs of Automated Driving Services in Semi-Mountainous Regions Using Michi-no-Eki as Hubs

(3) Automated Vehicle Technical Issues and Solutions
During the FOTs conducted at 18 locations, the need to avoid
pedestrians or other traffic objects, the unavailablity of GPS in
mountains or tunnels, or reduced lidar functionality in poor
weather conditions such as snowfalls or fog created situations
requiring manual intervention and preventing the continued use
of automated driving. After identifying and scrutinizing such
technical issues, we examined the possibility of supporting road
infrastructure for automated driving to enable automated vehicles to determine their position and drive safely and smoothly.
The Kamikoani Michi-no-Eki vehicle that rely on electromagnetic induction lines demonstrated their validity in achieving stable driving even in rain, snow, or other poor weather conditions.
Based on the above, the Road Act was amended in November 2020
to define supporting infrastructure for automated driving as road
accessories, allowing businesses, road administration offices or
108

local public bodies to install them on their own (Fig. 6)
Incorporating Outcomes in Policy
■
○

Infrastructure required for automated driving designated as road accessories
Since the amendment of the Road Act (enacted November 25, 2020), infrastructure that
assists automated vehicles (e.g., magnetic markers) has been added to road accessories
as supporting infrastructure for automated driving. (They are considered objects for
exclusive use if set by a business.)

Electromagnetic
induction line

Cooperative vehicle-to-infrastructure
automated driving support using
electromagnetic induction lines.

Magnetic marker

Infrastructure support for precise
arrivals at bus stops.

Fig. 6: Overview of the Amendment to the Road Act
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Initiatives in Kamikoani
■

Initiatives in Okueigenji Keiryunosato
■ Use by tourists
○ Used tourism during the foliage season (with a sightseeing
guide for events) or as a means of transportation to the
mountain climbing starting point (Choshigaguchi).

Solutions to business model issues

Extending the route to the only
convenience store in the area
is being studied.

The administrative office was
moved to the michi-no-eki
facility to enhance coordination.

Coordination with michi-no-eki
sightseeing events.

Transport to Choshigaguchi for
mountain climbing.

Initiative in Akagi Kogen
■ Overview of test initiatives to secure driving space

■ Solutions to technical issues
○ Consolidate knowledge on maintaining the infrastructure

(electromagnetic induction lines).

○ A dedicated automated vehicle space was secured on the shoulder of National

throughout Japan.

○ The road and dedicated space are physically separated by a fence and manually

○ The impact of tasks such as snow removal is under study.
○ Technical knowledge is under study for deployment to other regions

Highway 54 along the Akanajuku route (80 m between the Akana Station bus stop
to and the michi-no-eki)
operated gate.

Electromagnetic induction line

Automated vehicle driving in the dedicated Lines indicating the route of the automated
space and ordinary vehicles driving next to it. vehicle in the michi-no-eki parking lot.

Fig. 5: Initiatives in the Regions

3

Technical and Business Issues Concerning the
Social Implementation of Automated Driving
Services in Local Regions, and Future Initiatives

The social implementation of automated driving services targeting local regions with a low volume of traffic requires finding
solutions to business issues.
One issue in conducting business is the securing of road space. At
the Kamikoani Michi-no-Eki, traffic control people were employed
to stop traffic, securing a dedicated space for the automated vehicle
and achieving level 4 driving without a driver on board. However,
due to the cost involved, securing a dedicated space for the automated vehicle using road markings and eliminating the need to
employ traffic control people will be assessed (Fig. 7).
Another issue is profitability. It will be necessary to both reduce
expenses by collaborating with the michi-no-eki to, for example,
have its staff handle booking tasks performed by an outsourcing
provider, and to increase revenue through partnerships with other
business and the introduction of new services. In cooperation with
local government bodies and other stakeholders we will carry out
the investigative research required to build business models allowing sustained operation for automated driving and related services.
We are also going to work on strengthening coordination between
regions and other initiatives needed for social implementation
while keeping the financial capacity of the local authorities introducing automated driving services in their region in mind (Fig. 8).

■

Evaluating the Space for Driving

○

Assessments seeking to resolve remaining issues
concerning the dedicated space for automated vehicles
and how to mark it are ongoing.

Dedicated space for automated
vehicles

Road markings

Fig. 7: Measures to Secure Road Space
Reducing expenses through collaboration with the michi-no-eki
Providing space to enable free
booking in the michi-no-eki

→ Transfer booking and related tasks
to michi-no-eki staff (additional
operation) to reduce operational
labor costs.

Sunday-only operation carried out by
the michi-no-eki and local volunteers
→ Reduce operational costs using data from
the previous fiscal year to narrowing
operation down to Sundays, when
demand for the service can be expected.

Increasing revenue through partnerships with other businesses and the introduction of new services
Give a free automated vehicle ticket to
customers who make a purchase at the michino-eki. Offer greater benefit by extending the
route as far as the convenience store.
→ Encourage use in the village through services
such as rides before and after shopping.

Collaborate with destination marketing
organizations to attract tourists and
organize inspection tours

aaaaa
aaa

Assess an effective fee structure
for the full-fledged transportation
of goods

→ Assess an effective fee structure for
the full-fledged transportation of
goods

→ Attract tourists from outside the village

→ New, more balanced budget through
collaboration with corporations.

Safety diagnostic
using an application
→ Evaluate the safety
of automated driving

Fig. 8: Strengthening Cooperation between Regions
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4

In Closing

Field operational tests (FOTs) were conducted at 18 locations
nationwide, with eight locations conducting long-term tests and
two locations establishing social implementations. In November
2020, the Road Act was amended to define supporting infrastructure for automated driving as road accessories.
Starting in 2020, we applied the know-how acquired through
these tests to provide support for the adoption of automated driving services in collaboration with the future technology social
implementation business of the Cabinet Office, as well as assisted
municipalities considering adopting such services in formulating
plans and making preparations for their implementation.
In the Public-Private ITS Initiatives/Roadmaps 2020 approved
by the IT Strategic Headquarters on July 15, 2020, the government
has followed up on its target of achieving driverless automated
driving services in designated regions with the goal of expanding
such services to the entire country by 2025, indicating its support
for the further spread of automated driving.
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(1) Automated Driving Mobility Services in Regional Communities

Establishing the Environment for the Commercialization
of Transportation Services Relying on Automated Driving
Nobuyuki Kato (Highway Industry Development Organization)
In preparation for the commercialization of transportation and logistics services relying on automated driving, local regions with a
low volume of other traffic were first considered as locations to introduce automated driving transportation services and find solutions
to social implementation issues such as securing driving space on roads and operations management. Guidelines for the adoption
of automated driving transportation services in local regions were formulated, and standards for securing road space for automated
vehicles were established in anticipation of nationwide deployment. Therefore, examinations focused on building business models
allowing sustained operation for automated driving and related services, and the validation of those examinations, are being carried
out in cooperation with local governments and other stakeholders. Based on acceptance by the adopting local governments, the field
operational tests (FOTs) in local regions are narrowed down to only the areas necessary for social implementation. Consequently, we
are working on strengthening coordination between regions and other initiatives needed for social implementation while keeping the
financial capacity of the local governments introducing automated driving services in their region in mind.

1

Table 1: Scheduled FOT Locations

Introduction

The automated driving services initiated in designated regions
are intended to achieve social implementation in multiple regions
throughout Japan to eventually offer such services on a permanent
basis. The initial phase of social implementation will focus on solving local social issues while also serving an opportunity to study
measures that address issues shared across the various FOTs, such
as disseminating ways of securing driving space and making the
services commercially viable. In addition, this initial phase will
also lead to suitably updating the existing manuals on automated
driving services and contribute to the ultimate goal of expanding
commercialized instances of automated driving services.
In preparation for the commercialization of transportation and
logistics services relying on automated driving, local regions with
a low volume of other traffic were first considered as locations to
introduce automated driving transportation services and find
solutions to social implementation issues such as securing driving space on roads and operations management. Guidelines for
the adoption of automated driving transportation services in local
regions were formulated, and standards for securing road space for
automated vehicles were established in anticipation of nationwide
deployment. Therefore, this project is carrying out examinations
focused on building business models allowing sustained operation
for automated driving and related services, and the validation of
those examinations, in cooperation with local governments and
other stakeholders.

2

Locations and Vehicles Studied for
Commercialization

2.1. Target Locations
Building on the outcomes of the 2019 to 2020 projects, this initiative is evaluating and validating social implementations in several locations to further accumulate knowledge that will contribute
to the dissemination of social implementation use cases, as well
as to identify and solve issues that arise when that knowledge is
applied to a different location.

Location
1

Schedule

Region A

In operation since 2019

2

Region B

Scheduled to start social implementation in 2021

3

Region C

Scheduled to start social implementation in 2021

4

Region D

Scheduled to start social implementation in 2021

5

Region E

Scheduled to start social implementation in 2021

6

Region F

The technical validation and the validation of
the business model for social implementation is
scheduled to take place over one month during
the 2021 fiscal year.

Remarks

Long-term
test

2.2. Vehicles Used
The vehicle used in this initiative consists of the cart that follows
a specified route (equivalent to level 2) by detecting the magnetic
force from the electromagnetic induction lines buried in the road,
which were adopted in projects from 2018 to 2019. Long-term
FOTs to validate the technology in a separate vehicle making use
of cooperative vehicle-to-infrastructure (currently under active
development by the manufacturer) will also be conducted.

Fig. 1: Vehicle Used in This Initiative

Some of the projects from this initiative are presented below.
(Note that the details of some projects are still being worked out with
the stakeholders, and not all projects of evaluations are covered.)

3

Progress of Initiatives by Region

3.1. Social Implementation of Automated Driving Transportation Services in Region A (Ongoing)
(1)Overview of Initiatives from the Previous Years
In Region A, a short term FOT (one week) was conducted in
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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2017 to evaluate aspects such as drivability and safety on snowy
hills and the convenience of transporting vegetables to the michino-eki. In 2018, this was followed by a long-term FOT designed
to validate the setting of a dedicated automated driving section,
booking by local volunteers, and future operational structures. The
results led the region to initiate a social implementation in November 2019, and the service has been operated by a local NPO without
accidents for over one year (as of March 2021).
Both conducted in winter
2017

2018

Short term
automated driving
FOT
1 week from Dec. 3 to Dec. 10

Since 2019

Validation of results
Long term
automated driving
FOT
2 months from Dec. 10 to Feb. 8

Validation of results
Study of business
model

Social implementation
of automated driving

Driving on a snowy slope

From November 30

Defining a dedicated
Bookings taken by
section using a temporary local volunteers
Shipping vegetables to the michi-no-eki traffic signal

Fig. 2: Overview of Initiatives in Region A

(2)Study of the business model in the region
We consolidated the existing local paid transportation conditions as shown in Table 1 to analyze regional usage characteristics
and build a locally sustainable operational framework for social
implementation in Region A. The results were used to assess revenue from the established fares, as well as the route and timetable.

▶ Measures to obtain revenue other than fares: collecting subsidies from the michi-no-eki, obtaining private-sector cooperation, organizing inspection or study tours, and more.
Dealing with vehicle or electromagnetic induction line breakdowns or replacements, vehicle insurance fees, and other large
one-time payments will have to be made sooner or later. Financial
assistance from the local governments, or other new or improved
forms of public assistance that also encompasses labor expenses
will undoubtedly be necessary. However, there is not financial support system that completely matches current regional public transportation policies. Regions can be self-supporting to an extent,
depopulated and aging regions are limited in that respect.
Revenue increasing measures considered in such cases include
working with destination marketing organizations (DMOs) to prepare sightseeing plans, as well as assessing plans to obtain corporate financial support or advertising revenue by offering routes for
testing purposes. At the same time, the maintenance framework for
the vehicles and infrastructure is being evaluated from the perspective of reducing costs.
▼ Visualization of Business Budget
Other expenses
Vehicle expenses
Labor expenses

Collaboration with the private sector

▼ Obtain fees for advertising or providing a product
development testing opportunity from insurance or
other companies

New financial aid
Joining and
membership fees

Use an application
to make a safety
diagnostic → Rate
the safety of
automated driving

Fare revenue

Acceleration sensor

Expenses

Revenue

Encourage use by opening new routes
▼ Open a route to the only local convenience
store to enhance convenience

Attract tourists or other outside visitors

▼ Use swan watching, Cobb Sugi observation and other village attractions to stimulate
sightseeing demand
Take a trial ride in an
automated vehicle!!

Table 2: Paid Transportation Conditions in the Region
Type

Operator

Vehicle & conditions

Frequency & fare

(a) Paid transport
Social Welfare
(lack of transportation) Council

• Passenger car, 7 occupants • Morning, afternoon, evening
• Reservation by phone
• Adults 1,000 yen, children 500
yen (one-way)

(b) Paid transport
(transport for welfare
purposes)

• Passenger vehicle
• Limited to driving people
with a certification of longterm care need or a physical
disability certificate to the
hospital or events.

200 yen within the region
600 to 2,000 yen outside the
region

• Passenger vehicle
• Local people of high school
age or older making regular
hospital visits, people with
a physical disability, pregnant
women, and so on.

A joining fee of 200 yen, an
annual membership fee of 800
yen, and a fare based on the
destination are paid by users.

• Passenger vehicle
• Reservation in advance,
board at home

Adults 2,000 yen
Children 1,000 yen

Social Welfare
Council

(c) Paid transport in
depopulated areas

(d) On-demand share
taxi

Individual taxi
companies

(e) Clinic bus

Local government • Micro bus, capacity of 20

Only one trip on weekdays

However, due to the difficult of achieving a stable budget using
only fare revenue, day-to-day operation is entrusted to volunteers,
and it will eventually be necessary to create a framework that can
continue to be operated locally by establishing the service as an
additional business within an existing organization such as the
michi-no-eki or Social Welfare Council.
In terms of profitability, labor constitutes a large proportion of
expenses. In addition to considering a switch to operating every
two days rather than daily to reduce operational costs, measures to
attract more users and increase revenue from sources other than
fares will be necessary.
▶ Measures to attract more users: open new routes, draw in
tourists or other non-local customers, and more.
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Dogawa Swan Tour
—30 minutes

Ride an automated vehicle to go see the swans!!

The alternate blue vehicle was also popular!

Fig. 3: Study of Measures to Strengthen the Budget

(3)Study of Future Approaches to Operation
The one-and-a-half year of social implementation in Region A
confirmed the strong need for vehicles offering features such relaxed
transportation between villages, safe driving, or ease of boarding
and deboarding as a means of transportation for the elderly people.
However, measures enhance convenience by encouraging shortrange use (events, for example) or commuter ticket use (making
them free for residents, for example).
Closing the service on low-demand weekdays (Tuesdays and
Thursdays, for example), and planning sightseeing tours for people
from outside the region on holidays is also under consideration. In
addition, residents who have appreciated the benefit of automated
driving (about 20 people) have become repeat users, and demand
from referral by those people will have to be complemented with
regular PR activities such as offering trial rides in nearby communities.
(4)Study of Infrastructure Maintenance for Automated Driving
Services
Region A has a very limited budget for asphalt repair and other
road maintenance, and snow removal damages the asphalt, making
it necessary to find solutions to the worsening of ride comfort and
apply maintenance to address the exposure of the electromagnetic
induction lines. Yet another remaining issue is the need for additional snow removal in winter due to snow falling from roofs or
snow piles blocking the driving space (electromagnetic induction
lines) and forcing the vehicle to drive around that snow.
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Last year, the road act last was amended to designate the electromagnetic induction lines, RF tags, and other equipment needed
for automated driving services as road accessories. This is likely to
make public aid for asphalt and other road maintenance a necessity.
Conversely, the maintenance of automated driving sensors (RFID
tags) and electromagnetic induction lines has to be performed by a
specialized operator, and it will be necessary to provide education
and training to enable local operators to perform that maintenance.
(5)Summary of the Progress of Initiatives in Region A
Region A is the most depopulated region in Japan and also subject
to heavy snowfalls. The first social implementation of automated driving in Japan was initiated here. Until now, local volunteers have set up
local stops and otherwise established themselves as the local support for
getting around. They secure means of transportation for the elderly in
the region, and provide assistance with shopping, going out for tea, participating in social events, and other activities outside the home, as well
as support for health and fitness and other aspects of day-to-day life.
Many elderly people live in the region, and assistance to facilitate boarding and deboarding will also become necessary.
We intend to eventually secure repeat users, support the lifestyle
of the elderly, and extend their health expectancy by expanding
on-demand operation in response to user demand for shuttle service to popular convenience stores, the JA cooperative, the learning
center, or nearby villages. At the same time, proactive efforts to capitalize on the appeal of automated driving and revitalize tourism
in the village as well as inspection or study tours will have to be
pursued to attract customers from other areas.
3.2. Study for the Social Implementation of Automated Driving
Services in Region B
(1)Overview of Initiatives from the Previous Years
The short term test (5 days) conducted in 2017 in this region
primarily focused on the technical validation of the automated
vehicle. The test used a bus that drove on the national and prefectural roads connecting the michi-no-eki and the village.
This was followed up with the 36-day long-term test in November and December 2019 that centered on establishing automated
driving services in the region and used a compact golf cart that
drove from the michi-no-eki to nearby villages.
Based on that initiative, a social implementation that takes
advantage of the paid passenger transportation system in private cars in cooperation with transportation operators enacted in
December 2020 is being planned. The operation of the service will
be entrusted local volunteers, with management support provided
by local transportation operators, in the context of the municipal
private car paid passenger transportation business framework
mainly run by the local governments.
(2)Social implementation policy to resolve regional issues
In 2020, the implementation policy, operational format, routes,
schedules and other factors were assessed to initiate implementation in 2021, and the resulting report was approved by the local
FOT council. Some of the details are presented below.
The intended course of action for social implementation is to
both ensure a means of transportation for elderly people who lack
such means due to returning their license through “shared” local
transportation, and to reduce the travel burden for the elderly by
relying on automated driving for the short trip to the michi-noeki, and switching to a community bus for the longer trip from the
michi-no-eki to the local branch office.

The community bus is currently used to travel within the
region. The eventual goal is to have people use a locally operated
automated vehicle to go from the village to the michi-no-eki, and
then board the community bus to travel to the city center, thereby
offering a transportation environment that makes it easier to go to
the michi-no-eki at any time.

Current Status of Public Transportation (Community Bus)

Village

Village

Village

Michi-no-eki

City center

• The community bus is the only means of transportation in the region
• There are only 4 or 5 buses per day, and vulnerable road users cannot
go to the michi-no-eki when they want to.

Future Course of Action (Community Bus and Automated Driving)

Village

Village

Village

Michi-no-eki

City center

• Use an automated vehicles as a means of transportation to the michi-no-eki.
• Use a vehicle that is easy to operate for people in the region (golf cart).
• Operated locally, allowing residents to go to the michi-no-eki when they want.

Fig. 4: Course of Action for the Social Implementation of Automated
Driving Services

3. Social Implementation Plan (Draft)
■

Operational structure

○ Capitalize on the paid passenger transportation system in private cars in cooperation with transportation operators to

build a social implementation operational structure in which the service is run cooperatively by drivers and operators,
with the local government taking responsibility for operations and local transportation operators handling operational
management.

Private car paid passenger operator in the system

Local government
• Apply for the private car paid passenger transportation system
• Own a vehicle

Outsourcing of operational tasks
Perform operational tasks (e.g., operational and vehicle management)

Local transportation operator
• Manage driver and operator shifts, administer the driver management register
• Manage fare revenue, present an income and expenditures report to the local government
• Regular vehicle maintenance

Outsourcing of drivers
Perform driving tasks

Outsourcing of operators

Perform operator tasks

Local residents (individuals)

Local residents (individuals)

• Driver tasks (including collecting boarding tickets)

• Operator tasks (e.g, accepting bookings, selling tickets)

Fig. 5: Operational Structure of the Social Implementation of Automated
Driving Services
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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(3)Study of Envisioned Use Scenarios
We aim to offer the four services below in Region B.
• Provide transportation support for the day-to-day life of the
elderly by offering a shuttle service that takes them to and
from the michi-no-eki regional hub.
• Provide transportation support for tourists visiting the region
for its foliage, mountain climbing, camping, and other sightseeing attractions.
• Use mixed passenger and goods transportation to deliver agricultural products to, or ship products from, the michi-no-eki.
• Use transfers to the community bus to provide support for
residents to travel to the city center.
The implementation of the above services aims to secure stable fare
revenue and combines it with other measures to raise profits and build a
business model that minimizes reliance of subsidies from the local government and can be managed by the region itself on an ongoing basis.
At the same time, we prepared scenarios with a recommended
timetable for each use case to encourage people to use the automated driving services.

(c) Use by tourists (mountain climbers)
This case is based on using the automated vehicle to transport
mountain climbers from the michi-no-eki to the starting point
for mountain climbing, and targets mountain climbers (wanting
access to the starting point) who traveled to the michi-no-eki using
public transportation or their own car.

(a) Transportation between the home and the michi-no-eki
This case is based on using the automated vehicle as a means of
transportation to the regional hub (michi-no-eki), which carries
out town office functions and contains a branch clinic in addition
to allowing shopping. It targets local residents who want to shop at
the michi-no-eki or use town office services, as well as people using
it as a base for selling or shipping goods.

Fig. 8: Visualization of Use by Mountain Climbers
(Access to the Starting Point)

Automated driving
Stop A

Home

Michi-no-eki

Mountain climbing

Travel by private car
or other means

Automated driving
Climbing
starting point

Michi-no-eki

Climbing starting point stop

Michi-no-eki

Rest and buy souvenirs at the michi-no-eki

Remarks

• Study schemes that also bring profit to the michi-no-eki, such as selling automated
vehicle tickets at its shop.

(d) Use for Shipping Goods to the Michi-no-Eki
This case envisions using the service to ship goods to the
morning market held at the michi-no-eki every Sunday, and targets people who want to sell or ship goods there (only shipping
goods/transport for the sellers themselves), in response to the need
expressed during the long-term test. (Operated when shipping has
been confirmed beforehand.)

Board
Deboard
Stop A

Home or other location

Michi-no-eki

Automated driving
Stop A

Home

Michi-no-eki

Board

〓〓〓〓
• Facilities in the michi-no-eki *Closed Tuesdays
Cafeteria (10:00 to 17:30*) • Direct sales shop (9:30 to 17:30*) *Until 16:30 in December
Remarks Branch clinic (14:00 to 16:00 *Only on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month) and more
• A mixed passenger and goods service to transport items sold at the michi-no-eki
will be considered

Stop A

Remarks

Automated driving
Stop A

Home

Michi-no-eki

Community bus (route A)
Michi-no-eki

Community
Center

Community bus (route A)
Community
Center

Station

Board
Deboard
Stop A

Home or other location Michi-no-eki

Branch office

Transfer to the bus
Changing buses
Take a break at the michi-no-eki
(Outbound: 15 minute wait)
(Outbound: 16 minute wait)
(Return: 7 minute wait)
(Return: 12 minute wait)

Station

Shopping, eating out,
completing procedures
(2 hours)

• Branch office ↔ Yokaichi Station (supermarket, hospital, City Hall, and more)
Remarks • Branch office and surrounding area (community center, clinic, supermarket, and more)
• Facilities in the michi-no-eki (cafeteria, direct sales shop, branch clinic, and more)

Fig. 7: Visualization of Transferring between the Automated Driving
Service and the Community Bus
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Michi-no-eki

Selling products

Fig. 6: Visualization of Use as a Means of Transportation between the
Home and the Michi-no-Eki

(b) Transferring between the automated driving service and the
community bus
This case targets residents who want to go to the community
center or the Higashiomi city center, and envisions an eventual
division of roles with the existing trunk transportation (community
bus) to support transfers (changing vehicles at the michi-no-eki).

Home or other location

• Yamasato Market: Held outdoors in front of the michi-no-eki shop starting at 9:00 every Sunday.
If offers locally produced fruits, vegetables, crafts, and other goods.

Fig. 9: Visualization of Use for Shipping Goods to the Michi-no-Eki

(4)Fare collection and ensuring profitability
Although the fee collected during the long-term test was only
enough to cover fuel costs, the social implementation includes
plans to set a per-boarding fare to secure a stable revenue. The
fare set will be based on the results of the questionnaire conducted
during the long-term test.
Diverse ticket options, including commutation tickets, commuter passes, and one-day tickets will also be offered to make the
service easy to use for local residents. Fees will also be collected on
a per-shipment basis for the transportation of goods. However, if
the shipper also boards the vehicle, only the boarding fare will be
charged.
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Table 3: Tickets That Will Be Offered

Target user

Type of ticket

Various types of tickets

One-time use

• Tourists coming for mountain
climbing, camping, or the foliage

Commutation tickets (6)

• Residents who use the
automated vehicle occasionally

Commuter pass (one month)

• Residents who use the
automated vehicle regularly
to travel to the michi-no-eki
or other destinations

One-day ticket

Transportation of goods (one time)

Table 4: Overview of Driving Validation in Winter (Snow)

Item
Date
Overview

Details
Friday, January 29, 2021 *Once in the morning and once in the afternoon
• The route was divided in short sections, and the vehicle drove several times in each of them.
• Issues were identified by having the vehicle drive in the parking lot and on public roads
(continuous flat stretches, steep slope at the orchard)
• An exchange of opinions meeting was held at the michi-no-eki after the test
• User opinions were obtained by rotating participants inside and outside the vehicle

• Chains attached to studless tires (attached in the morning, removed in the afternoon)
Vehicle
• Heated cushion set on the seats
equipment • Vinyl curtain kept down at all times while driving as a measure against the cold from the snow.
tourist association, local transportation operators, local government leader, Ministry of
Participants • Town,
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, consulting companies (total of 14 people)

• Residents coming to the michino-eki to check out the Yamasato
Market and then going back
home
• Residents selling agricultural
products or other goods at the
Yamasato Market

* Only the passenger fare is paid if the seller also boards the vehicle with the goods.
Fare revenue alone will not ensure profitability. Therefore, measures to increase profits, such as posting advertising in the automated vehicle, will be studied to achieve a regionally autonomous
operation with minimal reliance on local government subsidies.
• Revenue from advertising space

Visualization of advertising on
the side of the bus (source: Omi
Railway Corporation website)

Fig. 11: Meeting to Exchange Opinions Held After the Trial Drive

• Collaborating with sightseeing tours to create package deals
Driving on the continuous flat stretch route

Sightseeing events during the long
term FOT

• Priority was given to driving several
times on the continuous flat stretch
to check driving conditions and
route-related issues.

▲ Driving on the orchard route (a)

(b)

• Holding events to encourage use by local residents

▼ Driving near the

nursery school (b)

(a)

Salon for residents during the long
term FOT
Fig. 10: Visualization of Measures to Enhance Profitability

3.3. Study for the Social Implementation of Automated Driving
Services in Region C
A long term FOT was conducted at this location in from September to October 2020. Preparations for a social planned social
implementation are underway. The operation of the service will be
entrusted local volunteers, with management support provided by
local transportation operators, in the context of the municipal private car paid passenger transportation business framework mainly
run by the local governments.
An assessment of the policy, operational format, and other
aspects of the above implementation conducted in 2020 identified
issues concerning winter (snow) operation and the cooperation
framework to address for year-round operation.

The vehicle also drove on the winter orchard route
• Operation at the orchard in winter is
not envisioned, but the route was used
to understand driving conditions on a
steep slope
• Driving on a steep slope did not
present a problem

(c)
▼ Driving on the continuous flat stretch (c)

Fig. 12: Validation Drive in Winter (Snowfall)

(5)Evaluation of Driving on Snow Roads
In the winter trial drive, although the snow interfered with
white line and electromagnetic induction line detection, no major
problem occurred while driving on snowy roads. Studless tires
proved sufficient to allow driving if there was little snow, and the
emergency braking applied to simulate emergency manual intervention on a steep slope operated without problem.
Conversely, in continuous flat stretches with a lot of snow, there
is a risk that piles of snow on the shoulder will prevent driving. This
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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means that defining rules for local snow removal in continuous flat
stretches by the operator, appropriate switching to manual driving,
and criteria for suspending operation will have to be assessed in
preparation for actual operation.
(6)Evaluation of the vehicle environment
The use of the vehicle in winter led to comments such as the
vinyl curtain alone allowing wind to blow through gaps near the
floor, and snow getting on the floor inside the vehicle and freezing
due to the cold, making the flow slippery. These issues will require
solutions such as sealing the vinyl curtain, lending lap blankets and
installing electric heated cushions, and setting non-slip mats on the
steps and floor.

The vinyl curtain flips up and fails to cover
the bottom of the vehicle adequately

ing to irregular circumstances, follow-up after their adoption, and
enhanced efficiency through collaboration with related businesses.
At the same time, remodeling vehicles to provide passengers a
greater sense of security, and uses that address regional needs will
have to be evaluated.
Operation and service will require obtaining the cooperation
of local volunteers and building a sustainable service and operational structure (advancing collaboration with the michi-no-eki or
other groups for integration as an additional business). It will also
be necessary to diversify both the user base and sources of revenue
through partnerships with other businesses, as well as to increase
social acceptance in the regions.
Preparing the environment calls for establishing methods of
maintaining and upgrading infrastructure cooperative systems
that are responsive to emergencies, seasonal changes, or regional
variations, as well as for confirming the driving performance of golf
carts relying on magnetic markers. Similarly, the maintenance and
management of stable operation road spaces in the region, road
markings and other aspects of stable operation in cooperation with
the region will require ongoing validation.

Fig. 13: VInstallation of the Vinyl Curtain Provided with the Vehicle
【 References 】

It was also noted that lowering the vinyl curtain created poor
side mirror visibility. This issue was addressed at the operational
level by asking operators to instruct drivers not to rely on the side
mirrors and look around visually to ensure safety when driving
with the curtain lowered.
At the same time, due to the higher amount of luggage carried by
users in winter, measures to ensure smooth boarding will include
taking steps to provide a space umbrellas, thick coats, canes, and
other items prior to actual operation.
(7)Evaluation of vehicle performance
After the trial drive, participants that while the shape of vehicle
itself is stable, evaluating its balance while driving when the position of the passengers, for example, create an unbalanced load will
also be necessary. Concern over swaying under windy conditions,
and the need to evaluate how much the vehicle shakes was also
expressed. Since the vehicle is not currently year-round, there is
not enough data to determine whether this is a seasonal effect or an
issue with the performance of the automated vehicle or infrastructure components such as the tags. A further exchange of information with other regions will clearly be necessary.

4

Summary

Since 2018, we have been working to build systems that can
achieve the social implementation of automated driving services in
local regions. We have also been using the outcomes of the regional
field tests and validation of issues to advance the development of
automated driving systems that can be deployed nationwide. The
outcomes (knowledge) obtained from the field operational tests are
intended to go beyond the end of the project and serve as a springboard to work on building sustainable businesses.
The outcomes and issues to date have been categorized in terms
of “vehicles”, “operation and service”, and “preparing the environment (infrastructure)”.
For the vehicles, it will be necessary to validate issues such as
maintenance that contributes to long-term operation and respond116
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Development of Support System for Wider Deployment
of Automated Driving Services
Kosuke Watabe and Eiji Teramoto (Nippon Koei Co., Ltd.), Ryohei Sanda (Pacific Consultants Co., Ltd.)
Yoshiyuki Kato (Highway Industry Development Organization)
As part of efforts to bring automated driving services to local regions, a service support system has been developed to help overcome
the particular issues of each region and factor in different service launch aims, thereby enabling these services to be introduced, implemented, and run more smoothly. First, an architecture model was arranged and functional layers were established based on short-term
requirements, versatility, and so on. The location management, safety management, reservation, as well as boarding management
functions were identified. Next, the requirements to realize the identified functions were studied and developed. Actual services were
then run and evaluated in two regions, which helped to identify a wide range of issues. Based on these issues, a system package that
can be easily deployed by automated driving service managers in local regions was developed. The functions were consolidated and
integrated on a cloud server to facilitate both maintenance and service deployment to new regions. At the same time, on-board units
were integrated to help minimize costs during introduction and operation. The developed system package was applied to automated
driving services in three regions to confirm its effectiveness. In the future, it is planned to deploy the system package to automated
driving and mobility services across the whole country.

1

Objective

2.1. Mapping to Layers of Reference Architecture Model and
Identification of Target Study Data
Despite a wide range of local needs, this research assumed the
existence of a service support system (including service management, location provision, reservation systems, and the like) that
can be applied in all applicable regions based on commonalities
in regional conditions. Therefore, the research identified the study
targets and information required to map functions, data, and assets
to a reference architecture model. Figure 1 shows the relationship
between the identified functional, data, and asset layers. Two types
of local region automated driving services were envisioned: private-use transportation for pay that takes individual customers
from a departure location to a destination without set routes or
timetables, and community bus type transportation that moves
multiple customers along a preset route following a preset timetable. The functions and data of the service support system needed to
be applicable for both of these services.
(Agreement with relevant institutions)
(Fee-paying)

External

Portal system

This research is part of a project to bring automated driving services to local regions, which is now at a phase aiming to realize
social implementation of such services. In this project, the objective of this research is to identify the basic and service requirements
necessary for support systems, and to provide tools and support so
that these services can be introduced, implemented, and run more
smoothly by overcoming the particular issues of each region and
different service launch aims.
Based on the fact that local regions are facing common issues
such as aging communities and depopulation, it was assumed that
services applicable to every region (service management, location
provision, reservation systems, and the like) could be adopted to
help address these local issues. Consequently, requirements for an
effective application programming interface (API) and applications
were studied and a simple operational system was developed. This
system was then introduced and evaluated in local regions promoting the social implementation of automated driving services.
Based on the results and issues that were identified through
this process, a system package that can be deployed by automated
driving service managers in local regions was studied, designed,
and developed. Rather than developing a package for experimental adoption, a cloud-based service platform was established
so that the package can be implemented as actual services under
real-world conditions. Finally, the system package was adopted in
regions carrying out trial projects of automated driving services,
and its effectiveness was verified.

introduction into local regions, the application of this package to
the social implementation of automated driving services, and the
definition of technical requirements. These details are described in
the following sections.

Fee-paying private-use
transportation type
Service 1

Community bus type

2

Research and Development Details

This research started in August 2019 and was concluded at the
end of May 2021. During this period, requirements for services
and applications were studied and developed. These services and
applications were then adopted and evaluated in field operational
tests (FOTs), leading to the development of a system package for
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Fig. 1: Relationship between Functional, Data, and Asset Layers
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2.2. Identification of Items to Realize Functions
To identify the functions required for automated driving services in local regions, a three-stage configuration was adopted
based on the short-term requirements of local regions, versatility,
and so on. Figure 2 shows the items that were identified as necessary to realize the functions. Stage 1 includes the items that are
most necessary in the short-term, including location management,
safety management using images from inside and outside the
vehicle, the reservation function, and the vehicle boarding management function. Requirements were studied and developed prioritizing these functions.
Stage 1
Legend
Blue: dynamic data
Black: static data
Yellow: application
completed

Stage 2

Service management:

Stage 3

Service management:

・Location management (bus location)
・Vehicle safety monitoring (camera images/audio
from inside and outside vehicle)
・Vehicle dispatch management

Reservation management:

Logistics management:

Facility/equipment management

・Traffic signals, road surface markings,
signs, etc.
・Operation of electromagnetic induction wires

Boarding management (vehicle):
・Management and display of boarding information

D: data

Asset layer

Reservation management:
・Travel plan service proposal function (AI, etc.)
・Function for sharing travel plans with friends
(SNS)

・Reservation function linked with
hospitals and other facilities (local
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User D (date of birth, gender, etc.

Weather D, restrictions information D

Road space (road, roadside, roadside facilities, roadside equipment)
Automated vehicles

On-board equipment (cameras, etc.)

・Reservation function linked with tourist
facilities, etc. (visitors)

Fee-related functions (cooperation with market)

Fee-related functions

・Confirmation of fees, account
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Service route D, service timetable D, bus stop location D, vehicle D
Map D, facility D, equipment D

Facility/equipment management

・Posts from local residents (user comments)
・Business operator/manager management

User functions:

User functions:

User functions:
・Authentication function (user identification)
・Vehicle reservation function
・Information display (bus location, timetable, etc.)
・Member/non-member management (fixed fee
basis)

Data layer

・Guardian function (e.g., for elderly people
who wander off) (Notifications to family)
・Dynamic timetable updates (AI, etc.)

・Delivery item/schedule management
・Vehicle dispatch management

Functional layer

・Transportation ICs, cashless payments, point
services
Operational D (cameras, boarding history, revenue and expense D)
Location information D (vehicles, bus stops, human motion)

Business facilities (bus stops, charging facilities, centers, communication, satellites)
Users

Fig. 2: Identification of Items to Realize Functions

2.3. Study and Development of Requirements for Service Support System
To realize the functions identified in stage 1, the requirements
for a support system were studied. Subsequently, a system was
developed for evaluation in regions carrying out FOTs of automated driving services.
Figure 3 show the system configuration. The system is consists
of three parts depending on the installation location: inside of the
automated vehicle, at the office of the service manager, and on terminals such as smart phones of ordinary users. The following items
are installed inside the automated vehicle: a terminal that collects
location information, cameras that monitor and obtain images
from in front of and inside the automated vehicle, and a barcode
reader that records when users enter and exit the vehicle. A PC in
the office of the service manager is used to monitor the status of the
service and to help ensure safety through real-time displays of the
location of the automated vehicle and the camera images.
People can use the automated driving services by registering at
the office in advance and receiving a service pass. When reserving a
seat, users log into the service via a smart phone using the security
code number printed on the pass, and follow the menus to enter
the departure and destination points, and the like. Measures were
adopted so that even elderly people can make reservations easily,
such as minimizing the number of menu options and providing
large buttons. The passes are read by the barcode reader when users
enter and exit the vehicle, creating records of the bus stops utilized
by users.
In addition to the location of the automated vehicle and camera images, the office PC also displays user information, such as
reservation information, boarding histories, ticket purchase status,
and so on. A telephone-based proxy reservation system was also
provided for elderly people unaccustomed to using a smart phone.
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Fig. 3: Configuration of Service Support System

This service support system uses GTFS-JP (a standard bus information format) to define the data used by the reservation function,
such as service routes, timetables, and the like(1). Adopting a common standardized format for the data enables automated driving
services in multiple different regions to be used by the same application. In addition, since GTFS files consist of open data, route
searches focused on automated driving service bus stops and reservations involving connections with other public transportation
systems are possible from route selection services around the world,
which should help to greatly enhance usability for local residents.
2.4. Real-World Operation and Evaluation by Social Implementation and FOTs
From March to August 2020, the developed service support
system was operated in a social implementation project at the
Michinoeki-Kamikoani roadside service station (Kamikoani,
Akita Prefecture). Questionnaires and interviews were carried out
with the service managers, vehicle crews, and users. Although the
coronavirus pandemic prevented evaluations during some of this
period, a large number of comments and issues to be improved
were collected after long-term use of the service. The first system
update to resolve these issues was launched in August 2020. The
updated service was then used as the basis for the development of
a service support system for the Michinoeki-Akagikogen roadside
service station (Iinan, Shimane Prefecture). The developed service
was then run and evaluated in a long-term FOT between September and October 2020. Through these real-world applications in
two separate regions, various issues regarding the practical implementation of the service support system were identified.
Table 1 shows the identified issues and countermeasures arranged
in accordance with each functional layer. The issues can be broadly
categorized as follows: those related to the particular environment
of the local region (weather or communication environment), and
those related to the people involved in the automated driving services (the users and the service managers). For the first category,
the service was affected by malfunctions in the on-board cameras
and communication system over the long period of use, particularly
in the FOT at Michinoeki-Kamikoani. This was caused by the low
winter temperatures and vibration from the poor road conditions
due to heavy snowfall. These issues underlined the importance of
the installation method of on-board equipment and the selection
of more robust devices. In contrast, for the second category, the
tests found that far fewer elderly users than expected could use a
smart phone. Most users made reservations by calling the office,
and the number of smart phone reservations remained flat. Addi-
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tionally, since both the users and office staff were mainly older local
residents, virtually no one had experience using computers, which
caused many difficulties when introducing the service. Although
these issues were anticipated to some extent, the real-world evaluations underlined the need for further countermeasures.
Table 1: Issues and Countermeasures Identified in Real-World Application

(2) Improvement of manager and user screen design
The design of smart phone and PC screens was made more userfriendly for service users and managers in local regions that are
unaccustomed to using IT equipment. The user and reservation
management functions on the manager PCs were provided with
larger font on the menu buttons, and the icons and colors were
changed to facilitate intuitive selections. In addition, since the font
used on vertical smart phone screens is too small, the user screens
were redesigned by increasing the size of text to make the screens
easier for elderly people to read. Figure 5 shows an example of an
improved screen design.

For managers

(1) Cloud server and functional integration of on-board units
Until this stage, each function had been developed individually. Consolidating and implementing these functions on a single
cloud server enables the office, on-board units, and user terminal
functions to be operated using a browser. Since new or updated
systems can be adopted via the cloud rather than having to go to
the actual location of the service, this approach facilitates service
maintenance as well as its deployment to new regions.
At the same time, the location information, monitoring cameras, boarding management functions were integrated into a single
on-board unit (tablet). Reducing the number of component parts
improves reliability and mountability, and helps to minimize costs
during introduction and operation. Figure 4 shows the configuration of the system package.
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• Reservation
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management
system
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• User
• Boarding information information

Service
management
system
• Vehicle information
• Service information

Image/audio
system
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User service functions

User management

Larger font

Fig. 5: Improved Screen Design

(3) Improvement of user reservation, service management, and
boarding management functions
The original user reservation function was designed with a
simple and easy-to-use menu configuration for elderly people.
However, based on the requests of users who are accustomed to
using IT equipment, the following functions were added to meet
the detailed needs of users: reservations up to one week in advance,
reservations for multiple people (up to four), return journey reservations, individual cancellations of multiple reservations.
From the standpoint of service and boarding management, new
functions to support service managers and drivers were added to the
existing location information and boarding management functions.
These included displays of the next bus stop and delay times (achieved
by comparing the current location information and service timetable),
displays of scheduled boarding numbers based on reservation information, and so on. These functions also provide easier compatibility
with the GTFS real-time (GTFS-RT) protocol. Figure 6 shows the
improvements to the service and boarding management functions.

+ additional functions

Integrated server (assuming cloud server, etc.)
Service management center functions

For users

2.5. Development of System Package to Support Introduction to
Local Regions
Based on the results obtained from Michinoeki-Kamikoani
and Michinoeki-Akagikogen, a system package that can be easily
deployed by automated driving service managers in local regions was
developed. This package was developed not just for an experimental
system but for an applicable system for actual services with the objective of realizing simple introduction and continued use under realworld conditions. The characteristics of this system are as follows.
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Fig. 4: Configuration of System Package

Fig. 6: Improvements to Service and Boarding Management Functions
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3

Wider Deployment for Social Implementation of
Automated Driving Services

To enable the deployment of the developed system package
to automated driving services in different regions, this research
project coordinated with the SIP-adus consortium promoting the
long-term social implementation of automated driving services
at roadside service stations (michinoeki) throughout the country. Systems for each region were implemented while exchanging
information with the consortium members in charge of regional
applications.
In addition to Michinoeki-Kamikoani, at which evaluations
have already been carried out, as of June 2021, the system had been
implemented in a total of three locations: Michinoeki-Okueigenji
Keiryunosato (Higashiomi, Shiga Prefecture, abbreviated to Okueigenji below) and the Yamakawa branch office of Miyama City Hall
(Miyama, Fukuoka Prefecture). The following section describes
the adoption of the system at Okueigenji, which started automated
driving services in April 2021.

Fig. 8: User Reservation Screen at Okueigenji

Forward
camera

3.1. Implementation of System at Okueigenji
The full system package was introduced at Okueigenji accompanying the start of automated driving service social implementation in April 2021. Figure 7 shows the route of the automated
driving services at Okueigenji. The return route is approximately
4.4 km long and extends from the roadside service station, through
hamlets between the mountains to the start of the mountain trail at
Suzukajuza (Choshigaguchi). There is a regular service of six buses
on the route (seven on Sundays).

Rearward
camera

Tablet

Fig. 9: On-Board Units Used by Services at Okueigenji
(Cameras and Tablet)

Okueigenji
Keiryunosato

Hiejinjamae

Michinoeki-Okueigenji Keiryunosato has an office capable of
monitoring the automated driving services in real-time.

Fig. 10: Service Management System at Okueigenji (Office)

Kiwatagami

Yuzurioguchi
Yuzurio

Legend
Automated driving service bus stop
Mixed zone with ordinary vehicles (2.0 km in each direction)
Zone with enhanced safety measures in which the presence of
automated vehicles is notified to other vehicles (0.2 km in each direction)
Alternative route for ordinary vehicles

Entrance to
Choshigaguchi

Fig. 7: Route Map for Automated Driving Service Social Implementation
at Okueigenji

Figure 8 shows an example of the user reservation screen of the
system adopted at Okueigenji. At Okueigenji, the services only run
on Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays when the roadside service station is open for business. Since services do not run
on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays, these days are greyed out in
the reservation menu for greater user-friendliness.
Figure 9 shows images of the on-board units used by the services at Okueigenji. Figure 10 shows an image of the service management system in the manager’s office. The system continued to
operate smoothly from its introduction in April until the date of
this report (June).
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The remaining issues are related to communication. Because the
radio wave connection is poor in a part of the route, the location
information and camera images are interrupted. So we are considering changing the communication carrier or equipment. Since
automated driving services in semi-mountainous regions are likely
to be introduced in locations other than Okueigenji, the system
needs flexibility to respond to the communication situation in each
region.

4

Conclusion

As part of efforts to bring automated driving services to local
regions, a service support system has been developed to help overcome the particular issues of each region and factor in different service launch aims, thereby enabling these services to be introduced,
implemented, and run more smoothly. A system package that can
be easily deployed by automated driving service managers in local
regions was developed and adopted for automated driving services
at three roadside service stations. It is planned to continue wider
application of this package to automated driving services throughout the country.
The developed service support system was given the nickname “Mobisuke” by the research and development team mem-
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bers, which works as an abbreviation for “mobility scheduling”
and incorporates the Japanese word “tasukeru” (to help), expressing the desire of the team to help mobility in local regions. In the
future, it is planned to apply Mobisuke to other automated driving
and mobility services, and to build a system to enable continued
deployment and operation.

【 References 】
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(GTFS-JP) Specifications (Version 2) (in Japanese), https://www.mlit.go.jp/common/001283244.pdf (accessed June 27, 2021)
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Initiatives for Fostering Public Acceptance
(Overview)
Yuichi Araki and Yasuyuki Koga ( Cabinet Office)
In addition to technical development and the establishment of systems, the fostering of public acceptance
is an important part of encouraging the popularization of logistics and mobility services using automated
vehicles and automated driving technology. While focusing on communicating the correct information
about automated driving and quantifying its effects, initiatives being carried out by SIP-adus to foster public
acceptance also include more broadly targeted activities connected to the field operational tests (FOTs) to
achieve this objective more effectively in the long term.

1

Background and Overall Strategy

A multifaceted approach is necessary to encourage wide ranging
public acceptance of the innovative concept of automated driving and to
enable the public to use automated driving services with confidence and
peace of mind. This includes encouraging the correct understanding of
automated driving, quantifying, communicating, and raising awareness
of its effects, and establishing insurance and other relevant systems.
While focusing mainly on communicating the correct information
and quantifying the effects of automated driving, SIP-adus is also carrying out more broadly targeted activities based on a long-term plan.
With regard to information communication, SIP-adus is working closely with the field operational tests (FOTs) being carried out
in the Tokyo waterfront area and the FOTs of automated driving
mobility services being carried out in local regions. While identifying clear targets for the relevant information, SIP-adus is reinforcing communication through two-way exchanges of information.
In addition, SIP-adus is also holding test drives events and
other events accompanying the FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area,
as well as online events and the like connected with the regional
mobility service FOTs. It is also actively promoting cooperation
with events held by the relevant government ministries.
Then, with regard to the quantification of the effects of automated driving, SIP-adus is developing methodologies to estimate
the social and economic impacts of the spread of automated driving, as well as methodologies to gauge the effect of the initiatives to
foster public acceptance themselves.

2

Information Communication via the Internet,
Social Networks, and the Like

From the standpoint of fostering public acceptance, SIP-adus
opened a Japanese language website called “SIP-café” (sip-cafe.media)
on October 2019 based on the concept of creating a community
for considering a society based on automated driving. This website
went online as the FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area started and
aims to communicate information to the general public and foster
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understanding of automated driving. Under the editorship of the
international journalist Kazuo Shimizu, this website provides active
and continuous coverage related to automated driving through videos related to SIP-adus and automated driving, accessible articles
describing information about automated driving for general readers,
editorial columns for the general public written by automated driving
experts, as well as other contents. Since the website opened, it has kept
up a constant pace of at least ten new posts per month describing the
activities of SIP-adus as well as the relevant government ministries
and the like related to automated driving. It is also continuing to post
features from columnists and other people with a detailed knowledge
of automated driving, as well as articles about automated driving initiatives being pursued by private businesses and other bodies.
Similar information communication initiatives connected with
SIP-adus include the creation of videos about how the society of the
future will look after the realization of automated driving and videos
about the activities of participants in the FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront
area, and the introduction of the FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area
and the local regions, a portal site (MD communetTM) describing the
architecture of geographical data, an app contest (called the KYOTO
Raku Mobi Contest), and the Driving Intelligence Validation Platform
(DIVP) that demonstrates safety assurance in a virtual space. SIP-adus
is also encouraging two-way communication through social media
sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and the like.

Fig. 1: Top Page of SIP-Café Website
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3

Events for the Media and General Public

3.1. Events for the Media and General Public
In November 2020, to promote collaboration between the different projects of SIP-adus, a status report meeting was held at
the Tokyo International Forum for project participants. Held as
part of the SIP-adus Workshop 2020, this meeting was broadcast
online internationally with the assistance of English materials and
simultaneous interpreting. The meeting was attended by more than
1,000 people from inside and outside Japan.
Other events included an attorney-hosted web seminar called
Legislation related to Automated Driving in October 2020 and the
Legal Revisions for Automated Driving Level 3 and Technical Standards Web Seminar held by experts from the Road Bureau of the
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT)
and automakers in March 2021.
In concert with the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games,
it was planned to use the FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area as a
forum for a test-ride event aimed at the general public, which was
to be held in cooperation with the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA), as well as exhibitions of results and other
information from the FOTs. Unfortunately, these events had to be
delayed due to the spread of the novel coronavirus COVID-19.
In contrast, although also affected by the novel coronavirus
COVID-19, a hybrid real/virtual experience was held in March
2021 that combined an interim status report meeting with a symposium style event. Called the Automated Driving Showcase to
Change the Future, this event was held in collaboration with the
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and MLIT.
The interim status report meeting was mainly aimed at business
operators and engineers involved in automated driving services. However, to make the meeting as accessible as possible, the intermediate
results of the SIP-adus projects were openly disclosed to the public.
The meeting presented the results of technical development related
to the construction and communication of road traffic environment
data, such as traffic signal information, merging lane assistance information, and probe vehicle data. It also provided a forum for actual
and video-based exhibitions related to the vehicles used in the FOTs
in the Tokyo waterfront area and the semi-mountainous regions, as
well as related to the construction and the like of virtual safety evaluation environments and distribution portals for geographical data. This
experience was an attempt to provide a novel approach to such events
reflecting the so-called new normal, by combining virtual guided tours
and virtual 3D walk-through exhibitions.
Finally, in April 2021, a media test-ride event was held in the
Tokyo Waterfront City area using around twenty vehicles provided
by nine companies participating in the FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area. With multiple automated vehicles available to test ride
at the same time, this event helped to broaden the understanding
of the media with respect to the technology and concepts involved.
3.2. Dialog with Citizens
Symposiums and town hall events have been held to create twoway dialogs with citizens, local government bodies, related business operators, and so on.
Particularly in the second phase of SIP- Automated Driving for
Universal Services, in addition to events held in Tokyo primarily
addressing regional social issues, events have also been held in
local regions to discuss how social issues can be resolved by auto-

mated driving technologies.
Themes for these events included A Future Vision of Japan in
Shodoshima - Regionally Created Mobility Services -, which was
held in the town of Shodoshima in the Shozu district of Kagawa
Prefecture in December 2018, The Role of Automated Driving in
Supporting the Future of People, Towns, and Lifestyles - Toward
the Realization of Sustainably Desirable Towns -, which was held
in the city of Ina, Nagano Prefecture in August 2019, and The Ideal
Town and Automated Driving, which was held in the Maebashi, the
capital city of Gunma Prefecture in January 2021.
Additionally, a regional automated driving summit was held in
March 2021 in which leaders of Iinan, Shimane Prefecture, Eiheiji,
Fukui Prefecture, Kamikoani, Akita Prefecture, Chatan, Okinawa Prefecture, and Higashiomi, Shiga Prefecture discussed the
initiatives of their local authorities as well as their approaches to
automated driving. This was followed by a panel discussion that
included representatives from stakeholders engaged in regional
automated driving initiatives, public transportation operators,
automated driving venture businesses, and the like. This discussion
covered two topics: the resolution of regional issues, and next-generation public transportation systems and business initiatives. This
summit linked various regional stakeholders over the Internet in
format typically suited for online events.

4

Quantification of the Effects of Automated
Driving

Based on trends encompassing the level of automated driving
technology and the extent of its propagation, SIP-adus is working
to analyze and quantify the impact of automated driving with the
objective of providing materials to encourage open discussions
about its advantages and latent risks.
More specifically, this entails quantitative evaluations of the
social and economic impacts of automated driving, such as reductions in traffic accidents, congestion, and the like carried out by
economic researchers, as well as studies and research into enhancing the accuracy of simulations to measure the effect of decreases
in traffic accidents developed in SIP phase 1. At this point, a certain amount of conclusions have been reached. In addition, investigations and research involving cooperation between the fields of
medicine and engineering have evaluated the effectiveness of driving support technologies for visually impaired people. The results
of this research underlined the effectiveness of advanced driving
support systems and the importance of the visual field in driving.
SIP-adus has also started developing a methodology to measure
the effect of these public acceptance initiatives. To this end, roughly
10,000 people from all round the country took part in questionnaire-based surveys in January 2020 and 2021 (carried out with
the cooperation of METI and MLIT). Carrying out questionnaire
surveys of the same scale in consecutive years allows the year-onyear progress of the public acceptance initiatives to be gauged. The
contents of the responses can also be used for analysis, such as by
quantifying the current state of various public acceptance factors
(such as lifestyle changes, learning, cost, intrinsic and technical
limits, measures if an accident occurs, and so on). Key performance
indicators (KPI) and key goal indicators (KGI) have also been created based on these questionnaire responses. SIP-adus intends to
continue analyzing the year-on-year progress of public acceptance
based on these questionnaire responses to evaluate the status of the
initiatives to foster public acceptance and provide feedback.
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Surveys and Evaluations for Fostering Public
Acceptance
Yukiko Miyaki (Dai-Ichi Life Research Institute Inc.)
In addition to technical development and the establishment of systems, fostering public acceptance will play an indispensable role in
enabling the social implementation of automated driving technologies. Proper understanding and flexible actions by consumers will help
to accelerate the early and efficient adoption of these technologies, while also helping to ensure the safety of new road transportation
systems. In collaboration with the relevant government ministries, this project has received and carried out commissions for consumer
awareness surveys about automated driving over several years. While tracking the changes in these survey results, this project aims
to identify what types of information in which areas are necessary to help effectively foster public acceptance of automated driving.
Based on some of the results of past questionnaire surveys and the results of qualitative information collected from regions around
the country, this article describes an action evaluation checklist to help fostering public acceptance, and underlines the importance of
creative systems of collaboration through discussion of the following points: (1) stagnating consumer awareness about automated
driving, (2) low user appreciation of the benefits of driving support systems, (3) insufficient understanding of the functions of driving
support systems by users, (4) disconnection between the strong need for mobility focused on elderly people and expectations for the
technology, and (5) low acceptance of the cost as well as the uniqueness and the technical limits of automated driving.

1

Project Flow and Details of Surveys

1.1. Background and Objectives of Surveys
The social implementation of automated driving technologies
rests on three pillars: technical development, the establishment of
legal framework, and fostering public acceptance, each of which
must be pursued at the same time. For the first two of these pillars, field operational tests (FOTs) of automated driving have been
carried out in various regions around the country to verify the
technology and identify consumer needs, and legal framework are
currently being established through the revision and enactment of
relevant laws to facilitate practical adoption. In contrast, the state of
public acceptance including consumer awareness and understanding is far from satisfactory.
Since 2016, Dai-Ichi Life Research Institute Inc. has participated
on the expert committee of a project charged with carrying out
research, development, and verification to enable the social implementation of advanced automated driving systems, focusing on
studies into the civil liability and public acceptance of automated
driving (“Research, Development, and Demonstration Project for
Social Implementation of Advanced Automated Vehicle Systems:
Research on Civil Responsibilities and Social Acceptance of Automated Vehicle”), which has been conducted under the auspices
of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and the
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT)
since 2016. In the same year, Dai-Ichi Life Research Institute Inc.
also inaugurated in-house questionnaire surveys related to automated driving with the objective of understanding the stance of
consumers. Subsequently, the contents of this questionnaire were
fixed and incorporated by the METI/MLIT project in January 2019
(the 2018 fiscal year). Since then, the questionnaire has been used
to collect an ongoing data history related to changes in consumer
behavior and awareness. The 2020 survey (the 2019 fiscal year) was
carried out as a joint investigation with items added by SIP-adus.
In addition, as a part of the METI/MLIT project, qualitative
data has also been collected through World Cafe-style regional
workshops and by listening to comments from local consumers at
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presentations held around the country to foster public acceptance
of automated driving.
This article provides a broad overview of the current situation,
mainly focusing on the results of the automotive/automated driving questionnaire survey held in 2021. It also describes the creation
and proposal of key performance indicators (KPI) and key goal
indicators (KGI) for actions aiming to foster public acceptance, and
discusses the proposal process for formulating a strategy.
1.2. Overview of Questionnaire Survey
An overview of the questionnaire survey is as follows.
■ Target of survey: men and women from all regions of Japan,
aged 18 to 79
24,583 people (METI/MLIT questions)
(Of which, 12,392 people responded to the SIP-adus questions.)
■ Survey timing: January 2021
METI/MLIT survey: January 6 to 11
SIP-adus survey: January 16 to 24
■ Survey format: Internet survey
The survey period was split into two halves: the first was carried out using the questions determined for the METI/MLIT survey and was answered by 24,583 people. The second survey was
then carried out using the questions submitted by SIP-adus, and
responses were received from 12,392 people. The results of the two
were then combined. Analysis of the results focused mainly on the
18 to 69 age group, and was extended to the results from people in
the 70s when necessary.
This article describes the results of the overall survey, not just
the SIP-adus questions.
1.3. Survey Items
In addition to SIP-adus, METI, and MLIT, the survey items
were also determined with the cooperation of the National Police
Agency (NPA) and the Consumer Affairs Agency. The main contents of the survey are as follows.
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Questions from METI/MLIT:
•O
 verall acceptance score for each category of automated driving
•D
 egree of Understanding of automated driving
• Whether the respondent has a driving license, vehicle usage
status, types of vehicle used
•N
 umber of vehicles owned
•A
 ccident and near-miss experiences
•C
 hanges in transportation usage due to COVID-19
•F
 requent destinations and means of transportation
•C
 hanges in frequency of leaving home due to COVID-19
• S urrendering of driving licenses by the elderly
• Usage of Safety Support Cars (cars equipped with certain driving support safety technologies functions) and Safety Support
Car financial incentives
• Th
 e mobility environment
•A
 wareness of MaaS
•A
 wareness and situation related to automated driving
•D
 egree of Usage and understanding of driving support technologies
•E
 xpectations for automated driving service vehicles
Questions from SIP-adus:
•A
 wareness of area of residence
•D
 egree of Acceptance of items related to automated driving
•
Understanding, cooperation, and awareness regarding the
popularization of automated driving
• Specific hopes for the realization of automated driving services
•W
 hat users must do to encourage popularization
•
Restrictions on mobility and changes in lifestyle caused
byCOVID-19
•D
 egree of satisfaction about status of mobility in lifestyle
•A
 ctions to help prevent the spread of COVID-19
• Actions to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 and the
potential of vehicles
•H
 opes for changes to working styles (for working people)
•V
 alues and behaviors
* The underlined items were used to obtain an ongoing response history.

2

Issues for Fostering Public Acceptance Identified
from Survey Results

2.1. Issues
The survey results identified the following points as potential
issues for fostering public acceptance of the social implementation
of automated driving technologies.
(a) The last few years have seen virtually no change in the distribution of expectations and concerns regarding social changes
caused by the development and popularization of automated
driving. The proportion of disinterested respondents with
neither expectations nor concerns also remains stalled.
(b) 
Currently, people using Driver-Assistance Systems have
low awareness that these functions are installed on their
vehicles, do not use these functions to a great extent, and
have little appreciation of their benefits. In other words, a
knock-on-effect from innovators, early adopters, and other
pioneering users cannot be relied upon.
(c) Currently, people using vehicles equipped Driver-Assistance
Systems have low understanding of these functions. Society
in general is currently trending toward the adoption of vehicle sharing and subscription services, as well as the selection
of vehicles based on application. This low understanding is a
concern from the standpoints of both the under-utilization of

these functions, as well as safety when the functions are used.
(d) The feasibility of elderly people continuing to live in their
current areas of residence is an issue from the standpoint
of mobility and the result shows a strong point of concern.
From the standpoint of ensuring mobility in old age, it is
difficult for elderly people to surrender their driving licenses
in many regions and the lack of drivers in workforce also
remains an issue. There are low expectations that technology
can resolve these issues.
(e) When questioned about the burdens involved in the social
implementation of automated driving, respondents demonstrated a certain acceptance of lifestyle changes and the need for
learning. However, there was low acceptance of the cost as well
as the uniqueness and technical limits of automated driving.
The following sections describe the status and data of these
points in more detail.
2.2. From the Results of the Questionnaire Surveys
(1) Expectations and concerns
Responses regarding expectations and concerns about changes
to society caused by the development and popularization of automated driving were cross tabulated and compared with the results
from the surveys starting in 2018. Although the figures showed
some upward and downward fluctuation, the distributions have
remained virtually unchanged.
Even comparing to 2018, the state of automated driving in Japan
has changed greatly. Japan has worked to gain a technical advantage
and has come to be a world leader regarding the establishment of legal
framework. However, this situation is hardly recognized in society
and some respondents believe that Japan is actually lagging behind.
It is important to note that reducing the number of “concerned”
people is not particularly crucial. In fact, the existence of two extremes
(people with high expectations and people with concerns) may be
regarded as healthy. An effective way of encouraging the permeation
of new technology through society is to proceed carefully while maintaining a certain level of concern. The problem is the consistent voice
of people who have neither expectations nor anxieties, because they
don‘t have any interest in automated driving at all. We would better
take them into our argument on how we would deploy automated
driving technology into our society because mobility is the matter to
all of us and we are sharing public roads. In this case, the focus of
information should not be on dispelling concerns about automated
driving, but in raising awareness of why automated driving is a necessary solution and what exactly automated driving entails.
High expectations

2018

2019

2020

2021

High
expectations

Not
concerned

Concerned
2018
2020

2019

2021

Concerned
No expectations
* All figures show comparisons with the first survey (target age range: 20 to 60).

Fig. 1: Expectations and Concerns Regarding Social Changes Caused by
Development and Popularization of Automated Driving

(2) Awareness and usage of Driver-Assistance Systems
Consumers were asked for their opinions about driving support
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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functions, which are technical predecessors of automated driving
technology.
Although the proportion of respondents’ awareness of collision
mitigation braking systems, pedal misapplication acceleration suppression systems, constant speed and vehicle-to-vehicle distance
control systems, lane departure prevention warning systems, and
parking assistance systems trended higher in 2020 and 2021 compared to 2019, there was not a significant increase.
In addition, although the usage rate of vehicles equipped with
these functions is gradually increasing, major changes have not
occurred. 24.8% of driving license holders were unaware whether
their vehicle was equipped with these functions. This lack of awareness is a particular point of concern.
Respondents driving vehicles equipped with a collision mitigation braking system or pedal misapplication acceleration suppression system were asked whether they were normally aware that the
vehicle was equipped with these functions, and respondents driving
vehicles equipped with a constant speed and vehicle-to-vehicle distance control system, lane departure prevention warning system, or
parking assistance system were asked whether they normally used
these functions. The overall proportion of affirmative responses has
remained in a range between 40 and 60%, indicating that the usage
rate and awareness of these functions are not particularly high.
The fact that, currently, people using Driver-Assistance Systems
have low awareness that these functions are even installed on their
vehicles and do not use these functions to a great extent indicates
that people have little appreciation of the benefits of these functions.
It also indicates that a ripple effect from innovators, early adopters,
and other pioneering users on wider society cannot be relied upon.
Number of people
aware of function

Number of people driving
vehicle equipped with
function

Number of people
who normally use
the function*

Survey year
Collision mitigation braking system
Pedal misapplication
acceleration suppression system
Constant speed and
vehicle-to-vehicle distance
control system
Lane departure prevention
warning system
Parking assistance system
No Driver-Assistance Systems
Not sure whether vehicle is
equipped with Driver-Assistance
Systems
Note: for collision mitigation braking systems and pedal misapplication acceleration suppression systems, the
question was changed to whether the consumer was normally aware that the vehicle is equipped with these functions.

Fig. 2: Awareness and Usage of Driver-Assistance Systems

(3) User understanding of Driver-Assistance Systems
The questionnaires also asked respondents about their understanding of each of these Driver-Assistance Systems. The results show
that less than 30% received and understood a detailed explanation of any of the functions, and that between 30 and 40% either
received an explanation but did not understand the explanation
well or at all, or did not receive any explanation.
Collision mitigation
braking system
Pedal misapplication
acceleration suppression
system
Constant speed and
vehicle-to-vehicle distance
control system
Lane departure prevention
warning system
Parking assistance system

Received and
understood a
detailed explanation

Received and basically
understood some but
not all of a detailed
explanation

Received a detailed
explanation but did not
understand it well

Received a detailed
explanation but did not
understand it

Not received
any detailed
explanation

Fig. 3: User Understanding of Driver-Assistance Systems
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In a Society that is currently trending toward the adoption of
vehicle sharing and subscription services, as well as the selection
of vehicles based on application, this low understanding even in
drivers actually using vehicles equipped with these Driver-Assistance Systems must be regarded as a concern from the standpoints
of both the under-utilization of these functions, as well as safety
when the functions are used.
(4) Awareness of mobility issues in old age
Respondents were generally very aware of mobility issues of
the elderly. A high proportion of respondents agreed that freedom
of mobility in old age would raise the quality of life (74.1%) and
that enabling freedom of mobility in old age would help to extend
“healthy life expectancies”(A period of time when you can stay
healthy and independent.) (69.2%). The survey also confirmed that
the number of people wanting to live in their current area of residence in their old age (58.2%) increased significantly with the age
of the respondent.
Freedom of mobility in old age would
raise the quality of life
Enabling freedom of mobility in old age
would help to extend healthy life expectancies
Would like to continue living in current
area of residence in old age
Concerned about mobility in old age in
current area of residence
Cannot live in old age in current area of
residence without car

Agree
Basically agree

Fig. 4: Awareness of mobility issues in old age

Of the safety-related issues faced by elderly drivers, society is
currently focused on the question of surrendering driving licenses.
27.4% of respondents stated that they knew someone around them
that should probably surrender their driving license. The largest proportion (31.8%) of these respondents stated that this person was their
own father. The questionnaire also asked for comments about how
these people were likely to act in the future. Around 30% of respondents in total stated that “the person in question would probably not
stop driving in any circumstances”, or “the person would probably
not stop driving until they realized the risk after experiencing an
accident or dangerous situation”, or that “the only way to stop the
person from driving would be to hide their keys or driving license, or
to force them to stop”. In contrast, approximately 20% of respondents
stated that the person in question would probably surrender their
license if alternative means of transportation could be secured.
In conclusion, these results indicate the importance of increasing the diversity of mobility by simultaneously enhancing safety
through the adoption of more sophisticated automated functions
in privately owned vehicles to extend the driving lifetime of individual drivers, and ensuring alternative means of transportation to
private vehicles through the popularization of automated driving
vehicles as transportation service.
(5) Four elements of acceptance of automated driving
When considering the public acceptance of automated driving,
the following four points are regarded as specific elements that
consumers are required to accept.
(a) Lifestyle change: acceptance of various changes to lifestyles
by the popularization of automated driving
(b) Learning: acceptance of the need for learning to enable the
popularization of automated driving
(c) Cost: acceptance of various cost burdens related to the popularization of automated driving
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(d) Uniqueness/ Technical limits: acceptance of the particular
characteristics as well as the limits and risks of automated
driving
The following diagrams discuss these elements in more detail.
Different results were achieved depending on the attributes and situation of the respondent, including gender, age, and the scale of the
urban area in which the respondent lived. Proposals for actions are
also presented based on an overview of the results.
Acceptable

Basically
acceptable

Basically
unacceptable

Unacceptable

Establishing new rules, such as restricting roadside
parking and cutting in, for safe drive with automated vehicles

33.5

53.9

9.8

2.9

stricter traffic rules for pedestrians, bicycles,
and other vehicles for safe drive with automated
vehicles

33.7

53.0

10.1

3.2

helping each other when using, getting in, and getting out of automated buses (public transportation)

24.2

58.5

13.2

4.1

active involvement in studies of routes and rules
related to automated buses (public transportation)
by local residents of each region

20.4

59.0

16.4

4.3

going to bus stops to ride automated buses (public
transportation) rather than private cars

19.7

47.1

24.0

9.1

giving up private vehicles and using automated
buses (public transportation)

17.8

36.9

29.7

15.7

The results of specific items in these four acceptance items were
totaled and the historical trends compared. Although the acceptance of lifestyle changes and the need for learning has risen over
the last two years, there have been no changes in the acceptance of
the cost as well as the Uniqueness /Technical limits of automated
driving. Based on these historical survey results, even though
respondents have expressed a certain acceptance of social changes
and learning, there are many negative opinions about the possibility of higher cost burdens and the occurrence of accidents due
to the characteristics of automated vehicles. Working how to raise
understanding about these items is likely to be the key to fostering
public acceptance of automated driving.

Fig. 5: Acceptance of Lifestyle Changes

Users must understand how to use automated
vehicles.

Regarding the
characteristics and
limits of automated
vehicles

Regarding the
legal liabilities of
accidents involving
automated vehicles

Acceptable

Basically
acceptable

Basically
unacceptable

Unacceptable

34.4

53.3

9.6

2.7

Users must understand the
characteristics and limits
of automated vehicles.

34.2

53.8

9.5

2.5

Non-users must also
understand the characteristics and limits of
automated vehicles.

26.8

54.9

14.6

3.7

Users must understand
the legal liabilities of
automated vehicles.

33.0

53.4

10.7

2.9

Non-users must also
understand the legal
liabilities of automated
vehicles.

27.0

53.9

15.1

4.0

Fig. 6: Acceptance of Necessity for Learning

Acceptable

Basically
acceptable

Basically
unacceptable

Unacceptable

Taxes must be used to prepare roads and the like
for automated buses (public transportation).

16.9

56.4

19.7

7.0

Taxes must be used to prepare roads and the like
for private automated vehicles.

15.9

54.9

21.8

7.4

Private automated vehicles will be more expensive
than conventional private vehicles.

12.1

41.0

32.1

14.7

The number of automated buses (public
transportation) running on a route will increase but
bus services will be more expensive.

11.0

41.7

35.1

12.2

The cost of owning a private automated vehicle
will be more expensive than a conventional private
vehicle.

12.1

38.4

33.6

15.9

Fig. 7: Acceptance of Cost Burden
Acceptable

Basically
acceptable

Basically
unacceptable

Unacceptable

Decisions made by automated vehicles may not
always be the same as the decisions that a human
driver would take.

16.0

53.4

23.8

6.8

Automated vehicle technology must be 100% safe
before automated vehicles are practically adopted.

18.9

47.8

24.1

9.2

To ensure safety by following traffic rules and
driving at or below the legal speed limit, the
operation of automated vehicles might not be in
harmony with surrounding traffic flows.

14.4

51.8

26.7

7.1

To ensure safe operation, automated buses
(public transportation) might use sensors to stop
frequently and confirm safety, resulting in longer
journey times than manually driven buses.

13.2

51.6

27.5

7.7

Although accidents caused by driver inattention
may drop significantly, accidents may be caused by
automated vehicle malfunctions.

12.0

39.6

32.7

15.8

Fig. 8: Acceptance of Uniqueness and Technical Limits

Lifestyle
changes

Learning
2020

Cost

Uniqueness
/Technical limits
2021

Fig. 9: Historical Changes in Aspects of Social Acceptance

3

Interpretation of KPI and KGI Related to
Fostering Public Acceptance

3.1. Limits of Using KPI and KGI as Quantitative Targets
Based on the situation and results described above, Dai-Ichi Life
Research Institute Inc. was contracted by SIP-adus to create KPI
and KGI for evaluating efforts to foster public acceptance.
The first thing that must be realized to foster public acceptance
of automated driving is to raise awareness with providing information. However, there is not a straight correlation between raising
awareness with providing information and fostering acceptance.
For example, there are some people do not change their negative
stance even after obtaining information, while the same information may also cause people that have accepted automated driving
without fully understanding it to change their minds.
Therefore, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 10, in phase 1,
it will be necessary to first increase the amount of information
available to consumers and raise their awareness while, at the same
time, identifying what specific elements are acceptable and unacceptable to people who understand automated driving but have a
negative stance toward it. Subsequently, it will be necessary to study
the individual issues behind these unacceptable elements and identify suitable countermeasures. Then, as shown in phase 2, it will be
necessary to identify the motivations of the consumers who understand automated driving but have a negative stance toward it, and
identify ways of finding a consensus by actively helping to resolve
their concerns.
Based on the flows shown in the figure, it is important to be
cautious when establishing numeral targets for KPI and KGI. It
was decided that managing the quality of actions would be more
effective as a qualitative target, an approach that was accepted by
SIP-adus.
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Phase 2:

High awareness of automated driving

Actions to encourage
consumer conduct
Study issues, implement countermeasures,
find consensus, and resolve issues.

No acceptance despite
understanding

Acceptance due to
understanding

Negative
= nonacceptance

Positive
= -acceptance

No acceptance due to
a lack of understanding

Acceptance despite
lack of understanding

Low awareness of automated driving

Phase 1:
Actions to raise awareness
by increasing the amount of
information available
to consumers

Fig. 10: Awareness and Acceptance

3.2. Evaluating Actions for Fostering Public Acceptance
Actions for fostering public acceptance include specific events
and information communication. These activities must be clearly
targeted, the information must be selected and prepared specifically
for the target audience, and the media to be used must be chosen
carefully. As the basis for these actions, it is important to understand
the target audience of each activity. Table 1 shows the process incorporating all of these standpoints. The organization that carries out
the activity should study each action based on this flow, review the
issues raised in actions that have been implemented following this
flow, and create opportunities to share that information with other
such organizations. While project leaders have been forced to change
their policies and study new approaches, due to the large number of
restrictions due to COVID-19 in the 2020 fiscal year, active efforts
have been made to identify issues by sharing this information and to
share ideas among SIP-adus projects. As project leaders have the tendency to operate in isolation, exchanging information in this way has
helped to construct creative systems of collaboration particularly in
these times that continue to be affected by the coronavirus pandemic.

3.3. Ideas about Fostering Acceptance Obtained from Specific
Activity Cases
This project also considered the ideal approach to fostering public acceptance in the future through the actions described above.
A number of interesting ideas were obtained from activities conducted by the local authorities in the town of Sakai in Ibaraki Prefecture. This community has actively accepted automated driving
services and is directly addressing mobility issues caused by depopulation and the aging of society. The community has adopted automated vehicles with a brightly colored and stylish appearance. This
has helped to create a mobility system that provides extra value and
builds connections between people in the community, particularly
children. In addition to realizing the primary benefit of providing
mobility, these vehicles have also become icons of the community.
This has helped to close the distance between automated driving
and local residents and psychologically mitigate technical hurdles
such as the slowness of the vehicles, and fostered acceptance by
both passengers and other traffic users. Local residents have proactively looked for ways to utilize this new mobility technology by, for
example, providing sites for bus stops free of charge, looking after
passengers getting in and out of the vehicles, and restricting roadside parking. This positive attitude toward learning about this new
technology has compensated for the technical limits and intrinsic
characteristics of automated driving.
The same reaction were observed at a test ride of an automated
shuttle in Armidale, Australia in 2020. Regions like this that are
faced with issues such as the aging of the population have recognized the potential of automated driving as a means of daily transportation. At the test ride, the vehicle waited a few minutes on the
road to enter a roundabout. However, drivers of other vehicles
waited behind the shuttles patiently without pressing their horns.
This was probably because the need for automated vehicles in that
region, and the characteristics and limits of these vehicles had been
recognized to some extent in advance.
In any case, obtaining the understanding of local residents
about why automated driving technology should be introduced,
why automated driving is a potential solution for social issues,
and what automated driving can accomplish or not accomplish is
a prerequisite for encouraging spontaneous understanding of how
automated driving should be introduced. Acceptance can only be
achieved through this process. Following the process described
above should help to provide a path to realize breakthroughs in
fostering public acceptance as suggested in some of the questionnaire survey results.
3.4. Ideas Obtained from Research
The cost as well as the Uniqueness /Technical limits of automated driving have been identified as particularly difficult issues
for fostering public acceptance of a society based on automated
driving technology. Ideas to achieve acceptance for these items are
summarized below.

Fig. 10: Awareness and Acceptance
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(1) Acceptance of cost
Raising acceptance of the cost of automated driving will not be
simple, particularly because it requires understanding of new types
of cost burdens for elderly people. Private vehicles provide benefits besides the times that they are actually driven. For example,
even when parked, these vehicles provide the psychological peace
of mind of instant availability, while also satisfying people’s possessive instinct. These are major benefits for consumers. Therefore,
the rationality that the reduction in cost burden realized by giving
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(2) Acceptance of Uniqueness /Technical limits
System error is just as inevitable as human error. No technologies can ever be 100% infallible. However, in the same way that
technologies have the potential to compensate for human limits, people also have the potential to compensate for the limits
of technologies, by providing that these limits are understood. If
consumers can understand the necessity for the technology (why
automated driving technology is needed) and its intrinsic characteristics and limits (what automated driving technology is),
then consumers may identify their own ways to overcome these
limits (how automated driving technology can be adopted.). This
approach of consumers overcoming technical limits has everyday
precedents involving conventional vehicles. Common examples
include safety controls, seatbelt usage, and following speed limits.
The Society 5.0 concept refers to a society that works to resolve
issues by combining the cyber and physical worlds. The approach
of using human attributes to compensate for the limits and defects
of new technology has the potential to resolve social issues much
faster than relying on technology alone. The fostering of public
acceptance as part of the social implementation of automated driving is one way that the Society 5.0 concept can be materialized.
The format of future initiatives to foster public acceptance
should include the consumer and the residents alongside the normal representatives of industry, government, and academia. While
incorporating the viewpoints described above, this format must
also ensure coordination between ministries, liaison between the
center and local regions, and cooperation between different companies. With this format in mind, the first step should be to present a grand design for an automated driving-based society that
expresses the benefits for the people living in it. After doing so, it
will be important to continue dialogs toward the creation of tangible solutions from the standpoint of the wellbeing of everyone in
society.
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Social participation from
the standpoints of fostering
technology and systems

States
Local authorities

Preparation of laws
and rules to enable (Government)
automated driving

Consumers
Local residents
(The people)

Forum for
creative collaboration
FOTs
World cafe style workshops
Dialog with the general public
Symposiums
Committees, etc.
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up a private vehicle will be transferred to a cost burden related to
public transportation may be impossible for people to accept easily.
For this reason, a monetized model in which the costs of a new
mobility system are recovered by fares alone, may be difficult to
realize. Of course, the enhancement of mobility itself has large
intrinsic value. For example, in addition to the economic benefits
of enhanced community accessibility, maintaining the mobility of
the elderly can help to prevent frailty and extend healthy life expectancies. If these benefits can be viewed comprehensively while
factoring in the subsequent reduction in social security costs and
other benefits, it may provide the basis to use public funds to establish automated mobility systems. Furthermore, if the non-financial
benefits of automated driving, such as improving the wellbeing of
consumers by enhancing the mobility environment, are also factored in, some people may also come to understand the substantial
social value of automated driving. In the future, when providing
context for public acceptance, it will be necessary to incorporate
such wide-ranging and long-term standpoints while visualizing
their effect through provisional calculations or the like.

Enrichment of specialist
research and knowledge
in each field

Businesses
Preparation of infrastructure
and systems
Technical development and
service operation

Business organizations
(Industry)
Creation of
automated
driving technologies
and services

Fig. 12: Creative Systems of Collaboration between Industry, Government,
Academia, and the People
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Advanced Driving Support for Drivers with Visual
Field Loss (Overview)
Masayo Takahashi (RIKEN, Japan), Hirofumi Aoki (Nagoya University), Makoto Ito (University of Tsukuba)
This project aimed to establish a methodology for the use of driving support systems to help ensure the safety of drivers with
visual field loss, and to raise public awareness about this methodology. First, driving simulators (DS) were used at medical institutions
to construct a database and identify the particular causes of accidents involving visual field loss. The project then studied conditions
for driving support systems to counter these accident risks, focusing on automatic braking and audio guidance. Using these results,
information about the utility and effectiveness of driving support systems was communicated widely throughout society as a whole
and to the relevant institutions using visual field loss as an example, thereby helping to popularize advanced driving support systems
and raise awareness about safety.
In this project, self-organizing map (SOM) analysis of the results obtained from the simple DS was able to identify patterns of visual
field loss and situations in which accidents are more likely to occur. It was also found that, using both simple and high-precision DS,
accidents involving drivers with visual field loss could be reduced using highly sensitive sensors and automatic braking, as well as
by providing specific audio directions rather than simple guidance about the vehicle status. In contrast, the results also showed that
automatic braking systems that are unable to completely prevent accidents may actually cause accidents to increase. Additionally,
communication of these ideas to society as a whole was started by opening the first safe driving outpatient care programs at two eye
clinics using the simple DS results.
As described above, this project underlined the pressing issue of drivers with visual field loss and proposed ways to resolve this
issue. It will be necessary to raise the awareness of both drivers with visual field loss and eye doctors, and comprehensive measures
to communicate this issue to society as a whole, industry, and government ministries will also be important. It is hoped that this project
will help to resolve technical issues, while leading to changes in vehicle markings, rules, and other non-technical aspects.

1

Background

There are two types of vision impairment, loss of visual acuity,
and visual field loss. Driving license systems around the world have
different conditions for visual acuity. For example, most systems
in Europe and the U.S. allow people with a corrected visual acuity
(CVA) of 0.5 or higher to obtain a license, whereas in California,
this value is only 0.1 or higher. Additionally, many systems also
have visual field standards (34 states in the U.S.(1) and 23 countries
in Europe(2)). In contrast, the system in Japan is more stringent and
requires a CVA of 0.7 or higher using both eyes. However, a visual
field test is not required for people with a CVA of 0.7 or higher
using both eyes or a CVA of 0.3 or higher using one eye. Therefore,
people with glaucoma or retinal pigment degeneration (RPD) can
easily obtain a driving license under the current system since central visual acuity may not deteriorate until much later in life, even
if that person has conspicuous visual field loss.
In Japan, a large number of people suffer from glaucoma (up to
one in twenty people aged 40 or older according to the Tajimi Study
Review and other sources)(3-5). Although various types of visual
field loss can occur if this condition becomes serious, visual field
constriction (VFC) may proceed slowly over several decades, and
many patients remain unaware that their visual field has narrowed.
Kunimatsu et al. studied the risk related to drivers with visual field
loss by recording the occurrence of accidents and brake reaction
times in fifteen dangerous situations using a simple driving simulator (DS) capable of being operated in a hospital. This study compared the results of 36 patients with late-stage glaucoma and VFC
with 36 healthy people of the same age and driving times. The accident rate of the patients with late-stage glaucoma was significantly
higher(6).
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In addition, since RPD(7) can lead to the gradual narrowing
of the visual field while leaving the center part of the field intact,
doctors instruct 80% of RPD patients to stop driving. However, a
survey found that 13% of people with this condition drove a car
and 6% rode a motorcycle, of which 55% had suffered an accident
while driving(8).
Despite these results, many drivers with visual field loss have
not been involved in any form of traffic accident. It is thought
that these drivers are compensating for a narrower visual field by
shifting their gaze while driving. These people have a legal right to
drive and summarily banning people whose livelihoods depend on
having a driving license from driving is not a reasonable option.
Explaining the risks and persuading these people to stop driving
is an extremely difficult issue. There is also no official concept of
accidents caused by VFC, and the police attribute all such accidents
to lack of proper attention to the road ahead. This shows that lack
of awareness of drivers with visual field loss is an issue that must
be resolved.
In January 2017, the Expert Advisory Council Meeting on Measures to Prevent Traffic Accidents by Elderly Drivers was inaugurated to make wide-reaching studies for formulating the necessary
policies to prevent traffic accidents particularly involving elderly
people. As a result, the following two measures to address visual
field loss and the like, conditions that affect a large number of
elderly people, were proposed: (1) study and research the relationship between the visual field and safe driving, and (2) promote PR
and awareness-raising initiatives related to the risk of driving with
visual field loss. As a result, studies and research are ongoing into
the development of new visual field testers to be used in classes
attended by elderly people.
The driving process is said to consist of the three steps of recognition, judgment, and operation. However, a perception phase
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occurs before the recognition step, and it is possible to consider
vision impairment by separating these perception and recognition
processes. Drivers suffering from dementia have been recognized
as a pressing social issue. The fact that some of these drivers also
have impaired perception due to the large numbers of glaucoma
patients in Japan makes it difficult to create a clear division between
perception and recognition. If Japan can take the global lead in recognizing and resolving the problem of drivers with visual field loss
who are only affected by issues of perception as demonstrating the
need for automated driving, this might contribute to the practical
introduction of automated driving technologies,

2

Objectives

Through cooperation between the medical and engineering
fields, the objective of this project is to identify the effects of visual
field loss on driving and the benefits of providing advanced driving
support functions, with the aims of realizing safe mobility for people with visual field loss and reducing traffic accidents.
This project developed a simple DS for eye clinics called the
S-Navi to efficiently collect driving behavior data from healthy
people and people with visual field loss, thereby helping to identify
the particular causes of accidents involving drivers with visual field
loss in accordance with the location and extent of that visual field
loss.
The project also aimed to use these results to clarify which driving support functions are truly effective for drivers with visual field
loss, incorporate these into a high-performance DS, and verify the
effectiveness of these functions in reducing accidents.
Finally, this project aimed to study methods for ensuring the
safety of drivers with visual field loss using driving support systems, and to raise public awareness of this issue and its countermeasures.

3

Niigata University, and 55 from the Inouye Eye Hospital. Combined with the re-use of 116 cases of research data obtained by the
National Police Agency, a database comprising a total of 436 cases
was constructed.

Initiatives by SIP-adus

3.1. Construction of Database of Healthy Drivers and Drivers
with Visual Field Loss
(1) S-Navi driving simulator
The frequency of accidents particularly involving drivers
with visual field loss was verified using the Honda Safety Navi
GE (abbreviated as “S-Navi” in this article) DS manufactured by
Honda Motor Co., Ltd. and used by eye clinics in outpatient care
programs (Fig. 1). The S-Navi is equipped with an accelerator pedal
that controls the speed, but the direction of the simulation cannot
be changed by turning the steering wheel. As a result, only driving straight on and braking operations can be studied. The steering
wheel is provided to enhance the realism of the simulation. The
monitor displays fifteen situations in which accidents are likely to
occur, including the background environment, various objects, and
red traffic signals (Table 1), allowing the identification of accidents
that tend to be caused by visual field loss.
After ethical review processes at three medical institutions (the
Kobe City Eye Hospital, Niigata University, and Tohoku University), data started to be collected from test subjects in February
2019. In addition, after the transfer of a member of the research
team, data collection also started at the Inouye Eye Hospital in July.
During the study period, 108 data cases were obtained from
the Kobe City Eye Hospital, 44 from Tohoku University, 113 from

Fig. 1: Simple DS (S-Navi) Installed in Hospitals
Table 1: Driving Hazards
No.

Vehicle speed

Hazard

H1

Red traffic signal

H2

Vehicle crossing from off-road location on left

H3

Oncoming vehicle turning right at signalized intersection

H4

50 km/h

Vehicle merging into driving lane from off-road location
on right

H5

Red traffic signal

H6

Vehicle crossing from off-road location on left

H7

Oncoming vehicle turning right at signalized intersection

H8

40 km/h

Vehicle approaching from left at unsignalized intersection
and turning right

H9

Red traffic signal

H10

Mobility scooter crossing from off-road location on right

H11

Stop sign

H12

Vehicle approaching from left at unsignalized intersection
and going straight on

H13

30 km/h

Mobility scooter crossing from left at unsignalized
intersection

H14

Stop sign

H15

Vehicle approaching from right at unsignalized intersection and going straight on

(2) Identification of Particular Causes of Accidents Involving Drivers with Visual Field Loss
A new analysis method for these results using artificial intelligence
(AI) was developed with the cooperation of the Deloitte Tohmatsu
Group. The feature quantities of the test subjects consisted of almost
100 separate dimensions, including general physical feature quantities (such as age and gender), feature quantities obtained from eye
tests (such as visual acuity and the sensitivity of each visual field
region), and feature quantities based on driving behavior (such as
whether an accident occurred in certain situations). The self-organizing map (SOM) machine learning technique was applied to carry out
mapping to simple feature quantity spaces (here, two-dimensional
planes) based on constraining conditions to ensure that mutually
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similar test subjects are located close together. Then, by clustering the
test subjects after mapping, it was possible to create large clusters of
test subjects with similar characteristics around each pattern of visual
field loss. This helped to simplify understanding of the differences in
characteristics between test subjects, thereby facilitating studies of the
accidents in each situation and patterns of visual field loss (Fig. 2).
After clustering these clinical findings related to visual field loss, SOM
analysis was carried out again, this time by superimposing the results
of accident avoidance in each DS scenario, thereby visualizing the
relationship between the type of visual field loss and risk avoidance.
NPA data

Defective in
Defective in all
downward
directions (severe)
direction
Defective Although the cluster map is changed by
in all
the number of cases, the relationship
Defective in directions between visual field defects and accident
scenarios susceptible to accidents can be identified.
upward
(mild)
direction

Normal

Scenarios

Table 2: Accident-Reduction Effects of Different Driving Support
Conditions

Objects emerging after stoppingObjects emerging without stopping
Normal

Downward

Scenario 2:
blue vehicle
emergingfrom left

Scenario 6:
white vehicle
emerging from left

Severe

Upward
Scenario 5:
red traffic signal
A preceding vehicle is present.
By watching the preceding vehicle,
Fig.
the driver cannot see the traffic
signals due to a defective visual
field in the upward direction.

Scenario 13:
mobility scooter
emerging from left
The test subjects become

accustomed to the final
2: SOM Analysis
scenarios.

For example, an examination of the relationship between the
patterns of visual field loss and scenarios susceptible to accidents
shows that even test subjects with a normal visual field were likely
to have an accident in scenario 2 (in which a vehicle stops at the left
and then suddenly drives out). In comparison, when the vehicle
emerged without stopping, test subjects with visual field loss in the
downward direction (Fig. 2) were more susceptible to accidents.
In addition, subjects with visual field loss in the upward direction
were more likely to cause an accidents by disregarding a red traffic
signal, and only test subjects with severe visual field loss had accidents in scenario 13, which was almost the final scenario. In this
way, likely accidents were linked with visual field loss and it was
confirmed that accidents did not occur in many scenarios unless
the visual field loss of the driver was severe.
3.2. Identification of Driving Support Conditions to Reduce
Accidents
(1) Studies using simple DS
After confirming that visual field loss creates particular risks,
the project then studied the effectiveness of various driving support conditions in avoiding and reducing these accidents. First,
the S-Navi DS used at the eye clinics was provided with a 65-inch
display to create a horizontal visual field of 70 degrees. To obtain
information about driver gaze, the Pro-Nano eye tracker manufactured by Tobii AB was used to identify the gaze of the experiment
participants at a frequency of 60 Hz. An audio guidance system was
realized using a speaker located at the front left of the participants.
The total of sixty healthy adults participated in the experiment. These participants satisfied the following three conditions:
(1) holders of an ordinary motor vehicle license and drive on a
daily basis, (2) have no pre-existing eye conditions, and (3) have
an uncorrected visual acuity (UCVA) or CVA of 0.7 or higher. The
participants were divided into six groups of ten as defined below.
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To simulate visual field loss in healthy people, a simulated visual
field defect system was used.
A mask was displayed on the driving screen in real time based
on the gaze information obtained by the eye tracker.
(1) Healthy drivers, without driving support
(2) Drivers with simulated visual field loss, without driving support
(3) Drivers with simulated visual field loss, audio guidance (status)
(4) Drivers with simulated visual field loss, audio guidance
(driving behavior instructions)
(5) Drivers with simulated visual field loss, braking support that
prevents collisions
(6) Drivers with simulated visual field loss, braking support that
may result in a collision

The results showed that audio guidance was effective in reducing
accidents, especially when it provided direct driving instructions
rather than commentary on the vehicle status. This is consistent
with the results of issue A in phase 1 of the SIP-adus program. In
contrast, insufficient braking support is actually likely to increase
the number of accidents, indicating that measures to prevent overconfidence in braking support systems will be important.
In addition, to verify the timing of the driving support, an
experiment was conducted using a total of 54 participants (26 men
and 28 women) aged from 22 to 77 (average age: 49.8, standard
deviation: 17.9) who satisfied the same conditions as the experiment described above. These participants were divided into the
following four groups.
(1) Without driving support: 13
(2) Warnings provided by audio guidance: 14
(Expressions designed as driving behavior instructions, but
at a later timing than group (3))
(3) Warnings provided by audio guidance: 13
(Expressions designed as driving behavior instructions)
(4) Accident avoidance support by automatic braking: 14
(Late braking timing that might result in a collision in some
cases)
The results of this experiment found that many drivers in group
(3) confirmed the presence of an object after hearing the audio
guidance. This group caused fewer collisions than the drivers without support in group (1). It was found that early audio guidance
made it easier for drivers to take the appropriate action. The timing of the audio guidance used by group (2) was set to result in a
potential collision if the driver took the time to confirm the object
after hearing the guidance. Therefore, the drivers learned to listen
to the audio guidance and depress the brake to avoid the collision
before then confirming the object. In addition, although described
as automatic braking, the timing of the system used by group (4)
was set to result in a potential collision in some cases. The experiment results found that this system also potentially increased the
number of accidents. These results demonstrated that the provision of driving support should be combined with reminders about
driver behavior.
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(2) Studies using high-precision DS and simulations
The multi-agent traffic environment reproduction simulation
technology developed by the Japan Automobile Research Institute
(JARI) in the SIP phase 1 project to develop and verify simulation
technology to estimate detailed traffic environment reduction
effects was used in these studies. Repeated driving simulations
were carried out in a virtual traffic environment with three visual
field angles (normal vision: 140°, moderate visual field loss: 40°,
and severe visual field loss: 20°) and two automatic braking sensor angles (for ordinary vehicles: 40° and for luxury vehicles: 140°)
(Fig. 3). The results found that automatic braking reduced accidents, particularly those involving drivers with visual field loss, and
that it could reduce fatal accidents to the same level as the simulations with normal vision and no automatic braking (Fig. 4).
1. Example of applicable pedestrian accidents
Pedestrian accident at
unsignalized intersection

Accident while crossing a road with a
single lane in both directions

high-precision DS simulations, three visual field angles (normal
vision: 140°, moderate visual field loss: 40°, and severe visual field
loss: 20°) were set. However, in these simulations, four types of
driving support systems were adopted (warnings only, warnings +
automatic braking using ordinary (40°) and luxury (140°) vehicle
sensors). Driving was repeated a sufficient number of times under
each condition (at least 200,000 times), and the number of accidents that occurred was analyzed. The results confirmed that the
combination of automatic braking and the luxury vehicle sensor
reduced the number of accidents involving drivers with visual field
loss to the same level or lower than the simulations with normal
vision and no automatic braking (Fig. 6).

Visual field when looking
in left door mirror
Visual field when looking
in rear view mirror

Visual field when
looking forward

2. Pedestrian walking speeds
Age range

Walking speed (m/s) Standard deviation (m/s)

Children (age: 6 to 12)
Non-elderly people (age: 13 to 64)
Elderly people (age: 65 or older)

Visual field when looking
in right door mirror

3. Sensor specifications
Sensor type

Detection distance (m)

Detection angle (°)

4. Definition of gaze movement

For ordinary vehicles
For luxury vehicles

Number of accidents
Vehicle speed: 30 km/h
Vehicle speed: 50 km/h
Severe visual
field loss
Moderate visual
field loss
Normal vision

Ordinary
Luxury
vehicle
vehicle
sensor
sensor
Automatic braking

None

Ordinary
Luxury
vehicle
vehicle
sensor
sensor
Automatic braking

Number of fatal accidents
Vehicle speed: 30 km/h
Vehicle speed: 50 km/h
Severe visual
field loss
Moderate visual
field loss
Normal vision

None

Ordinary
vehicle
sensor

Automatic braking

Luxury
vehicle
sensor

None

Ordinary
vehicle
sensor

Luxury
vehicle
sensor

Automatic braking

Fig. 4: Results of Preliminary Simulations to Verify Accident Reduction
Effect

Next, the simulations were carried out again using the JARI
multi-agent traffic environment reproduction technology after
incorporating the driver behavior models obtained using the
high-precision DS (Fig, 5). A traffic environment was created
including roads with single lanes in each direction and intersections (signalized and unsignalized). Pedestrians and vehicles
were programmed to appear at random. In the same way as the

Vehicle speed: 30 km/h
Ordinary vehicle sensor
Luxury vehicle sensor

Without
support

Warnings
only

Warnings+ Without
braking
support

Warnings
only

Warnings+
braking

Vehicle speed: 50 km/h
Number of accidents

None

Number of accidents

Fig. 5: High-Precision DS Installed at the National Innovation Complex
(NIC)

Fig. 3: Simulation Conditions

Ordinary vehicle sensor

Without
support

Warnings
only
Severe visual
field loss

Luxury vehicle sensor

Warnings+ Without
braking
support
Moderate visual
field loss

Warnings
only

Warnings+
braking
Normal
vision

Fig. 6: Analysis Results of Simulations Incorporating Driver Behavior
Models

3.3. Awareness Raising
(1) Raising awareness of people with visual field loss: safe driving
outpatient care
Based on these results, two cooperating medical institutions,
the Inouye Eye Hospital and the Kobe City Eye Hospital started
the world’s first safe driving outpatient care programs in July and
December 2019, respectively (Fig. 7).
In these programs, safe driving outpatient care is provided
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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by medical staff after obtaining data using a DS and a gaze and
visual field meter developed by RIKEN, Japan. This outpatient care
involves reviewing the risks that occurred while watching replays
on the DS based on the results of visual field testing and other tests
carried out at the eye clinic. Family members are allowed to attend
the care programs, which also provide advice and guidance for any
patient concerns or worries. Many patients with visual field loss are
not aware of the extent of this loss. Therefore, after operating the
DS, the medical staff show the patient the visual field test results
while watching the replays on a screen. Explanations accompanied
by confirmations such as these help patients to understand the dangerous aspects of their own driving for the first time. In collision
scenarios, patients are asked to look in the forward direction. The
medical staff then move the video forward frame-by-frame to the
point that the emerging vehicle appears and disappears, allowing
the patient to recognize the existence of blind spots in their visual
field. The medical staff often advise patients to actively move their
gaze to eliminate these blind spots and help prevent accidents. In
this way, it is important for patients to realize that traffic signals,
vehicles, and people may disappear in the visual field of one or both
eyes.
In the future, it is possible that medical staff may provide advice
about preventing accidents through the use of particular advanced
driving support systems in accordance with the location of the
patient’s visual field loss.
There have also been recent cases of companies inquiring about
measures for employees with visual field loss. This suggests that
there is a growing need for advice and information targeted at companies about the risks and countermeasures of driving with visual
field loss.
These novel safe driving outpatient care programs have also
attracted the attention of the media. Television shows featured the
programs soon after they started and various types of media have
continued to raise awareness of these programs.
(1) Obtain
consent.
Visual function evaluations: visual acuity (logMAR), Humphrey visual field
test (center 24-2 and 10-2 programs), Esterman visual field test, driving
survey (history, times, and objectives, accident history in the past five years,
and driving questionnaire), and cognitive function examination (MMSE)

(2) Operation of DS equipped with eye tracker (ETDS) (20 minutes)
Fixed type eye tracker
(Tobii Pro X3-120)
Honda Safety Navi
(S-Navi)
●Driving on practice course (approx. 2 minutes)
→Driving on evaluation course (approx. 5 minutes)
●Accident occurrence and gaze movements are
recorded in fifteen dangerous situations.

(3) Provision of driving advice in accordance with location of visual
field loss while watching replays (20 minutes)

Fig. 7: Example of Safe Driving Outpatient Care Program

(2) Raising awareness of healthy people and families of patients:
head-mounted display
Studies of methods to raise understanding of danger of visual
field loss in families of patients:
To communicate with patients suffering from visual field loss
and to deepen mutual understanding, it is important that the family and people close to the patient have a good understanding of
visual field loss and its effects.
Therefore, a simple system that creates a realistic experience
of visual field loss in people with normal vision was developed.
Systems that apply a visual field loss mask interlocked with an
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eye tracker to a driving simulator screen are capable of simulating visual field loss focused on the point of gaze. However, since
such systems require time-consuming calibration, it is difficult to
encourage the families of outpatients at clinics and other medical
institutions to try them out.
In response, a head-mounted display system was developed
that uses acceleration sensors to apply a visual field loss mask
interlocked with head motion rather than eye motion. The background images presented by the head-mounted display are the
same as the S-Navi driving images and images are only visible in
an approximate 10-degree radius at the center of the screen and the
area around this range is blacked out (although regions of visual
field loss do not actually seem black, this is a deliberate measure
to express a sensation of blindness to people with normal vision).
This system is highly portable and only needs a single PC as
hardware. This system was demonstrated at the SIP status report
meeting held on March 25 and 26, 2021, and was broadly well
accepted by the attendees that tried the system out.

4

Conclusion

This project underlined the pressing issue of drivers with visual
field loss and proposed ways to resolve this issue. It is necessary
to continue addressing the pressing issue of raising understanding
about people with vision impairment within eye clinics. Furthermore, comprehensive measures to communicate this issue to society as a whole, industry, and government ministries will also be
important.
It is possible that some people who should not continue driving due to the risks involved may include those capable of driving
safely with the assistance of advanced safety technologies such as
safe driving support vehicles (Safety Support Car S). As the development of automated driving technologies advances, there is no
need to go back to the era of simply banning these people from
driving. Instead, an era of greater possibilities is approaching in
which impairments can be overcome. Rather than waiting for automated driving to become widely available before opening its use to
people with impairments, visualizing the benefits of cutting edge
technologies by actually giving priority to people with the greatest
need should be the direction of a technological advanced society,
and may provide a shortcut to the implementation of automated
driving. In discussions of vision impairment, often only those people who have suffered severe loss of vision are considered, with
level 4 or higher automated driving systems regarded as necessary
for people who are completely unable to see. However, it is important to recognize that there are different grades of impairment running from severe to moderate to slight to normally sighted people,
and that some people with slight to moderate impairments are fully
capable of continuing to drive with the assistance of advanced driving support systems. While automated driving systems are currently
being constructed, these seem to be aimed principally at physically
unimpaired people and exclude people with visual impairments.
While people with visual field loss need to drive to maintain their
lifestyles while placing themselves and others in danger, there is,
at the very least, an urgent requirement for subsidized safe driving
support vehicles to help realize a safer driving environment.
It is also necessary to work to ensure safety through non-technical measures such as indicating that a vehicle is being driven by
a visually impaired person in the same way as a white cane symbolizes visual impairment. It is also important to build structures
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and systems, such as public subsidies for advanced driving support
systems and the like, and to raise awareness so that the visually
impaired can enjoy the benefits of automated driving technologies
as the people most in need. This approach may provide a short-cut
for the practical adoption of automated driving, the significance
of which is universally recognized particularly in regions without
public transportation systems.
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Development of Assessment Methodology for Socioeconomic Impacts of Automated Driving Including
Traffic Accident Reduction
Yoshihiro Suda (The University of Tokyo), Hiroaki Miyoshi (Doshisha University)
Assessments of the socioeconomic impacts of automated driving have an extremely important role to play in fostering public
acceptance, corporate management, and defining government policies. This article introduces the analysis and methods of the various
simulations conducted in the research concerning the impacts of automated driving including traffic accident reduction carried out
from 2018 to 2021 based on that understanding. First, we present two models (the dynamic and static models) for the simulations of
automated vehicle diffusion that forms the basis of socioeconomic impact assessment. That presentation is then followed by an overview of the impact analyses covering road traffic, the transportation services field, and the industry & society field conducted using
the results of the simulations.

1

Purpose and Details of the Research

The research and development plan for the SIP-Automated
Driving for Universal Services (2018, Cabinet Office) aims to
address various social issues such as reducing traffic accidents and
congestion, facilitating mobility for vulnerable road users, and
improving the situation of insufficient driver numbers and high
costs in the logistics and mobility service industries through the
commercialization and diffusion of automated driving. Doing so
has the potential to help realize a society with a higher quality of life.
This research projects seeks to contribute to that goal by working
on evaluating the socioeconomic of automated driving to achieve
the two following objectives. The first objective is to foster public acceptance of automated driving. The understanding of automated driving in communities exhibited by the population forms
the basic premise for the eventual commercialization and spread of
services and vehicles making use of automated driving technology.
Obtaining that popular understanding requires taking quantitative measures of both the utility and latent risks automated driving
brings to people’s everyday lives and to the Japanese economy. The
second objective is to contribute to defining government policies
and corporate strategies. Assessing the differences on the speed
of automated vehicle diffusion and the resulting socioeconomic
impacts depending on the scope of economic incentives offered for
automated driving and the approach to bringing automated vehicles to the market, for example, is a critical factor in government
and corporate decision-making.
With those objectives in mind, this research project proceeded
as shown in Fig. 1. We began by establishing the relationship of
automated driving to the 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs)
and attendant 169 targets by the United Nations to consolidate
basic information and look into the significance of automated driving with respect to building a sustainable society. Next, we conducted simulations of automated vehicle diffusion and used the
results as basic values in analyzing socioeconomic impacts. These
socioeconomic impacts were then quantitatively analyzed from the
three viewpoints of impact on road traffic, impact on the transportation services field, and impact on the industry & society field. The
impact on road traffic was analyzed from the two perspectives of
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estimating effectiveness at reducing traffic accidents and estimating
effectiveness at reducing traffic congestion and CO2 emissions. The
analyses of impact on the transportation services field focused on
the themes of securing mobility for vulnerable road users, as well
as in depopulated areas or other regions with poor transportation,
mitigating the driver shortage for logistics services, and changing
consumer choices for transportation, including vehicle ownership and use. Finally, the analysis of the industry & society field
examined how changes in vehicle ownership patterns will affect
the automotive industry and industrial sector as a whole, and how
automated driving contributes to increased productivity.

Fig. 1: Overall Picture of the Research Project

These models have the five following features and allows a logical and consistent analysis of a broad range of socioeconomic
impacts.
1) The model is built through an integration of social science
and engineering that fuses the knowledge of traffic and automotive engineering with that of economics.
2) 
Share socioeconomic environment data (e.g., population,
GDP) was entered as uniform preconditions for the simulation.
3) The automated vehicle diffusion simulation models are based
on microeconomic theory, and also account for consumer
willingness to pay (WTP) and the production experience
curve effect.
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4) The rate of automated vehicle diffusion can be estimated for
various measures to promote its spread.
5) The estimated rate of diffusion is used as shared data for
socioeconomic impact assessments.
In the course of this research project, we set up an advisory
committee involving experts from a variety of fields rather than just
the engineering field, and advanced our research based on the discussions in the committee meetings. The simulations of automated
vehicle diffusion and the changing consumer choices for transportation, including vehicle ownership and use themes from this
project are being researched in cooperation with German research
institutes in the context of the Japan–Germany joint research
project. Following the Joint Declaration of Intent on Japanese –
German Cooperation of the Minister of State for Science and Technology Policy of Japan and the Federal Minister of Education and
Research of the Federal Republic of Germany on the Promotion of
Research and Development on Automated Driving Technologies
(January 12, 2017), the Japan–Germany joint research project on
socioeconomic impact assessment was established at the Steering
Committee meeting held by the Cabinet Office and the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research in January 2019.
The sections below present the outcomes of the project with
a focus on the functions and concepts of the simulation models
developed in the course of the research.

2

Diffusion Simulation

The S-curve model is commonly used to simulate the growth
of goods and services. When the model is applied to goods or
services that have not been launched on the market, approaches
such as using similar goods or services as reference are used to set
the parameters. Several other research projects have also used the
S-curve model to make predictions on the diffusion of automated
vehicles(1)(2). However, when conditions involving the coexistence
of multiple automated driving levels are envisioned, as in our
own project, simply applying parameters obtained through such
approaches is not appropriate. Moreover, since the S-curve model
is extremely simple, it cannot be used for simulations dealing with
the effect of government measures or OEM market launch policies
on the diffusion rate of automated vehicles. Consequently, an original diffusion simulation model for passenger vehicles was built for
this research.
In terms of assessing the spread of automated vehicles, the timing for the introduction of SAE levels 1 to 4 is already being discussed. However, the restrictionless automated driving for level 5
vehicles makes their feasibility and the attendant timing impossible to predict. The diffusion simulation used in this research was
therefore divided into two models: one that estimates the spread
of automated vehicles up to SAE level 4, whose introduction in the
market can be estimated to some extent, and another that estimates
the spread of automated vehicles that do not need a human driver
(levels 4/5). The first is a dynamic model that captures the process
of automated vehicle diffusion and expresses it in slices of five years
, while the second is a static model that provides a stationary state
estimate of the diffusion rate after automated vehicles that do not
require a human driver have been achieved.
For this research, we classified automated vehicles into the eight
types shown in Table 1 to build the simulation models. The categories consist of a combination of the SAE levels and the roads on
which automated driving is possible for each level. The dynamic

model applies from category C0, including vehicles without driver
assistance equipment to category C5, SAE level 4 automated driving on major general roads. In contrast, the static model applies to
category L2, automated driving that achieves SAE level 2 human
driver-led automated driving on all roads, and to category C6,
automated driving that does not require a human driver.
(1)Dynamic model
Table 1: Categories of Automated Vehicles
Category
C0

Highways

Generalroads

SAE Lv. 1
or less

Compatible technologies

SAE Lv. 1
or less

Level under C1.

C1

SAE Lv. 1
Driver assistance

SAE Lv. 1

Equipped with all the following four devices:
・Collision-damage-reducing brakes,
・Acceleration limiters for accidental
accelerations (due to driver error),
・Lane-departure warning system, and
・Car distance warning system.

C2

SAE Lv. 2
Partial
automation

SAE Lv. 1

In addition to C1:
・On highways, lane keeping systems
(LKAS) + adaptive cruise control
(ACC), and
・Automatic lane changing on highways

L2

SAE Lv. 2
Partial
automation

SAE Lv. 2

In addition to C2:
・Lv. 2 on general roads

C3

SAE Lv. 3
Conditional
automation

SAE Lv. 2

In addition to C2:
・Lv.3 on highways, and
・Lv.2 on general roads

C4

SAE Lv. 4
High automation

In addition to C3:
・Lv.4 on highways,
SAE Lv. 3
・Lv.3 on major general roads, and
on major arteries
・On general roads, take - over requests
and thoroughfares
(TORs) for driving operations will be
issued in response to system demand

C5

SAE Lv. 4
High automation

In addition to C4:
SAE Lv. 4
・Lv.4 on major general roads, and
on major arteries
・Take - over requests (TORs) will not
and thoroughfares
be issued

C6

SAE Lv. 5
Full automation

Dynamic
model

Static
model

The dynamic model covers logistics services (trucks) and transportation services (buses) in addition to passenger vehicles, and
estimates the C0 to C5 (Table 1) number of automated vehicles diffused in society and how much they drive for every five years for
2015 to 2050. The estimation method varies for each type of vehicle, and the method used for passenger vehicles is presented below.
The simulation for passenger vehicles first takes the required
number of owned vehicle for each year and subtracts the number
of remaining vehicles from the previous year to obtain the number
of new vehicles for that year. The relationship between supply and
demand illustrated in Fig. 2 is then used to determine the distribution of new vehicles for each automated driving category.
The purple lines in the left part of Fig. 2 represent the acceptance rate curve (the proportion of the total number consumers
willing to make a purchase at that price) for each automated vehicle
category (Table 1). For this research, we conducted a web questionnaire using the double bounded dichotomous choice format
to inquire about WTP for the functionality in each automated
vehicle category. The acceptance rate curve was obtained by applying logistic regression analysis to the results of the questionnaire,
and represents the relationship between the option price (price of
automated driving functions) and acceptance rate or each category.
Similarly, on the supply side, the model incorporates the mechanism whereby the production experience curve effect acts to determine the option price for each year. The experience curve effect
refers to the improvement in production technology and reduction
of product cost resulting from increased cumulative production,
and has been observed for various products. Our model assumes
the same relationship holds for automated driving technology.
The intersection of the consumer acceptance rate and the option
price for each year represents the acceptance rate for the automated
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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driving categories, and therefore determines the proportion of customers who intend to buy. However, the simultaneous market availability of several categories must not be forgotten. Consequently, in
this model, an acceptance rate based on the acceptance rate curve
and the option price is calculated in order from the higher level
automated C5, C4, C3, and C2 categories. The difference between
the acceptance rates of the applicable automated driving category
and the higher level category was then surmised to represent the
proportion of new vehicles in the relevant category. New vehicles
ranking at C1 or lower were assigned to the C0 and C1 categories
based on an exogenously set proportion.
Method for determining category
distribution of new purchases

Determination of option price
(for the case of C5)

The acceptance rate curve for each
category of automated vehicle is derived
using the individual data from the web
questionnaire.

Option price

Option price

① Option price in year t

Price of C5

⑤ Option price in year t ＋１

④ Decrease in option price due to
increased production

Price of C4
C5 acceptance rate
curve

Price of C3

C4
C3

Price of C2

C2
Proportion
of C5

Proportion
of C4

Proportion Proportion Proportion
of C3
of C1+C0
of C2

1.0

Acceptance rate

Cumulative production volume
③ Production increase

② Determination of category distribution of new-vehicle purchases:
Among automated vehicle categories for which the prices lies at or
below the price a consumers is willing to pay, the highest-ranking
automated vehicle category is assumed to be purchased.

Fig. 2: Dynamic Model Concept

(2)Static model
Unlike the dynamic model, the static model only covers passenger vehicles and presents a stationary state estimate of vehicle
ownership and use when automated vehicles that do not require a
driver (levels 4/5) has been achieved.
The model envisions not just taxis that use automated vehicles,
but also share automated taxis offering lower fares through ride sharing, and is capable of estimating the impact various factors such as
fares and waiting time will have on each transportation mode.
This model was built using the answers to a web questionnaire
on consumer choice of transportation mode conducted in the context of the changing consumer choices for transportation, including vehicle ownership and use theme from the analysis of impact
on transportation services. As shown in Fig. 3, the questionnaire
defined six modes of transportation and looked at how the duration and cost of travel, as well as the waiting time for automated
taxis, include share taxis, affected the user’s choice of transportation mode separately for the categories of weekdays or holidays,
purpose of travel, and distance traveled. The core of the static
model consists of a choice of transportation mode model built
from the results of the questionnaire.

Fig. 3: Transportation Modes in the Static Model
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3

Analysis of Socioeconomic Impacts

3.1. Analysis of Impact on Road Traffic
This assessment estimates effectiveness at reducing traffic accidents
and effectiveness at reducing traffic congestion and CO2 emissions.
(1)Effectiveness at Reducing Traffic Accidents
We obtained the results of estimates of the effect of the automated vehicle diffusion on the number of accidents, as well as
fatalities and injuries from the separate Visualization of the Traffic
Accident Reduction Effects through Automated Driving and Driving Assistance project. After adjusting those using ITARDA traffic accident macro data, and also drawing upon the economic loss
values by level of human injury made available by a Cabinet Office
survey(3), we expressed effectiveness at reducing traffic accidents
as a monetary value. The simulation in the separate project was
conducted using the diffusion simulation results (dynamic model)
from our research project.
There are two major differences in the social benefits brought by
active safety (e.g., driving safety support systems, automated driving) and passive safety (e.g., airbags) technologies. The first is that
while both types of technology help mitigate the severity of physical injury to the occupants, active safety technology also features
the external economy of mitigating physical damage to the other
party in an accident. The second is that on the flip side of mitigating
damage to the other party in an accident, the use of active safety
technology also lightens the psychological burden (non-monetary
loss) of the party who causes the accident. The first benefit can be
estimated using the amount of economic loss per traffic accident
victim obtained from the Cabinet Office survey and the decrease
in the number of accident victims resulting from the diffusion of
automated driving. However, the second benefit cannot be measured since there is no existing value representing the economic
loss per victim sustained by the party who causes the accident. The
fact that automated driving prevents people from causing accidents
is an extremely crucial aspect of assessing its value. Consequently, a
web questionnaire was used in this research project to estimate the
psychological burden (non-monetary loss) of the party who causes
the accident.
The questionnaire consists of a survey applying to the party who
causes the accident and another survey applying to the victim. The
survey applying to the party who causes the accident uses a double
bounded dichotomous choice to assess WTP (for one year of use)
for a device that reduces the probability that an error by the driver
(assumed to be 100% at fault) will cause the death of the victim
(only one person assumed) by 50% (or 90%) in a collision involving
two four-wheeled vehicles. Conversely, the victim survey inquires
about WTP for a device that reduces the victim’s own risk of dying
by 50% (or 90%) in a collision between two four-wheeled vehicles
caused by the other driver’s error (in which the victim has no fault).
The analysis of the results demonstrated that there was no major
difference in the WTP median for each case. In this research project, we incorporated the results of those survey in expressing the
effectiveness of automated driving at reducing traffic accidents in
terms of monetary values.
(2)Effectiveness at Reducing Traffic Congestion and CO2 Emissions
We ran an on-road simulation to estimate effectiveness at
reducing traffic congestion and its attendant CO2 reduction effect.
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The simulation defined prerequisites for behavior characteristics or
parameters such as lane changing conditions and determination,
and response delay time when an automated vehicle is following
or driving freely and took future transportation demand and the
rate of automated vehicle diffusion set in the simulation (dynamic
model) into account. At the same time, it incorporate the results of
the development and validation of local traffic CO2 emissions visualization technology evaluation concerning the impacts of introducing automated driving conducted during the first phase of SIP.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 4, we ran a two-stage simulation
accounting for the diffusion of automated driving, that first estimated the respective basic unit of reduction for congestion and
CO2 emissions, and expanded those estimates nationwide.
The basic unit estimates covered both expressways and general
roads. For expressways, reduced congestion is mainly anticipated
in sag sections, and we ran the simulation on applicable two- and
three-lane segments in each direction. The choice of three-lane
segments, in particular, was based on segments for which a considerable amount of data was acquired in the development and
validation of local traffic CO2 emissions visualization technology
from the first phase of SIP–Automated Driving for Universal Services. In addition to estimating the CO2 emissions reduction effect
of automated driving, trial calculations of CO2 emissions reduction
effect that account for the diffusion of electric vehicles and the differences in CO2 emissions reduction effect between each type of
electric vehicles were conducted.
For expressways, the top 30 segments from the expressway traffic conditions ranking (2018) reported by the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) were chosen to
expand the estimate nationwide with several headway assumptions
and anticipated diffusion rates. Similarly, for general roads, we
focused on the subset of roads, including signalized intersections,
corresponding to the Logistically-Important Roads (national highways under MLIT jurisdiction and high-standard arterial highways) to expand the estimate for various anticipated diffusion rates.

Fig. 4: Method for Estimating Effectiveness at Reducing Traffic Congestion
and CO2 Emissions

3.2. Analysis of Impact on Transportation Services
This section covers the themes of securing mobility for vulnerable road users, as well as in depopulated areas or other regions
with poor transportation, mitigating the driver shortage for logistics services, and changing consumer choices for transportation,
including vehicle ownership and use. The outcomes for the theme
of changing consumer choices for transportation, including vehicle
ownership and use have already been presented in Section 2-(2).
Therefore, the themes of securing mobility for vulnerable road
users as well as in depopulated areas or other regions with poor

transportation and mitigating the driver shortage for logistics services are presented below.
(1) Securing mobility for vulnerable road users as well as in depopulated areas or other regions with poor transportation
Cases of the declining birth rate and migration of young people to cities, along with deteriorating business conditions and
resulting withdrawal of private companies are forcing local administrations to take over services originally provided by those companies are frequently observed in semi-mountainous regions.
Tasks such as traffic safety education, public relations, and crime
prevention patrols, for example, which are carried out by neighborhood associations or local resident groups in cities, often turn
into local administration services in semi-mountainous regions.
Such administrative services involve extensive labor and expenses,
and since local administrations face the same severe shortage of
labor as corporations and residents, it is difficult to imagine that
services currently handled by local administrations are highly
sustainable. This makes finding ways to save on labor and costs to
maintain administrative services one of the most pressing issues
for semi-mountainous regions. This research project focused on
the applications and relevant fields in which automated driving
technology could be introduced in semi-mountainous regions, as
well as on expectations concerning its use, from the standpoint of
administrative services, and studied the actual usage of the vehicles
employed for those services. In addition, interview surveys with
local government staff in semi-mountainous regions were conducted to examine the effects and issues stemming from the introduction of automated driving technology.
(2)Mitigating the Driver Shortage for Logistics Services
Based on several GDP trend assumptions, we estimated truck
driver supply and demand at a point in the future and calculated
the shortage of drivers for the logistics services from the difference
between the two. We then defined hypothetical automated vehicle
adoption and deployment scenarios and estimated how much they
would mitigate that shortage.
Specifically, we started by estimating the supply of drivers in
logistics services based on the proportion of people who will continue to work as truck drivers by age category and the proportion of
young people who will be employed (new driver employment rate).
Next, to estimate the future demand for truck drivers, we calculated the amount of production and import for total goods and for
goods by category based on future GDP forecasts, and estimated
the volume of generated freight from those amount. This value was
then used to obtain a future freight shipment tonnage value, as well
as the vehicle-kilometers traveled by trucks.
Based on the Public-Private ITS Initiative/Roadmaps 2019 we
then defined deployment scenarios for automated driving logistics
services as shown in Table 2 and estimated the amount of travel and
the number of drivers automated driving could replace.
Finally, we estimated the economic effects of mitigating the
driver shortage through automated driving. In concrete terms,
we set the amount of production and import goods in a situation
imposing constraints on transport capacity due to a shortage of
drivers as a reference, and defined the economic effect as the estimated improvement in amount of production and import goods
when automated driving was added to normal trucks driving on
expressways to mitigate the driver shortage.
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Table.2: Automated Driving Diffusion Scenario for Logistics Services

3.3. Analysis of Impact on Industry & Society
This section describes the themes of the impact of changes in
vehicle ownership patterns on the automotive industry and all
industries and contribution to productivity.
(1) Impact of changes in vehicle ownership patterns on the automotive industry and industrial sector as a whole
Realizing automated driving requires installing many sensors
and a lot of software, and production requires inputs that differ
from those of traditional vehicles. This research project considered
electrification in addition to automated driving. We referenced the
methods from prior research(3) on electric vehicles, and used an
input–output table to analyze how the changes in automobile component parts mandated by automated driving and electrification
will impact the automotive industry and the Japanese economy.
We started by identifying the parts required by automated driving and electrification along with their production sectors, and
estimated the cost increases or decreases by automated vehicle category, type of electrification, and production sector. The number of
vehicles by automated vehicle category and type of electrification
obtained from the parts cost information and the diffusion simulation (dynamic model) was then used to derive an input coefficients
table for an input–output table that accounts for future automated
driving and electrification. The input coefficients table was then used
to analyze the impact of automated driving and electrification on the
amount of production and employment for the passenger vehicles,
motor vehicle parts and accessories sectors as well as the overall Japanese industrial sector. We also performed a sensitivity analysis for
changes in the costs of electrification and automated driving.
(2) Contribution to increasing productivity
Technological progress and innovation are critical to realizing
the sustainable increase in labor productivity required to achieving sustainable growth when the population is declining. Figure 5
shows labor productivity (value added per hour worked) for the
U.S., Japan, and OECD countries as a whole from 1995 to 2019.
Although the data shows there was little difference between Japan,
the U.S. and OECD countries as a whole in 1995, the gap grew progressively in after that. In 2019, the level for Japan (47.9 USD) stagnated at 62.2% that of the U.S. (77.0 USD) and 80.8% that of OECD
countries as a whole (59.3 USD).
According to economic theory, improving labor productivity requires either increasing the capital–labor ratio (the amount
of capital per worker), or raising total factor productivity (TFP)
through technological progress or innovation. We therefore analyzed the effectiveness of automated driving at increasing the
labor productivity and TFP of the Japanese economy. Factors that
enhance the TFP increase rate are typically classified as changes
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in improving capital quality, improving labor quality, or improving
business efficiency. Automated driving is expected to help improve
TFP primarily through the improvement in capital quality factor.
As noted in Section 3.2 (2) Mitigating the Driver Shortage for
Logistics Services, the introduction of SAE level 4 automated driving would enable automated vehicles to replace the missing drivers,
which unquestionably corresponds to improving capital quality. In
this research project, we used the results from Section 3.2 (2) Mitigating the Driver Shortage for Logistics Services and estimated the
rise in labor productivity and TFP brought about by the introduction
of automated driving separately for commercial and private uses.
On a different front, mixed transport of passengers and goods
by automated taxis represents an example of improving business
efficiency. If we postulate that regulatory conditions are established
and allow offering the transport of both passengers and goods,
automated taxis could make use of an advanced dispatch system
to move both people and goods efficiently in a single vehicle. This
would primarily result in improved business efficiency raising TFP.
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4

Conclusions

This article presented an overview of the automated driving
diffusion simulation and socioeconomic impacts analysis methods
developed in the context of the research on the impacts of automated driving including traffic accident reduction carried out from
2018 to 2021. Moving forward, SIP-adus will use these outcomes to
inform the public about the specific effects of automated driving on
society and the economy.
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Visualizing Effectiveness at Reducing Traffic
Accidents—Enhancing Simulation Accuracy—
Hiroyuki Ota, Nobuyuki Uchida, Akito Adachi and Sou Kitajima (Japan Automobile Research Institute)
Fostering social acceptance is necessary for the smooth introduction and use of automated vehicles and vehicles providing driver
assistance. In this project, we reproduced the traffic environment of selected model cities using a multi-agent simulation of the perception, recognition, decision-making, and actions of various traffic participants (developed in a project(1) in the first phase of SIP-Automated
Driving for Universal Services). We then integrated driver distraction and other factors that cause accidents in the simulation to recreate
real-world accident conditions. We also used the automated driving (driver assistance) system deployment scenarios for every five years
from 2015 to 2050 provided by the Socioeconomic Impacts of Reducing Traffic Accidents project to estimate effectiveness at reducing
traffic accidents. Since those deployment scenarios differ for each vehicle classification, we further subdivided those classifications
and defined rates of automated driving (driver assistance) system market propagation separately for categories such as passenger car,
bus, and truck. The nationwide effectiveness at reducing traffic accidents was estimated from traffic accident statistics using the ratio
of accident reduction calculated using the simulation applied to model cities.

1

Project Overview

As social expectations surrounding the commercialization and
market propagation of automated driving and driver assistance technologies rise, it is necessary to foster social acceptance to enable the
smooth introduction and use of vehicles featuring those technologies. According to the Public-Private ITS Initiative/Roadmaps 2019(2),
“Traffic participants will need to improve their acquisition of knowledge and level of understanding with respect to the use of automated
Fig.
driving vehicles irrespective of whether or not they personally use automated driving vehicles. We expect that correct knowledge of automated
driving vehicles can help prevent accidents caused by overconfidence in
or misunderstandings of automated driving functions and lead to the
securing of social acceptance on the part of society as a whole.”
In this project, we used a traffic environment agent-based simulation to calculate the effectiveness of automated driving and driver
assistance technologies in the model cities defined in Section 4-(1)
of this article. We estimated the nationwide effectiveness at reducing traffic accidents in accordance with the market propagation
of vehicles equipped with those technologies, and looked for outcomes that would help foster social acceptance.

1:

tion survey (road traffic census) conducted every five years by Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) was
used to investigate the volume of traffic in the main roads within
the selected area (b). Incorporating behavior mistakes leading to
traffic accidents in the driver and pedestrian agents then makes it
possible to reproduce accidents. The reproducibility of the traffic
accident conditions can be confirmed by comparing the accident
locations collated in the simulation with the actual locations of accidents released by the prefectural police (c). Following these makes
it possible to build a simulation execution environment to estimate
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Fig. 1: System Configuration

Raising the accuracy of the estimation of the effectiveness at Fig. 2: Overall Visualization of Simulation
reducing traffic accidents calls for incorporating behavior models
Satellite photograph
Traffic census data
that include traffic participant (driver, pedestrian, bicycle) errors
and other accident factors into the simulation as faithfully as possible. In other words, the traffic environment simulation used in
this project consists of a multi-agent simulation involving entities
(agents) that perceive, recognize, make decisions, and act autonoSimulation execution environment
Point of accident
mously and influence one another’s behavior, as shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 2 illustrates the process of building the simulation execution environment for one model city (Tokorozawa). A several square
kilometer area containing the main parts (e.g., arterial roads, railway
stations, city hall and city offices) of the model city were selected,
and the road network for that area was extracted from satellite
Fig. 2: Overall Visualization of Simulation
images (a). Next, data from the national road and street traffic situa>P@

>P@

Map data from Google

Saitama Prefectural Police: Incident Map_Map of Traffic Accidents (2017-2020)
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First phase of SIP electronic map information provided at no cost by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
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3

Traffic Participant Behavior Models

We defined the various traffic participant (driver, pedestrian, bicycle)
models and the automated driving (driver assistance) system model in
detailed as described in subsections (1) to (3) below to enhance
the validity of the traffic accident reduction effectiveness estimate.

The bicycle model only applies to accidents where the bicycle
is the victim, and simulates the particularly frequent cases represented by frontal collisions, as well as both left- and right-turn
accidents.
(3)Automated driving (driver assistance) system model
Figure 5 shows the activation conditions for the automated
driving (driver assistance) system.

(1)Driver model
Fig. 5: Automated Driving System Activation Conditions
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嵣 0D[LPXPGHFHOHUDWLRQ>PV @
VWDUWGULYHU V
0D[LPXPMHUN>PV @
GHFHOHUDWLRQ
嵣 0D[LPXPDFFHOHUDWLRQ>PV @
tion about vehicles or pedestrians within that visual field. For disLVVXHZDUQLQJ
-,6' 
UHDFWLRQWLPH +RQPD 
tracted driving, one of the factors in traffic accidents, we defined
/DQHGHSDUWXUH
ZDUQLQJ
0(7,3URMHFWVLQ)<
/DQHNHHSLQJDVVLVW
intervals and durations for instances of distraction, and represented
6PDUW0RELOLW\6\VWHP5HVHDUFK
'HWHFWWKHODQHDQGNHHS
'HYHORSPHQWDQG'HPRQVWUDWLRQ3URMHFW
GULYLQJRQWKHFHQWHURIODQH
it by stopping the retrieval of information on the position and speed
嵣 -XGJHPHQW([FHOOHQWGULYHU
>P@
ODQH
PRGHOZLWKRXWPLVWDNHV
of vehicles and pedestrian during that time frame. One example of
ODQHFHQWHU
FHQWHU
嵣 $FWLRQ1RGHOD\LQUHDFWLRQ
>P@
DQGSHGDOFKDQJH
the decision process involves determining whether to speed up or
嵣 7DNHRYHUUHTXHVW
VWDUWGULYHU
V
/DWHUDODFFHOHUDWLRQ
6$(/YRQO\ LQFDVHRI
slow down based on the relative speed of the preceding vehicle and
LVVXHZDUQLQJ
VWHHULQJ
嵣 0D[LPXPDFFHOHUDWLRQ>PV @
L *HWWLQJRXWRI2''
LL 6\VWHPIDLOXUH
the following distance. The action process then operates the accel-,6' 
UHDFWLRQWLPH +RQPD 
erator, brakes and steering wheel in accordance with that decision.
Fig. 5: Automated Driving System Activation Conditions
We also assigned a certain probability of driver error for each of the
Driver
behavior
model
perception,
recognition,
decision, and action processes.
For the collision mitigation braking system, we use the paper
3HUFHSWLRQ
2SHUDWLRQ
-XGJHPHQW
by Ryohei Homma et al.(3) to define the activation conditions. A
5HFRJQLWLRQ
%DVHGRQMXGJHPHQWDFKLHYH
3UHFHGLQJ9HKLFOH
(JR9HKLFOH
WKHRSHUDWLRQ
warning is emitted when the time to collision (TTC), which is the
3UHFHGLQJYHKLFOH
•$FFHOHUDWRUSHGDO
UHFRJQLWLRQ
•%UHDNSHGDO
%DVHGRQUHODWLYHVSHHGDQG
•6WHHULQJZKHHO
distance to the preceding vehicle divided by the relative speed of
LQWHUYHKLFXODUGLVWDQFH
GULYLQJPRGHLVMXGJHG
3DUDPHWHUVUHODWHGWR
the two vehicles reaches 1.8 [s]. The driver agent starts slowing
RSHUDWLRQ
$OLHQDWLRQ
)DU
$FFHOHUDWLRQ
•%UDNHFKDQJHWLPH
down after a response delay accounting for the driver’s response to
•$FFHOHUDWRUFKDQJHWLPH
+HDG VKDNLQJ
&RQVWDQF\
)ROORZLQJ
that warning has elapsed. If the driver agent does not react (due to a
&KDQJHE\DZDNHQHVV OHYHO
,GOHUXQQLQJ
GHFOLQHHWF
'HFHOHUDWLRQ
low alertness state such as drowsiness, for example), the model was
'ULYHUDWWULEXWHV
$EUXSW'HFHOHUDWLRQ
designed to activate the automatic braking system when the TTC
$
&RPSOLDQFHZLWKWUDIILFODZ
/RRNLQJ DVLGH
$SSURDFK
1HDU
% 'ULYLQJVNLOO
& ,QIRUPDWLRQSURFHVVDELOLW\
drops to 0.6 [s], with the maximum deceleration for automatic
' $URXVDOOHYHO
'ULYHU HUURU
( 7UXVWWRWKHV\VWHP
braking set to 7.8 [m/s3]. The activation conditions for the constant
•,QDWWHQWLYHDLPOHVVGULYLQJ
5DQGRPO\VHWE\VWDWLVWLFDO
•0LVMXGJHPHQW
speed cruising and maintaining following distance functions were
GLVWULEXWLRQ
'XUDWLRQDQGWLPLQJ •,QDGHTXDWHRSHUDWLRQ
HWF
LVVHWUDQGRPO\
set in accordance with stipulations in the Japan Industrial Standards (JIS D 0801)(4). Acceleration and deceleration are applied to
Fig. 3: Driver Model
control the relative speed with the preceding vehicle to obtain a
(2)Pedestrian and bicycle models
time headway (THW) of 1.8 [s], which is calculated by dividing the
We implemented pedestrian models reproducing not only for the
distance to the preceding vehicle by the speed of the driver's vehihighest fatality case of pedestrians dashing out to cross a single stretch
cle. Based on the stipulations in the standard, acceleration values in
of road (see the implementation of the speed and angle of crossing in
the longitudinal direction were set to a maximum deceleration of
Fig. 4), but also for the next highest fatality case of crossing at inter3.5 [m/s3], a maximum additional acceleration of 2.5 [m/s2], and a
sections. Intersection crossing pedestrian accidents involving factors
maximum acceleration of 2.0 [m/s2]. The lane departure warning is
such as jaywalking pedestrians, pedestrians ignoring the pedestrian
triggered when the vehicle deviates from the center its driving lane
traffic signal, and drivers making a right or left turn failing to notice
by 1 meter or more toward either side, and as with collision mitigathe pedestrian are generated at a given probability.
tion braking, the driver agent starts steering after a response delay
based on response characteristics. The activation conditions for
the lane-keeping assistance function were set in accordance with
Pedestrian
agent
the stipulations for performance on curved roads from the same
• Women: High walking speed
• Elderly: Low walking speed
standard(4) used for the above constant speed cruising and maintaining following distance functions. The standard categorizes perCrossing speed (crossing freely/vehicle approaching)
Probability of turning the head to look around while crossing
formance from Class I to Class IV. The curve radius the system can
• Crossing angle
30%
• TTC threshold for giving up on crossing
handle is 500 [m] for Class II, 250 [m] for Class III, and 125 [m]
for Class IV. For this project, the vehicle is assumed to be equipped
Travel path
77%
Walking speed
Probability of checking that the surroundings
with a Class III system, and the maximum acceleration applied in
are safe while walking
• Elderly: Decide to give up quickly
the lateral direction to keep the vehicle near the center of the lane
• Elderly: Low walking speed
• Women: Decide to give up quickly
was set to 2.3 [m/s3].
Fig. 4: Model for Pedestrian Dashing Out to Cross a Single Stretch of Road
The automated driving system model operates similarly to the
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driver agent, using sensors for perception and recognition, a computer for decisions, and actuators to take action. The sensor configuration, detection angle, and detection range examined in a project
commissioned by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry(5)
served as a reference to define forward (long range), forward
(peripheral), rearward (proximal), and rearward (medium range)
perception and recognition. A model corresponding to an exemplary driver that does not make mistakes was used for the decision
process, and the implementation of the action process removed the
response time and pedal switching delay taken into account for the
driver agent.
We used existing surveys and research involving drivers of
vehicles with already commercialized level 2 driver assistance(6) as
a basis for defining the specifications for the handover of driving
operations by an automated vehicle with level 3 automated driving
(driver assistance) systems. As shown in Fig. 6, we postulated that
the take-over request from the automated driving system is made
ten seconds before exiting the ODD. A minimal risk maneuver
(MRM) was set to activate ten seconds after the handover request
was issued for all cases involving overconfident drivers who do not
take over driving from the system. The MRM was defined to slow
down and stop using a fixed steering wheel angle with a maximum
deceleration (2.94 [m/s3])(7)(8) that does not result in sudden braking.

(local city)

A (large city) candidates
Saitama
Saitama

Koshigaya

Automated driving possible

Automated driving
not possible
Manual
driving
Fallback
driving

Overconﬁdent drivers are slow to
transition to manual driving

Manual
driving

No response → MRM

Fig. 6: Specifications for Driving Operation Take-Over by Level 3 Automated Vehicle

4

Preparing the Simulation Data and Defining the
Execution Conditions

C (depopulated area) candidates

Municipality Population Population Prefecture Municipality Population Population
density
density

Yamaguchi San’ yo-Onoda

Tokorozawa

Kanagawa Hiratsuka

Ibaraki

Joso

Nagano

Chikuma

Aomori

Ajigasawa

Nagano* Yamanouchi
Akita

Gojome

*No statistics were available to investigate accident locations in Yamaguchi and Aomori. Therefore, Ibaraki and Nagano, which had such statistics, were chosen.

Fig. 7: Selection of Model Cities

(2) Selection of Vehicle Models
As shown in Fig. 8, we defined vehicle models per classification that match the deployment scenarios provided by the separate
Socioeconomic Impacts of Reducing Traffic Accidents project.
Mini bus

Unit

Value

Light-passenger car
Unit

Value

Mini-passenger car
Unit

Ordinary-passenger car Mini Truck
Unit

Value

Light Truck
Unit

Value

Ordinary trucks
Unit
Length
Width
Weight

Value

Value

Length
Width
Weight

Motorcycles
Unit

Value

Special Vehicle
Unit

Value

Length
Width
Weight

Length
Width
Weight

Length
Width
Weight

Unit

Value

Length
Width
Weight

Length
Width
Weight

Bicycles

Unit

Value

Length
Width
Weight

Fig. 8: Vehicle Models by Classification

(3) Definition of Traffic Regulation Information
We set the map data by applying geodetic (coordinate) conversions to the traffic signal (including pedestrian signal) display
information provided by the National Police Agency (NPA) (see
Locations
with Traffic Signal Display Information
Figs. 9 and 10).

Subsection (1) presents the selection of model cities, and subFig.
sections (2) to (8) describe the preparation of simulation data
and 9:
definition of execution conditions used to simulate the different
(for Tokorozawa,
market propagation rate of automated driving (driver assistance)
systems for each vehicle classification.

Saitama)

(1) Selection of Simulation Model Cities
In this project, we selected representative model cities on which
we ran simulations. The results were used as the basis to estimate
nationwide effectiveness at reducing traffic accidents. Specifically,
we referred to the Mid-and Long-Term Mobility Vision (2018)
published by the Mid- and Long-term Mobility Vision Study Group
([DPSOHRI7RNRUR]DZD&LW\
6DLWDPD3UHIHFWXUH
of the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) and
 سLQGLFDWHVWKHVHWWLQJSRLQWV
classified all municipalities into large cities, local cities, or depopuরਾઔછ峘মધর峕੶ಀ峼৷岮峉ହ岶૮岮峉峫
ઐ୷ਡู峙૮岹峐峬ਖ峙峔岮峒અ岲峨峃岝ਏග峘ହ峕岴岮峐峬റ峁峐岴峴峨峃
lated areas based on their scale and traffic accident conditions. The
Fig. 9: Locations with Traffic Signal Display Information
মધ峘৸৬ૅਫ峕峲峵ઓ岮峨峃峘峑岝ઐ୷ਡ峘થ૮峙峓峋峳峑峬峲岮峒ઓ岮峨峃岞
municipalities with the most average characteristics in each classi(for Tokorozawa, Saitama)
fication (Tokorozawa in Saitama as the large city, Joso in Ibaraki as
the local city, and the town of Yamanouchi in Nagano as the depopulated area) were selected as model cities (see Fig. 7).
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Value

Length
Width
Weight

Length
Width
Weight

Length
Width
Weight
Unit

Automated driving
not possible

B (local city) candidates

Prefecture Municipality Population Population Prefecture
density

Bus

Provisional calculation conditions:
• TOR condition: 10 seconds before
• Response time: Normally 2 seconds
(SD 1 second)
Overconﬁdence 5 seconds
(SD 4 seconds)
Based on the research of Homma
et al. (2016)

(local city)
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Fig. 10: Defining Traffic Regulation Information in the Map
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Data for the Simulated Region (Tokorozawa, Saitama)
9HKLFOHFORVHG
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Fig. 10: Defining Traffic Regulation Information in the Map Data for the
Simulated Region (Tokorozawa, Saitama)

(4) Setting the Speed Limit and Actual Speeds
In running the simulation, we had automated vehicles drive at
or below the speed limit. However, as shown in Fig. 11, we defined
both the speed limit and actual speed in the map lane information to have driver-operated vehicles move at their actual speeds.
The speed limits were set using the values provided by the NPA,
and the actual speeds from that agency’s 2008 report on research
concerning how to determine the speed limit. As shown in Fig. 10,
Tokorozawa also has a 30 km/h zone, in which the speed limit was
Fig. 11:
the Speed Limit and Actual Speeds in the
setDefining
to accordingly.

(6) Setting the Volume of Traffic for the Model Cities
In this project, the National Road and Street Traffic Situation
Survey of Origin Destination of Automobiles (the OD survey) and
the Statistics of Motor Vehicles Owned published by the MLIT
were used as the basis to calculate the volume of traffic conversion
by vehicle classification using the procedure presented in Fig. 13.
The road traffic census used in the past classified vehicles as either
ordinary or large vehicles, but the vehicle classifications used in the
OD survey and the statistics of motor vehicles owned were considered to obtain more accurate results. For the simulation, we distributed the volume of traffic from the road traffic census into a total of
tenclassifications (see Fig. 14)
Note: The O and D in OD stand, respectively, for origin and destination. In this project, those terms are used to identify the point
where traffic participants (vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles) enter or
leave the simulation.
① Identify the origin and destination of the volume of traffic in Tokorozawa from the OD survey
Vehicle classification code
OrdinaryVehicle classification Mini-passenger
car
passenger cars

Mini-vehicle
trucks

Buses

Mini Truck

Trucks

Ordinary trucks Special Vehicle

Total

Volume of traffic
Volume of traffic ratio
If 6 is excluded

② Calculate the ratio of motorcycle ownership from the number of motor vehicles owned in Saitama
Classification of motor vehicle ownership by prefecture Ordinary-passenger cars

Trucks

Special Vehicle

Motorcycles

Mini bus

Number of vehicles owned in Saitama

③ Add motorcycles to the volume of traffic from the OD survey
Vehicle classification Mini-passenger car Ordinary-passenger cars

Buses

Mini-vehicle trucks Mini Truck

Ordinary trucks Special Vehicle Motorcycles

Volume of traffic
Volume of traffic ratio

Road Information

④ Use the ratio of passenger vehicles and ride share vehicles owned nationwide to calculate the number of compact
passenger vehicle, ordinary passenger vehicles, compact ride sharing vehicles, and ordinary ride sharing vehicles
Classification of nationwide motor vehicle ownership Mini-passenger car Light-passenger car Ordinary-passenger car Mini Truck

Light Truck Ordinary trucks Special Vehicle

Heavy-duty special
purpose vehicles

Mini bus

Bus

Motorcycles

Total

Number of vehicles owned in Japan
Proportion of vehicles owned in Japan (%)

Before conversion

Mini-passenger car Ordinary-passenger cars Mini-vehicle trucks Mini Truck Ordinary trucks

Special Vehicle

Mini-passenger car Light-passenger car Ordinary-passenger car Mini-vehicle trucks Mini Truck Ordinary trucks Special Vehicle

Bus

Mini bus

Bus

Motorcycles

Motorcycles

After conversion

⑤ Calculate the volume of traffic at the road traffic census observation points based on the obtained volume of traffic ratio

Setting interval of speed information

(5) Setting the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information
We investigated the accident conditions and locations in data
released by the prefectural police for each model city, and define
locations with a high accident frequency as paths traveled by
pedestrians and bicycles. We also conducted on-site surveys of the
volume of traffic to acquire the base data necessary to define the
volume of traffic for bicycles and pedestrians, and entered the collated results in the map data (see Fig. 12).

2015 National Road and Street Traffic Situation Survey Basic—
General Volume of Traffic Survey—Table by Location
Name of volume of traffic observation point Volume of traffic by vehicle time over 12 daytime hours Volume of traffic by vehicle time over 24 hours
Route


(Total in both directions)

Route
number

Fig. 11: Defining the Speed Limit and Actual Speeds in the Road
Informatio

Fig. 13: Procedure for Distributing the Volume of Traffic Based on the OD
Survey

Route name

Address

Compact Large
vehicles vehicles
(Vehicles) (Vehicles)

National Route 463
National Route 463
National Route 463
National Route 463
National Route 463
Tokyo Metropolitan Road and Saitama Prefectural Road Route 4
Tokyo Metropolitan Road and Saitama Prefectural Road Route 4
Saitama Prefectural Road Route 6
Saitama Prefectural Road Route 50
Saitama Prefectural Road and Tokyo Metropolitan Road Route 55
Saitama Prefectural Road and Tokyo Metropolitan Road Route 179
Saitama Prefectural Road Route 223

Total

(Total in both directions)

Compact Large
vehicles vehicles

(Vehicles) (Vehicles) (Vehicles)

Total
(Vehicles)

437-5 Ushinuma, Tokorozawa
14-14 Yurakucho, Tokorozawa
2-4-12 Nishitokorozawa, Tokorozawa
Ahead of 7-549, 3-chome, Hayashi, Tokorozawa
Ahead of 6-77, 1-chome, Higashisayamagaoka, Tokorozawa
125 Kitaakitu, Tokorozawa
1286-7 Kamiyasumatsu, Tokorozawa
Ahead of 34-258 Kitaiwaoka, Tokorosawa
Ahead of 2190 Kamiyamaguchi, Tokorozawa
Ahead of 1746 Kojiya, Tokorozawa
1-2421 Nishisayamagaoka, Tokorozawa

Fig. 12: Locations of Pedestrian Accidents and Volume of
Traffic Surveys

Volume of Traffic Based on the OD Survey (Final Values Used in Simulation)
Mini passenger
vehicles

Compact
vehicles

Ordinary
vehicles

Compact
Ordinary
Mini-vehicle
ride sharing ride sharing trucks

Compact
trucks

Ordinary
trucks

Special-purpose
vehicles

Motorcycles

Total

Koukukouen
Station
Sayamagaoka
Station

Shintokorozawa
Station
Kotesashi
Station

Tokorozawa
Station

Nishi-tokorozawa
Station
Saitama Prefectural Police: Incident Map_Map of Traffic Accidents (2017-2020)

؟Location of field surveyors
؟Location of the field survey

Fig. 12: Locations of Pedestrian Accidents and Volume of Traffic Surveys

Fig. 14: Volume of Traffic Used in the Tokorozawa Simulation

(7) Setting the Traffic Accident Statistics
We converted the traffic accident statistical data obtained from
the Institute for Traffic Accident Research and Data Analysis
(ITARDA) into the vehicle classifications presented in Fig. 8, and
recalculated the figures. We then defined execution parameters that
reproduced the accident ratio obtained from those recalculated fig
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ures in the simulation. Note that the simulation used in this project
only covers the eight types of accidents shown in red among the
29 types of accidents in the ITARDA categories shown in Fig. 15.
Category
Vehicle-topedestrian
accidents
Vehicle-tovehicle
accidents
Singlevehicle
accident

7UDIILFYROXPHDWREVHUYDWLRQSRLQW

ਁ৫ੋ峩峘ਏග峑峙
௴ਡ峘કਚ峙చ峁峐岬峴
ం峘峼ઞ৷岮峉峊岻島峚峒
ઓ岮峨峃

Subcategory
Driving toward pedestrian, driving behind pedestrian, crossing at a crosswalk*, crossing
near a crosswalk, crossing elsewhere, playing in the roadway, working in the roadway,
stopped in the roadway, lying down on roadway, other
Head-on collision, rear-end collision, intersection collision, overtaking, changing course,
passing oncoming vehicle, left turns, right turns, crossing, overturning, reversing, other
Collision with a stationary object, collision with parked vehicle, driving off the road,
rolling over, other

Train accidents

0DSGDWD#*RRJOH

* Only when crossing the crosswalk at an intersection.

Fig. 15: ITARDA Accident Categories

Propagation Rates
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car
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Fig. 17: omparison of Volume of Traffic at the Observation Points
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Fig. 16: Conversion form Deployment scenarios to Market Propagation
Rates

Accident composition ratio by
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car
car

Simulation results (accident locations)

Bus

Mini
Truck

Light Ordinary Special
Truck trucks
Vehicle

Motor
cycles

Traffic accident statistics (accident locations)

Confirming the Simulation Results

Effectiveness at reducing traffic accidents was estimated by following processes (1) to (4) below. Processes (1) and (2) are designed
to verify whether the simulation appropriately reproduces the real
world volume of traffic and accidents.
(1) Verifying Volume of Traffic Reproducibility
As shown in Fig. 17, the volume of traffic in the model cities
(Tokorozawa in Saitama, Joso in Ibaraki, Yamanouchi in Nagano)
was confirmed to match the volume of traffic measured at the
observation points in the road traffic census from both the standpoints of volume and vehicle mixture ratio.
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Mini
Truck

'LVVHPLQDWLRQUDWHLPDJHIRUHDFK\HDU
༽ܲࣙಊऄིٶ
120.00%

80.00%

5

Bus

(2) Verifying Accident Conditions Reproducibility
We compared the traffic accident statistics from ITARDA, the
traffic accident location data released by each model city, and the
results of accidents in the simulation, and confirmed that the results
of the simulation closely match the actual circumstances in terms
of both the frequency of accidents and their locations (see Fig. 18)

&DWHJRU\WR6$(OHYHO

&RQYHUWLQJPLOHDJH
WRSHQHWUDWLRQUDWH

Census distribution
Vehicle mixture ratio [%]

(8) Setting the Deployment Scenarios
The market propagation rate of automated driving (driver assistance) systems was calculated from the deployment scenarios provided by the separate Socioeconomic Impacts of Reducing Traffic
Accidents project. Those deployment scenarios are not classified by
SAE automated driving levels, and are defined in terms of traveling
distance rather than market propagation rate. We applied a conversion to the SAE level rate of market propagation on the premise
that automated driving (driver assistance) systems have propagated proportionately to traveling distance (see Fig. 16). However,
predicting the market propagation rate for SAE level 5 using the
provided deployment scenarios is difficult at this stage, and the
propagation
rate byform
2050 was
assumed to bescenarios
0[%].
Fig. 16:
Conversion
Deployment
to Market

Fig. 18: Comparison of Traffic Accident Conditions (Tokorozawa)

(3) Calculation of Traffic Accident Reduction Achieved by Automated Driving (Driver Assistance) Systems
Figure 19 shows the reduction in traffic accidents achieved relative to the number of traffic accidents 2015 in the large city model
(Tokorozawa) when the simulation was run with the automated
driving (driver assistance) system market propagation rate.
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Fig. 19: Calculation of Traffic Accident Reduction Coefficient for
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Fig. 20: Nationwide Estimate Based on the Number of Traffic Accidents in
the Model Regions

Using a method similar to the one described in Section 5 (3),
we first calculated the reduction in traffic accidents for each of the
model cities (large city, local city and depopulated area) selected in
this project. Based on the premise that those each of those values
were representative of the model regions for municipalities in all of
Japan, we integrated them with the number of accidents for each
region in the country to obtain the nationwide estimate of traffic
accident conditions presented in Fig. 20.

6

Conclusion

In this project, we validated the appropriateness of the simulation using real volume of traffic and accident statistical data.
Using this simulation as a basis, we also demonstrated that the
effectiveness at reducing traffic accidents achieved by introducing
automated driving (driver assistance) systems could be estimated
with a high degree of accuracy by assigning the prerequisites from
traffic regulation information as well as from the deployment scenarios for such systems provided by the Socioeconomic Impacts
of Reducing Traffic Accidents project. The next step will be to
estimate the effectiveness at preventing accidents for each automated driving deployment scenario for the purpose of evaluating
socioeconomic impact in the context of the project that assesses
the impact of automated driving on society and the economy and
researches policies to promote its market propagation.
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Building and Designing a Geographic
Architecture (Overview)
Kotaro Matsumoto and Yasuyuki Koga (Cabinet Office)
Abstract: SIP-adus is involved in building the dynamic maps through generating and distributing the
high-precision 3D maps required for automated driving and the traffic environment information linked
to those 3D maps. This geographical data is anticipated to prove useful beyond automated driving and
advanced driver assistance systems, in areas such as MaaS, support for evacuations during a disaster, and
managing the flow of people and goods. As part of its efforts to realize Society 5.0, in which linking and
using data across disciplines will be essential, SIP-adus is not only generating and distributing the traffic
environment information used in automated driving, but also working to building a portal to that information that promotes the marketing of geographic data for the purpose of creating a data business market.

1

Background

The Society 5.0 we seek to achieve will offer a high-level fusion
of the cyber and physical spaces. Thanks to innovation spurred by
the use of big data and AI, this new society is expected to produce
new business models, create new value in various fields and bring
about a paradigm shift in socioeconomic systems. To create such
innovation, it will be important to coordinate data in a manner that
transcends the barriers between fields, rather than limiting it to a
specific field as is the case now.

architecture (called the Society 5.0 Reference Architecture) based
on a framework designed to deepen the perspective and understanding of all parties involved to develop and standardize mutually
linked and coordinated technology encompassing interoperability
between infrastructures. Building the architecture has involved
efforts to accelerate, notably, AI technology development, social
implementation, cross-field coordination, and international standardization strategies in the context of smart cities, fields related to
geographic information (automated driving, agriculture, disaster
prevention, infrastructure), and fields related to personal matters.
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With that in mind, the Big-data and AI-enabled Cyberspace
Technologies SIP project has, since 2019, been working on establishing both cross-field and field-specific data linkage infrastructures. At the same time, it has also been building and testing an
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To make use of traffic environment information across multiple
fields, the Automated Driving Architecture has been used as a basis
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Building and Designing a Geographic Architecture (Over view)

to (a) build a traffic environment information portal, (b) conduct
field operational tests (FOTs) in the Tokyo waterfront area based
on use cases in the logistics and mobility fields, (c) hold a contest
for an application to solve traffic-related issues in the sightseeing
city of Kyoto, and (d) develop a share operation management and
reservation system that can be put to use in regional automated
driving services.
Moreover, in 2020, example cases of the use of mobility-related
data in and outside Japan were investigated and analyzed. The public and private sectors then collaborated on assessing the strategy,
rules, and organizations upper layers of the Society 5.0 Reference
Architecture in the context of the application of mobility-related
data to establish an environment allowing the parties involved to
use that data smoothly and appropriately. After getting input from
data providers, service providers, information collectors and academic experts based on that assessment, discussions by a panel of
specialists led to compiling proposed guidelines for the handling
of data in the field of mobility, as well as public-private sector data
linkage proposal.
2.1. Building and Launching the MD communet™ Traffic Environment Information Portal
In building the traffic environment information portal, we aimed
to enable one-stop browsing by consolidating, visualizing, and cataloging the traffic environment information and other data layers to
serve as a trigger for matching data providers and users. This was
done while envisioning the functional layer services based on the
Automated Driving Architecture. In addition to keywords, the portal
also features advanced data searching functionality keyed to area and
purpose, the use of machine learning to search for similar data, a suggestions function, and other functionality that matches seeds to needs.
The portal offers an open API enabling diverse users to apply
traffic environment information to a variety of services. The first
step was the development and launch of the MD communet™ portal site (www.adus-arch.com) in October 2020 to promote the flow
of information and support the creation of new services. The next
step aimed to expand the number of users, data providers in particular. In April 2021, the participation of 11 corporations and organizations was obtained, and the site was made publicly available.
The MD communet™ traffic environment information portal
will continue to assess the requirements and mechanisms necessary to continue to disseminate traffic environment information
for various uses. At the same time, social implementation will be
pursued through efforts to broaden the deployment and enhance
the functionality of the portal.

concerning traffic, a competition for applications and ideas to solve
tourism and traffic issues in the global sightseeing city of Kyoto
(an app competition to solve issues related to tourism and traffic,
commonly known as the Kyoto Raku Mobi Competition). To hold
that competition, SIP-adus obtained the cooperation of the Kyoto
Municipal Transportation Bureau and other operators, and compiled and provided data on bus and train stops and stations, routes,
schedules, and fares, data on baggage checking in and delivery, as
well as shops, in the transportation sector, predicted congested
times at sightseeing facilities, information on sightseeing locations,
an API for site guidance services, and statistical data on congestion.
The competition served to both enhance awareness of the traffic
environment information portal and to improve it based on the
feedback received from users who entered the competition.
2.3. Development of Support System for Regional Automated
Driving Services
In preparing a social implementation of automated driving services for local regions, we first summarized the functions, data and
assets of those services in sparsely populated areas of such regions
and clearly identified common issues. We then developed a reservation and operation management system (e.g., management
of vehicle location and position, safety monitoring via on-board
and exterior cameras, reservation management, boarding and
deboarding information management) featuring a shared interface
easily usable by anyone, including the elderly. During the development, we conducted FOTs in coordination with SIP-adus initiatives on the social implementation of automated driving services in
Kamikoani, Akita and Iinan, Shimane, and incorporated feedback
from service providers and users to make functional and other
improvements.
Even as we continue to offer an inexpensive and affordable
system, we will pursue the commercialization of support services
and systems encompassing the use of communication functions
in the traffic environment information portal with an eye toward
strengthening interregional cooperation.

Fig. 3: Website for the Deployment of MD communet

2.2. Application Competition
Based on the creation and expansion of use cases that make use
of traffic environment data and mobility-related data to solve issues
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Design of Geographical Data Architecture—Building and
Promoting a Traffic Environment Information Portal Site
Naoki Iso (NTT Data Corporation)
The traffic environment information consisting of the high-precision map data prepared for automated driving, as well as data
collected form road traffic or vehicle probes, also offers promising uses in industries other than the automotive industry. It is therefore
important to build a system that enables the safe distribution of such information in an easy to use format. The MD communet™ traffic
environment information portal site that consolidates data from the mobility field and provides coordination with other fields was
built and launched to realize that system. Our activities to expand the use of the site include raising awareness by attracting corporate
members and conducting various promotions, as well as offering matching opportunities both offline and online, in an effort to make
the operation of MD communet™ sustainable. In addition, we are validating example services effectively use combinations the traffic
environment information that plays a key role in social implementation and information from other fields.

Building and Launching the MD communet™ Traffic Environment Information Portal Site

development cycle to ensure due attention was given to UI and UX
elements.

1.1. Value of Offering a Portal Site
Realizing a society with a higher quality of life for all by helping
to address various social issues such as reducing traffic accidents
and congestion, facilitating mobility for vulnerable road users, and
improving the situation of insufficient driver numbers and high
costs in the logistics and mobility service industries through the
commercialization and propagation of automated driving has been
set as the goal of this program. Accordingly, we believe that contributing to the commercialization of automated driving is called
for to realize a safe and secure society, resolve social issues, and
create new business value.
A venue for people, information and data to come together and
generate various ideas and services, the MD communet™ traffic
environment information portal site was built for the purpose of
helping to achieve the goal of the program. In conjunction with
centralizing the diverse traffic environment information in the
mobility field scattered here and there, this portal site is designed
to promote the application of data and the creation of new business
by offering various communication forums for users.
Consequently, the development of the site broadly focused on
implementing the two functions of catalog searching and business
matching.
For example, development efforts emphasized functions such as
having the site proactively offer suggestions to users for the catalog,
and enabling users to register needs or seeds, and to communicate
with one another.

1.2. Functions Offered by the Portal Site
As stated above, the development of the portal site emphasized
functions such as proactive searching and communication to promote business matching.

1
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matching
Automated driving
List/search
catalogs
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needs/seeds

Communication

Logistics/
transportation

Support for
matching

Information concerning Centralize catalog data in the portal site
the road environment

Fig. 1: Visualization of Business Creation via the Portal Site

As the site is expected to be used by people from various fields
and professions, regular user feedback was incorporated in the
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Fig. 2: Overall Picture of the Functions Provided by the Portal Site

The main functions offered by the portal site are described below.
(1)Data Catalog Search
This function not only implements and offers diverse search
methods, but also enhances search accuracy to allow users to easily
find the data they seek.
Available search methods range from basic functionality such as
searching by data category or search through metadata or files for
keywords entered by the user to searching for similar information
based on the conceptual notions contained in the information, as
well as a smart search feature involving the system automatically
searching for information similar to the information entered by the
user. The search methods are complemented by features designed
to enhance the accuracy of searches. These include normalization
of the text entered by the user (conversion between full- and halfwidth characters, upper- and lowercase, variant characters, and
inconsistent transcriptions, as well as the removal of noise keywords in searches), displaying synonyms for search keywords, and
keyword completion suggestions obtained from models generated
by machine learning presented while the user is typing.
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(2)Needs or Seeds Registration
This function visualizes the needs and seeds held by data providers and users, and assists with matching.
The system facilitates matching between users through an automatic search for catalog data recommendations adapted to the
attributes o of the user when it finds matching information based
not only on needs or seeds information registered by the user, but
also on catalog data registered in the past and on information registered by other users.

1.3. Achievements in Preparation for Public Launch
Feedback from select early access members and participants in
the Kyoto application contest was used in ongoing development to
improve the match rate for user needs and seeds and enhance the
convenience of the site when the site was launched in 2021.
One example is the building of a feature that periodically collects metadata from the data provider for some data catalogs, combines it with metadata in the portal, and rebuilds the catalog to
update and offer the latest data on the site in real time whenever
possible. We also developed additional functions such as text autocomplete and suggestions for metadata entered by the user to raise
the accuracy of matching to enrich the functionality of the site.
The site also coordinates with existing data platforms such as
the Geospatial Information Center and SIP4D. Linking of the data
catalogs of other data platforms to our portal site at the system level
both expands the categories of data and constitutes a cross-field
initiative that encompasses geospatial information, disaster prevention, and other disciplines in addition to the automotive field.
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Fig. 4: Optimizing Navigation from the Landing Page

Our development policy will focus on features such as offering
proactive suggestions and facilitating communication that establish
the portal as a launch pad to promote business that makes use of data.

2

Initiatives to Raise Awareness of MD Communet™

2.1. Overview of Initiatives
Creating new services or value by spreading awareness and
finding partners, as well as by encouraging the use of the data
through matching, are important factors in ensuring the continued
operation of MD communet™. Establishing partnerships involves
more than finding partners who are on board with the MD communet™ initiative and can build it with us. It also means building
an operational and promotional framework that enables smooth
interaction between users. Encouraging the use of data is not limited to collecting a broad range of traffic environment information.
It also requires generating opportunities for users to come across
data they did not know about through the listing of distinctive data
held by both the public and private sectors, and directing those
opportunities toward the creation of new services or value. During
the 2019 and 2020 fiscal years, we focused especially on finding
partners, as well as expanding the listed data and raising awareness.
2.2. Finding MD communet™ Partners
Acting on our view that matching encompassing personal relations between players is both a major prerequisite and the most critical factor in the long-term operation of the portal, we have striven to
find partners for this project. Using the objective and concept of this
project as a basis, our first step was to summarize the vision we are
pursuing and the value we offer and define the ecosystem we want
to create through the project for the purpose of identifying the key
draws of MD communet™, which are crucial to attracting partners.
Ecosystem Built through This Project
We will build an ecosystem that capitalizes of the assets and specialized strengths of member
corporations and organizations to create and promote business that makes use of the data.
Service
Data
Service

Data

1.4. Using the Portal Site as a Springboard for Business Matching
Since the launch of the portal in 2021, the growth in corporate membership and corresponding expansion of data catalogs has increase
opportunities to match businesses, and the site is anticipated to play
a vital role as a place where people and information come together.

Service integration

At the same time, we are also coordinating development with
marketing activities such as optimizing the system navigation from
the landing page to the portal site.

Portal site (top): Data catalogs

Detailed page

(3)Communication
This function connects providers and users of data directly to foster
the discovery of new data usages, as well as direct business matching.
More specifically, the system implements evaluation feature for
the listed data, as well as a messaging feature allowing users to communicate with one another directly if they are interested in data or
in needs/seeds.

Landing Page

Portal site

Provide assets
(data, services, and more)

Organize/reference data

Business integration

…Roles involving collaboration by participants

Fig. 5: Ecosystem Built through This Project
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The next step was to survey and define the types of public and
private sector stakeholders necessary to realize the ecosystem. We
started by visualizing vehicles on the road and the flow of people,
envisioning cases that make use that traffic environment information, and investigating the process of collecting and distributing
that data. Next, w classified the applicable stakeholders as part of
either the public or private sector. Public sector stakeholders are
expected to consist of organizations affiliated with public offices
or public interest incorporated association that owns, or has
jurisdiction over, traffic environment information. Private sector
stakeholders are expected to consist of business operators offering
telematics services or other service providers. We summarized the
relationships between those stakeholders and selected candidate
business operators.
*Specific operator names have been left out
Layer

Related business operator categories
Manufacturers

Maps/GPS(map
Logistics(home
information, navigation deliveries, transport,
systems)
commercial vehicles)

Transportation
(buses, taxis)
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infrastructure

Government
and academia

System/
rules layer

Data use/
service layer

Platform layer

Data
provision layer

Legend
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… Completed

*Specific operator names have been left out
User attributes

End of FY 2020 (until launch)

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Start of FY 2021 (since launch) *In the fourth quarter, priorities
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Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

B to B to C
(incl. G to B to C)

Fig. 6: List of MD communet™ Corporate Participants

2.3. Awareness Raising Activities
In preparation for the launch of the portal site, we spent 2020
actively preparing content and conducting promotional activities
to spread awareness of, and draw interest in MD communet™.
In addition to introducing candidate MD communet™ business
operators in conjunction with the release of information in October 2020, we create and launched a landing page to obtain broad
awareness and attract interest in the course of subsequent propagation and promotion. The landing page is intended to enable visitors to learn about the value and functions of the portal site, and
encourage them to become members. As the entry point to the data
catalogs, it therefore offers a broad range of information including
an overview of available services, details on the listed catalogs, use
cases, a description of the support provided, and instructions for
becoming a member. It is designed to generate understanding and
interest, and guide visitors toward registering as members or contacting us. As part of the design, we strove to plan and create a UI
layout that is not troublesome to navigate for both people familiar
with MD communet™ and those who are not. After the launch, we
issued press releases and worked with SIP-adus related websites to
raise awareness, while also making use of the landing page as a tool
to introduce the portal as part of marketing activities.
Purpose of this Site

B to C
(incl. G to C)

Spread awareness of the value and functions of the portal and encourage
visitors to become members.
What this site covers
Awareness

Fig. 5: Matching of Candidate Business Operators

During the 2019 fiscal year, we interviewed matching candidate business operators to gauge their interest and affinity with the
vision pursued by the portal contents of the services, determine
how interested and likely the company was to pursue business
leveraging the portal, and understand their expectations concerning site functions and the data made available. The aim was to use
their answers to refine our marketing activities and the functions of
the site. The interviews provided us with hints about future portal
function development and marketing activities for the operation
and other aspects of the site, which were not only applied to its
development, but also defined as issues to examine in the following
fiscal year. For the 2020 fiscal year, we considered it important to
consolidate traffic environment information from various corporations and list it as catalog data. We therefore approached business
operators representing candidate data providers. We were able to
welcome nine companies and two organizations as members who
are in accord with the MD communet™ initiatives.
Thanks to the catalogs provided by participating companies,
we have acquired over 5,000 catalog data items. We also expect
to obtain vehicle probe and other advanced data by continuing to
approach business operators.
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Fig. 7: Purpose of the Landing Page

Our next step was to produce a promotion video to foster
understanding of MD communet™. In addition to playing it at various events, we launched the SIP café website to draw interest and
guide visitors toward the landing page. Traffic directed to the site
by SIP café increased, contributing to greater awareness.
Activities aimed at raising awareness of MD communet™ were
not limited to the above content creation, and also included organizing an event. To spread awareness of MD communet™ and promote the potential offered by the use of mobility data, we held an
event that relied on generating ideas in semi-closed environment
to have participants rediscover the value of mobility data, experience methods for coming up with ideas, and meet potential future
partner companies. On the day of the event, thanks to the cooperation of the Keio University Graduate School of System Design and
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Management, corporations broadly involved in the mobile industry were able to present various ideas through lectures and workshops. The event also led to interaction between companies and
highlighted the potential of matching companies through events.
Expand your business with the MD communet™ traffic
environment information portal.

Fig. 8: SIP-Café Press Release

Fig. 9: Glimpses of the Day of the Event

2.4. April 2021 Public Launch and Policy for Subsequent Activities
The portal site was publicly launched in April 2021. The public launch was accompanied by press releases published in various
media. We received inquiries and requests to join from many companies. We will continue to focus on finding partners who promote
the use of the portal to make the site even more active. At the same
time, we intend to mark this public launch by following through
on our activity policy. To promote the creation of new data-driven
business, we will carry out the activities in that policy to take both
a virtual and real world approach to issues and matters of interest
of data users and help achieve the creation of services. In specific
terms, we will direct our efforts at matching companies and offer
both virtual and real world support such as creating opportunities
for companies to meet one another at events or producing content
enabling online matching between companies.

3

Promoting Test Projects

3.1. Overview
The outcomes of projects in the first phase of SIP identified
social issues pertaining to the fields of services for logistics operators as well as end-to-end multimodal navigation services. In 2019,
using the geographical data architecture for automated driving (the
Automated Driving Architecture), we selected use cases aimed at
solving those issues, and conducted field operational tests (FOTs).
The tests demonstrated the feasibility of producing new services
with added value through the mutual provision of data between
users.
In 2020, this was further followed up by identifying candidate
data applicable to cooperative areas concerning logistics operator
initiatives and issues based on surveys of problems faced by the
logistics industry. This provided the groundwork for applying
and coordinating of cooperative data that can help solve shared
cross-industry social issues in the field of logistics.
Building on discussions with teams tasked with the investigation and test projects for more efficient logistics based on an architecture that makes use of SIP probe and other vehicle data, we also
visualized services that capitalize on the portal while taking the
above issues concerning the usefulness and provision of candidate
data, as well as the approach to solving those issues, into account.
3.2. Initiatives in Fiscal 2019
We used the outcomes of projects in the first phase of SIP identified social issues pertaining to the fields of services for logistics
operators as well as end-to-end multimodal navigation services to
select use cases aimed at solving those issues, and conducted field
operational tests (FOTs).
Turning to social issues, we chose offering truck drivers a safe
and secure driving environment that encompasses the need to
avoid dangerous routes when safe driving is considered for the
field of services for logistics operators. With respect to end-toend multimodal navigation services, we chose support for stressfree mobility that combines customized means of transportation
(including automated driving) that covers means of transportation and route guidance matched to user attributes and adapts as
needed to changes in weather, congestions, and other conditions.
In the field of services for logistics operators, our objective was
to validate the extent to which value such a safe and secure environment or an improved work environment can be offered when the
traffic-related information portal is used to draw upon data users
did not know about or ways of using data they had not thought
of. In line with that objective, we demonstrated applications that
cooperatively provide geographical data from traffic-related information between users and make use of that information. We also
interviewed truck drivers, operation managers with truck driving
experience, and traffic information service providers.
In the field of end-to-end multimodal navigation services, our
objective was to validate whether offering dynamic information
achieves better support for stress-free mobility that combines customized means of transportation than in the past when the traffic-related information portal is used to draw upon data users did
not know about or ways of using data they had not thought of. To
achieve that objective, we defined FOT scenarios incorporating
several use cases, and asked test participants to evaluate the functionality and point out flaws in a service application implementing
all use cases.
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Use case

Details of test and evaluation

A. Receiving dock (location,
whether there is wait time),
route guidance that factors
legally mandated breaks

• Test that providing route guidance that covers
information on receiving docks (location, whether
there is wait time) established as logistics
cooperative areas or on rest locations contributes to
improving working conditions.

A. Route avoidance based
on road information
(width/height)

• Test that providing route guidance that relies on road
information (width/height) generated by
high-precision 3D maps to avoid vehicle width or
height restrictions contributes to the safety and
security of the driver.
• Test that emitting driving alerts relying on traffic
signs generated by high-precision 3D maps
contributes to the safety and security of the driver.

B. Alerts based on traffic
signs

A. Route avoidance and
alerts making use of
actual traffic information
B. Gathering/use of actual
traffic information
through data circulation
A. Avoidance of dangerous
roads or areas in the
event of a disaster
B. Sharing of information
through collaboration
with other fields

• Test that avoiding roads with no actual traffic track
record and emitting alerts while driving contribute
to the safety and security of the driver.
• Test that gathering actual traffic information by truck
size from probe data, and using that information
through data circulation, is possible.

• Test that providing route guidance that avoids
dangerous roads or entire areas in accordance
with the extent of damages caused by a disaster
contributes to the safety and security of the driver.
• Validate methods of coordinating with data
platforms form other fields (SIP4D) based on
factors such as the retrieval of disaster information
or gathered actual traffic information.

Fig. 10: Overview of Test for the Field of Services for Logistics Operators
Use case

Details of test and evaluation

A. Receiving dock (location, whether there
is wait time), route guidance that
factors legally mandated breaks

A. Route avoidance based on road
information (width/height)
B. Alerts based on traffic signs

A. Route avoidance and alerts making use
of actual traffic information
B. Gathering/use of actual traffic
information through data circulation

A. Avoidance of dangerous roads or areas
in the event of a disaster
B. Sharing of information through
collaboration with other fields

• Test that providing route guidance that covers information on
receiving docks (location, whether there is wait time)
established as logistics cooperative areas or on rest locations
contributes to improving working conditions.

• Test that providing route guidance that relies on road
information (width/height) generated by high-precision 3D
maps to avoid vehicle width or height restrictions
contributes to the safety and security of the driver.
• Test that emitting driving alerts relying on traffic signs
generated by high-precision 3D maps contributes to the
safety and security of the driver.

• Test that avoiding roads with no actual traffic track record
and emitting alerts while driving contribute to the safety and
security of the driver.
• Test that gathering actual traffic information by truck size
from probe data, and using that information through data
circulation, is possible.
• Test that providing route guidance that avoids dangerous
roads or entire areas in accordance with the extent of
damages caused by a disaster contributes to the safety and
security of the driver.
• Validate methods of coordinating with data platforms form
other fields (SIP4D) based on factors such as the retrieval of
disaster information or gathered actual traffic information.

Fig. 11: Overview of Test for End-to-End Multimodal Navigation Services
Field

For the two tests above, we built general-purpose APIs for providing and using data. In the semi-closed domain, we also implemented data circulation functionality to induce the autonomous
growth of data in the cooperative area.
Moreover, we developed systems and applications built on the
system configuration from the above FOTs, and enlisted the help
of end users to test the use cases and validate the key evaluation
points.
Users register the attributes
for their vehicle.

Having the driver enter
vehicle information
makes it possible to
gather driver attribute
information.

Navigation to the delivery
destination receiving dock and rest
areas along the route are shown.

The application shows not
only the route to the delivery
destination, but also the
location of rest areas.
(The route accounts for
width in accordance with
vehicle attributes.)

Receive an alert notification.

Alerts are emitted
ahead of traffic signs
or when driving on
roads without actual
traffic information.

Fig. 12: Field of Services for Logistics Operators

The FOT results demonstrated that, with respect to services for
logistics operators, route guidance accounting for static informa154

Register user information

Having users enter how many
people there are, their sex, and
the genres they are interested
in makes it possible to gather
personal information.

Register travel spots

Popular or easy to use
spots matching personal
attributes are prioritized in
recommendations.

Keep dynamic information up to date

Keep dynamic information
such as weather conditions,
operational data, and
congestion conditions
retrieved from Twitter up to
date, and notify the user
about comfortable spots.

Fig. 13: End-to-End Multimodal Navigation Services Field

tion such as receiving docks or rest areas, road information, traffic signs, particularly for unfamiliar routes or road environments
that have changed helped in offering a safe and secure driving
environment for truck drivers. At the same time, in terms of the
usefulness and scope of data in cooperative areas, public-oriented
usage was shown to be a useful cooperative area. In addition, some
cases made it clear that sharing could provide tremendous benefit
depending on the characteristics of the data.
For the end-to-end multimodal navigation services, we implemented functions covering means of transportation and route
guidance that factor user attributes and adapt as needed to changes
in weather, congestion, and other dynamic information. In addition, information such as actual behavior or duration of stay collected by the application could prove useful for marketing or other
purposes, and therefore points to the potential of applying cooperative area data flowing through the portal to other fields.
3.3. Initiatives in Fiscal 2020
We tested our hypothesis on data applicable to cooperative areas
by employing the specific data generated in the logistics industry
to identify issues concerning the candidate data that can help solve
shared cross-industry social issues in preparation for making cooperative area data available for use in the portal.
We started by examining the types, specifications, and other
parameters of the candidate data covered by the SIP logistics
streamlining test to identify the potential for generating and providing candidate cooperative area data from the field logistics that
can also be capitalized upon by other fields.
In preparation for generating candidate cooperative area data,
the 2019 interview with logistics operators, guidelines for logistics systems, and logistics operators corporate social responsibility
material were used to find initiatives and keywords deemed useful
and extract data anticipated to be needed in the field of logistics.
The extracted data formed the basis for defining and assessing
use cases addressing issues related to the flow of data that converts
vehicle information viewed as candidate data in terms of SIP logistics streamlining into assets, and to the use of data extracted from
those assets.
The data use cases studied in various fields (logistics, local governments, construction, navigation systems, automobiles, infrastructure) up to the previous year were used to select use cases with
potential cross-field use in the context of tasks relying on vehicles.
After selecting the use cases, we used the list of data items in the
data currently retrieved from vehicles document shared by the SIP
logistics streamlining operators to examine how useful and worthwhile the data from previously studied use cases is. Working from
the Society 5.0 Reference Architecture, we envisioned issues from
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Name of use case

Overview

Generate
rest area information

Coordinate the GPS from the digital tachometer and spot
information to identify rest areas available to the truck.

Generate actual
traffic information

Coordinate the vehicle GPS system and
direction of travel with road link information
to identify actual traffic by vehicle type.

Generate receiving Coordinate the GPS from the digital tachometer with spot and road
information to identify (destination) receiving docks in the area.
dock information

Fig. 14: Defined Use Cases

a rules, business, and technical standpoint, assessed initiative proposals, and held discussions with SIP logistics streamlining operators to enhance the worth of the data. The discussions brought out
new business and technical issues.
Moreover, the issues identified for the application of data to
cooperative areas and the approach to solving those issues formed
the foundation of our study to visualize the creation of a truck
industry parking lot sharing service that makes use of real time
free parking space information.
Provide data
CAN:FMS

Digital
tachometer

Engine
information

Process data (apply to cooperative areas)

Data
extraction

Circulate data

Obfuscate
personal and
parcel owner
information
List data

Create services

Application
developer

Position,
vehicle speed

Data
shaping
Daily driving
report
Work
information
Digitalization

Data from external sources
Parking lot
information

Standardize
data granularity
and specifications
Define
parking lot
and empty
space status

Road link
information

Parking lot
sharing application

Fig. 15: Visualization of Service Creation Oriented toward Problem Solving

3.4. Future Initiatives
In 2020, we assessed use cases for the coordination of data applicable to cooperative areas with other fields, verified and summarized the usefulness and worth of that data, and examined both the
flow of data provision and technical processing specifications. This
was followed by a study to visualize the creation of services making use of MD communet™. Starting in 2021, we will consolidate
the issues involved in realizing the service creation visualized until
now, assess various specifications, and propose detailed service creation plans to bring about the actual creation of services from data
listed in MD communet™.
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Resolving Social Issues in Cities Popular with Tourists
Noriyuki Hayashi (Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.)
A competition for applications and ideas to resolve social issues related to tourism and traffic in Kyoto, a city popular with tourists
from around the world, was held based on the concept of identifying use cases that utilize road traffic environment data to help resolve
issues concerning traffic in urban areas (an app competition to resolve issues related to tourism and traffic called the KYOTO Raku
Mobi Competition). Before holding the competition, the cooperation of the Kyoto Municipal Transportation Bureau and other business
operators involved in traffic, logistics, and tourism was obtained in the compilation and provision of data on mass transit bus stops and
train stations, routes, schedules, fares, baggage checking in and delivery services, and shops, information on facilities and sightseeing
locations in the tourism sector, statistical data about past congestion, as well as future predictions for congestion, map application
programming interfaces (APIs), and so on. The competition served to enhance awareness of the traffic environment information portal
site, while collecting and utilizing data posted on the portal site through collaboration and consultation with various relevant parties.

1

From the Planning and Preparation Phases to the
Competition Launch (Initiatives in Fiscal Year
2019)

Envisioning a range of use cases that might help to resolve issues
related to the movement of people and logistics in urban areas, this
project studied the idea of planning an app competition to help
achieve this objective using road traffic environment data (such as
data related to traffic, logistics, and facilities) focusing on Kyoto, a
city that is faced with various issues, particularly related to tourism
and traffic.
A wide range of use cases were studied targeting various key
attributes (residents, tourists, government, transportation providers, and so on) as services related to mobility and logistics in urban
areas. Specific examples of use cases related to tourists include
the following: (1) provision of tourist route guidance that avoids
lines of movement used by local residents, (2) recommendation
of so-called “hands-free tourism” by enabling tourists to check in
their baggage, (3) proposal of destinations factoring in predicted
congestion, and (4) information services factoring in congestion
and the operational status of transportation services.
The provision of tourist route guidance that avoids lines of
movement used by local residents was studied because over-concentration of tourists on public transportation (normal buses and
the like) heading to some popular sightseeing locations can cause
congestion on the lines of movement used by both tourists and
local residents.
The recommendation of hands-free tourism by enabling tourists to check in their baggage was studied because tourists tend to
carry large bags onto buses, causing buses to become crowded. This
use case envisions changing the attitude of tourists from carrying
bags around to checking in their baggage and travelling light.
The proposal of destinations factoring in predicted congestion
was studied due to the conspicuous over-tourism that occurs when
tourists become concentrated in one area.
Finally, information services factoring in congestion and the
operational status of transportation services was studied because
tourists often comment that public transportation is crowded,
route buses are particularly difficult to use, and that it is easy to
make mistakes when changing from one service to another. Since
the provision of transportation information seems to be an issue,
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services that consider the congestion and the operational status of
transportation were envisioned.
(9) (Walking)
Use en-route
guidance to walk to
nearest bicycle park.

(10) (Bicycle sharing)
Cycle to accommodation
along flat and easy route.

Bicycle
park

Kinkaku-ji

Accommodation

Hilly route

(8) (Car sharing)
Fares can also be
paid via app.
(3) (Logistics trucks)
Carry only bags to
accommodation.
Constantly acquire
location information.

Toei Kyoto
Studio Park

Recommend
best sightseeing
locations based
on user
attribute
information.

(5) (Logistics rickshaws)
Carry gifts bought
during sightseeing to
accommodation.

Nijo Castle

(7) (Car sharing)
Fares can also
be paid via app.
(6) (Transit buses)
Provide
multilingual route
guidance. No one
gets lost!

Congestion

* Search, reserve, and pay
via a single smart phone app.
* Make walking and cycling
easier by obtaining real-time
weather information.

(2) Check in bags
and travel light to
sightseeing
Kyoto
locations.

Station

Kiyomizudera

(4) (Buses)
Travel by optimum
route and
transportation means.

Movement of things
Movement of people

(1) Arrive at
Kyoto Station.

Fig. 1: Examples of Studied Use Cases (Tourist-Focused)

By studying these use cases, various items of data that might be
useful for resolving issues related to mobility and logistics in the
popular sightseeing city of Kyoto were identified and classified into
the following three categories: traffic, logistics, and facilities. After
explaining the premise of the project, the necessary data was then
requested and procured from the relevant parties.
It should be noted that the data related to public transportation was prepared and provided as far as possible in the standard
GTFS-JP format. This was carried out from the standpoints of data
standardization, the utilization of route selection services, and so
on.
Based on these studies, an app competition was planned to
identify applications and ideas for helping to resolve tourism and
traffic issues in Kyoto. The competition was then held from February, 2020.
A press release was issued on February 14, 2020 and the competition side was unveiled on February 25 of the same year.
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Project leaders (NTT DATA Corporation, Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.)
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(monitors)

Screening
cooperation
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Fig. 2: Implementation Scheme of App Competition

Fig. 3: Unveiled Competition Website (Announcement Page)
Source: KYOTO Raku Mobi Competition website (https://web.contest.adus-arch.com/)

Fig. 4: Unveiled Competition Website (Outline of Competition)
Source: KYOTO Raku Mobi Competition website (https://web.contest.adus-arch.com/)

In fiscal year 2019, the data to be posted on the portal site
through consultation with various relevant parties was collected,
and an environment for providing road traffic environment information and data, an application programming interface (API), and
the like was prepared. These initiatives enabled the launch of the
app competition

2

From the Operation Phase to Screening and Award
Giving (Initiatives in Fiscal Year 2020)

In fiscal year 2020, the KYOTO Raku Mobi Competition moved
into the operation phase. In addition to providing participants with
road traffic environment data and the API, explanations of the details,
specifications, and the like of this data, lectures about issues related to
traffic and tourism in Kyoto, information exchanges, and mentoring of
individual competition participants were also carried out.
The KYOTO Raku Mobi Competition was divided into two categories: the app development category and the app idea category. The
objective was to call for both app products and ideas to help resolve
the issues of Kyoto using data related to traffic and facilities (road
traffic environment data) provided by the competition administrator and by showing an awareness of social implementation.
In the app development category, participants were asked to use
the actual data and API provided by the competition administrator
to develop an Android app. This category was judged based on the
degree that the app utilized the road traffic environment data, its
effectiveness in resolving issues affecting Kyoto, the user-friendliness of the app, and so on.
In the app idea category, participants were asked to conceive
and propose an app that references, analyzes, or otherwise utilizes
the same actual data provided by the competition administrator.
This category was judged based on the potential data utilization of
the app, its potential for helping to resolve issues affecting Kyoto,
and so on.
Entries were subjected to document screening, as well as field
operational tests (FOTs) and evaluations by monitors that used the
apps. After a final decision meeting on Saturday, October 17, 2020,
an award ceremony was held on Saturday, November 7. A total of
seven entries were selected and awarded prizes. The winner of the
top prize in the app development category (the Pedestrian Friendly
City Kyoto Prize) was an app provisionally called “Kyoto Tourism
Assist,” which supports the movement of visitors to Kyoto using
public transportation GTFS-JP data as well as other road traffic
environment data. In addition, the winner of the top prize in the
app idea category was an app called “Teburan, the app that makes
you want to go for a stroll empty handed,” which aims to demonstrate and apply new value to the concept of walking around sightseeing locations without having to carry heavy bags.

Fig. 5: Award Ceremony
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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After the award ceremony, a meeting was held with the creators
of the app that won the top prize in the app development category
(the Pedestrian Friendly City Kyoto Prize) to request the development of a completed app with the aim of realizing social implementation. In this app, the GTFS-JP data supplied for app development
is processed by analyzing and integrating GTFS-JP data in advance
into JSON files, which are incorporated when the app is started
up for the first time, creating a traffic information database in the
Android terminal.
As a result, two versions of the app were developed. First, Kyoto
Tourism Assist (Android Version) is a smart phone app that assists
mobility and tourism in Kyoto. Its functions include (1) displaying
map and environmental data, (2) displaying transportation routes
and schedules, and (3) searching for sightseeing routes.

Fig. 6: Screens of the Kyoto Tourism Assist (Android Version) App

Second, Tourist Route Creation (Web Application Version) is a
web application for registering and editing recommended routes to
be used by the Android app.

Fig. 7: Screen of the Tourist Route Creation (Web Application Version) App

In addition, the conditions and the like for continuing data provision were confirmed and discussed with the transportation providers and the like that supplied the data for the competition. First,
individual negotiations were held with the providers of the data
used by the winners of the top prize in the app development category. The contract to provide data for the purposes of the competition was extended until March 2021 (the duration of the contract
of the project). As a result, it was possible to continue using the data
for developing the prize-winning app.
The possibility of continuing the provision of data other than
that used by the top prize winner in the app development category
was also discussed. Many transportation providers felt that the
provision of materials related to schedule data for the competition
would not be an issue. However, in this case, it was also felt that
158

data provision should be limited to the competition participants
and that the competition administrator should take responsibility
for the quality of information. Discussions also focused on cost
and operational burdens. Transportation providers are currently
separately considering compatibility with the GTFS-JP format. If a
direction for this approach can be agreed upon, then the continuation of data provision and utilization, as well as collaboration for
competitions and the like might be possible.

3

Future Developments

Over the 2019 and 2020 fiscal years, this project planned, prepared, launched, ran, judged, and awarded prizes for an app contest
as an initiative aiming to realize social implementation of the app.
In the future, to popularize and encourage use of the road traffic
environment data portal site (MD Communet), a second competition is scheduled that will continue to focus on Kyoto. The purpose
is to help create an ecosystem that can facilitate matching between
the provision and utilization of data in certain ranges and to help
realize social implementation of the results, as an example of an
initiative to resolve regional issues using road traffic environment
data. Based on this policy, the objective is to build on the results
of the first competition and to encourage interchanges between
participants, including local data providers, local authorities and
other relevant parties, as well as the competition entrants, and to
facilitate the involvement and the like of local organizations with
an interest in the operation of the policy.
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Preparation of Environment for Encouraging
Utilization of Mobility-Related Data
Shintaro Shimizu, Koichiro Meguro, Yurie Toyama, and Satomi Aiko (Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.)
Seiichi Tanaka (MRI Research Associates, Inc.)
Although mobility-related data has various potential applications, issues include how the data is handled and the federation of data
between stakeholders. For this reason, it is necessary to prepare an environment to facilitate the participation of stakeholders in data
utilization. In this study and research project, first, the issues hampering greater data utilization were identified and analyzed. Then,
based on these results, the appropriate approach for preparing rules to encourage data federation and utilization was considered. As
the process for promoting and accelerating data federation, the analysis results indicated that beginning data utilization with public data
and then gradually incorporating private data would be a potentially effective way of realizing full-scale federation of public and private
data. This project also studied the risks of handling data extracted from the analysis results. Countermeasures were studied from the
standpoints of the data handling methods and the matters that must be addressed by businesses.The study results were summarized in
guidelines related to data handling in the mobility field (referred to below as the “data handling guidelines”) and a proposal for public/
private data federation in the mobility field (referred to below as the “public/private data federation proposal”).

1

Background and Objective

The utilization of mobility-related data (principally data from
connected vehicles) has the potential to provide a wide range of
value, from enhancing the safety of individual vehicles to helping to
resolve social issues such as controlling traffic flows and responding to natural disasters. However, in addition to issues related to
personal information and other aspects of handling this data, the
lack of rules for the federation of data between stakeholders means
that smooth progress is not being made toward its social implementation.
Therefore, the aim of this project is to create links between the
public and private sectors, and prepare an environment to facilitate
the participation of the relevant stakeholders in data utilization.

2

(1) Commercial vehicle use case (utilization of information to help
provide a safe and secure driving environment for truck drivers)
In this use case, route guidance in accordance with the vehicle
size or re-routing guidance in the event of an accident or natural
disaster was provided to drivers based on the collected data. The
aim was to realize smooth driving and to help provide safety and
security to truck drivers (Fig. 1).

Studies and Analysis of Issues for Encouraging
Utilization of Mobility-Related Data

2.1. Use Case Definition and Subjects of Study
First, this project extracted cases of mobility-related data utilization from the results of SIP-adus research carried out in previous
fiscal years, and redefined 23 use cases in 9 fields as use cases for this
project. In addition, as subjects for study in this project, one case featuring the utilization of public and private data was selected for each
service user category (commercial vehicles, ordinary vehicles, and
pedestrians). This selection was made from the following standpoints.
- Based on the objective of the federation of public and private
data, the case needed to feature the utilization of both public
and private data.
- The case needed to utilize mobility data obtained from vehicles
or pedestrians.
- After classifying the use cases by the data user into three categories (commercial vehicles*, ordinary vehicles, and pedestrians), the case with the largest amount of data utilization in any
of these categories was selected.
* Here, “commercial vehicles” refers to logistics vehicles, construction vehicles, and any other type of vehicle used by a business and
managed by a fleet manager.

Fig. 1: High-Level Operational Concept of Commercial Vehicle Use Case

(2) Ordinary vehicle use case (provision of advanced information
to vehicles (drivers))
In this use case, lane-level information was provided based on
the collected data. Again, the aim was to support smooth driving
by the provision of detailed information, and to realize safe and
secure navigation (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: High-Level Operational Concept of Ordinary Vehicle Use Case
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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(3) Pedestrian use case (information provision for easy-to-understand and smooth movement)
The aim was to provide route guidance in accordance with the
attributes of the user and realize smooth movement based on the
collected data (Fig. 3).

and initiatives for realizing data federation were identified for use
cases that generate value through the federation. Finally, the ideal
approach for preparing the necessary rules was studied and proposed. Figure 5 illustrates these items.

Fig. 5: Parties Envisioned in Public-Private Data Federation Proposal and
Proposal Readers

Fig. 3: High-Level Operational Concept of Pedestrian Use Case

2.2. Visualization of Use Cases with Reference Architecture
The three use cases described in the previous section were visualized using the Society 5.0 reference architecture, and the issues
were analyzed. More specifically, the three use cases were applied
to the DoDAF(1,2) architecture framework developed by the U.S.
Department of Defense and visualized in each of the views defined
by DoDAF. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the Society
5.0 reference architecture envisioned in this study and each view
defined by DoDAF.

3.2. Identification of Issues Related to Federation of Public-Private Data
When the relationship between the collated issues was analyzed,
a negative spiral was identified in which the poor economic prospects of services using data and the impossibility of recovering the
value of the service prompt data providers to restrict data distribution without ensuring that data is available in sufficient volumes or
quality. A key point in promoting the federation of public and private data is to find ways of breaking out of this cycle and achieving
economic feasibility from the standpoints of both data and service
provision. Figure 6 summarizes the issues related to the federation
of public and private data.

Fig. 6: Issues of Public-Private Data Federation
Fig. 4: Relationship between Society 5.0 Reference Architecture and Each
View of DoDAF

In addition, the details analyzed using the architecture and the
extracted issues were discussed with companies, organizations, and
the like that actually handle mobility-related data. The validity of
the analysis results were confirmed and the practical issues were
identified.

3

Approach for the Federation of Public and Private
Data

3.1. Role Allocation and Ideal Approach for Public-Private Data
Federation
This project envisioned the following points as the objectives
to be achieved by the federation of public and private data: (1)
the acquisition of more data, (2) the operation of more seamless
systems, and (3) the simple utilization of data. Therefore, the roles
that must be carried out by public and private parties to realize
the federation of public and private data were defined and summarized in the proposal document. In addition to defining the data
held publically and privately, the roles for public and private parties
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3.3. Procedure for Promoting Data Federation and Policy for
Addressing Issues
Economic feasibility is a major hurdle toward the achievement
of public-private data federation. This is a larger hurdle for private
data than public data since the use of private data requires even
more stringent judgments about economic feasibility. For this reason, the best way to realize full-scale public-private data federation
is to start by utilizing public data and then gradually incorporate
private data (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Procedure for Promoting Data Federation and Policy for
Addressing Issues
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4

Data Handling Approach

4.1. Risks of Inappropriate Data Handling
The proper handling of data will encourage parties involved in
data generation to provide data more confidently. Service users
should also feel more confident about receiving these services. As a
result, this should lead to the collection of more data and the provision of services with higher added value, further encouraging data
utilization.
Consequently, to prevent the infringement of third party rights
or other detrimental effects due to the improper handling of data,
the data handling methods that must be followed by all parties
were defined. In this project, the risks surrounding each type of
data handled in the analyzed use cases were identified from the
standpoints of the parties contributing to data generation due to
the improper handling of data and the potential for infringing the
rights of or adversely affecting service users.
4.2. Countermeasures for Risks
Approximately eight types of risks were defined related to data
handling. Figure 8 shows the approach for responding to each of
these risks. These countermeasures were described in more detail
in the data handling guidelines.

users, which will facilitate the accumulation of more data and the
provision of services with higher value, therefore further encouraging data utilization.
The data handling guidelines and proposal created in this project are intended as a reference model, and it is hoped that this
model will help to promote data utilization in the future. Since the
parties involved in data handling and the handling environment
are likely to change as data utilization progresses, the proposal and
data handling guidelines should be updated as necessary on a continuous basis.
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Fig. 8: Approach for Issue Countermeasures

Two categories of risk countermeasures were described in the
guidelines: data handling methods, and initiatives that industry
should follow.
It should be noted that these data handling guidelines are not
intended to restrict the parties involved, but as a reference model
for handling data. In addition, since the parties involved in data
handling and the handling environment are likely to change as data
utilization progresses, it is assumed that these data handling guidelines will be updated on a continuous basis.

5

Conclusion

Visualization analysis of mobility data utilization identified a
negative spiral in which the poor economic prospects of services
using data and the impossibility of recovering the value of the service was leading data providers to restrict data distribution without
ensuring that data is available in sufficient volumes or quality. To
accelerate the utilization of data, it will probably be necessary to
aim to realize full-scale public-private data federation by beginning
data utilization with public data and then gradually incorporating
private data. In addition, the appropriate handling of data should
help to raise the confidence of both data providers and service
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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6 Promoting International Cooperation

(1) International Cooperation and Activities for Standardization

Overview
Manabu Umeda (The University of Tokyo)
Automated driving technologies have been improved dramatically, and various activities are being
addressed throughout the world. In this circumstance, it is crucial for Japan to take the initiative in standardization and regulatory activities, and to contribute to international harmonization, in order to keep the
international competitiveness for the automotive manufacturers and related industries.
In the second phase of SIP-adus, enhancing international cooperation is one of the four major activity
pillars. Seven focus international cooperation themes have been identified, and an international cooperation theme leader has been assigned in each research theme. Addition to that, an international cooperation
framework featuring collaborative research coordinator who promotes international cooperation activities,
has been established. Currently, joint research activities with the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research, and cooperation activities with research projects in the EU Framework Programme for Research
and Innovation etc., have been progressing. We are also making the SIP-adus research outcomes known
to other countries through events such as SIP-adus Workshops, as well as carrying out the investigative
research activities. At the same time, we are coordinating with the relevant standardization bodies about
international standardization activities and contributing standardization from both the “de jure” and “de
facto” standards perspectives.

1

Background

Automated driving technologies has been improved dramatically with the participation of various industries, including companies in the information services and startups in addition to current
automobile manufacturers. Automobile manufacturers are actively
producing and selling cars both in Japan and other global markets.
Various activities such as automotive technologies development,
infrastructure, standardization, legislative issues, and field operational tests (FOTs) are being addressed throughout the world .
As the automotive industry plays a crucial role in Japan, in order
to maintain the international competitiveness of automobile industries and its related businesses, it is necessary to take the initiative
in standardization and regulatory activities, and to work toward
international harmonization. Consequently, the strengthening
of international cooperation has been defined as one of the four
major activity pillars of the second phase of SIP-adus, and information on its research outcomes is actively communicated to other
countries. Furthermore, investigative research and other activities
necessary to strengthen international cooperation are addressed
for the purpose of providing open research and development that
will induce active discussions, as well as creating opportunities for
social implementations.
At present, offerings of joint research through the frameworks
of Japan–Germany cooperation and of EU funded projects are
received, and we are supporting joint research activities on automated driving between Japanese universities & research institutes
and research institutes in Europe or US, through providing workshops to explore joint research themes, and additional calls for submissions in the second phase of SIP-adus.
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2

International Cooperation Framework and
Focus Themes

At SIP-adus, the seven focus themes described in sections 2.1
to 2.7 have been identified by enhancing the international cooperation activities addressed in the first phase of SIP, and theme leaders responsible for promoting international cooperation activities
in each research fields have been assigned. Furthermore, in order
to promote international cooperation activities, a collaborative
research coordinator who supports and coordinates international
cooperation activities as the main window person in SIP-adus has
been designated under the Steering Committee of SIP-adus, and
the framework shown in Fig. 1 has been established.
SIP-adus (Steering Committee) PD, Cabinet Office, related ministries, NEDO
International Cooperation Working Group (WG)

Governments
outside Japan

Cabinet Office

Theme leader

(related ministries as necessary)

Research and
development (program)

Germany
EU
and others
Collaborative research
coordinator for SIP-adus

Overseas university,

Alliance for Promoting
Mobility Innovation

research institutes,
private companies,
etc.

[Themes with finalized specific cooperation items]

Standardization bodies

Fig. 1: SIP-adus Framework for International Cooperation Activities
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2.1. Dynamic Map
Digital map databases with a layered structure built on graph
network representation of roads will be expanded widely including
highly detailed description of the road structure and its surrounding environment. The databases will be dynamically linked to real
time information from an integrated sensor systems onboard the
vehicles and semi-real time information from V2X communications. The development of such databases is only possible through
collaboration across industry sectors and public agencies.
2.2. Human Factors
The shift between levels of automation will depend on the driving environment and the driver’s condition along the trip. It is
important to design automated vehicle systems to effectively communicate with the driver, so that the situational awareness of the
driver is maintained and the transition between the levels of automation is properly performed.
2.3. Safety Assurance
How safety is assured is an extremely critical aspect of implementing automated driving technologies into the society. Reliable
and efficient test methods will be required in order to assure the
safety for automated driving. Ensuring the safety of complex electronic systems and software requires virtual testing environments
in cyberspace. Various evaluation methods for validation, modeling, and simulation are under development.
2.4. Connected Vehicles
High levels of automation require a larger range of observation
of the driving environment. The deployment of connected vehicle technology will be advantageous to automated driving systems.
Proximity will be sensed by integrated sensors onboard the vehicle, and physically blind vehicles will be notified through vehicle
to vehicle (V2V) communication. Furthermore, providing traffic
signal and other infrastructure information to automated vehicles
through vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communication facilitates
the realization of smoother and safer automated driving.
2.5. Cybersecurity
A connected car is a car that has become capable of providing various services, which enhance its convenience and safety, through DSRC
and cellular communication. However, a connected car is also at risk
from cyberattacks, and new types of cyberattacks are regularly reported
at international conferences such as BlackHat in the field of vehicle
cyber security. Cybersecurity measures will have to continue to be
reinforced to keep systems secure in the future. Therefore, it is essential to share information and promote collaboration among industry
and government across the conventional boundaries between sectors.
2.6. Impact Assessment
Demonstrating the economic and social benefits provided by
automated driving technologies and understanding its latent risks
will be essential for automated driving technologies to be widely
accepted in public. Considering the level of automated driving
technologies and its dissemination status, having an open discussion for its effects and latent risks by automated driving technologies is necessary, through guiding the analysis and quantitative
effects of the impact of automated driving with respect to reducing
traffic accidents, decreasing CO2 emissions, and mitigating traffic
congestion, defining its long-term vision in Japan.

2.7. Service and Business Implementations
In the central districts of large cities with high-density travel
demand, a pedestrian-centered multimodal transportation network is anticipated to offer efficient and sustainable mobility.
Innovative transportation systems featuring automated driving
technologies and on-demand operation will reduce travel time
while making trips comfortable for passengers, and enhance efficiency for operators. In contrast, small size vehicles with enhanced
driver assistance for personal use are also anticipated to provide
aged or vulnerable road users and to encourage them to actively
engage in social activities.
Various activities regarding new mobility services and mobility
innovation by utilizing automated driving technologies, are being
carried out worldwide.

3

Major International Cooperation Activities

3.1. Networking
The international cooperation theme leaders for SIP-adus
participate in international conferences such as ITS World Congress, Transportation Research Board (TRB) in US, or EU-CAD in
Europe, to maintain and consolidate their expert network through
information exchange with overseas specialists. In addition, a
collaborative research coordinator has connections with government organizations such as the U.S. Department of Transportation
(USDOT) and the Directorate-General for Research and Innovation (DG-RTD) of the European Commission, and these connections contribute to establish a new research network by introducing
specialists or research project leaders through those government
organizations based on requests from each experts.
3.2. Japan–Germany and Japan–EU Cooperation Activities
Japan-Germany cooperation activities have been carried out
between the Japanese Cabinet Office and the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research, based on the Joint statement to
enable scientific exchange in automated driving and to identify
areas for potential research and development activities on Science,
Technology, and Innovation. As a result, it was agreed to start
joint research activities in the two fields of “Human Factors” and
“Impact Assessment” in 2019, and a further joint research activities
in the fields of “Safety Assurance” and “Cybersecurity” were agreed
in 2020.
With respect to Japan–EU cooperation activities, an agreement
to study cooperation opportunities between the two existing projects, the Horizon 2020 in EU Framework Programme for Research
and Innovation and the SIP-adus research project, was reached with
the Directorate-General for Research and Innovation (DG-RTD)
of the European Commission, and potential cooperation has been
studied. As of June 2021, cooperation activities under the Horizon
2020 framework are being carried out in three projects.
3.3. SIP-adus Workshop
The SIP-adus Workshop have been held since the first phase of
SIP as an international conference, in order to enhance Japanese
initiatives in the context of automated driving research and development, to promote the technologies developed in Japan, and to
contribute harmonization for international standardization. It has
been held annually in November since 2014, and the Workshop is
now recognized as an international conference on automated drivSIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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ing researches hosted by Japan.
The Workshop is composed of plenary sessions open to the public and breakout sessions that aim for deeper discussions between
invited specialists, and each session is composed of the focus international research themes. The Workshop was held over three days
at the Tokyo International Exchange Center in 2018 and 2019. Due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, the SIP-adus Workshop 2020 changed
a format to a web-based conference, and it was held with the SIPadus Status Report Meeting.
3.4. Deploying a Large-Scale Field Operational Test Environment
Large-scale FOTs have been conducted in the Tokyo Waterfront
City area encompassing the Tokyo waterfront subcenter area, the
Haneda Airport area, and the Metropolitan Expressway that connects Haneda Airport and the Waterfront City area. The purpose
of this FOT was to find solutions to technical issues for application
of infrastructure cooperative data, such as merging lane assistance,
traffic jam information, and traffic signal information, as well as to
encourage the development of automated vehicles, enhance international cooperation and standardization, foster public acceptance,
and promote advanced technologies.
Deploying a globally open test environment to conduct the
FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area enabled automobile manufacturers and suppliers from outside Japan to participate in the FOTs.
Basic technologies for the realization of automated driving were
validated in the real traffic environment on public roads.
3.5 Activities for International Standardization
SIP-adus is strengthening collaborations with standardization
bodies to bring products and services into global markets smoothly
and quickly. We are working with organizations such as the Japan
Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) and the Society
of Automotive Engineers of Japan (JSAE), as well as the Japan
Auto Parts Industries Association (JAPIA), the Japan Electronics
and Information Technology Industries Association (JEITA), the
UTMS Society of Japan, the Association of Radio Industries and
Businesses (ARIB), and the ITS Info-communications Forum (ITS
Forum) to promote standardization based on both “de jure” standards in ISO, IEC, and ITU etc., and “de facto” standards through
cooperation with global industry standardization bodies.
【 About the author 】
Manabu Umeda
Mobility Innovation Collaborative Research Organization (UTmobI), The University
of Tokyo
Collaborative research coordinator, Steering committee for SIP-adus
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SIP-adus Workshop
Takahiro Tanaka and Akira Ikeda (New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization)
The SIP-adus Workshop is an international conference held by SIP-adus since the first phase of SIP was started in 2014. Counting the
seventh in 2020, this series of conferences hosted by Japan is gaining recognition as one of the world’s major international events in the
field of automated driving.The SIP-adus Workshop is more than just an event.This is a forum to enrich international networks by gathering
many automated driving specialists in both fields of the research and development and the implementation of businesses from around the
world and exchanging their knowledge and expertise. It has always evolved in gaining momentum.The Eighth edition, SIP-adus Workshop
2021, will be held in November of that same year. Focusing on the results of SIP-adus research and development, as well as social implementation efforts, it will feature various discussions and exchanges of views and offer an opportunity to communicate information with
one another on automated driving at an international level, and therefore contribute to the SIP-adus international cooperation activities.
This report also gives an overview of the SIP-adus Workshop carried out during the first phase of SIP of which the report did not cover it.

1

Purpose and Overview

SIP-Automated Driving for Universal Services is promoting to
strengthen international cooperation as one of the four pillars of its
activities. The first SIP-adus Workshop was held in 2014, when the
first phase of SIP commenced. The conference was organized for
the purposes of clearly establishing Japan’s global role through the
exchange of information with Europe, the U.S. and other nations,
and the active communication aiming for international standardization initiated by Japan, based on globally shared and discussed
issues about automated driving. Since 2014, the workshop has been
annually carried out in autumn, and gained international recognition as a Japanese-organized international conference, where many
specialists from both Japan and around the world come together
to enjoy discussions and exchange ideas in their respective fields.
The Workshop is opened with a welcome speech by a Minister
of State and keynote speeches by European and American government representatives, as well as by the Program Director. These
are followed by plenary sessions in which specialists from all over
the world make presentations, and breakout workshops where
subcommittees grouped by theme have discussions and exchange
views.
The venue also features a poster exhibit session, which enjoys
the visit of many participants.

2

The SIP-adus Workshop in the First Phase of SIP

2.1. 2014 (First)
November 17 and 18, 2014 (United Nations University)
The First Workshop was taken place in conjunction with the
inauguration of the first phase of SIP-Automated Driving for Universal Services.
The plenary sessions and breakout workshops were held on the
five themes below.
• Dynamic Map
• Human Factors
• Next Generation Transport
• Connected Vehicles
• Impact Assessment

2.2. 2015 (Second)
October 27 to 29, 2015 (Tokyo International Exchange Center)
The schedule was expanded to three days, with the plenary sessions and breakout workshops on the six following themes. The
third day featured a test-ride event conducted in cooperation with
various automobile manufacturers.
• Dynamic Map
• Connected Vehicles
• Human Factors
• Impact Assessment
• Next Generation Transport
• Security
2.2. 2016 (Third)
November 15 to 17, 2016 (Tokyo International Exchange Center)
The plenary sessions and breakout workshops covered the same
six themes as the previous year.
2.3. 2017 (Fourth)
November 14 to 16, 2017 (Tokyo International Exchange Center)
The plenary sessions and breakout workshops were held on the
seven themes below.
• Regional Activities and FOTs
• Dynamic Map
• Connected Vehicles
• Cybersecurity
• Impact Assessment
• Next Generation Transport
• Human Factors
2.4. 2018 (Fifth)
November 13 to 15, 2018 (Tokyo International Exchange Center)
The plenary sessions and breakout workshops covered the same
seven themes as the previous year.

3

The SIP-adus Workshop in the Second Phase of SIP

3.1. 2019 (Sixth)
November 12 to 14, 2019 (Tokyo International Exchange Center)
Plenary sessions and breakout workshops were held on the
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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seven themes below.
• Regional Activities
• FOTs and Next Generation Transport
• Human Factors
• Cybersecurity
• Safety Assurance
• Dynamic Map
• Connected Vehicles
Featuring 51 talks, 29 of which were made by presenters from
other nations, the event attracted 511 participants from 23 countries.
The opening session was started with a welcome speech by a Minister
of State, and keynote speeches by European and American government
representatives, as well as by the SIP-adus Program Director (Fig.1).
The plenary sessions and breakout workshops were taken place
for each theme, and the event featured numerous presentations and
discussions, as well as extensive exchanges of ideas (Fig.2).
Many participants also showed keen interest in the poster
exhibits covering the international cooperation activities by ministries and SIP-adus (Fig.3).

Fig. 1: Commemorative Photograph with the Minister of State at the
Center

3.2. 2020 (Seventh)
November 10 to 12, 2020 (Tokyo International Forum on the
10th only)
In 2020, an online virtual Workshop was held for the first time
amid the global COVID-19 pandemic stopping specialists from
travelling to Japan and preventing the gathering of a large number
of participants at the venue.
All events were transmitted in both Japanese and English via
simultaneous interpretation, with three separate broadcast feeds
throughout the day for Europe and the U.S. to maximize the benefits of holding the event online and allow many people to participate. As a result, there were 76 presentations, 28 of which were
made by people outside Japan, and the event attracted a record of
1,152 participants from 29 countries.
On the first day, the SIP-adus Status Report Meeting provided an
opportunity to show the results of SIP-adus research and development,
with the opening session started with a welcome speech by a Minister
of State, and keynote speeches by European and American government
representatives, as well as by the SIP-adus Program Director (Fig.4).
The Status Report Meeting consisted of the four sessions below,
which involved a total of 20 presentations on SIP-adus activities.
The sessions were streamed online in real time.
• Utilization and exchange of data for implementation of Society5.0
• Development and utilization of traffic environmental information
• Toward realization of safe automated driving
• Society with automated driving for universal services
On the second and third day, the plenary sessions as online
symposiums were carried out on the eight following themes and by
the ministries as in the past years(Fig.5)
• Regional Activities
• Service and Business Implementation
• Dynamic Map
• Connected Vehicles
• Safety Assurance
• Cybersecurity
• Human Factors
• Impact Assessment

Fig. 2: A Breakout Workshop

Fig. 4: Commemorative Photograph with the Minister of State at the Center

Fig. 3: Poster Exhibits
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The event held online attracted many people whose schedule normally did not allow them to do so. In addition, the bilingual Japanese and English streaming, and the time zone feeds for
Europe and the Americans also gathered significantly greater number of participants from both Japan and other countries, creating
an opportunity for them to acquire various information including
the results of research and development through SIP-adus activities
and in various countries.
For those who were unable to watch the online sessions during
the event and in response to requests of those who wanted to carefully listen to the presentations one more time, on-demand streaming was made available for about a month from December. The
event was attended by 1,212 people (including 264 via on-demand
streaming) from 12 countries.

【 References 】
(1)SIP-adus website:
https://www.sip-adus.go.jp/

【 About the author 】
Takahiro Tanaka, Project Manager, SIP Group, New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO), National Research and Development Agency
Akira Ikeda, SIP Group, New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO), National Research and Development Agency

3.3. 2021 (Eighth)
Scheduled for November 9 and 10, 2021
With the COVID-19 pandemic persisting in 2021 yet, we
decided to hold the Workshop virtually online, for it will be still
difficult for specialists to travel to Japan, and to gather a large number of people at the venue (Fig.6).
Over two days, SIP-adus presents the plenary sessions on the
eight themes below and by the ministries, via online streaming. We
will also hold the theme-specific breakout workshops which had
not been conducted in 2020, in providing opportunities not only
for the communication to send out information but also for discussion and exchange of views as carried out at the past events, so as
to make this SIP-adus Workshop even more fulfilling than in 2020.

Fig. 6: SIP-adus Workshop 2021 Flyer
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Japan–Germany and Japan–EU Cooperation
Manabu Umeda (The University of Tokyo)
As inter-governmental international cooperation activities in the second phase of SIP-adus, collaborative activities with the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) and the European Commission Directorate-General for Research and Innovation
(DG-RTD) have been progressing by receiving offers of joint research through the frameworks of Japan-Germany cooperation and of
EU funded project. With respect to Japan–Germany cooperation, joint research plans in the fields of “Human Factors” and “Impact
Assessment” related to automated driving technologies were approved in January 2019, with the subsequent approval of new joint
research plans in the fields of “Safety Assurance” and “Cybersecurity” in 2020. Now cooperative research covers four areas of research
field. With respect to Japan–EU cooperation, cooperation activities with three projects under the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme
for Research and Innovation funded by the European Commission are currently ongoing.

1

Background

In the second phase of SIP-adus, enhancing international cooperation has been defined as one of the four major activity pillars. In
response to the automated driving field operational tests (FOTs) carried out globally and various international discussions, SIP-adus is
encouraging international joint research and other cooperation activities with overseas research institutes in the field of automated driving.
Many research projects regarding connected and automated
driving, including the PEGASUS project under the initiative of German government and project under Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for Research and Innovation, are carried out in Europe,
and offerings of joint research through the frameworks of Japan–
Germany cooperation and the EU project framework are received
to SIP-adus. As a result, inter-governmental international cooperation activities described below have been progressing as Japan–
Germany cooperation and Japan–EU cooperation respectively.

2

Overview of Japan–Germany Cooperation
Activities

Japan–Germany cooperation activities on automated driving
have been carried out between Japanese Cabinet Office and the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), based on
the Joint Declaration of Intent on Japanese – German Cooperation
of the Minister of State for Science and Technology Policy of Japan
and the Federal Minister of Education and Research of the Federal
Republic of Germany on the Promotion of Research and Development on Automated Driving Technologies on January 12, 2017.
In order to promote the research and development for automated driving technologies by Japan-Germany cooperation, a
steering committee to make decisions on Japan–Germany cooperation activities for automated driving has been established. The
committee consists of senior officials, specialists, and other representatives of the Cabinet Office, Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry in Japan, BMBF, and German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, as well as other Japanese and German
agencies involved. An expert workshop for exchanging opinions
among experts of related research fields, and a coordinating secretariat that arranges and supports the cooperation activities, have
been set under the steering committee to establish the Japan–Ger168

many cooperative structure shown in Fig. 1.
The expert workshop to discuss specific cooperative research
topics held its first session in November 2017, by taking the opportunity of SIP-adus Workshop. Since then, the expert workshop has
been held as an annually basis, with discussions among experts in
various fields of research topics such as human factors, socio-economic impact assessment, and safety assurance.
The first Japan–Germany Cooperation Steering Committee to
discuss specific cooperative research themes and to approve joint
research activities, was held in January 2019, and since then, total 4
steering committee meetings were held as of June 2021.
Furthermore, in order to enable smooth communication
between Japanese and German experts at each joint research
theme, the contact person list at each joint research theme in Japan
and Germany was jointly created and shared among related members in November 2019.

Fig. 1: Diagram of Japan–Germany Cooperative Structure

2.1. Japan–Germany Cooperation Activities regarding Human
Factors and Socio-economic Impact Assessment
Through the expert workshops held on November 2017 and
September 2018, discussions were held regarding research and
development of human factors and socio-economic impact assessment of automated driving, and as a result, the joint research plans
for those two fields were approved at the first steering committee
meeting in January 2019.
In the field of human factors related to automated driving, Japanese and German academic researchers are jointly investigating
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any differences in interpreting communication signs between
Japan and Germany, and how to address the differences when it
exists, with regard to communications with outside environments
which are essential to automated vehicles.
In the field of socio-economic impact assessment, researchers
are working on developing methodologies to scientifically and
quantitatively calculate the impact of the safer and more efficient
traffic flow, reduction of traffic congestions, and decreasing fatal
traffic accidents that will be brought by the realization of automated
driving technologies, as well as researching differences between
Japan and Germany in terms of fostering of public acceptance for
automated driving technologies.
2.2. Japan–Germany Cooperation Activities regarding Safety
Assurance and Cybersecurity
At the second steering committee meeting in November 2019,
members agreed to study the opportunities for new joint research
themes of safety assurance and cybersecurity, addition to the
above-mentioned joint research activities, and joint research plans
for both fields were approved at the third steering committee meeting in May 2020.
In the field of safety assurance, researchers are developing evaluation methods for validation, modeling, and simulation to assure
the maximum level of safety for automated driving.
In the field of cybersecurity, researchers are developing methods to detect and eliminate potential security threats of modern
automated vehicles at an early stage, starting already in the development process.

3

Overview of Japan–EU Cooperation Activities

Based on the recommendations for international cooperation
with non-European nations including Japan, the U.S., and Asia
and Oceania countries in the Horizon 2020, EU Framework Programme for Research and Innovation of the European Commission, the meeting between SIP-adus and European Commission,
Directorate-General for Research and Innovation (DG-RTD) was
held to exchange the opinions for future cooperation in April 2018.
Since then, the opportunities of specific Japan–EU cooperation
activities have been studied.
At the meeting with the European Commission (DG-RTD) in
November 2019, considering possibilities to coordinate between
already existing European Horizon 2020 projects and SIP-adus
research projects was agreed, and now cooperation activities
between each program’s existing projects are underway.
In order to promote Japan-EU cooperation activities, the cooperative structure shown in Fig. 2 was agreed with the European
Commission (DG-RTD) to enable the coordinating secretariats to
work together in monitoring and supporting cooperation activities
based on coordination between Japan and EU projects.
The first meeting between the coordinating secretariats was
held in May 2020, and subsequently held regularly on a quarterly
basis . In the meeting, the latest situation of cooperation activities
between projects is shared and the opportunities for potential new
cooperative research areas are discussed. The first high-level meeting with senior officials was held in March 2021, with the release of
the 2020 Annual Status Report, which is summarized the Japan-EU
cooperation activities in 2020.
Different from the Japan–Germany cooperation, the Japan–
EU cooperation does not have an intention to establish new joint

research projects. It features promoting cooperation activities by
coordination between existing Horizon 2020 and SIP-adus projects.

Fig. 2: Diagram of Japan–EU Cooperative strucuture

3.1. Status of Japan–EU cooperative projects
As of June 2021, cooperation activities with following three
projects under the Horizon 2020 umbrella are underway as Japan–
EU cooperation.
◆ Cooperation activities with HADRIAN Project
In the research field of developing human machine interfaces
(HMI) to enhance the safety of automated driving, SIP-adus
experts regularly exchange the information with HADRIAN
project members.
◆ Cooperation activities with HEADSTART Project
In the research field of safety assurance, cooperation activities
with HEADSTART project through the agency of the European Commission was started. Since September 2020, addition to SIP-adus members, the members from the Ministry
of Economy, Trade and Industry-directed SAKURA project
participated the meeting with HEADSTART project, and they
exchange the information related to safety assurance and discuss specific future cooperation topics.
◆ Cooperation activities with SHOW Project
In the research field of realization of automated driving services in the urban area, the Mobility Innovation Collaborative
Research Organization, The University of Tokyo (UTmobI) and
ITS Japan concluded a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) with
SHOW project, which is involved in large-scale demonstrations
of mobility services focused on cities in September 2020, and
cooperation activities are underway.
In Europe, the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for
Research and Innovation was finished in 2020, and has been succeeded by the new Framework Programme “Horizon Europe” for
Research and Innovation since 2021. The Horizon Europe program follows the Horizon 2020 approach of encouraging international cooperation with Japan and other countries outside Europe.
In the field of automated driving, various research and innovation
programs are planned under the new Horizon Europe framework.
Cooperation activities with new Horizon Europe projects will be
expected through the relationship built between Japan and Europe.
【 About the author 】
Manabu Umeda
Mobility Innovation Collaborative Research Organization (UTmobI), The University
of Tokyo
Collaborative research coordinator, Steering committee for SIP-adus
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Dynamic Maps
Satoru Nakajo (The University of Tokyo)
International cooperation activities on dynamic maps are based on the SIP-adus research and development results. The main
objectives of these activities are to make them, along with the SIP-adus research results, known outside Japan, and to obtain feedback particularly in the context of dynamic maps. The specific activities can be broadly classified as presentations and participation
in international conferences, international standardization activities, industry standardization activities, and Japan–U.S.–EU trilateral
cooperation. Achievements from activities of the second phase of SIP to date have included presentations at the ITS World Congress
and several other international conferences, and the establishment of three international standards—ISO 17572-4 (Precise relative
location references), and ISO 20524 (Geographic Data Files) Parts 1 and 2. In addition, SIP-adus has officially become a member of the
steering committee of the Open AutoDrive Forum (OADF), an organization involved in industry standardization of digital maps, and has
concluded a memorandum of understanding with the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Interface Specifications (ADASIS) Forum,
another member of the OADF, to cooperate in the next SIP-adus field operational tests (FOTs).

1

Overall View of Initiatives

The main objectives of dynamic map international cooperation activities are to make them, along with the SIP-adus research
results, known outside Japan, and to obtain feedback particularly
in the context of dynamic maps. In concrete terms, our activities
cover (a) presentations and participation in international conferences, (b) international standardization activities, (c) industry
standardization activities, and (d) Japan–U.S.–EU trilateral cooperation.
We have made presentations at, and otherwise participated
in, the ITS World Congress and several other international conferences. Our international standardization activities have led to
the establishment of international standards for several items that
SIP-adus has been supporting. The three specific standards consist
of ISO 17572-4 (Precise relative location references), and Parts 1
and 2 of ISO 20524 (Geographic Data Files). In the area of industry
standardization, we have been attending OADF events held several times per year, presenting the progress of SIP-adus activities
to other participants, as well as participating in the monthly OADF
steering committee meeting and being actively involved in discussions to determine the direction of OADF operations. At the same
time, we have concluded a memorandum of understanding with
ADASIS, one of the other members, and obtained cooperation for
the next SIP-adus FOTs. As part of the Japan–U.S.–EU trilateral
cooperation activities, we regularly exchanged information with
the U.S. and European representatives in the Physical and Digital
Infrastructure SWG, which forms one element of those activities.

2

Presentations and Other International Conference
Activities

During the first half of the second phase of SIP, we gave presentations at the international conferences below. Each presentation
covered the positioning of dynamic maps within SIP-adus, as well
as descriptions of research and development results and of initiatives carried out as part of second phase activities.
In particular, given the focus on dynamic maps linking dynamic
information in the second phase activities, our descriptions have
170

focused on the fact that our FOTs are conducted with the unified
handling of both static maps and dynamic information in mind.
2018 ITS World Congress (Copenhagen):
SIS58: A new cooperation approach for an Automated Driving Ecosystem
2019 AVS (San Francisco):
Data/Digital Infrastructure session
2019 ITS World Congress (Singapore):
SIS09: Challenge of Integrating Automated Vehicles into the
Digital Infrastructure
2020 International Conference on HD Maps for Autonomous
Vehicle (Taipei: attended via video conference)
Keynote address: The development and trends on HD Map
Format: SIP-adus

3

International Standardization Activities

3.1. Overview of SIP Second Phase Activities
Since the first phase of SIP, international cooperation activities
on dynamic maps have involved ISO/TC 204/WG 3 (ITS geographic data). With TC 204, which studies ITS international standardization, WG 3 mainly assesses international standards related
to digital maps and spatial information. The SIP-adus activities
carried out to date have led to establishing the ISO 17572-4 (Precise relative location references) and ISO 20524 (Geographic Data
Files) Parts 1 and 2 standards. An overview of each of those standards is presented below.
3.2. ISO 17572-4 (Precise relative location references)
Location references standardize the format used to represent
location when information is exchanged between different applications or map databases. The purpose is to ensure that the location
involved in the exchange of traffic or other information between
different systems is understood even if they do not use the same
map database.
Past activities led to the establishment of the Pre-coded location references (ISO 17572-2) and Dynamic location references
(ISO 17572-3). A pre-coded location profile uses a predefined
shared ID (such as a road link) and using it for location referencing.
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Such profiles are used by the Vehicle Information and Communication System (VICS) and the Radio-Data System - Traffic Message
Channel (RDS-TMC) used in Europe. A dynamic location profile
involves transmitting latitude and longitude coordinates with supplementary information to provide location referencing.
Complementing the above, precise relative location references,
a fourth profile enabling location referencing with a high degree
of accuracy for cooperative and automated driving systems, was
approved as NP 17572-4 in April 2016. That proposal was presented by Japan based on studies by SIP-adus. The proposal then
went through the assessment and deliberation process, and was
published as ISO 17572-4 in April 2020.
Two methods are defined for precise relative location referencing. Method 1, lane number counting, applies to road sections with
lanes and is used to identify the specific lane. Method 2 involves
measuring the delta from a reference point and is used for road
sections where a lane is difficult to define clearly (such as in intersections or near toll booths). An area within roughly 200 m of the
reference point is used to enable precise location representation.
Basic Conceptual Diagram of Precise Relative Location Referencing

Reference point 01

Area that uses Method 1:
Area that uses Method 2:
Visualization of representation
Visualization of representation
Δx, Δ, and Δh distance from reference point 01 First lane from the right in a two-lane section

Reference point 02

Prepare two methods and choose one based on road section or usage.
Method 1: Lane number counting
Applies to road sections with lanes.
Used to identify the specific lane.
Method 2: Delta measured from a reference point
Road sections where a lane is difficult to define clearly (such as in intersections or near toll booths).
Applies to an area within 200 m of the reference point.
Used to represent relative location using a road as reference (location precise to < 25 cm)

Fig. 1: Basic Conceptual Diagram of Precise Relative Location Referencing

3.3. ISO 20524-1 and 2 (Geographic Data Files)
Until now, geographic data files (GDF) have handled geographic data primarily targeted at car navigation systems. The
need for a revision subsequently rose in as new applications such
as cooperative ITS, multimodal navigation, and automated driving
emerged. This led to the approval of PWI 20524 and the start of
work on the GDF 5.0 revision in October 2014. During that process, Japan led discussions on automated driving system based on
input from within the country as well as from Europe and the U.S.
This resulted in the ISO publishing Part 1 in April 2020, and Part 2
in October 2020.

4

Industry Standardization Activities

SIP-adus has been participating in the OADF industry standardization body for digital maps for automobiles. Launched in 2015,
the OADF is a forum aimed at exchanging information between
industry groups. SIP-adus attended the fifth meeting in 2016 (Beijing), and, along with acting as chair and organizing individual sessions, started making presentations on an ongoing basis with the
sixth meeting (Brussels). In 2017, the eighth meeting was held in
Tokyo in conjunction with the SIP-adus Workshop. Through these
activities, SIP-adus became a member of the steering committee in
2019, and continues to hold that role.
The six groups below are currently official members of the
OADF.
ADASIS
:	Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Interface
Specifications Forum
NDS
: Navigation Data Standard
SENSORIS : Sensor Interface Specification
SIP-adus
TISA
: Traveller Information Services Association
TN-ITS
:	Transport Network Intelligent Transport Systems
In addition, there are ongoing discussions on the OpenDRIVE
and OpenSCENARIO simulation standards led by the Association for Standardization of Automation and Measuring Systems
(ASAM).
The OADF does define standards itself, and the exchange of
information between participating groups remains the main purpose of its activities. SIP-adus is not a standardization body, and
its role is to provide test results that can be used as reference for
various industrial standards.
Building on ongoing discussions in the OADF, SIP-adus has
concluded a memorandum of understanding with ADASIS, with
the latter disclosing its specification (version 3) to assess its potential application in SIP-adus FOTs. We are currently exchanging
opinions as needed directly with ADASIS as we assess its potential
application in FOTs.

Fig. 3: Overview of OADF Activities (from OADF Meeting Materials)

5
Fig. 2: Functional Diagram of Geographic Data Files

Japan–U.S.–EU Trilateral Cooperation Activities

Japan–U.S.–EU trilateral cooperation consists of government-led international cooperation activities carried out under the
memorandum of understanding reached between the European
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Commission and the U.S. Department of Transportation in 2009
and the Japan–U.S. and Japan–EU memoranda of understanding
on cooperation in the ITS field concluded in 2010 and 2011 by the
Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure Transport and Tourism.
SIP-adus has been participating in initiatives concerning automated driving and holding regular exchanges of opinion with its
counterparts in the EU and the U.S. One of the automated driving initiatives is the Physical and Digital Infrastructure SWG. This
activity involves regularly informing the European and U.S. representatives of trends concerning dynamic maps, and receiving information on the progress of activities in the EU and the U.S.
In past years, trilateral meetings have been held in conjunction
with the ITS World Congress and other international conferences.
Since 2019, the meetings are held online several times a year.
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Human Factors
Satoshi Kitazaki (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology)
Human factors in automated driving constitute a critical aspect of the safety and social acceptance of that technology. In addition,
understanding people can be defined as fundamental research, and encompasses a large portion of the cooperative area. Through the
first and second phases of SIP, we have relied on proactive cooperation with countries outside Japan both to define issues, as well as
validate research methods and appropriateness, for projects concerning human factors and to convey our results internationally. We
have also actively worked to incorporate those results in international standards. This article introduces the actual activities.

1

Background

Human factors in automated driving constitute a critical aspect
of the safety and social acceptance of that technology. At levels 2
and 3, drivers still has a certain role to play during automated driving, and dangerous situations can rise if they are unable to fulfill
that role for any reason. Moreover, when level 3 or higher automated vehicles share the road with other traffic participants (mixed
traffic), drivers or pedestrians failing to understand the intent of an
automated vehicle can impede the smooth flow of traffic or create
dangerous situations. In turn, these concerns present an obstacle to
fostering social acceptance of automated vehicles.
A large portion of research and development on human factors
in automated driving can be interpreted as fundamental (cooperative) area technology in that field. The scope of that research
and development has not been limited to SIP-led “Team Japan”
initiatives, but has also involved constant proactive cooperation
and exchanges of information with both industry and academia
R & D institutes in other countries, as well as the setting of research
themes and the validation of the appropriateness of research methods. In addition to making our results known on a global scale, we
have been actively contributing to international standardization.
This article introduces concrete examples of international cooperation and international standardization activities carried out in the
context of human factors in automated driving.

2

and hold discussions on goals (a) to (c). At the same time, we have
planned workshops and organized sessions at the major Japanese,
U.S. and EU international conferences, inviting outside experts
to share information and hold discussions, as well as to make our
results known. With respect to goal (d), the results of cooperative
activities led to publishing a paper on the out-of-the-loop concept
in automated driving in 2019. We are currently jointly writing a
paper on mental models in automated driving.
Table 1: Members of the Trilateral Cooperation Human Factors WG

International Cooperation

2.1. Japan–U.S.–EU Trilateral Cooperation Activities
Activities have been conducted through the Human Factors
Sub-Working Group (HFSWG) of the Automation in Road Transport Working Group (ART-WG) constituted under the trilateral
cooperation built on the agreements reached by the Japanese, U.S.
and EU governments. The HFSWG is jointly chaired by Stacy Balk
(NHTSA) for the U.S., Emma Johansson (Volvo Trucks) for the EU,
and Satoshi Kitazaki (AIST) for Japan, and its membership consists of several industry and academia experts in various fields from
each region(Table 1).
The coordination aims to (a) share knowledge and information
on human factors in automated driving, (b) identify new issues concerning human factors, (c) create opportunities for research cooperation, and (d) author joint papers. Meetings of the sub-working
group are held once every three months to exchange information

2.2. Japan–Germany Cooperation
In the context of Japan–Germany cooperation on automated
driving based on an agreement reached between the governments of the two countries, cooperation on human factors began
in 2019 following a one year period of preparation. Each country
established a consortium consisting of five research institutions to
carry out the cooperation. The Japanese consortium consists of the
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National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology,
the University of Tsukuba, Keio University, Tokyo University, and
Kumamoto University, all of which are involved in the SIP Surveys and research on HMI and safety education methods in line
with the sophistication of automated driving project. The German
consortium consists of the Technical University of Munich, Chemnitz University of Technology, Ulm University, TU Dresden, and
DLR. The coordinators are Satoshi Kitazaki (National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology) for Japan, and Klaus
Bengler for Germany. The cooperative research has been divided
into three SIP themes (on-road communication and external HMI,
driver-system interaction, and education and training), with the
German consortium tackling the same three themes(Table 2).
The first workshop was held in Tokyo in November 2019, with
both sides sharing their research plan. Since then, two workshops
per year have been organized alternatively in Japan and Germany.
Due to the impact of COVID-19, however, the second and subsequent workshops have been held online. Japan and Germany have
also both hosted webinars, inviting students and young researchers
to have them learn about general research human factors beyond
the three research themes. The cycle of webinars by leaders on both
sides completed in 2020, and the next iteration will be led by young
researchers. In June 2021, the cooperative activities were promoted
with each side presenting research results at an organized session
of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA, online). The
cooperation will continue to be promoted at other international
conferences and events.
Table 2: Japan–Germany Cooperation Research Themes and
Implementing Organization

2.3. International Cooperation with Other Countries
Other international cooperation activities include collaborating in two EU Horizon 2020 projects related to human factors.
The MEDIATOR project is carrying out research on new, safer
interaction between drivers and automated driving systems, and
its advisory board includes Satoshi Kitazaki, the leader of the SIP
Surveys and research on HMI and safety education methods in line
with the sophistication of automated driving project. Similarly, the
HADRIAN project researches a human–machine interface that
changes fluidly to increase the safety of automated driving in accordance with the road traffic environment and driver conditions.
That project is exchanging information with the similar SIP Task B:
Development of evaluation methods of driver’s OEDR (Object and
Event Detection and Response) and HMI for enhancing driver’
take-over in a transition from automated to manual driving project.

3

International Standardization Activities

International standardization activities on human factors in
automobiles and HMI are conducted by ISO/TC 22/SC 39/WG 8.
The Human Interface (HI) Technical Subcommittee of the Society
of Automotive Engineers of Japan is the Japanese representative in
WG 8. Therefore, the main members of the Surveys and research
on HMI and safety education methods in line with the sophistication of automated driving project consist of HI Technical Subcommittee members active in WG 8.
In the field of automated driving, the TR 21959-12) and TR 219593)
2 standards on driver system interaction, and notably the driving
transition critical to safety, were issued in 2018 and 2020, respectively. In addition to defining the respective transition processes for
the system and driver (Fig. 1), TR 21959-1 presents the common
underlying concepts of human factors in automated driving. Similarly, TR 21959-2 includes human factors and system factors that
can influence driving transitions, considerations in test scenario
design, common measures for human takeover performance, and
considerations in choosing a testing environment as conditions in
designing experiments to investigate transition processes to eval-

Fig. 1: Transition Process Model Defined in ISO TR 21959-1 (for System-Initiated Transition)
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uate human driving takeover performance. For both TR 21959-1
and TR 21959-2, Japan acted as project leader or co-leader, and the
standards primarily incorporate the outcomes of the human factors
research and development projects of the first phase of SIP. Japan
is currently acting as co-project leader for TS 52384), which covers
driver monitoring systems.
At the same time, TR 230495), covering on-road communication
by automated vehicle and external HMIs, along with their rationale, was issued in 2018. The U.S. is currently leading two projects,
TR 237356) on external HMIs and TR 237207) on evaluation methods. With respect to those projects, Japan is working to incorporate
warnings about the negative effects (dangerous effects) of over reliance on external HMI observed in projects in the first and second
phases of SIP into TR 23735, and the various methodologies it has
tested into TR 23720.
A potential new human factors-related project currently under
discussion involves a proposal for human factors in remote automated driving operations. It will be launched as a new project if it
is approved following discussions in WG 8.

4

Conclusion

Through projects pertaining to human factors in the first and
second phases of SIP, we have constantly defined research themes
and validated the appropriateness of research methods through
international cooperation. We have also made our results widely
known around the world, and contributed to international standardization. In addition, these activities have enabled us to build a
network outside Japan and strengthen Japan’s presence in this field.
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Safety Assurance
Satoshi Taniguchi (TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
The development and deployment of practical automated vehicles is regarded as an important way of realizing an even safer, more
efficient mobility society that ensures freedom of mobility for all. In this situation, the definition of safety assurance methods is an urgent
task, specifically how to judge safety to ensure the public acceptance of this technology, and how to comprehensively assess safety
in various traffic conditions. Japan has established the Driving Intelligence Validation Platform (DIVP) with the support of the Cabinet
Office to promote the construction of a virtual safety assurance environment and launched the SAKURA project with the support of the
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) to promote the construction of a database of safety assurance scenarios. The Japan
Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) is responsible for the overall strategy for technical development projects across these
two government-led programs and is also liaising with industry, government, and academia to actively support the establishment of
international standards. As various safety assurance research projects have been started up around the world, it is important to coordinate closely between projects both inside and outside Japan, and to construct and operate cooperative systems capable of creating
leverage toward the establishment of international standards and common basic technology.

1

Issues of Safety Assurance Methods

By replacing human drivers, automated vehicles present various risks. The safety of these vehicles is ensured through tests and
assessments over long periods and long distances in actual traffic
environments, as well as measures to ensure reliability beyond a
certain level through continuous and repeated improvements.
However, the hidden black box nature of this process and the
fact that assessment results are proprietary and not disclosed by
developers or projects creates a lack of transparency for the market. Then, when examined by the authorities, this lack of transparency prevents absolute judgments about safety. Consequently,
insufficiencies and a lack of transparency in the assessment range
are issues for the whole assessment process. In addition, when certification tests are carried out on proving grounds where the test
conditions can be controlled in advance, it is difficult to carry out
sufficient safety assurance activities that comprehensively cover the
wide range of driving scenarios.
To address the issues of safety assurance technologies for automated vehicles, countries around the world are actively starting up
safety assurance projects. These projects can be classified into two
main categories.
(1) Projects examining scenario-based tests in which logical
safety assurance conditions are constructed and incorporated into
an assessment database. Maintenance and improvements are then
carried out using this as a scenario database.
(2) Projects examining virtual environment technology that
covers the many patterns with conditions that cannot be assessed
safely in the real-world or that that cannot be fully carried out in a
realistic timeframe.
1.1 Joint Promotion of Safety Assurance Projects in Japan and
International Cooperation
Two main projects are in progress in Japan: the Safety Assurance
Kudos for Reliable Autonomous Vehicles (SAKURA) project being
run by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) to
research and develop basic safety assurance technology for automated
driving systems in category (1), and the Driving Intelligence Valida176

tion Platform (DIVP) that is being carried out by SIP-adus to examine
virtual safety assurance environments in category (2). As SIP-adus
entered phase 2 and prototype environments began to emerge from
both projects, a working level taskforce and steering committee
were set up in the 2021 fiscal year to realize joint project promotion
and accelerate their integration and practical application (Fig. 1).

Panel on Business Strategy
of Automated Driving

SIP-adus Steering Committee

Safety Assurance Strategy
Working Group

Safety Assurance Foundation Joint
Steering Committee

System Implementation
Working Group

Safety Assurance Foundation
Study Task Force

Fig. 1: Joint Promotion Organization for Automated Driving Safety Assurance

Under this joint steering organization, it is hoped that the scenario database and virtual safety assurance environment can be
integrated and applied to actual automated vehicle development to
accelerate the practical adoption of these basic technologies (Fig. 2).
◆ Acceleration of practical adoption of scenario database and virtual environment
Integrate scenario database and virtual environment, apply to actual system development, and accelerate practical adoption.
◆ Expansion of technologies to assure safety of MaaS in ordinary roads
Apply scenario database and virtual environment CI, and utilize FOT database (verify sufficiency of scenarios).

Safety assurance
scenario database

Feedback of traffic flow scenarios on ordinary roads and sensor
error scenarios

Virtual environment

Studies of scalable simulation architecture in line
with the assessment targets
Certification

ODD definition
Hazard analysis and risk assessment
Triggering condition analysis
Implementation

Stand alone/integrated
performance assessments
Stand alone/integrated
function assessments

Automated driving system
verification data
Heavy rain
Spatial damping

Backlight
Assessment of system on
public roads (FOT)

Noise

Fig. 2: Aims of Joint Promotion of Automated Driving Safety
Assurance Projects
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From the standpoint of international cooperation, the same joint
steering organization is also strengthening coordination between
Japan and Germany by incorporating the bodies promoting cooperation between the two countries under the scenario-based Pegasus
project and the virtual environment-based VIVALDI project.

Fig. 3: Strengthening of Japan-Germany Cooperation by Joint Steering
Organization

As part of these measures, the Virtual Validation Methodology for
Intelligent Driving Systems (VIVID) project was established to liaise
with the virtual environment-based VIVALDI project in Germany.
As shown in Fig. 4, activities have been divided into specialist task
forces to strengthen the standardization of automated driving safety
assurance systems and simulation interfaces at the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), ASAM, and elsewhere. The
aim of this initiative is to prevent the development of technology that
can only be used inside Japan and to facilitate integration with sensor
and simulation environments outside Japan.

Fig. 4: Organization of Joint Japan-Germany VIVID Project for Virtual
Safety Assurance Environments

2

International Cooperation Related to Safety
Assurance Standards

2.1 Background to Harmonization of International Standards
From the standpoint of safety assurance standards, active discussions that include legal and regulatory experts are under way
even in national projects about the harmonization of standards,
particularly in the UNECE World Forum for Harmonization of
Vehicle Regulations (WP.29).
The formulation of international standards related to automated
vehicles is being conducted by a specialist committee called Validation Methodology for Automated Driving (VMAD) that was
set up in 2018. This is a part of the Working Party on Automated/
Autonomous and Connected Vehicles (GRVA) under the auspices
of WP.29. Under this structure, industries and government bodies
in Japan are cooperating to make active proposals, which resulted

in the 2020 agreement to introduce UN-R157 as a regulation for
Level 3 automated lane keeping systems (ALKS) on highways.
One existing approach for judging safety is to determine
whether the risk level is below a socially permitted level. Although
this approach has been used as a judgment standard for the social
implementation of technical innovations, discussions are continuing about defining the specific risk level that can be tolerated in the
automated driving field.
In Japan, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism (MLIT) introduced safety technology guidelines in 2018
stating that, within the range of the established operational design
domain (ODD), it is necessary to ensure that accidents resulting
in injury or death that are caused by automated driving systems
but that can be rationally predicted and prevented do not occur.
This was then incorporated into the GRVA Framework Document
after discussion by the GRVA Working Party. In the discussions
for UN-R157, which focused on low-speed lane keeping on controlled-access highways and was the first regulation for level 3
automated vehicle type certification, the definition of a rationally
predictable and preventable level focused on whether system performance exceeded the capabilities of a human driver. It was agreed
to assume a competent and careful human driver as the reference
level for human driver capabilities. In addition, as part of these discussions, cooperation between MLIT, the National Traffic Safety
and Environment Laboratory, and the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) under the auspices of the Japan Automobile Standards Internationalization Center (JASIC) resulted in
the proposal of a mathematical driver model and its application to
safety assurance standards involving quantifiable and comprehensive safety assurance scenarios.
2.2 International Cooperation to Support the Harmonization of
International Standards
As the background to the discussions on this topic, a safety
assurance scenario project was convened by the China Automotive
Technology and Research Center (CATARC) as ISO/TC22/SC33/
WG9. The Japanese chair of VMAD has expressed expectations to
the convener of SC33/WG9 for technical inputs from the ISO. In
response, JAMA has proposed safety assurance guidelines to both
the ISO and VMAD and is supporting the promotion of these
guidelines while harmonizing international standards. In addition,
the organization promoting ISO 34502, which defines the scenario-based safety assurance framework under ISO SC33/WG9, is run
by a Japanese leader and German co-leader. Close cooperation
between the leader and co-leader has enabled rapid advancement
to the Committee Draft (CD) phase, demonstrating the relationship of trust built up through the close technical coordination
between Japan and Germany from phase 1 of the Pegasus project.
As described above, the organic result of strategic international
cooperation efforts at each layer supported by close communication between industry, government, and academia in Japan, which
used UN-R157 as a driving force to realize harmonization of the
world’s first level 3 automated vehicle international standard after
a certain level of technical maturity was achieved through discussions lasting around a year, should serve as the foundation for
continued international contribution from Japan even in future
discussions and the like to expand ALKS in the future.
2.3 New International Cooperation Initiatives
In contrast to previous efforts to accelerate technical studies by
coordinating between individual projects in Germany, France, China,
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and the U.S., it will be necessary to promote the integration of coordination initiatives to harmonize international standardization activities that are likely to become even more active in the future (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Organization of Joint Japan-Germany VIVID Project for Virtual
Safety Assurance Environments

As part of this approach, a new joint Japanese/European initiative was started up in 2021 to compile a white paper that summarizes the state of the art related to safety assurance frameworks
in collaboration with the European Headstart automated driving
project (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Safety Assurance White Paper Created by Japanese/European
Collaboration
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Connected Vehicles
Norifumi Ogawa (Mazda Motor Corporation)
International cooperation activities on connected vehicles involve conveying information on cooperative automated driving-related
measures that make use of the communication initiatives carried out by SIP via the SIP-adus Workshop, ITS World Congress or other
international conferences. They also include gathering information on related activities outside Japan, and building a network with
experts in other countries. The SIP-adus Workshop, in particular, provides an opportunity to directly introduce SIP activities to expert
from outside Japan during the event, while also providing an opportunity to hold frank exchanges of opinion. Conversely, international
conferences held in Europe or the U.S. countries make it possible to listen to the initiatives of other countries and ideas from various
corporations, making it possible to obtain a broad range of information. This article presents an overview of those activities.

1

Overview of Activities

As in the first phase of SIP, international cooperation activities
on connected vehicles focused on Japan conveying information on
the application of wireless ITS in cooperative automated driving,
as well as on researching trends in Europe and the U.S. and sharing
information with stakeholders in Japan. Specific activities include
leading the SIP-adus Breakout Workshop, conveying information
on SIP initiatives by participating in international conferences
on automated driving in Europe and the U.S. or observing projects from other countries, as well as exchanging information with
experts from various countries.
With the launch of the Task Force (TF) on V2X communication for Cooperative Driving Automation in 2019 to start studying
cooperative automated driving communication protocols, communicating the results of TF work also became an important activity.

2

The speaker from the EU was Christian Rousseau. The EU
SCOOP project is establishing communication requirements and
discussing the handling of data. It is also conducting FOTs on
Hybrid V2X and ITS-G5.
In the EU, 50 MHz of the 5.9 GHz band has been allocated:
30 MHz for road safety, and 20 MHz for railways. The presentation
also discussed the status of the EU C-Roads Platform and the political and regulatory framework in the EU.
Maxime Flament (5GAA) introduced the use of network slicing and edge computing in the context of the latest 5G NR communication technologies. The presentation also indicated that 5G
C-V2X technology offers a high degree of compatibility with traffic
safety applications and network communication.
Japan presented the first phase of SIP results that involved validating the commercialization potential of V2X applications that
make use of existing ITS communication, and described the installation communication infrastructure in the Waterfront City area
and the FOTs that are part of the second phase.

SIP-adus Workshop

2.1. 2018 SIP-adus Workshop
1) Plenary Session
Experts from the U.S. and Europe introduced the latest information on connected vehicles. The topics presented by each speaker
are introduced below.
Kevin Dopart (U.S. Department of Transport (USDOT)) gave
an overview of the Automated Vehicles 3.0 guidelines published
by USDOT. The guidelines clearly state principles such as prioritizing safety, remaining technology neutral, and modernizing regulations. The presentation also described a driving safety support pilot
project deploying V2X in the 5.9 GHz band (CV Pilot), and field
operational tests (FOTs) at 70 locations throughout the U.S. The
conclusion of a research project on cooperative automated driving
(CARMA2) and the building of the Robot Operating System (ROS)
for automated driving was covered as well.
Information on DSRC technology in the 5.9 GHz band was
provided by John Kenney (Toyota IT Center) who discussed the
formulation of FCC technical requirements, the progress of market
deployment (roadside units deployed at 5,315 locations), and the
necessity of ensuring compatibility in the market. The presentation
also brought up issues concerning the allocation of DSRC, C-V2X,
and Wi-Fi frequencies.

2) Breakout Workshop
A total of 15 participants (3 from the EU, 2 from the U.S., 10
from Japan) shared information on global connected vehicle trends.
(a)Information Sharing
The allocation 5.9 GHz frequencies and the necessity of
the band were brought up by the U.S. and discussed. Remaining technology neutral and securing communication interoperability between the various states and devices are viewed as
technical issues.
Representatives of the EU presented the HEADSTART
and ICT4CART automated driving projects, as well as the
5G CROCO, 5G MOBIX and 5G CARMEN projects on 5G
technology. The also gave an overview of delegated acts and
expected approval schedule (summer 2019).
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Japan described the start of studies on technical requirements for traffic signal information and merging on expressways as part of the second phase of SIP plan.
(b)Learn 5G
This event was held to promote understanding of 5G by
sharing the status of technical requirements and the progress of activities by corporations and groups promoting 5G.
Maxime Flament shared technical information about 5G and
introduced FOTs on 5G conducted in Japan.
2.2. 2019 SIP-adus Workshop
1) Plenary Session
Among the originally scheduled speakers (two from the U.S.,
two from the EU, and one from China), one speaker from the U.S.
and both EU speakers cancelled their presentation, leaving a total
of three talks including the one by Japan.
Kevin Dopart (USDOT) presented a detailed report of the
CARMA cooperative driving automation project.
Kodo Shu (Huawei) introduced the large-scale FOTs using
C-V2X carried out in Wu Xi.
Japan presented a summary of measures to use communication
in the first phase of SIP, as well as the plan to conduct FOTs in the
Tokyo waterfront area during the second phase.

no Breakout sessions, and it was not possible to hold meaningful
exchanges of information.
The first U.S. presenter, Kevin Dopart (USDOT), provided an
update on the latest communication trends, including SAE cooperative driving automation class definitions, and introduced the
CARMA and Truck Platooning Early Deployment Assessment
DOT projects.
Next, John Kenny (Toyota IT Center) described the progress of
the ITS spectrum reallocation by the FCC and gave an overview of
the next-generation DSRC.
Christian Rousseau (Renault) of the EU presented the PACV2X
and InDiD C-ITS FOT projects carried out in France.
In the presentations from Japan, Shinichiro Ebara (MIC) introduced the Frequency Reorganization Action Plan and other policies of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications. In
addition, talks by SIP members included a report on the progress of
traffic signal information transmission via V2I and V2N by Yoshinori Aoki (UTMS Society of Japan/Nippon Signal), as well as the
introduction of cooperative driving automation use cases by this
author.

3

Collection of Information and Participation in
International Conferences

The SIP international cooperation WG activities involve gathering information and building a network with experts at international conferences, with WG members participating in several such
conferences. The topics discussed there are presented below.

2) Breakout Workshop
The workshop was joined by one participant from the U.S., two
from China, and seven from Japan. It involved presentations of
activities in the various regions, and the sharing of information on
connected vehicles via a question and answer session.
The U.S. gave a detailed description of the CARMA project.
The communication protocol consists of a hybrid DSRC and network configuration. The network-based communication system is
called CARMA Cloud. In addition, the SAE is working on a taxonomy and definitions for cooperative driving automation, with
SAE J2316 scheduled for completion in April 2020.
The detailed presentation of the FOT in Wu Xi by China offered a
deep understanding of the project. Commercialization is anticipated
to begin with on-board units in buses and commercial vehicles.
Japan presented National Police Agency and Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC) measures concerning
connected vehicles, SIP FOTs, initiatives by automakers, and the
progress of ISO TC 204 WG 14 activities.
Deep discussions were held despite the small number of participants from outside Japan.
2.3. 2020 SIP-adus Workshop
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 SIP-adus Workshop
was held by streaming recorded presentations on the web.
Experts from various parts of Japan, the U.S. and Europe gave
talks introducing their respective activities. However, there were
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3.1. ITS America Detroit/CV Pilot/Smart Columbus (June 2018)
We attended the annual ITS America conference, and observed
the CV Pilot FOT in New York, as well as the Smart City project in
Columbus to gather information on the progress of various connected vehicle-related activities in the United States.
• At ITS America, GM caused a stir with its bold announcement
that it would install wireless ITS in its next Cadillac model. In
contrast, USDOT maintained its technology neutral position
and refrained from taking a clear stand on supporting either
DSRC or C-V2X.
• We visited the DOT traffic management center in New York
City and observed the progress of CV Pilot. The installation
of roadside units and other infrastructure components is proceeding smoothly.
• We also observed the Smart City FOT in Columbus, which
consists of a plant to integrate public and personal transportation.
3.2. Automated Vehicle Symposium San Francisco (July 9 to 12,
2018)
• Groups promoting DSRC or C-V2X both emphasized the
relative technical and operational merits of their communication protocol. While USDOT remains firm on its technology
neutral stance, it promoted the imminent commercialization
of DSRC, citing the progress of FOTs and the installation of
on-board units by automakers as examples.
• Cases of communication applications involving the use of
DSRC to provide information on traffic signals or construction
zones were introduced. The FHWA installed 13 roadside units
in Michigan and 15 in Texas for the purpose of optimizing
traffic flow through support for passing through green lights
and using CACC for priority passing through intersections.
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• The EU ICT4CART project aims to achieve real world use
of level 4 automated driving through the application of various ICT technologies, including C-ITS and C-V2X. Test
sites in Austria, Germany and Italy, and a cross-border test
course between Italy and Austria, are used in FOTs to validate
interoperability at national borders.

tral stance with respect to communication protocols (DSRC
or C-V2X).
• In terms of the standardization of cooperative driving automation, the SAE is working on standardizing the taxonomy
and definition of terms for cooperative driving automation
(J3216).

3.2. ITS World Congress Copenhagen (Sep. 17 to 21, 2018)
• With the European Commission preparing to issue a delegated
act on V2X, an overview of that act and its approval process,
along with privacy and other issues, were presented.
• In the U.S., preparations for the CV Pilot project have been
completed, and FOTs are ready to start. Some tests have
already begun and highlighted problems concerning accurately detecting vehicle position and collecting data in parts of
New York City with many tall buildings in terms of eventual
commercialization. Presenters also noted over 5,000 DSRC
roadside units have been installed, albeit on an experimental
basis.

3.6.2019 ITS World Congress Singapore (Oct. 21 to 25, 2019)
• In the EU, although the C-ITS Delegated Act was rejected by
Parliament, some countries and private corporations formed
the C-ITS Deployment Group and initiated activities directed
at commercialization.
•
A presentation from the U.S. explained that 5GAA had
requested the allocation of the upper 20 MHz of the 5.9 GHz
band (75 MHz) to Cellular V2X.

3.3. Transportation Research Board Washington D.C. (January
13 to 17, 2019)
• The CV Pilot is entering Phase 3, and while testing has begun,
not all preparations have been completed.
• The CARMA Program (a project to apply communication
technology to automated driving) involved validating CACC
in CARMA 1, and building an open source platform and
developing applications for highways. In CARMA 3, the commercialization of the platform software will be assessed.
• The EU presenters introduced AUTO C-ITS 2016 to 2019.
This project carries out FOTs in a corridor crossing through
Portugal, Spain (10 km of highway) and France with the aim
of improving safety functions an applying C-ITS to automated
driving.
• In the area of 5G technology, the 5G CroCo, 5G CARMEN,
and 5G MOBIX projects were launched. They involve FOTs on
1,000 km of highway across eight countries.
• The C-ITS Delegated Act was issued, and will be finalized following a four-week period for public comments.
3.4. European Conference on Connected and Automated Driving (April 2019)
• The C-ITS Delegated Act was presented to the Parliament in
March and is scheduled to be issued in mid-May. However,
there is opposition from Finland and other members, and
forecasting whether the act will pass is difficult.
• We participated in the ARCADE (an EU project) workshop.
Information on EU projects consisted of the ongoing progress
of the three 5G-related projects, and the validation of interoperability across national borders.
• Information on USDOT projects consisted of the CARMA
project for automated driving making use of communication
entering its third phase, and the validation of vehicle control
and an automated driving platform.
3.5. Automated Vehicle Symposium Orlando (July 15 to 18,
2019)
• In response to the announcement of a revision of the 5.9 GHz
band by the head of the FCC, the head of the FHWA declared
that the 5.9 GHz safety band would be protected at all costs.
However, USDOT is firmly maintaining its technology neu-

3.7. Transportation Research Board Washington D.C. (January
13 to 17, 2019)
• The CV Pilot session included a progress report for three
regions (NYC, Tampa, and Wyoming) and voice opinions
opposing the reallocation of the 5.9 GHz band by the FCC due
to ensuring equipment modification costs and project delays.
• The report on the progress of CV pilot introduced the start of
tests in NYC, Tampa, and Wyoming.

4

Conveying Information

Since information conveyed through the SIP-adus Workshop
was presented in Section 1, other events used to send out information are introduced in this section.
4.1. Automotive Software Frontier 2020 (February 6, 2020)
We spoke at this private sector-sponsored two-day event entitled Looking at the Issues and Potential of Automotive Software
Development in the Age of CASE. We introduced wireless ITS
communication trends in Europe and the U.S., as well as the progress of SIP studies on SIP cooperative driving automation communication protocols in a presentation called International Trends
and SIP Initiatives Concerning Wireless ITS Communication.
4.2. World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations
(WP.29 ITS IWG) (November 6, 2020), held online
We took advantage of the opportunity to introduce SIP activities at the WP.29 ITS informal group to introduce the activities
of the SIP Task Force (TF) on V2X communication for Cooperative Driving Automation. We introduced the objective and activity
workflow of the TF, as well as the cooperative driving automation
use cases disclosed to third parties.
4.3. Future Networked Car Symposia (March 25, 2021), held
online
At the request of participants at the above WP.29, we also participated in these symposia hosted by the ITU. The attendance of
approximately 150 participants made it a vibrant event. Our presentation covered the same topics of the progress of our studies on
cooperative driving automation communication protocol and the
introduction of use cases as at WP.29.
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5

Conclusion

As a theme leader for international cooperation on connected
vehicles, we have invited experts from outside Japan to the SIPadus Workshop and participated in international conferences
and other events to collect and convey information as described
above. This direct communication with experts proved extremely
valuable in fostering mutual understanding of the progress of one
another’s activities. However, after the January 2020 Transportation
Research Board (TRB) meeting, the COVID-19 pandemic caused
the cancellation of almost all international conferences, regrettably
taking away these precious opportunities. We can only hope that
they will be revived swiftly.
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Cybersecurity
Shigeru Uehara (TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
Overview
The information on vehicles, people, infrastructure and other elements projected onto maps, along with the advanced map data
that constitutes automated driving system platforms, is expected to be primarily retrieved from external networks.
The information retrieved is then sent to units in the control and information systems of the vehicle for the purpose of controlling
it. However, this situation is also a factor liable to trigger cybersecurity problems not found in traditional vehicles.
The agreement on UN R155/R156 reached at the UNECE WP.29 also makes addressing cyberattacks necessary from a regulatory
perspective.
To solve such issues, our Surveys of New Cyberattack Techniques and Countermeasure Technologies project from the second phase
of SIP-Automated Driving for Universal Services focused on intrusion detection systems (IDS) as a technology to combat new cyberattacks after shipment. We formulated IDS evaluation guidelines to serve as a baseline for testing and evaluation when installing an IDS.
At the same time, we assessed the technical requirements for collecting and storing information on connected vehicle threats and
carried out collection tests using honeypots and other mechanisms in the context of building a system to provide first response support
in the event of an actual incident.
With respect to the theme of formulating IDS evaluation guidelines, we investigated the new cyberattacks disclosed in 2020 and
used questionnaires and interviews to examine the specifications of products offered by three vendors to feed that information back
into evaluation items for IDS functions. We are also assessing IDS performance evaluation items in actual environments such as test
beds and vehicle benches, primarily for the detection functionality of network IDS (NIDS).
With respect to the theme of surveys and research on connected car threat information and first response support, we theorized that
sharing information on threats within the industry would contribute to first response support. We therefore analyzed threat intelligence
activities and the threat information collection and storage methods from the IT industry, the pioneer in that area, and are planning to
conduct threat information collection testing using a honeypot to simulate an after sales product (an external unit connected through
OBD, for example), as well as monitoring tests.

1

International Regulatory Trends

The World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations
(WP.29) is formulating the UN R155 (for cybersecurity) and
UN R156 (for software update), and in part due to its role in promoting cybersecurity as the chair of the GRVA in WP.29, Japan has
preceded the other countries in establishing legislation.
As a result, automakers will be unable to obtain type certification for new passenger and commercial vehicle models released on
the market starting in July 2022 if those models do not comply with
the UN R155 process certification (the regulation models already
in production starting in July 2024).
Under UN R155, manufacturers must implement a cybersecurity management system as well as processes to respond appropriately to new and evolving cyber threats and vulnerabilities. These
processes are audited every three years.
All OEMs and suppliers are using ISO/SAE 21434 as a basis to
work on building the aforementioned processes. As of July 2021,
ISO/SAE 21434 is a Final Draft International Standard (FDIS) and
is expected to be issued as an International Standard (IS) in the
near future. The building of processes will have to take differences
in ISO/SAE 21434 into account in conjunction with the UN R155
requirements to minimize rework.
Against that backdrop, our project is designed to research
technology focused on detecting cyberattacks that emerge after
production, as well as to survey systems for collect and share information on vulnerabilities and other threats, and entrust them to an

industry organization.

2

Current Issues and Progress of Research

Regarding the theme of formulating IDS evaluation guidelines, WP.29 UN R155 impose a regulatory mandate to detect and
respond to cyberattacks, and requires manufacturers to demonstrate that their vehicles are capable of doing so. However, the existing rules and guidelines do not clearly define the types or extent
of attacks to detect, making it necessary for the manufacturers to
make their own decisions inner diameter that respect. In an effort
to contribute to security measures after shipment, our objective for
this theme is to formulate IDS evaluation guidelines that OEMs
can use as a baseline for selecting, validating, and operating an IDS,
and entrust them to an industry organization.
The formulated guidelines also aim to raise security quality after
vehicles are shipped, and notably envisions OEMs that have just
begun considering introducing an on-board IDS as the primary
target audience.
As part of our activities, we used actual attack examples as a
basis for surveying conferences held in 2020, Web information, and
vulnerability information to identify security events that an IDS
should detect.
We further narrowed down the results to twelve cases that
directly affect the vehicle by reaching a control system, and analyzed
them in detail to identify security events that occur in the network
or the host, or represent events that can be monitored (Table 1).
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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Table 1: Security Events Identified from the Surveyed Cases
Event location

Network

Host

Event

Sending a control message that does not affect basic actions, or a valid diagnostics message,
at a timing that conflicts with the driving situation.

Attack against the UDS protocol

Attack against the UDS protocol

Physically connecting an unauthorized device to
the vehicle network

Connecting an external device to the OBD I/F

Fuzzing attack against the vehicle network

Fuzzing attack from the OBD I/F

Unauthorized behavior

System or library calls from an unregistered process

Unauthorized external communication

Communication with an unauthorized source or destination outside the vehicle

Unauthorized file system manipulation

Changing critical file attributes (e.g., permissions)

Unauthorized application installation

Installation of an unregistered application

Unauthorized logs

Unauthorized system or application logs

Unexpectedly frequent errors

A number of errors in processing requests to an external public service that exceeds the
value set for a time unit.

High load

High CPU or memory load

Modification to firmware

Modification to firmware

The plan for this theme continues until March 2022. Our next
step will be to work with OEMs and IDS vendors to test the feasibility and validity of the test items based on the ideas provided by
already conducted surveys to perform actual tests, which will then
be incorporated into the guidelines.
In addition, we will continue to hold regular review meetings
with stakeholders to ensure the guidelines prove useful to our target audience.
The theme of surveys and research on connected car threat
information and first response support involves establishing methods to collect and store connected car threat information and
formulating technical specification documents for first response
support that leverages threat intelligence. The goal is to transfer
their operation to industry organizations in 2023.
Threat intelligence refers to information on collecting, analyzing and storing information to provide support for responding to
cyberattacks and other threats. Some industries are carrying out
activities to share that intelligence between corporations1.
Sharing threat intelligence is expected to prove effective at preventing knock on damages from similar cyberattacks, and sharing
is centered on threat intelligence in the IT field. In OS systems, the
OS and other platform components are largely the same for the
organization using them and between users, but in vehicles, the
architecture differs in each model.
Consequently, it might not be possible to make use of the format
for sharing threat intelligence in the IT field to prepare countermeasures.
This major difference from the IT field stems from the dependence of automotive hardware, software, and communication protocols involved in vehicle control on the OEMs.
Conversely, analyzing the attack sequences leading taking control of the vehicle has shown that the methods used until the final
objective is reached are not OEM-dependent. This constitutes
promising potentially valuable information to share on common
threats.
In the honeypot-based threat collection tests, current monitoring results have demonstrated many instances of activity consistent
with the IoT malware (e.g., Mirai) pattern used against IoT products of sending IDs and weak password to the telnet server (Fig. 1).
These are viewed as automated attacks from devices infected with
the same malware rather than attacks in which the applicable honeypot was targeted specifically as an on-board device.
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Security event example

Actions that contradict the context in the vehicle
network

Fig. 1: Examples of Monitored Packets

The plan for this theme extends to March 2023. We will study
sharing methods that allow responses to incidents in the industry
to make use of the threat information collection tests and the collected information.
To collect information, we are currently considering assessing
the parameters to identify an attack targeting the vehicle using
approaches such as capture the flag (CTF) and asking white hat
hackers or vendors to deliberately attack the honeypots we set, and
monitoring the activity during those attacks.

3

Japan–Germany Cooperation

In Germany, the Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) is leading efforts to support research and development
on connected car (automated driving) security, and currently has
four projects underway. Of those, SIP is collaborating with the SecForCARs project2, which covers divides research responsibilities
between four themes, and also involves experts from universities in
Japan and Germany. The themes consist of 1) Security of the hardware, including the ECU and its constituent LSI components and
of the vehicle network, 2) Requirements and verification methods
required to ensure that vehicle systems built from secure subsystems are also secure as a whole, 3) Methodologies for monitoring,
capturing, and analyzing cyber threats, and 4) Methods of using
actual vehicles and virtual systems (honeypots) to monitor cyberattacks from various anticipated attack vectors. The progress and
outcomes of the research is shared in workshops (five are scheduled
until the end of 2022, and the first was held on July 1 and 2, 2021).
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4

Conclusion

It is safe to say that ensuring vehicle cybersecurity now has a
direct impact on the safety and security of the vehicle. This makes
it appropriate to define minimum security standards to meet and
shared industry threats as a cooperative area for the entire Japanese
automotive industry and to proactively share information. Doing
so will facilitate the development of connected services and allow
greater operational efficiency that will help Japanese businesses
retain their international competitiveness.
At the same time, the framework for sharing stipulated security measures and information should not be restricted to sharing
only within the Japanese industry. It is also necessary to present
proposals for international standards and rules involving current
vehicle security development, and to strategically approach standardization bodies to enable the use of the framework as a strength
of Japanese businesses.
Given the above, information security activities involving automated driving systems have a critical role to play and are expected
to contribute to the growth of industry security activities.

【 References 】
1. (b2) Information Sharing Platform Technology “Information Sharing Design
Guide—Configuration”, in Ensuring Cyber Security for Critical Infrastructure in
the Strategic Innovation Promotion Program (SIP), Hitachi, Ltd., https://www.
nedo.go.jp/content/100904081.pdf (in Japanese)
2. SecForCARs, https://www.secforcars.de/ (in German)
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Socioeconomic Impacts
Takashi Oguchi (The University of Tokyo)
International cooperation related to the socioeconomic impacts of automated driving is centered on a collaborative framework
established between Japan and Germany. More specifically, this refers to collaboration between the Connected and Automated Driving:
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment (CADIA) research project in Germany, which principally features researchers from the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology (KIT) and the German Aerospace Center (DLR), and the SIP-adus phase 2 (fiscal years 2018 to 2021) project in
Japan being undertaken by the University of Tokyo and Doshisha University to research the impact of automated driving including
traffic accident reduction. This was recognized as a joint Japan-Germany research project by a meeting of the dual Japan-Germany
Collaborative Program Steering Committee held in January 2019 and featuring representatives from the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF) and SIP-adus in Japan, which operates under the auspices of the Cabinet Office. As part of this project,
a gathering of experts was convened in Germany in October 2019, followed by a session at the SIP-adus Workshop 2020 in November
2020 that focused on German-Japanese cooperation. Opinions were exchanged about common international awareness as well as
differences due to national and cultural factors with respect to models of automated driving popularization, topics related to the public
acceptance of new automated driving transportation services, and so on. At the same time, trilateral meetings featuring representatives
from Japan, the U.S., and Europe have also been held regularly to exchange information about impact assessments.

1

Introduction

Japan-Germany cooperation on automated driving began with
the conclusion of a joint declaration of intent about the promotion
of research and development of automated driving technologies by
the Cabinet Office and the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research (BMBF) on January 12, 2017.
With the mutual agreement of both Japan and Germany, during
the exchange of opinions on the research and development themes
to be pursued in collaboration, it was decided to cooperate in the
field of social impact assessments starting from 2019 by coordinating the SIP-adus phase 2 (fiscal years 2018 to 2021) project in
Japan to research the impact of automated driving including traffic
accident reduction, and a project in Germany being carried out by
a consortium led by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and supported by BMBF.
At the same time, trilateral meetings featuring representatives
from Japan, the U.S., and Europe in the ITS field were used to establish impact assessments (IA) as a sub-theme for trilateral cooperation alongside digital maps and human factors. Through harmonized
activities between the three parties, the aim is to realize a high-level
framework for assessing the impacts of automated driving on the
whole traffic environment. With this aim in mind, discussions are
ongoing in addition to information provision and sharing.
This article introduces these two initiatives as examples of international cooperation related to the socioeconomic impacts of automated driving.

2

Japan-Germany Cooperation

2.1 Background to Project Creation
Japan-Germany collaboration related to the social impacts
of automated driving was initiated by a visit by the researchers
involved in the SIP-adus project to research the impact of automated driving including traffic accident reduction to the Institute
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for Technology Assessment and Systems Analysis (ITAS) of the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in the autumn of 2018,
during which opinions were exchanged about the feasibility of
Japan-Germany cooperation. Subsequently, in the 2019 fiscal year,
as experts from both countries continued discussions, it was agreed
that the following two themes had merits and were of interest as
collaborative items for both sides.
1) Diffusion of Connected and Automated Driving in a Future
Vehicle Stock: The aim of this theme would be to construct
a model to quantitatively simulate the spread of automated
driving by identifying the factors that affect this spread and
analyzing their correlation. Through this initiative, feasible
popularization scenarios for the next several decades could
be drawn up.
2) Social Acceptance of Automated Driving Explored: In addition to defining what is meant by social or public acceptance
of automated driving, the aim of this theme would be to
carry out an advanced research and study program to analyze
cross-border similarities and differences attributable to separate social and cultural environments with respect to public
acceptance of automated driving. In addition, this program
would also identify discussion points related to national innovation strategies related to automated driving, as well as issues
for international cooperation related to automated driving
and its related technologies (including standardization).
In January 2019, BMBF in Germany and SIP-adus in Japan convened a meeting of the dual Japan-Germany Collaborative Program
Steering Committee, and decided to launch a joint Japan-Germany
research program that combined these two themes into a single project. It was also agreed to set outcomes of the collaboration as holding joint-symposium to deliver the fruits of the collaboration and
a publishing book jointly, after having regular research meetings.
2.2 Overview of Progress of Joint Japan-Germany Research
Project
In the 2019 fiscal year, after a series of online advance preparation meetings, Japanese experts visited Germany on October 7 and
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8, and held the first meeting of the joint project at the Berlin office
of the DLR.
The main objective of the first meeting was to outline the
projects being carried out by both sides, to describe the points of
interest of each country, and to determine the direction of the collaborative project. After discussion through the meeting, the discussion point for the next meeting was determined to be the issues
on car ownership and sharing. It was also agreed to hold the second
meeting in Japan in March 2020 and to report the progress of the
project at the SIP-adus Workshop 2020, which was scheduled to be
held in November 2020.
Unfortunately, the spread of the global COVID-19 pandemic in
2020 caused major changes in plans. As of the summer of 2021,
it had not been possible to hold any face-to-face meetings since
that first occasion. For this reason, the project forum switched to
online meetings, through which cooperative activities have been
progressing.
In June 2020, two online meetings to be discussed for the issues
on car ownership and sharing were held.
As part of the SIP-adus Workshop 2020, which was held between
November 10 and 12, 2020, an online symposium was convened
primarily by expert members of the collaborative project. This symposium aimed to communicate the details of the joint Japan-Germany initiatives related to IA to a wider audience. In addition, the
fourth meeting of experts, which was held on November 25, featured an online gathering of Japanese and German experts in the
field of social impact assessment. This meeting featured progress
reports directed at the program directors from BMBF in Germany
and SIP-adus in Japan.
Two further online meetings were then held in April and June
2021. It was confirmed to realize the joint publication as the results
of the joint project, and the details and structure of this publication
were discussed.
2.3 Reports Presented at the SIP-adus Workshop 2020
The SIP-adus Workshop 2020 was held and broadcast online
between November 10 and 12, 2020. In advance of this period, an
IA online session was held and recorded in the evening of November 9, and boradcasted during the workshop.
The program of this session was as follows.
Date and time: 17:30 to 19:00 on Monday, November 9, 2020 (Japan
Standard Time)
1. Opening: Takashi Oguchi (The University of Tokyo and SIPadus IA team leader)
2. 
Social acceptance of automated driving in Germany and
Japan: Conceptual issues and empirical insights: Torsten
Fleischer (KIT), Ayako Taniguchi (University of Tsukuba),
Satoshi Nakao (Kyoto University, and Kosuke Tanaka (Tokyo
University of Science)
3. Analysis of automated driving diffusion: Customers’ willingness-to-pay in Japan: Hiroaki Miyoshi (Doshisha University)
4. Analysis of automated driving diffusion: Potential diffusion
paths into the German Market: Christine Eisenmann (DLR)
5. Automated driving on the path toward enlightenment: Bart
van Arem (Delft University of Technology)
In report 2, conceptual issues, such as the reasons why social
acceptance is questioned and analysis of the parties and subjects
involved, were presented, based on definitions of the concept of
social or public acceptance and the social background related to

these definitions in Japan and Germany. Additionally, this report
described an initiative to create, implement, and analyze a questionnaire with the same content to gauge the extent of individual
acceptance in Japan and Germany. The results of this questionnaire
found differences in attitudes to automated driving. In Japan, the
attitude tended to be favorable or neutral, whereas, in Germany,
some expresses favorable, on the other hand, others did skeptical
opinions. Different levels of Nimbyism were also found (NIMBY is
an acronym for “not in my backyard” and indicates a recognition
of a need (particularly for a certain facility) but an unwillingness to
have that facility located nearby. Nimbyism is used as a measure of
how far people agree with a general idea but disagree with a core
concept of that idea). Differences in awareness about the privacy of
location information were also expressed.
Reports 3 and 4 presented interim results for the initiative to
develop diffusion models and scenarios for automated driving
in Japan and Germany. A diffusion model of automated driving
based on consumer willingness to pay in Japan was intended to
be developed in Report 3, whereas diffusion of both personal car
ownership and MaaS was intended in Germany. Both sides had
different approaches for diffusion of automated driving using their
own models and now intend to compare the prediction results with
mutual reference to future collaborative activities in both countries.
Although report 5 was not directly related to Japan-Germany
cooperation, an expert from the Delft University of Technology in
the Netherlands introduced the Spatial and Transport Impacts of
Automated Driving (STAD) project that was carried out by cooperation among industry, government, and academia in the Netherlands over a five-year period starting in 2016. This report described
key points related to automated vehicles sharing pedestrian spaces,
as well as studies into different plans for different acceptance levels
of automated vehicles in the road infrastructure network planning
and the value of time during using automated vehicles.
Although the session was held online, it was an excellent opportunity to hear four reports, and online discussions continued voluntarily after the session ended. Opinions were exchanged actively
about the following discussion points.
(1) Diffusion of automated vehicles
Although different routes can be envisioned for diffusion of
automated vehicles depending on various underlying considerations, these routes have not been studied properly. It is thought
that people will transition to vehicles with a higher level of automation. However, because of the existence of something not to be
achieved by vehicle automation technology by the 2050s, it is likely
that manually driven vehicles will also remain.
(2) Acceptance of automated driving transportation services
How the transition from existing transportation services can
be realized is a major issue. The fact that Waymo, Uber, and Tesla
are accepted to some degree by the public in the U.S. is having a
major impact on the technical development by car manufacturers
in that country, and is contributing to advances in electrification
and connected and automated vehicles. Such progress in technical
development creates a positive feedback loop for the awareness of
the general public. If this situation continues, it may be useful to
examine the specific changes in people’s actions and habits that this
causes over the medium to long term.
(3) Dedicated lanes for automated vehicles
It is difficult to clearly define the importance of securing physiSIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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cally separate lanes just for automated vehicles. It may be possible
to realize dedicated lanes for public transportation service vehicles
that use automated driving technology. However, in the limited
road space available in urban areas, it may be extremely difficult
politically to secure dedicated lanes simply because a vehicle uses
automated driving technology.

3

Trilateral Cooperation among Japan, the U.S., and
Europe

Regular trilateral meetings among Japan, the U.S., and Europe
have been held to exchange information and opinions related to
general ITS topics, including automated driving. Under the scheme
of this trilateral meeting, a sub-group related to Impact Assessment
of automated vehicles is organized. This sub-group is run by the
following representatives: Dr. Scott Smith from the Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center run by the United States Department of Transportation (DOT) for the U.S., Dr. Satu Innamaa
from the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland for Europe,
and, currently, Takashi Oguchi from the University of Tokyo (the
author of this paper) for Japan. This sub-group meets two or three
times a year to exchange information about initiatives being carried out in each region, and the free exchange of opinions has continued throughout. In Europe, research activities funded by the
Horizon 2020 and various other government supported projects
in each country are underway, which form the background of the
research reported in these meetings. In contrast, the Volpe Center in the U.S. is currently building a system dynamics model for
establishing the framework of the Impact Assessment. These progresses are reported at the meetings. The research activities of the
Impact Assessment of automated vehicles including traffic accident
reduction under the support of the SIP-adus project in Japan was
reported in the meeting held in September 2021.

【 About the author 】
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Service and Business Implementation
Yurie Toyama (Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.)
Studies of use cases, business models, and the like for services using automated driving are an important part of realizing the
practical application of automated vehicles. Although field operational tests (FOTs) of automated driving services have been held both
inside and outside Japan, various studies and discussions remain ongoing about the issues involved in stepping up from FOTs to actual
implementation, as well as the countermeasures for these issues. Consequently, international cooperation initiatives have included
information exchanges through SIP-adus workshops and the like from the standpoint of promoting service implementation.This article
describes the status of these initiatives.

1

Introduction

Starting in SIP phase 1, the practical adoption of vehicles used
in automated driving services (note: vehicles used to transport
guests or used for logistics services, rather than private vehicles)
has been part of activities of the Next-Generation Urban Transportation Working Group. In the field of international cooperation, it
is being promoted as the Next Generation Transport project under
the leadership of Professor Masayuki Kawamoto of the University
of Tsukuba.
In SIP phase 2, reflecting greater awareness of the need to
encourage the further implementation of these services, the
Next-Generation Urban Transportation Working Group was
renamed the Service Implementation Promotion Working Group.
Furthermore, since the SIP-adus Workshop in the 2020 fiscal year,
the international cooperation project was also renamed Service
and Business Implementation (SBI).

2

Initiatives at SIP-adus Workshops

Although studies of use cases, business models, and the like for
services using automated driving are an important part of realizing
the practical application of automated vehicles, discussions remain
ongoing both inside and outside Japan about the issues involved in
stepping up from field operational tests (FOTs) to actual implementation, as well as the countermeasures for these issues. Therefore, as
a part of the SBI project, experts from around the world took part
in a workshop to discuss items related to service implementation.
2.1. SIP-adus Workshop in Fiscal Year 2018
Guest speakers from Japan, Europe (France and Italy), Asia (Singapore), and North America (the U.S.) were invited to the SIP-adus
Workshop in the 2018 fiscal year, and information was exchanged
under a theme called “Practical applications of Automated Driving
Technology – Get out of Demonstration –.”
For this workshop, experts were also invited to a plenary session
to exchange information on two topics: Automated Driving Shuttles and Services, and Truck Automation and Platooning.
2.2. SIP-adus Workshop in Fiscal Year 2019
The SIP-adus Workshop in the 2019 fiscal year featured a joint
session with FOT experts called “FOTs and Next Generation Trans-

Fig. 1: Scope of Next-Generation Transport (NGT) Session at SIP-adus
Workshop in Fiscal Year 2018(1)

port.” At the plenary session for the workshop, information was
provided about automated driving service FOTs being carried out
under the auspices of the Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry (METI) and Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport
and Tourism (MLIT). In addition, continuing on from the previous fiscal year, experts from Europe, Asia (Singapore), and North
America (the U.S.) were also invited to exchange information.
2.3. SIP-adus Workshop in Fiscal Year 2020
Staring from the SIP-adus Workshop in the 2020 fiscal year,
the name of the Next Generation Transport project was changed
to SBI. The targeted scope of public acceptance was defined from
the standpoints of various users factoring in the topic of commercialization, to encourage the implementation of automated driving
technology in last mile guest transportation and logistics services.
A wide range of research and development related to automated
driving is being promoted and tests are under way on public roads
around the world. Some regions are also engaged in long-term
FOTs and are close to realizing implementation. At the same time,
to accelerate the implementation of automated driving services,
it is necessary to study the merits of automated driving services
to regions and commercial ideas for utilizing automated driving,
focusing on that fact that people with a diverse range of circumstances and characteristics are expected to use these services. In
addition, to encourage regional utilization, it will be necessary to
carry out PR of the merits of using automated driving technologies,
and to create the correct public awareness of the safety and reliability of these technologies, without generating excessive expectations or concerns. In addition to studying measures to address
these issues, it will also be necessary to promote public awareness
SIP 2nd Phase —Mid-Term Results Report, 2018–2020
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and popularization through government-led measures, including
the creation of visions for cities with automated driving services.
As shown in Fig. 2, these standpoints were incorporated into the
workshop in the 2020 fiscal year.

Fig. 2: Scope of SBI Session at SIP-adus Workshop in Fiscal Year 2020(2)

Through these topics, the message of the session (Automated
Driving for Everyone) was shared and communicated to the participants. Since anyone might be a driver or a passenger of an automated vehicle, or a resident in a city in which automated vehicles
are driving on the streets, it is important to consider a diverse range
of standpoints for implementation. Based on this understanding,
how to ensure user-friendly overall service design was discussed as
the key to implementation.

3

Collection of Information at International Meetings

3.1. Transportation Research Board Annual Meeting 2021
(1) Purpose of participation
At the Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board
(TRB), information was collected about topics related to the promotion of service implementation. This information was collected
focusing on the standpoints of determining which concepts for use
cases of automated driving mobility services in the U.S. should be
studied for implementation in urban areas, and how to promote
discussions related to business model studies and urban implementation.
(2) Summary of meeting
The 2021 Annual Meeting marked the 100th anniversary of the
TRB. Although, this meeting is usually held every year in Washington D.C., it had to be convened online this year to help prevent
the spread of the novel coronavirus COVID-19. Most of the participants (speakers) were from the U.S. and represented universities,
research institutes, federal and local transportation authorities, and
public transportation operators. The main premise of discussions
was government-led research.
(3) Key words and outline of discussions related to the promotion
of service implementation
In addition to sessions related to automated driving, the TRB
annual meeting also featured discussions of automated driving in
sessions related to public transportation. After the information collection phase, the following five keywords to be tracked in studies
of promoting service implementation were identified. The discussions about each keyword are summarized below.
1) Automated driving in the novel coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic
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During the coronavirus pandemic, the U.S. made remarkable
progress in technologies and systems for the application of automated driving, especially in the logistics field and particularly last
mile transportation robots rather than long-distance trucks travelling between cities(4). New companies such as Nuro and Zoox
started FOTs on public roads in quick succession. To realize fullscale implementation, discussion focused on the necessity for better vehicle design, verification of business models and acceptance,
and the need for accompanying development of remote monitoring technologies.
2) Popularization and implementation of automated driving
In around 2017, U.S. companies like General Motors (GM) and
Waymo stated their aim to commercialize fully automated vehicles in 2019 or 2020. In discussions, based on the circumstances
of the past one or two years, 2024 to 2025 was suggested as a more
realistic target timeframe. In addition, it was also suggested that
commercialization might start with robotaxis, car sharing shuttles
for six to seven people, or ultra-compact mobility vehicles (for one
or two passengers), before transitioning to private vehicles.
Before implementation, the need for further discussions about
safety was raised, and it was proposed that services should be
designed in cooperation with the government while analyzing risks
through a scenario-based approach with a specified operational
design domain (ODD)(5)-(8).
3) Mobility and equity
Several sessions that focused on mobility and equity were held
based on the idea that the means and opportunity for mobility should be available to all as well as recent social issues in the
U.S. Studies and discussions were carried out about how to ensure
equity with respect to automated driving and other technologies.
In addition, questionnaire surveys and the like about the safety
of automated driving for elderly people found that elderly people
were more cautious about automated driving.
It was suggested that when implementing user-friendly mobility services for the elderly and people with physical impairments,
careful consideration should be given to the design of the service
(e.g., where and how to enter and exit the service, the reservation
and payment systems, and the like) as well as simply the design of
the vehicle(9).
4) Autonomous driving in rural regions
Since twenty percent of the population of the U.S. live in rural
regions, and at least half of all fatal traffic accidents occur in these
areas, there is an urgent need to realize rural automated mobility
services from the standpoints of improving safety and ensuring
mobility(10)(11).
However, since the hurdles for establishing a business model in
rural regions are high because of the particular road and environmental conditions (unpaved roads, weather, high speeds, and animals) and sparse populations, tests must be carried out under rural
conditions. Research and FOTs are currently under way under the
keywords of rural automated driving in Iowa and other states.
Much effort is also being devoted to sharing experimental data
and the like in local regions(12). In Vermont, the state DOT has created a trip planner browser service and app, and is working to facilitate data maintenance by utilizing only open source data as a basic
policy. Plans were announced to expand the trip planner functions
with the Vanpool reservation system, with the aim of creating a onestop service for information and data related to mobility services.
Pennsylvania has prepared a database that collects information about traffic signals in the state(13). This database makes the
locations of signalized intersections, as well as the number and
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specifications of traffic signals open to the public. By doing so, the
reported aim is to obtain a wide range of feedback for optimizing
the design of traffic signal cycles and so on.
5) Utilization of road and urban spaces in the coronavirus pandemic
San Francisco, New York, Oakland, Toronto, and other cities
revised how road spaces are used in the coronavirus pandemic(14).
Various initiatives were introduced to widen the space between
pedestrians, including banning vehicles from entering some streets,
widening and extending bicycle lanes, establishing so-called slow
streets just for bicycles, pedestrians, and kickboards, and creating
spaces for PCR testing, eating, and drinking by creating public
areas in road spaces.
In this way, if slow streets or similar measures can become
firmly established, this might help to create an environment to
facilitate the testing and implementation of low-speed automated
shuttles, which may lead to a further increase in demand. It was
suggested that these changes to road spaces due to the coronavirus
pandemic might help to expand the driving environment for lowspeed shuttles in U.S. cities.

4

(13)Penn DOT, “Traffic Signal Asset Management System,” https://www.tsams.penndot.gov/tsams/login.do (accessed: June 30, 2021)
(14)NACTO, https://nacto.org/program/covid19/ (accessed: June 30, 2021)
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Conclusion

SBI sessions of the SIP-adus Workshop scheduled to be held in
the 2021 fiscal year and beyond are likely to feature information
and opinion exchanges about initiatives outside Japan, including
FOTs of automated driving services that are gaining pace around
the world, ideas about critical service design aspects to enable the
transition from the FOT phase to implementation, as well as ideas
about achieving commercialization. In this way, SIP-adus will continue to find effective ways of acquiring information to promote
service implementation in phase 2 of the project.
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Other Achievements and Activities
Takahiro Tanaka (New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization )
This final chapter introduces a number of SIP-adus projects expected to prove useful in upcoming discussions of automated driving that were not touched upon elsewhere. It also describes already announced
research results, the provision of research themes for field operational tests (FOTs) in the Tokyo waterfront
area, and the conveying of achievements.

1

Other Major Projects

This section presents a number of projects not mentioned in
Chapters 2 to 6 that are promising in terms of laying the groundwork for further research and development on automated driving.
1.1. Research and Study of Common Reference Point (CRP) in
High Definition Map
Since it is unrealistic to expect all high precision 3D maps installed
in automated vehicles to be the same, divergence in locations between
maps is an issue. Addressing that issue requires using a common (high
precision relative location referencing) protocol to provide a shared
understanding of the representation of the location of vehicles and
other entities. After defining the automated driving needs concerning the reference point formalized for that purpose (common reference point (CFP)), we defined three use cases (1: fallen objects and
congestion, 2: support for merging on highways, and 3: intersection
on a general road). We then studied the theoretical CRP functional
requirements and items to implement for CRPs (e.g., features to define
as anchorage points (APs), methods of defining CRPs, and methods of
managing CRPs). Our study remained theoretical because at present,
the issue of differences in recognition due to different high precision
3D maps has yet to actually manifest. However, since this technology will be necessary as automated driving evolves and becomes
more widespread, we expect to capitalize on this research to determine concrete factors such as definition or maintenance methods.
1.2. Survey Concerning Proposals to Build an IP Strategy
In light of points made by the Governing Board in 2019, we
gathered experts on intellectual property and compiled patent and
standardization trends for the purpose of building an intellectual
property strategy. We asked strategy and business models concerning competitiveness from SIP-adus and related Japanese industries,
and held discussions that also involved the participation of corporations aiming for commercialization.
We selected the Approach development for improving an
autonomous driving validation environment in virtual space and
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Building a portal site service for multi-purpose deployment of geographical data (from the Surveys and research on design and creation of an architecture for automated driving and driver assistance
project) as crucial themes. For the first theme, we listed the advantages and disadvantages of open and closed elements, and determined the scope of items to make open as part of DIVP and to keep
closed. For the second theme, we summarized the points of caution
and intellectual property concerns involved in deploying the various items of geographical data we collated, and in combining them
and applying them to social implementations. Our summary will
be incorporated in the building of the portal site by NTT Data.
1.3. Basic Survey of Automated Buses That Are Convenient for
Vulnerable Road Users
We conducted validating research and FOTs to clearly identify
the requirements for the commercialization and social implementation of an automated bus-based transportation that can be used
with greater confidence for the purpose of offering autonomy to
vulnerable road users such as people using wheelchairs, people
with a visual, hearing, or other disability, or people with a stroller.
Specifically, we investigated and analyzed the needs of vulnerable
road users as well as trends in and outside Japan, and worked with collaborators such as the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association
(JAMA) and other stakeholders to draw up a concept for a future bus
that vulnerable road users can use with confidence. We then recruited
monitor evaluators and used a mock-up and VR video to conduct
an actual evaluation in June 2021. Our next step will be to propose
design guidelines that also cover proposals for the interior layout.
1.4. Study of Communication Protocols That Realize the Cooperative Driving Automation Use Cases
The 2019 Study of Communication Technologies for Use by Automated Driving Systems project made a detailed study and analysis of
use cases pertaining to the use of existing and new wireless communication systems in automated driving systems. Based on that study,
the Task Force (TF) on V2X communication for Cooperative Driving
Automation worked to classify automated driving and advanced driving safety support systems into categories such as offering look-ahead
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information on highways or general roads, or providing support for
merging and lane changes, eventually compiling the 25 cases in the Use
Cases for Cooperative Driving Automation divided in three categories.
The TF is now working with the ITS Info-communications
Forum (ITS Forum) to codify the communication requirements
for those cooperative driving automation use cases (e.g., data volume, communication area, allowable latency, transmission rate,
and packet reception ratio). This codification will be used to summarize issues in short range (700 MHz band, 5.9 GHz band) and
wide area (5G and other cellular networks) communication and
formulate solutions. Simulations will then be used to validate the
appropriateness and feasibility of those solutions. Keeping advances
in communication technologies in mind, concrete requirement
specifications for the use cases and their respective wireless communication technologies will be prepared, and a roadmap for
communication protocols for cooperative driving automation and
advanced driving safety support systems will be formulated.

2

Provision of Data on the Field Operational Tests
in the Tokyo Waterfront Area

The FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area conducted from October 15, 2019 to the end of February 2021 involved the participation
of 29 organizations from Japan and other countries. Tests related to
automated driving on public roads were performed, covering a total
distance of 64,591 km in the Tokyo Waterfront City area alone. These
large-scale FOTs also included impact assessments and other evaluations, and provided valuable experimental data. Asking SIP-adus
stakeholder (e.g., experiment participants, contractors, and universities or other research institutes) about their needs regarding the
experimental data revealed that the needs of stakeholders were considerably diverse, particular among universities and other research
institutes. We therefore build a system to make the experimental
data collected in the FOTs in the Tokyo waterfront area available and
enable research institutes and other organizations engaged in technology or other development that will contribute to the commercialization of automated driving to effectively leverage that data.
The data provided includes videos from roadside cameras or
drive recorders, vehicle travel paths, infrastructure logs, and vehicle behavior (e.g., speed, acceleration). A portion of the data can be
visualized using a viewer, but most of it is typically provided as raw
data in various formats. Users are responsible for extracting and
processing or otherwise manipulating the data themselves.
People who wish to use the data must consent to the Terms of Use
for the Data from the Field Operational Tests in the Tokyo Waterfront Area and submit an application to the NEDO contact point for
the FOTs in Tokyo waterfront area. NEDO will determine whether
to approve or reject the submission after consulting the FOTs in the
Tokyo Waterfront Area Consortium and, if necessary, the Intellectual Property Committee. If the submission is approved, the FOTs in
the Tokyo Waterfront Area Consortium will provide the data. Note
that period of use of the data is the duration of the SIP-adus project.

agencies issue press releases. Projects featuring extensive press releases
include the regional field operational tests (press releases by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) and contractors), the portal site from the Surveys and research on design and
creation of an architecture for automated driving and driver assistance
project (press releases by the Cabinet Office and NEDO), the Kyoto
Application Contest (press releases by the Cabinet Office, the City of
Kyoto, and other stakeholders), and the holding of the SIP-adus Workshop and Mid-Term Report Conference These press releases introduced SIP activities in many media outlets. In addition, the safe driving
outpatient care aspect of the Research on ADAS for People with Visual
Field Defects project was featured by media outlets such as the NHK
Journal, the Yomiuri Shinbun, and the Nihon Keizai Shinbun.
3.2. Conveying Information via Websites or Social Media
Project reports from past SIP-adus research are available in Japanese and English (summary only) from the SIP-adus website. Presentation material and panels from past SIP-adus Workshop events
can also be viewed on the site at any time. The SIP café website
makes effective use of videos to present news related to automated
driving and event information, columns by, or interviews with,
specialist and experts, test ride reports and other material in an
even more accessible manner.
The project reports are also available from the NEDO Results
Report Database on the NEDO website.
3.3. Conveying Information at Various Events
We have organized awareness raising activities and test rides
targeting the media, and also hosted dialogs with the general public involving automated driving promotional leaders and residents
in the regions, regional automated driving summits gathering local
leaders in areas conducting FOTs, the Mid-Term Report Conference, and summits by specialists and experts. The main publicity
events held in each fiscal year are shown in Fig. 1.
Of those, the Mid-Term Report Conference held on March 25
and 26, 2021, which shares the same goal of making the SIP-adus
activities and achievements of the past three years broadly known
and understood as this mid-term report, took place at the Tokyo
Ariake venue and targeted a Japanese audience. Zoning for the exhibits was not based on technologies, but rather organized in a sequence
that was easy for visitors to understand, and congenial names were
chosen. Conference exhibits also featured actual automated vehicles
and devices from the FOTs, as well as a hands-on corner. An online
guided tour enabling mutual communication was also arranged for
online visitors. The archives of the Mid-Term Report Conference
were posted to the online site archive in July 2021.
Media

General public/users

Local
governments

Engineers

Apr.

Researchers from
outside Japan

May.

Timeline of SIP-adus Publicity Events

Jun.

Jul.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

FY 2018

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Nov.13–15
SIP-adus WS

Showcase of a future with automated driving

Oct.7
Automated Driving Symposium at the Tokyo International Exchange Center

Dec.4
Dialog with the General Public in Shodoshima

FY 2019

Aug.5

Nov.12–14
SIP-adus WS

Dialog with the General Public in Ina

Nov.2
Automated Driving Symposium at the Big Site

3

FY 2020

Sep.1
Guided tour for the media

FY 2021

From Feb.14,2019
Kyoto Contest
Mar.25–26

Nov.10–12
SIP-adus WS

to November7, 2020(Award Ceremony)

Kyoto Contest

Conveying Achievements

3.1. Announcements to the Media
It is important to foster awareness and understanding of SIP activities through press releases and other media announcements, and
all supervising government agencies, contractors, and management

Mar.

Feb.6–7
Dialog with the General Public(symposium)in Ariake, Tokyo

Mid-Term Report Conference

Nov.26
Automated Bus Test Ride

Jan.27

Mar.25

Dialog with the General Public in Maebashi Regional Automated Driving Summit

Dec.15

Mar.15

Establishing a Legislative Framework Webinar

Level 3 Technical Standards Webinar

Apr.20–21
Test ride event for the media
Jun.10
Yokohama Dialog with the General Public Webinar

Jun.24
Webinar on Responsibility Issues

Jul.8
Visual Field Loss Webinar

Fig. 1: Main Publicity Events by Fiscal Year
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3.4. Conveying Information at Events outside Japan
Many automated driving-related events are also held throughout the world. Major events include the Transportation Research
Board (TRB) Annual Meeting and Automated Road Transportation Symposium (ARTS, formerly Automated Vehicles Symposium (AVS)) in the U.S., the Transportation Research Arena (TRA)
and European Conference on Connected and Automated Driving
(EUCAD) in Europe, and the ITS World Congress which rotates
annually between the U.S, Europe, and the Asia-Pacific Region.
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, SIP-adus sent several experts and
actively made presentations and participated in sessions. At the
time of writing (July 2021), many events are held online, limiting
participation from Japan to that medium as well. Events at venues
are expected to return gradually, and we will continue to emphasize technological exchanges and the conveying information from
Japan.
3.5. Other Research Achievements and Announcements in Presentations
In addition to making its results broadly understood by many
people, SIP-adus is actively pursuing opportunities to make presentations in an effort to strengthen coordination with other
related conferences. The research announcements and presentations (including speeches) made at other academic conferences
until March 2021 are listed by SIP-adus project in Table 1.
Project name

Main events or organizations where presentations or papers were presented

Development of Method to
Provide Autonomous Driving
Assessment Environment in
Virtual Space

MotorFan interview,
Automotive Functional Safety Conference,
Automotive Software Frontier 2020, Society of
Automotive Engineers of Japan

Research Related to Recognition
Technologies and the like Necessary for Automated Driving
Technology (Levels 3 and 4)

Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan,
Symposium on Sensing via Image Information
ION GNSS+ 2020, IV 2020

Investigation of HMI and Safety
Education Methods Adapted to
Advanced Automated Driving

HCI International 2020,
Automated Vehicles Symposium 2020,
Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan,
IEEE international conferences,
ITS Symposium
JEITA Ergonomics Committee, Nihon Kogaku
Kenkyukai
Information Processing Society of Japan

Surveys and Research on Design
and Creation of an Architecture
for Automated Driving and
Driver Assistance

Aichi ITS Council,
Public transportation open data frontlines

Research on ADAS for People
with Visual Field Defects

Japan Imaging and Perimetry Society, Japan
Glaucoma Society, International Association
of Traffic and Safety Sciences, Society of
Automotive Engineers of Japan, World Glaucoma Congress, CBI Annual Meeting, Kansai
Association of Corporate Executives

Basic Survey of Automated
Buses That Are Convenient for
Vulnerable Road Users

Needs and seeds matching networking event
2020

Table 1: Other Conferences or Organizations Where Announcements
Were Made, By Project

4

Conclusion

Spreading awareness and fostering awareness of SIP activities by
publishing papers, providing data, engaging in public events, and
advertising is a crucial activity that we will continue to pursue.
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Similarly, ongoing communication with various stakeholders is
essential to fostering public acceptance. We will therefore not only
plan events from a long-term perspective, but also focus on deepening understanding through mutual communication as we cooperate with events organized by other government agencies.
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